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Compact Disc Players
'MIDI' PLAYERS
These models are less than 36cm wide, see 
review for exact dimensions.

Ferguson CD01;
XL-V2B; Marantz CD54;

CD84; Meridian MCD; 
Philips CD104; Pioneer PO- 

Sony D-50; Sony CD-P102;
• CD-3

STANDARD SIZE PLAYERS
These models match standard-size hi-fi systems 
at approximately 43cm wide.
Akai CD-A?; Bang & Olufsen CD-X; Fisher 
AD840; JVC XL-V300. Mitsubishi DP 105; Philips 
CD204; Philips CD304; Pioneer PD-70; Revox 
8225; Sony CD-P30, Sony CD-P50; Sony CD- 
P302ES; Sony CD-P502ES; Sony CD-P552; Sony 
702DA-S processor; Technics SL-P1; Technics 
SL-P2; Technics SL-P3; Toshiba XR-Z50; Toshi ba 
XR-Z6Ô
SUMMARY REVIEWS
Hitachi DABOO; Marantz CD638; NAD 5200; 
Philips CD101; Philips CD202; Philips CD303; 
Sony CD-P101; Sony CD-P701es; Toshiba XR- 
270; Yamaha CD-2

Turntables and Tonearms
INTEGRATED PLAYERS
This category includes some models supplied 
with 'factory fitted' arms, also available as 
separate motor units.
Acoustic Research EB101; Akai AP^XI; Ariston 
RD20; Anston RD80SL; B&O RX2; B&O TX4;
Dual CS505-2; Dual CS505S; Harman Kardon 
T35C; Harman Kardon T55C; Linn LP12; Lux 
PD290; Michell Synchro; Mission Cambridge

NAD 5120; Oracle Pioneer
PL340; PL707; OED R232; Planar 2;
Rega Planar 3; Revelver; Rotel RP850; Thorens
TD166 II; Thorens TD320 •

UNITS
Ariston RD40AC; A riston RD40E; Ariston 
RD80SL; Elite Townshend Rock II; Heybrook 
TT2; Linn Sondek LP12; Michell Synchro^ 
Michell GyroDec; Oracle Alexandria; Pink

Revolver; Sota Sapphire; Systemdek 
llX; TD320; Walker CJ61; Walker CJ58 
TONEARMS

1 Alphason HR100S (LC); Linn Basik LV+ arm; 
LVll arm; Mission 774LC; Rega RB300 

arm; Series V; Zeta
S.UMMARY REVIEWS
Acoustic Research; Ariston Magnum Opus arm;
Audio Technica AT1120 arm; Decca International 
arm; Dual CS514; Dual CS515; Dynavector DV501 
arm; Fidelity Research FR64 arm; Grace G707 
arm; Linn Basik LVX arm; Lux PD300; Marantz 
Esotec; Mayware arm; Michell Focus One (S);
Nakamichi Oracle Delphi; Revox 8791; 
Rotel RP830; Series Ill (S); SME 3009R;
Thorens' 160S; Thorens TD147; Thorens TD126
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"With the RD40 they have 
beaten all records''

Audio Review

"/ would not hesitate 
recommend this latest

to

Ariston RD40
Basically the RD40 
system consists of 
three substantial 
aluminium castings. 
These catings make up the base, the chassis 
and the platter which 
is 'dished' slightly 
concave. A record 
clamp, in conjunction with the concave 
platter, laminates the 
disc mat and platter 
interface, reducing 
the vinyl resonance 
and creating one 
impedance for the 
entire assembly as 
opposed to the more 
common two from 
disc and platter.
£139.95 Without Arm 
£189.95
With Opus Arm

,r-.

Ariston ROSO 
The ROSO is a two 
speed manual 
turntable with AC 
Synchronous Motor. 
There's a two piece fully machined 
concave platter with 
record clamp, and 
precision made 
single-point bearing. 
£239.95 
with Opus Arm

allsltil 
ARISTON ACOUSTICS LTD., Unit 176 Brie1yside, 
Prestwick Airport, Prestwick, Ayrshire KA9 2RB. 
Tulephone (0292) 76933/4. Tulex 777568 ARISG.
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

Our review programme for Compact Disc players, turntables and tonearms included complete 
laboratory analysis as well as thorough auditioning. This introduction explains the tests.

The coverage of this, the seventh edition of 
Turntables has been overturned by the burgeon
ing CD market. The revised title of the issue has 
been chosen to reflect the market importance 
and wide range of CD players now available, but 
this should not be taken as reflecting a 
diminishing of our regard for fine analogue 
equipment. For those who are interested 
primarily in choosing or upgrading analogue 
equipment, the current Cartridges and 
Accessories issue (Hi-Fi Choice No 38), written 
by Paul Messenger, should be taken as the 
companion edition to the Turntables and Tone
arms section in this book.
Around 40 CD players were available when we 

started work on this Choice project, and we 
managed to secure most of these for review. CD 
sales are expected to be brisk in '85, this 
particularly true of the discs, despite their 
average price of around £10 to £11. Already 
Pickwick, the biggest UK budget record com
pany, have launched a number of titles at £6.99, 
and other manufacturers are expected to follow 
suit; in fact some discounting has already begun 
in Japan.

Compact disc versus analogue
The sound quality of top quality black disc 
players remains beyond question, but CD 
players are now beginning to win sales from 
analogue. Rather than buy a more expensive 
analogue system, some customers are opting 
instead for a CD player as an addition to existing 
equipment, and many new purchasers are 
getting into hi-fi for the first time with CD as a 
priority component. Portable and in-car CD 
players are already with us, and are arousing 
great interest.

Since last year the range of available CD 
machines has widened considerably and compe
tition is becoming fiercer. Prices range from 
around £275 to as much as £1500, and such a 
discrepancy has been queried by some, since 
Philips' original slogan for CD was 'perfect 
sound forever.' Experience has however shown 
us that while CD as a whole provides a baseline 
of good sonic uniformity, there still remain 
subtle differences between designs, much as 
many amplifiers can be distinguished from 
others.
The advantages which indisputably are 

offered by Compact Disc players, over vinyl disc 

playing equipment, can be summed up as 
follows:
1) Up to 1 hour 15 minutes uninterrupted 

playing time.
2) Sound free from surface noise, clicks and 

pops.
3) Essentially damage- and wear-proof discs 

(provided some care is taken).
4) Constant neutral tonal sound quality, 
throughout disc play.
5) No complications of stylus wear, 
contamination or alignment.
6) Full automatic facilities, track programming 

etc, many with comprehensive remote control.
7) Usual 'cheap turntable' problems such as 

pitch stability, wow and flutter etc, are absent.
8) Small CD player size with easy storage and 
handling of discs themselves.
9) High level 'flat response' output can obviate 

pre-amplifier and many also have competent 
headphone outputs.
10) Hioh l::ih srP.r.ifir.::itinns fnr rlist0rti0n, 
balance, separation and signal to noise ratio. 
11) Virtual immunity to acoustic feedback and 
reasonable levels of shock and vibration 
resistance.
12) The sound is relatively neutral, with a wide, 
open frequency characteristic as well as notably 
good bass since arm/cartridge subsonic reso
nances are avoided. Stereo is usually very stable 
and well focused, with much separate detail 
apparent.
As regards the more subtle aspects of sound 

reproduction, players can vary in their stereo 
presentation - some have a more relaxed 
distant perspective while others seem more 
direct and 'up-front'. Differences can be found 
in the far space or depth region behind the 
frontal image plane, while some players may 
also show a softening of definition in the bass 
or treble extremes. The treble may also appear 
a touch 'grainy' and fatiguing. The mid can vary 
in tonal quality, with a thinner, 'harder' effect on 
some players, and a sweeter, more natural 
balance on others. Ultimately one can liken such 
distinctions to those seen between fine ampli
fiers, and similarly it is therefore possible to 
scale and grade CD sound quality. As in the case 
of amplifiers, it must be stressed that in abso
lute terms the differences are not great, and may 
even be considered unimportant by many 
purchasers.
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PURE HI-FI 
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1
TU-D33XL TUNER£109inc. vat
"A couple of plays revealed that the TV-D 33XL 's ability 
to prise decent sound stage, with ample depth to 
convey 3. D presence and base, from musical 
instruments or sound effects was, at times, near 
awesome."
''The Sansui is a devilish successful solution for those 
of you who can no longer bear to part with a fiver 
whenever you crave something new."
"And it's pretty to boot."Ken Kessler. Hi-Fi News. May 198 5

2

6

AU-G SSX STEREO AMP. £249inc. vat
"Altogether a very satisfying stereo amplifier which
I could live with for a long time. Well recommended."John G//berl, Gramophone. Ap(f:
"To most people, names such as Sansui enjoy street 
credibility while other mqre esoteric names simply 
cannot match up."
"The Sansui easily won out in the specific area of 
maximum loudness, which was achieved in a seamless 
and unstrained manner."
"/like the Sansui. In addition to its superb build, finish 
and flexibility, it was capable of real quality music 
making."Alvin Gold. WharHi-fi?february 1985

5
SR-222 MkV BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE 
£109inc. vat
For many years the Sansui SR-222 series of 
turntables has been critically acclaimed by the Hi-Fi 
Press as the ultimate combination of simple design 
and superb sound. Now Sansui introduce a completely 
revised and improved version featuring new heavy, 
mufti-layer plinth; heavy, diecast aluminium alloy 
platter; improved high-rigidity D.O.B. tone arm; doubly 
insulated mounted DC servo motor; electronic speed 
change.

D-290 CASSETTE DECK£129inc. vat
"Overall I felt the 0-290 turned in a very respectable 
performance and would provide a good casual 
listening source even for the owner of above average 
systems.. ,John N1cholson, H1 -Fi for Pleasure. March 1985
A full logic cassette deck with Dolby C/B noise 
reduction systems. Mic. mixing facility with volume 
control offering the advantage of adding commentary 
to tapes while recording from another source. The 
0-290 also offers automatic music programme search 
for cueing convenience. Precise LED meters, a timer 
switch, and headphone socket are the finishing 
touches to this cassette deck.

SANSUI PURE HI-FI DEALERSALDERSHOT BRYANTSHI Fl.81 High Street. 0252 20728BRISTOL RADFORD Hl-Fl.52-54 Glovces1er Road. 0272 428248COLWYN BAYELECTROTRADERHI Fl.19 ColwynCrescent.Rhos-0n-Sea. 0492 48932COVENTRY R.S.C .. l 7 Shelton SQuare. 0203 25983CROYDON ST. GEORGES AUDIO. 36 SI. GeorgesWalk.Croydon Centre. 01-681 1484LEEDS SUPER Fl.34 36 QueenV1c1ona Slreet 0532 449075VlkUIN LTD .. 94 96 452 709LONDON AUDIO 1.25 TottenhamCounRoad.LondonW1P9RA. 01-6310129BillyVEE SOUND SYSTEMS.248 Lee HighRoad.LewiSham. S.E.13. 01^3185755
BUDGCT SOUND, 242 TonenhamCourt Road.W.1. 5974HI-WAY HI-A. 315 EdgwareRoad.W.2. 01-402 2441

SOUTHLONDON HlFI.210 Brixton Hdl. S.W.2. 01674 4433
SPATIALHI A. 29 TonenhamCovnRoad.W.l. 01-637 8702NEWCASTlf-UPON-TYNE HhA OPPORruNlTlES. 33Handy Side Arcade. 0632 32 7 791NEW MALDEN UNILCT.35High Street 01-942 956 7NOmNGHAMNOTIINGHAMHl-Fl.120 122 Alfreton Road. 0602 786919PORTSMOUTM VIRGIN RCTAJL LTO..69-73 The Tncom. Charlotte St. 0705 816857
SEVENOAKS SEVENOAKS /-ll-Fl.111 London Road. 0732 459555SHEFFIELD AUDIO CENTRE.284 Glossop Road. 0742 73 7893ST. L£0NARDS ON SEA 32WestemRoad. 0424 442975WESTON-SUPER-MARE PAUL ROBERTS. 203 Milton Road. 0934 414423YORK VICKERS HI-FI.12-24 G1llygate. 0904 29659
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AU-G 33X STEREO AMP. £169 inc. vat
"SansuiAU-G 33X is pretty damn good. In fact it's a 
cracker."
"J have the distinct impression that here, at last is one 
main stream manufacturer making a concerted stab 
at closing the gap with the best of the audiophile 
orientated competition. ”
"The Sansui does go louder- much louder- than the 
£100 to£120 models, and it has that rare and 
precious facility of staying in perfect control of the 
loudspeakers to which it's presented." 
''Recommended''

Alvin Gold, New Hi Fi Sound. February 1985.

4
TU-D 99X TUNER £229 inc. vat
$AN$UI TU-0 99X. Best Buy. Hi-Fi Choice. March 1985.
••With a front rank sound quality and a very strong RF 
performance, this is clearly a fine tuner design. Suited, 
with the 'local' switch, to both fringe and high strength 
locations, a versatile performance is offered'' 
Conclusion. "The nJ-D 99X represents very good value 
in its price sector, and qualifies for a Best Buy rating. ” 

Martin Co/lams. Hi Fi Choice.
The nJ-0 99X incorporates a super linear digital 
decoder which eliminates beat interference. It does 
so effectively and without creating its own audible beat 
since no harmonics are generated.

7
PCV 100 COMPACT DISC PLAYER 
£339 inc. vat
PCV100 new Compact Disc Player 
(replaces PCV300 I
The PCV300 was reviewed byStan Curtis in Which 
Compact Disc? and the verdict was "A competently 
engineered, pleasant sounding CD player. The Sansui 
PCV300 offers good value, good looks, and good 
performance. Strongly recommended."
The Sansui PCV100 is a completely revised version 
of the PCV300 which is not only improved but better 
value at around£339.

8
AU-G 11X STEREO AMP. £109 inc. vat
TheAU-G .11X is an affordable amplifier offering the 
same technology as modelsAU-G 33X andAU-G 55X. 
The X BalancedAmp Type II is designed to eliminate all 
ground related problems so music is reproduced with 
unbelievable purity and clarity.
In the event of speaker impedance becoming low, the 
AU-G 11X is equipped to supply ample current to the 
power output stage and can deliver as much as 75 
watts of dynamic power into 2 ohms.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS I UK) LTD. ■

Unit lOA. Lyon Industrial Estate. RockwareAvenue, Greenford,_Middx. UB6 OAA I

Send the coupon today for further details on 
any of the products shown above and a full 
list of Sansui Pure Hi-Fi dealers.

NAME_________________________
!IN BLOCK CAPITALS PllASl I

ADDRESS_____________________

POSTCODE____________________
.. ______________________________ ..



TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION
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Analogue signal is converted into digital form by 
sampling the signal to give a binary number 
(examples use 3 bits). Thus analogue 6v becomes 
binary 110. High-speed sampling, 16 bit 
measurement and filtering gives good fidelity to the 
original waveform.

Spectrum of music output from CD (top) and (LP) 
below. The LP output towards 50kHz consists of 
distortion spuriae.
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I use a good amplifier and like to use a CD player 
of compatible sound quality as far as possible. 
As such I have been prepared to make these 
distinctions in sound quality and where possible, 
back them with searching lab tests.

Analogue developments
The analogue review section has a good sprink
ling of major brand names, plus some important 
new introductions from the 'specialist' manu
facturers. Once again, Linn have revised their 
LP12, which now sports a new bonded sub
chassis, plus refinements to the plinth as well 
as the mounting bolts. A new Linn arm, the Basik 
Plus is also on test. Alphason have improved 
their HR100S and have added a luxury version 
using mono crystal wiring, while B&O have a 
modestly priced linear tracker complemented by 
an updated budget player. Walker, Dunlop, 
Ariston and Helius have all carried out extensive 
revisions to their products, while Thorens have 
a brand new range. Rega have extensively 
revised their Planar II and Mission have also 
reworked their 775 player, though the long 
promised Mechanic arm is not yet available.

LABORATORY TESTS: COMPACT DISC
An established test programme was employed 
for the CD players. In general, these tests check 
whether the samples supplied were free from 
manufacturing defects and were up to spec. 
Further tests, operating outside of the nominal 
specifications, also seek to explore other 
aspects, many of which have been shown to 
correlate well with subjective sound quality 
factors.

In some respects CD testing is relatively 
straightforward. At the time of the first Choice 
edition to include such machines (Turntables 
and Tonearms, No 30J, no test discs were avail
able, but now a good selection enables us to 
examine a wide range of performance factors. 
The test discs used here are made by Sony, 
Technics, Polygram and Denon, but others can 
also be obtained. As with the equivalent labo
ratory vinyl test discs, frequency response, 
channel separation, signal to noise ratio and dis
tortion sections are all present, while special 
impulses for transient response may also be • 
included, plus very low level tones for assess
ing linearity and quantisation errors.

Error correction
Further tests examine the ability of a player to 
correct and conceal errors as well as disc faults. 
This tolerance of disc errors and damage is a key



TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

factor in the CD's durability, and is further 
believed to exert a marginal effect on sound 
quality. A machine operating at a low internal 
error rate may sound better than one with a high 
error rate, even when the errors are fully 
corrected. This is believed due to the error 
correction processing, which affects the whole 
machine via its power supplies.

The effect of vibration is also important. 
Though CD players are normally considered to 
be both acoustic feedback- and vibration-proof, 
acoustic and vibrational energy can nonetheless 
find their way to the disc transport and disc 
itself. In theory the high speed of the laser head 
servos responsible for tracking renders them 
immune to energy at lower frequencies, say 
below 500Hz, which is the main range of 
acoustic excitation. In practice noise and 
vibration both increase the intrinsic error rates 
and thus may influence sound quality; further
more players may be very slightly microphonic, 
depending on their construction and circuitry.

Tests have shown that as with analogue 
turntables, although to a lesser extent, isolating 

shelves, platforms and tables can have a bene
ficial effect on CD. Trials are underway on a 
small rubber mat, to place over a CD to damp 
vibration and by implication help lower error 
rates. Remember that CD operates with almost 
continuous errors which are subject to a 
powerful computed correction, and only at the 
ultimate error limit (almost never attained) will 
the machine fail to compute. In this case, it 
momentarily guesses or may even mute and then 
recover. In theory this can occur once or twice 
in 20 hours of programme, and generally passes 
unnoticed. With giant errors or gaps in the disc, 
a click can be heard as no correction or conceal
ment is then possible, and usually the laser then 
sticks or misses a track. Discs which do this 
should be returned as it means that their manu
facturing error rate is too high.

'Aliasing' and spurious tones
Due to aliasing, an effect where the higher audio 
frequencies may 'beat' or mix with the clock or 
sampling rate at 44.1 kHz, various spurious tones 
may be produced, and their presence is likely to

9



Today's top-end analogue sources 
are engineered to within such high 
tolerance levels, that to improve sonic 
performance by simply doing what others 
do better is somewhat impractical, if not 
commercially impossible.

Yet the Industry cries out that 
Analogue is still th its infancy - somewhat 
of a contradiction.

Thorens engineers have recognised 
for some time that the answer lies in 
re-examining the fundamental 
principles of turntable design. 
Or in plain English, thafs 
'back to the drawing 
board:

Today
Thorens is 
proud (if not a 
little excited) to 
present its 320 
range of turntables.

TheThorens TD/ 
321,factory fitted with an LVX 
tonearm as an optional extra, is the 
showcase model. I

Its most intriguing feature,a split 
chassis means that the body comes in 
two parts.

The first is fixed. It houses a 
synchronous low voltage motor, 
divorced directly from the mains, and is 
fitted with a split phase generator whose 
output feeds the motor direct

The second part is coupled to the 
first by three leaf springs,which are easily 
interchangeable, dependant upon the 
mass of the tonearm you wish to use.

il

The non-metallic nature of the two
near-independant structures greatly 
inhibits the annoying resonances with 
which traditional designs have had to 
struggle.

The leaf spring suspension also 
provides ultimate isolation from acoustic

10



IASTERED BY THORENS
' feedback and exter

nal shock impulses. 
Interference caused 
by the familiar belt
change assembly has 
also been eliminated. 
The new range has disc 
pensed with it in order
to cater for this two 
speed belt driven 
machine.

I -

■

The large detached 
lit armboard is capable of 

|JF having an enormously 
: wide range of tonearm

||r assemblies, fitted, 
ly irrespective of their mass. 

HF Suspension beingvery 
|F simply aligned from the top.

TheThorensTD 320 is 
By no different, except that it comes 

|||F complete withThorens arm and a 
■jF sensor operated stop and lift facility. 

The proof we know is not in 
w its technical specification, although 
i the reviews will give you an inkling. 

The proof is in the listening. 
Thorens dealers all over the UK 

should be able to demonstrate the decks 
against most top-end turntables.
It’s important that you make an AB compari
son for yourself, before you decide to buy.

And once you have listened, irrespec
tive of the price of a comparative source, we 
think you’ll agree with us at Thorens.

It’s a real masterstroke.
And at around £300 complete, we 

think there’s no doubt
It's an even greater master stroke.

THO^^
For further details contact: The Thorens Saks 

Office.Britannia Road.Waltham Cross, 
Hertfordshire ENS 7^Tel: (0992) 716666.
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

influence sound quality in the upper registers. 
Excessive spurious tones in the audible range 
may increase 'brittleness' 'glare' or 'hardness' 
in the sound. Excessive spuriae above audibility 
may give rise to problems in the audio stages 
following the CD, for example cassette or pcm 
recorders and amplifiers.

Ultrasonic tones may beat with further signals, 
producing more 'rubbish' and noise which by 
difference mixing may fold back into the audible 
range.

For this edition, new CD reviews show a 
spectrogram from 100Hz to 100kHz, showing the 
spurious products resulting from a pair of high 
frequency tones at 19 and 20kHz, with peak level 
a reasonably fair - 10dB.

Frequency response
For frequency response, a new high resolution 
graph has been used, this to the same scale as 
the RIAA equalisation accuracy charts in the 
HFC: Amplifiers issue. Left and right channels 
are both assessed to ensure that no balance 
errors occur. Other tests include checking for 
correct de-emphasis; testing response align
ment; output impedance (important when using 
passive control units); output level; track 
location speed (assessed as the time taken to 
access track 15 on the Sony test disc YEDS2). 
Weighted and unweighted signal-to-noise ratios 
were measured with and without pre-emphasis 
(figures given in the test results tables are 
without pre-emphasis), and each player's 
mechanical noise was also assessed.

LABORATORY TESTS: TURNTABLES
Returning to analogue turntable systems, tests 
have been devised to bring out, as much as 
possible, aspects relevant to sound quality. 
Only in the most simple and obvious cases do 
conventional measurements such as those for 
wow and flutter and rumble etc have much re
levance to subjective quality. For example, 
peruse the figures for any modern turntable 
with pretensions to quality: rumble and wow 
figures are quoted which surpass even our test 
methods, and which are below audibility thres
holds; yet in practice these tell nothing about 
sound quality of the deck in question if experi
ended and perceptive listeners are involved.

Assuming that a turntable's sound quality 
does matter, we can then consider a number of 
subtle parameters which are notably difficult 
to qualify. For example, stereo imaging can be 
12

flawed in terms of both clarity and the ability to 
reproduce depth, due to instability in sub
chassis systems, excessive stored energy or 
coloration in the subchassis system and un
wanted vibrational excitation arriving at the 
cartridge stylus. The bass may be weakened in 
both power and definition due to incipient 
acoustic feedback, also to counterweight 
resonances in arms, or to weak platter main 
bearings, which can encourage platter rocking 
at low frequencies. Sound quality in the 
midrange may be coloured and masked by 
structural resonances, plus coupled feedback 
in turntable lids or plinths,, and if poorly 
isolated, also the shelf on which the deck is 
placed. Such middle range resonances may 
also be attributed to structural weaknesses in 
tonearms, and their mounting board or 
platform. The platter and subchassis them
selves can also 'ring' or resonate in the mid 
register. The proportionality of plinth and 
platter mass can also be significant. A light 
platter on a strong heavy plinth will resonate 
more than when fitted to a lighter plinth where 
some mutual damping may be encouraged. 
Thin platters tend to ring like gongs, their 
damping partially controlled by choice of mat.

For the best sound quality the platter mass 
should be sufficient to provide a useful rota
tional inertia, providing a flywheel energy 
store, helping the platter resist small speed 
changes induced by variation in drive power, 
and the stylus drag which alters with music 
modulation. If the power is low and the platter 
light, then dynamic wow can occur as an 
audible pitch instability following loud 
programme transients.

Weak main bearings (including the support) 
can allow rocking modes in the platter to the 
detriment of coloration levels. Conversely, 
controlled stiffness and mechanical losses in 
the subchassis/arm mounting can help to trap 
and absorb unwanted energy which could 
otherwise be transmitted or reflected back into 
the platter or tonearm.
to be - 100dB on the fundamental, or 0.001 % ! 
Yet this is no guarantee of perfect sound.

In general, CD designers appear to have got 
their specification numbers in very good order. 
But they need to devote more attention to 
sound quality differences as a whole, if the 
claimed consistent accuracy of CD is to be 
achieved. In theory, the digital replication 
process for CD is nearly perfect, with full 
correction of system errors.
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The execution of the springing associated 
with a suspended subchassis design is almost 
an art in itself, and is crucial in determining the 
operational stability as well as the isolation 
performance of the whole. The Linn Sondek 
exemplifies a model which may outwardly 
appear a trifle primitive in design, but which 
nonetheless incorporates many 'hidden' 
aspects which enhance its performance: there 
is hardly any detail of its construction which 
does not contribute to the whole. For example, 
the belt is critical in dimensional tolerance, 
surface finish, elasticity and internal loss 
factor. Any deterioration can affect speed 
accuracy, load tolerance, torque, wow and 
flutter, drive motor breakthrough rumble, as 
well as subchassis instability and behaviour. 
The audible repercussions are legion; for 
example excessive belt tension will mean the 
motor coupling will be too tight, resulting in 
worsened rumble and energy coupling to the 
platter, the subchassis will also be under 
excess lateral drag, impairing isolation and 
worsening vibration rejection; finally the belt
subchassis mass resonance may become 
involved - a factor usually kept at bay due to a 
minimal belt tension consistent with good 
drive.

In an earlier issue the 'flexibility' of the 
Sondek arm mounting facility was mentioned, 
but we now recognise that in practice this 
flexibility is an advantage rather than a 
weakness in the case of the Ittok arm series 
(the latest Ittok has undergone further 
revisions, see review). It is now apparent that 
an important terminating and absorbing func
tion is provided by the 'composition' arm board 
and its apparently superficial fixing to the sub
chassis. Energy propagating from the cartridge 
down to the arm pillar is absorbed here, rather 
than being reflected back to the cartridge by a 
misterminated board/arm pillar interface (see 
Lux PD300 review).

However we have found it dangerous to use 
the Sondek as a reference turntable for 
comparative auditioning, due to its unique 
character and sonic balance; but it does 
remain useful as a long term reference in view 
of its musically-balanced and satisfying 
performance. So far no other turntable has 
provided the same balance and combination of 
qualities and weaknesses which would allow 
an easier A/B comparison test. Good disc 
players increasingly represent a 'system', 
where motor unit, arm, cartridge and mat offer 

an optimised combination. Alter any single 
part and one's view of the whole can be altered 
too.

Acoustic and vibration isolation
Returning to the more general discussion of 
factors affecting subjective performance, we 
classify energy arriving at the working cart- 
tridge from the outside under the heading of 
'acoustic and vibration isolation', this 
including energy emanating from the music re
produced by the loudspeakers. The latter is a 
feedback-promoting effect which rapidly 
worsens sound quality with increasing gain, 
well before the point at which 'howl-round' is 
reached. The energy enters the turntable via 
two routes, both acting together. Vibration in 
the room structure is transmitted by the floor 
and excited in the support cabinet or shelf, 
entering via the turntable feet and base; 
airborne acoustic energy is intercepted by the 
entire turntable structure - the lid, the arm
board, the plinth, platter, disc and the sub
chassis.

The isolation performance of a turntable 
affects other subjective factors as well, these 
classically described as signal to noise ratio, 
and more recently noted as dynamic range or 
more simply still, 'dynamics'. The important 
distinction here is that traditionally the noise 
part of the signal to noise measurement was 
judged in the absence of the signal, this being 
the easiest way to do it. Take rumble as an 
example. Conversely, subjective dynamics 
concern how much unwanted noise is present 
in the reproduction while the music is also 
playing through a complete hi-fi system; that 
is, a judgement of the noise in the presence of 
a signal. This is much harder and requires 
some practice. Subjectively, one can learn to 
recognise the spurious noise which hangs like 
a coloured (acoustically that is) veil over the 
sound stage, masking fine musical detail and 
blurring the definition of sharp sounds or 
transients, resulting in a flat, two-dimensional 
image that lack true space, depth and 
ambience. In addition the dynamic relationship 
between soft and loud passages appears 
compressed, detracting from their liveliness 
and 'attack'. A system with a poor dynamic 
signal-to-noise ratio sounds as if the subjec
tive volume is more constant, and is usually on 
the loud side at that.

In the lab it has proved possible to 
investigate some of those factors which affect
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this dynamic quality, mainly via wide-band 
isolation tests. The vibration and acoustic 
isolation performances are assessed 
separately, and presented on one display 
where their joint effect may be judged.
For vibration purposes, the turntable was 
mounted on a reinforced wooden panel, 
flexibly mounted and driven in the horizontal 
plane by a small vibration exciter. The flexible 
mounting was provided by polyurethane foam, 
which gave an overall lateral resonance at 
around 3.5Hz. The accelleration at the centre of 
the tasble was monitored by a B&K accellero- 
meter, and adjusted by an equaliser to show a 
fairly unform value measured in constant 
bandwidth analysis over the important isola
tion range of 10Hz to 500Hz. Above this 
frequency range, even the worst rubber feet on 
primitive players are very effective. Below 10Hz 
questions of subchassis and cartridge 
resonance excitation arise, and these were 
dealt with separately.

The printed vibration graph represents the 
RIAA equalised output from a pickup cartridge 
on a record and demonstrates the isolation 
achieved between the vibrating test board and 
the stylus.

The second factor, acoustic isolation, was 
analysed in a similar manner, but here the 
excitation was a uniform pink-noise soundfield 
generated by a powerful loudspeaker, 1m 
distant. A B&K microphone system was used 
to help define a uniform frequency response at 
the record position over the useful range, 30Hz 
to 500Hz. A parametric equaliser aided this 
calibration. The sound pressure was set at 
90dB while the measured result was scaled 
against standard rumble reference level of 
10cm/sec lateral at 1kHz. The baseline is 
equivalent to -80dB.

Inevitably, both the turntable and the base
board on which the turntable was mounted 
were jointly excited by this soundfield, and 
some contribution from the baseboard thus 
appears in the measurement depending on the 
vibration isolation characteristic of the turn
table under test.

A turntable with excellent vibration and 
acoustic isolation performance has the 
potential for good subjective dynamics, 
though the resonant behaviour of the sub- 
chassis/platter arm combination will also play 
a part here.

For the printed graphs, as already noted, a 
split display is used. The upper half is a 60dB 

(six division) section showing acoustic break
through with the mid screen representing a 
baseline of -80dB. The lower 60dB or six 
divisions are allocated to the vibration 
isolation, again with a -80dB baseline. The 
frequency axis is linear 10Hz to 500Hz; note 
that most other graphs use the usual 
logarithmic audio frequency scaling.

Suspension modes
Using the spectrum analyser and via selective 
frequency sweeps into the vibrator exciter, the 
various subchassis and suspension modes 
may be explored and noted. In particular, 
modes which overlap the critical area of arm 
cartridge resonance 9-12Hz are judged 
severely, in view of their potential interaction 
with the cartridge. Rotational modes are 
important in that scrub flutter may be easily 
induced, while the effect of general chassis 
movement on audible wow was also noted.

Disc impulse response
Following Moncrieff's lead on disc impulse 
response, a 4g plastic rod was allowed to fall at 
an angle of 45° onto the edge of a record, in 
position on the platter. The cartridge sensed 
the transmitted mechanical impulse as it 
arrived at the other side of the disc and its 
output was captured for analysis both as an 
impulse response (reproduced in the reviews) 
and also for Fourier processing.

This deceptively simple impulse test can 
produce much information about the whole 
suspended disc playing unit. The shock is 
applied to the disc, and how it is attenuated in 
its path across to the cartridge stylus tells us 
about the absorption and damping character
istics of the disc support. In addition, part of 
this excitation is transmitted to the platter, 
exposing any self resonances here. Via the 
platter, test energy also arrives at the 
subchassis via the main bearing. Flexure 
between platter and chassis can be revealed in 
addition to intrinsic chassis resonances, 
including harmonic ringing in the suspension 
springs.

Tonearm resonances
Tonearms possess an ability to flex and 
resonate in the audio bandwidth, and are there
fore a potential source of coloration, due to 
their close coupling with the cartridge. Less 
severe with high compliance models, these 
resonant effects are most marked using a
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close-coupled, less compliant moving-coil 
cartridge, the Osawa 60L, used to illustrate 
resonant interactions with the tonearms we 
tested, being an example. Its compliance 
measured 18 x1Q-6cm/dyne (18cu), and the 
acceleration in the side of its body resulting 
from a lateral sweep 20Hz-20kHz (TRS1007) 
was sensed by an ultra low mass wide-band 
accelerometer (B&K 8307) which records both 
bending and rotational modes in fair 
proportion.

Depending on the tonearm involved, it be
came apparent that severe resonances at the 
cartridge could be induced from as low as 30Hz 
right up to 20kHz, and that major differences in 
broad-band energy were also observable up to 
20kHz. These resonances are akin to be 
delayed 'decay' energy responsible for the 
majority of loudspeaker colorations, and may 
be perceived in much the same way.

I deally the arm should be infinitely rigid, to 
perform the task of supporting the cartridge 
accurately with respect to the record groove 
throughout the frequency range. At the same 
time the bearings, while free of slackness, 
must be of sufficiently low friction not to 
impede the progress of the stylus across the 
record, or affect its ability to ride warps and 
other related imperfections. Play and lack of 
rigidity in a tonearm not only colours the sound 
through audible resonance, but this very 
imprecision also upsets the cartridge/groove 
relationship, adding spurious intermodulation 
interference over the whole frequency range, 
and detracting from clarity and the quality of 
the stereo image.

We therefore examined arms for quality of 
headshell fixing, bearing play and friction, as 
well as for geometrical accuracy, effective 
mass and resonant properties. The resonance 
graph is not a linear function of acceleration, 
due to imperfection in the test cartridge (non
uniform mechanical impedance variation with 
frequency), and to the pre-emphasis used on 
the test disc. A theoretical approximation is 
however given for the ideal tonearm - a uni
form acceleration from 20Hz to around 1.5kHz, 
the trend then rising at 6d8/octave in the 2kHz 
to 20kHz range.

To gain an idea of a single tonearm's relative 
performance, a study of several resonance 
graphs is essential; this allows recognition of 
common patterns, as well as some of unavoid
able test cartridge/arm interactions.

In the case of 'super rigid' designs, the 

coupling factor from cartridge body to the arm 
board is sufficiently firm to allow the cartridge 
to read the terminating absorption properties 
of the arm mounting itself, which has a notice
able effect on the resonance graph: this effect 
may be associated with the sound quality dif
ferences that occur when an Ittok is fitted to 
different turntables, for example.

Breaks or resonances occuring below 100Hz 
are usually generated by seismic modes in the 
counterweight assembly - the rubber 
decoupling bushes often employed frequently 
being the cause. From 100Hz to 2KHz, some of 
the lower level disturbances may result from 
arm pillar mounting effects, the subchassis 
structure etc, while from 150Hz to 250Hz 
flexure at the socket in detachable headshell 
arms is generally apparent, often as a severe 
mode with a strong step or 'platform' in relative 
energy level. Fixed head arms show a 
smoother energy trend, though bending or 
torsional resonances in the main tube are still 
apparent, with the more flexible types breaking 
up at 250Hz, and the 'ultra rigid' examples 
deferring this to a high 800Hz or so. Arm 
designers continue to attach odd appendages 
which are clearly detrimental to sound quality; 
these include springy finger lifts and the like. 
In one example the cue platform was also 
found to resonate in the mid range.

11 is also possible to hear resonances in the 
internal springs used for bias compensation 
and downforce with certain arms. Tapping the 
arm gently with a small screwdriver blade while 
the cartridge is in place on a stationary record 
can also help expose such phenomena. 
Monitoring here is best done on headphones.

Arm effective mass and arm/cartridge 
subsonic resonance
Earlier issues of this series were rightly 
concerned over the poor compatibility of many 
tone/arm cartridge combinations then in use. 
More specifically, heavy 14-20g detachable 
head arms were being used with high compli
ance 30-60cu cartridges from such manufac
turers as ADC, Empire, Ortofon and Shure (to 
name but a few). An unstable performance in 
many areas was the outcome of the resulting 
poorly-damped 5-7Hz resonances, lying in the 
worst range of record warp energy.

Matters are however improving now, with the 
general trend towards moderate stylus compli
ance plus reduced tonearm and cartridge mass 
combining to offer much better mechanical
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matching than before.
Conversely the design requirements of the 

modern moving-coil cartridge seem to result in 
low compliance values suited to higher mass 
tonearms; indeed these demand the strength 
and good resonant characteristics of such 
designs. The medium mass lttok is well suited 
to such cartridges, and provides an ideal 
resonance combination in conjunction with 
the low compliance Asak.

With 'difficult' combinations of arm and 
cartridge, some method of damping the result
ing subsonic resonance was considered 
necessary. Traditionally, this has involved a 
dashpot of some sort or another, filled with 
viscous silicone fluid and mounted in or near 
the arm pivots. However few arms nowadays 
still incorporate this feature and it is generally 
recognised that the correct place for a viscous 
damper is at the headshell, coupling the 
cartridge body to the disc surface via a sliding 
part. Rangabe first produced such a device, 
(sold as the Z-Track) but at the highest quality 
level, this type of device can cause some minor 
noises as some of the music energy is inevit
ably transmitted from the damper to the 
cartridge adding spurious sounds.

Recently, a new version of the arm damper 
has emerged on the Elite turntable where the 
fluid bath is placed over the record and 
engaged with a paddle mounted on the head
shell adjacent to the cartridge. By its location it 
offers normal arm damping at the subsonic 
resonance and also a transmission path for 
structural resonances at the headshell end of 
the arm. In theory arm coloration is thus 
reduced, and in contrast to other schemes, the 
Elite is intended to complement an existing 
well-matched arm cartridge combination, not 
to rescue an ill-advised arrangement.

Low frequency sound quality
Really clean bass from a turntable is impos
sible due to the compromises involved in the 
complete recording/reproducing chain. For 
example, as mentioned in a previous issue, 
twelve low frequency filters are typically 
present between the original sound and the 
listener. Those we can pinpoint easily are 
those due to the loudspeaker itself, the 
amplifier and the cartridge/turntable 
combination, and to these we can add the disc 
cutter, the low frequency filter in the cutter 
amplifier and the magnetic head on the studio 
recorder. If a multitrack recording is involved, 

then several tape stages may also be present, 
while the microphone capsule plus its pre
amplifier are also 'in line'. So far we have ten or 
so filters in cascade (or additive condition); 
now we can include the small audio trans
formers used for balanced line coupling of the 
vast majority of studio equipment namely 
microphones, noise reduction systems such 
as Dolby A and dbx, equalisers, echo, mixers 
etc. At best we can add five roll-offs due to the 
LF limiting frequencies of these transformers; 
at worst some recordings have up to 30; after 
passing through such stages it is a wonder 
that the bass sounds are worth listening to at 
all! As these coupling transformers usually 
have an HF limit at around 30kHz, their effects 
are present at the high frequency end of the 
spectrum as well. Further HF problems would 
include disc cutter resonance, microphone cut 
off (typically 16kHz), pickup cartridge tip mass 
resonance and tracing, plus many, many more.

Fortunately with modern transformerless 
balanced output amplifiers and digital record
ing systems, the potential now exists for a 
reduction in the number of sound degrading 
interfaces. Assuming a direct-coupled 
amplifier, and a DC coupled recorder, in 
principle a digital recording chain could be 
constructed with only two significant LF roll
offs, namely the microphone system and the 
loudspeaker. This is why the classic Direct Cut 
records such as the Sheffield series, using a 
minimum of ancilliary equipment, have such a 
good bass.

Compact Disc is clearly at an advantage here 
since the player has a flat frequency response 
to below 5Hz and does not suffer problems of 
RIAA equalisation, subsonic resonance and 
the like. CD is also virtually immune to low 
frequency feedback, which is a major factor 
with many analogue turntables. On good 
recordings the CD bass compares with the 
original master and comfortably exceeds the 
present standard obtainable from analogue 
players.

Rumble
All these factors do not include the contri
bution of other mechanical defects in the 
turntable system which might not be directly 
audible but which might nonetheless disturb 
listening satisfaction. It has been suggested 
that the high transverse forces developed by 
some direct drive motors on the main bearing 
can generate a form of rumble which can be
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detected as flutter sidebands in the lateral 
plane.

We have continued where possible to use 
the precision rumble coupler system which 
allows a DIN B threshold of measurement of 
close on - 80dB, rather than the - 65dB attain
able from the best records or the -73dB 
available on master cut studio lacquers.

It is in precisely this range that one can 
begin to discriminate between direct drive 
motors in terms of rumble, and it can be easily 
illustrated by spectral analysis that many 
direct drive motors do generate more rumble 
than comparable belt drive counterparts.

On theoretical grounds it can be argued that 
a sufficiently low rumble level for direct 
inaudibility may still not guarantee complete 
freedom from other rumble induced effects. 
Whether directly audible or not, any unwanted 
or spurious displacement due to platter main 
bearing inadequacy or out of balance motor 
torque effects will interfere with the accuracy 
of groove/stylus tracing. After all DIN B rumble 
i s only an arbitrary weighted curve approximat
ing to the directly audible sound or rumble 
noise. With the help of the 'coupler' we have 
discovered that while a -72dB DIN B figure 
was in some instances insufficient to 
guarantee inaudibility, with others measure
ments as poor as -66dB gave an inaudible 
background at typical listening levels. This 
points to a failure of the weighting curve to 
cope with all types of rumble spectra.

In fact, we found it possible to trace sources 
of rumble noise for some of the turntables in 
the report. For example, several direct drive 
models possessed main bearings with an 
intrinsic rumble in the -78dB DIN B region 
(power off, motor free-wheeled). Reconnection 
of the supply resulted in degraded figures, not 
due to hum, but generated by the torque pulses 
in the motor. This interference was also 
observed with at least one belt drive design, 
the source being readily traced to poor isola
tion of motor vibration from the arm base.

Unweighted DIN A readings were also taken, 
but inevitably, these results were dominated by 
the unwanted 'weighting' introduced by the 
particular subsonic resonance curve of the test 
cartridge, while the quality of vibration 
isolation could also contribute.

Wow and flutter
The Matsushita master acetate was used in 
conjunction with a new generation wow and 

flutter instrument (model WM1) with an 
automatic reading facility (B&O instrumenta
tion division). DIN specify peak readings which 
are difficult to estimate from the usually wildly 
fluctuating meter pointer, while the picture is 
further complicated by occasional random 
noise excursions; consequently with a conven
tional meter one tends to under-read. However, 
this new instrument has the ability to reject 
random effects and accurately records the 
peak periodic wow and flutter over either three 
selected intervals, or sigma functions. We 
used 'sigma 2' (5% of the test period).

By comparison with previous results this 
method yielded 20-30% higher readings with 
commensurately greater accuracy and con
sistency. Linear peak readings were also taken 
for wow below 6Hz, as well as for flutter above 
this frequency (with a poorly damped arm/ 
cartridge subsonic resonance these measure
ments can be in error and accordingly a Shure 
V15/V with damper was mainly employed for 
the flutter tests, in place of the Osawa 60L). 
The finest example recorded 0.04% DIN peak- 
weighted (sigma 2), and this level is probably 
close to the residual flutter on the test disc 
itself. Therefore models reading 0.05% or 
below are simply quoted as measuring less 
than 0.05%. Denon claim very low wow and 
flutter measurements using a magnetic shaft 
encoder, a derivative of their magnetic pulse 
speed control method encoded on the platter 
rim.

While still on this subject it is particularly 
interesting to note that some 0.1 % unweighted 
peak wow can be produced by an off-centre 
displacement of the record of as little as 
0.1 mm which can be the result of poor record 
manufacture, an oversized or inaccurately 
placed centre hole (the standard specifies 7.24
7.33mm diameter) or even an under-sized turn
table spindle. For an off-centre record rotating 
at 33Va rpm, the wow frequency is 0.5Hz 
approximately, a rather slow rate.

The ear is most sensitive to wow in the 4-7Hz 
range; frequencies above this are not 
perceived in the form of wavering pitch, and 
even when excessive are only really audible as 
'roughening' type of distortion increase. In part 
this explains why it is desirable to shift any 
turntable system subsonic resonances away 
from this region, be it suspension of arm/ 
cartridge in origin. Since the two latter 
resonances should not coincide, we are left 
with the suggestion that the subchassis
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resonance should be below 6Hz and that of the 
arm/cartridge above 8Hz. The maximum 
incidence of record warp amplitudes also falls 
within this critical 3-8Hz region, and further 
reinforces the suggestion.
Arm Geometry and Cartridge Alignment
Another important area concerns arm 
geometry and cartridge alignment. There are 
two extremes, one a system of mediocre 
quality where comparatively large errors in 
cartridge alignment may pass unnoticed, and 
the other an up-to-date high performance 
system, where poor adjustment will 
significantly degrade the potential end result. 
The automobile analogy is an elegant one; a 
family runabout with allow compression 
engine is fairly tolerant of poor engine tune, 
but a higher performance model is utterly 
dependent on accurately set timing, valve 
openings and mixtures etc.

A few degrees of cartridge misalignment will 
degrade the channel separation of a high class 
cartridge by a factor of some 15dB, but on the 
other hand it will produce relatively little 
impairment of the already moderate separation 
characteristic of a less expensive pick-up. At 
present the importance of accurate arm align
ment is highly under-rated. Virtually all 
Japanese arms and turntables are currently 
supplied with an alignment procedure called 
'overhang adjustment', which is accomplished 
by altering the amount the stylus tip overhangs 
the record spindle when the cartridge body is 
aligned immediately above it. But this is next 
to useless when quality cartridges are 
involved. While a 1° error can be easily seen 
and corrected with protractor, a small 1mm 
overhang error (less than 4/100 of an inch) can 
produce a similar degree of misalignment. One 
solution would be to use one of the protractor 
cards that are supplied with a number of 
universal pick-up arms, as these have an array 
of parallel lines against which the cartridge 
side face can be aligned when the stylus point 
is in a specified position. However the majority 
of protractor cards (SM E and its counterparts) 
have a stylus point at a 6cm radius from the 
spindle, working on the basis that the optimum 
tracing distortion trade-off will thus be 
obtainea, if using a traditional spherical stylus 
and a mix of 45rpm singles and 331/j LPs. In 
practice, this is not the best solution for the 
mean music radii of today's 33VJ LPs (45s 
discounted), particularly if used with the now 

almost universal elliptical and line/hyperbolic 
styli supplied with hi-Ii cartridges.

With a correct offset angle (for which it is 
often necessary to rotate the cartridge laterally 
in the headshell, since most headshell offsets 
are not optimal), and with an accurate over
hang for the actual arm length (the pivot to 
stylus dimension), a condition of minimum 
tracing error may be achieved. Two points of 
zero error are used, sensibly positioned 
between the maximum and minimum playing 
radii, with the inner zero at a radius of 6.6cm 
and the outer at 12.1cm. Such precision also 
suggests that the bias be equally carefully set, 
so that the stylus is kept as far as possible at 
its geometrically aligned position (large bias 
errors permit the out of balance forces to 
laterally deflect the cantilever, thus adding to 
tracking error).

Aside from matters of mass/compliance 
compatability, damping, tracking weight and 
bias adjustments, two other alignments are 
also crucial. One is that the effective axis of 
the generator system within the cartridge is 
accurately aligned perpendicular to the record 
surface; hopefully this is ensured when the 
cartridge body itself is truly vertical when 
viewed from the front. Small degrees of tilt of 
the order of 1° may again degrade separation, 
and vertical alignment is particularly important 
with line contact and van den Hui tips where a 
small tilt will cause the long contact walls to 
miss the intended groove sections, resulting in 
an unwanted rake angle between the stylus 
axis and groove axis, with serious

A solid plinth/belt drive type is often used in 
cheaper systems.

A decoupled sub-chassis/belt drive system offers 
good environmental and motor isolation. The entire 
suspended section is shaded.
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

consequences for groove wear and tracing.
Finally the horizontal axis of the cartridge, 

that is the angle as seen by the cantilever back 
to the arm pivot from the stylus record contact 
point, must agree with the disc cutting 
standard. Nominally this measures 20° but in 
practice it is closer to 23°, and if this is not 
maintained, the stylus side contact line will 
rake across the cut groove axis at an angle, 
distorting the playback. Unfortunately it is not 
enough to simply ensure that the top surface 
of the cartridge is parallel to the record, as 
some cartridge manufacturers are not wholly 
consistent and many pickups when set visually 
parallel have cantilever/generator axis ‘rake 
angles' as great as 40°.

Correction of this sort of error will require 
one of two solutions: either a lowering of the 
arm pivot by as much as 2.5cm (but with many 
cartridges this will cause fouling of the body 
on the record surface or complicate arm opera
tion); or alternatively the preferred solution 
would involve rigid angled spacers at the head
shell position, but these are not readily avail
able. The only relevant angle when setting the 
‘rake' is that made by the cantilever with 
respect to the disc plane, and allowance needs 
to be made for higher compliance cartridge 
styli with their significant change in rake angle 
with applied tracking downforce.

Where a cartridge manufacturer has chosen 
to adopt say an incorrect 35° vertical tracking 
angle and has set the longer tracing edge of 
the stylus accordingly, no proper correction 
can be made via arm tilt, because if rake is 
correct the stylus/groove wall geometry will be 
wrong, and vice-versa

Leaving aside the doldrums of optimal align
ment, it is disheartening to report that not only 
did the majority of arms examined make no 
provision for vertical alignment, but also many 
have their headshells fixed in a permanent 1-2° 
canted attitude. Likewise, very few of them 
made provision for height adjustment to 
optimise cantilever vertical tracking angle, and 
even the basic lateral correction for tracing 
angle often relied on an imprecise overhang 
measurement, which is often theoretically in 
error for the arm dimensions. It must be 
admitted that these shortcomings are not 
wholly of the manufacturer's making, but 
reflect the inaccuracy of the disc playing 
system, which is so tolerent of niceties of 
alignment that despite a compounded- 
multiplicity of errors the cartridge will
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

nonetheless continue to play records, and 
many users remain oblivious to the musical 
information they are missing!

SUBJECTIVE TESTS
Each turntable was placed on a substantial 
wooden coffee table, located some 3m from 
the loudspeakers, on a normal suspended 
timber floor. The relative performance on 
acoustic and vibration susceptibility was 
reliably assessed from physical observation, 
checking of feedback margins, and auditioning 
of selected music discs. The assessment of 
quality for separate component tonearms was 
undertaken on a rigid wall-mounted platform, 
well-spaced from the speakers to minimise the 
turntable colorations.

Two Sound Tables were also used for the 
testing. Ancillary equipment included Spendor 
SP1 and Magneplanar MG/II loudspeakers, 
the Spendors used on heavy sand filled stands 
with floor bonded adjustable spikes. Amplifica
tion comprised Krell KSA-50 and Burmester 
838, supplemented by an Audiolab 8000A for 
moving magnet cartridge work. Test cartridges 
included the EMT van den Hui, Linn Asak, 
Technics EPC 205 Ill, and Shure V15V MB

For CD, the players were mainly used with a 
passive control unit, the Sondex PCU, working 
straight into the Krell power amplifier. Initial 
A/8 comparison was all too easy, with easily 
matched levels and their essentially similar 
tonal characteristics. As auditioning 
proceeded, we felt committed to evaluating the 
subtler differences between the CD players, 
which proved to be much harder work, 
comparable to exploring the difference 
between good preamplifiers, for example.

CD was also compared with vinyl, but only 
after great care had been taken to ensure a 
close tonal similarity between the sources. In 
the case of trials against moving coil 
cartridges, it often proved necessary to employ 
a passive shelf filter with CD rolling, off above 
800Hz and shelving at -2d8 at higher 
frequencies. It was also essential to confirm 
the pedigree of the masters uses for CD and 
vinyl as these often did not match at all.

Comparative and sequential auditioning was 
undertaken, in an effort to explore the 
differences and similarities between the 
various models with 'blind' sessions employed 
on the most critical 'playoffs'. We found that 
turntable and tonearm auditioning was partic
ularly difficult at the high quality end of the

Vertical tracking angle should 
be 20 deg. It can in effect be 
controlled by arm height 
adjustment. 1 :

product spectrum due to the interaction 
between different components. For example, 
two tonearms of nominally equivalent merit 
could affect the sound balance of the turn
tables to which they were fitted to such a 
degree that sensible assessment was 
impossible.

My own conclusion is that there is no such 
thing as a universal high performance motor 
unit, since the consequencies of leaving other 
matters of disc support, arm and cartridge in 
someone else's hands usually prejudices the 
end result. I believe that a very limited number 
of options exist for each model to provide a top 
class performance, and we have tried to 
identify these, albeit in a limited fashion, for as 
many models as possible.
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In recent years the development of hi-fi 
generally has led to improved sound quality, 
which in turn, has increased the expectations 
of the listener for an even better sound from 
his system. The much acclaimed Rotel range 
is the result of our on-going research and design 
programme in the UK to constantly improve 
the quality, performance and visual appeal of 
our hi-fi systems whilst maintaining our 
reputation of value tor money.
Our concerted effort to optimise sound qudlrty 
has led to the removal of unecessary controls 
and features, which in many cases can 
degrade the sound of o system, ond enabled 
our designers to include much higher quality 
components. The result is improved sound 
quality from visually enhanced products, with 
decner simpler lines, which you will be proud 
to own.

^otel Simplicity
RP830. Overall the Rotel RP830 is an
unusually good turntable for the price ... you 
are going to have to spend d lot more money /------------------------
to better it. Hi-Fi for Pleasure. /
RA820BX. This remarkable little omp shows / 
the competition o cleon pair of heels. It's a /__________________
gem that can only further enhance Rotel's 
reputation. Hi-Fi for Pleasure k 
Best Buy - Hi-Fi Choice.
RLB50. The RL850 fully meets all the criteria 
for reproducing music in dn informdtive dnd 
unobtrusive way. They're essentially 
uncoloured and smooth with o well controlled 
dnd quite powerful bass and dn overall ^lively, 
forward feel. HI-FI Choice (Best Buy).
The System. This system combines individual 
excellence with the integrity of some of the 
best in this category to provide d truly 
stunning system package.
What Hi-Fi Awards 1985 - Winner Best
System'.

Send M SAE. tor turttw intormMori on produca. pMoeopriy and you local Mater

25 HEATHRELD, STACEY BUSHES MLTON KEYNES
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BI-FI CARE LTD
We don't stock or sell any hi-fi or video equipment!
But we do stock and specialise in hi-fi audio and video accessories for most leading 
brands of equipment.
Example: our stylus range begins from steel needles for wind-up gramophones to the 
very latest moving-coil cartridge for the most advanced turntable.

Why not visit Hi-Fi Care's walk round stores
To see the latest in microphones, headphones, record/tape care, audio/video tapes, 
switchboxes, plugs and leads, speaker/TV stands and brackets, cartridges and styli, 
TV/FM aerials and boosters, plus a comprehensive range of video accessories and many 
difficult to find accessory items too numerous to mention.
Our knowledgeable and helpful staff would be pleased to advise you on your 
requirements at:

HI-FI CARE LTD

245 Tottenham Court Road. London WI Tel 01 637 8,911/2 

7 Tottenham Court Road. London WI Tel 01 637 0371

SHOP HOURS MON-SAT AM^PM
PHONE ORDER CAN BE ACCEPTED ON ACCESS & VISA

TAX FREE SERVICE FOR OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS

BEACONSFIELD
COMPACT DISC CENTRE

The largest selection of classical 
and popular Compact Discs in 

Bucks.
NEW CDs FROM £6.30

MAIL ORDER (catalogues 50p each 
refundable on 1st order). State whether 
Popular, Classic. All discs available at 
discount to members. Extended credit 
scheme (no interest). Regular news

letter and reviews.
OPEN 7 DAYS 
A WEEK FOR 

CALLERS
Mon-Sat 9am-8pm 

Sun 10am-4pm 
Access & 

Barclaycard welcome
39 WINDSOR END 

BEACONSFIELD 
BUCKS HP9 2JN 
(04946 77881)

COMPACT STORAGE. 
DISCBO

DIGITAL AUDIO

Orde^ bv phone 103721 316626

ONLY

£3.95
EACH

ine VAT/P&P

This new storage 
system for 1he Compact 
Disc is a unique method 
housing your expanding record 
collection. Discbox modules may 
be arranged in rows or stacks, using 
the exclusive interlocking feature

As used by the BBC Gramophone Department and
large libraries. the Discbox System^ grows to any size with your collection. 

Stocked by CD outlets in seven countries worldwide
If you are not completely satisfied with your Discbox module, please return

it for a full and immediate refund •Aeg^ered 0e.i gn

I
 Name 

A^ieu

I

I
"“'”
O;debn

D:J?xfMl I enclose £3 95 line (>"" & Dackonql !or ea<:h monule

'„L id.36VJbenSt^ ......................... R:;:i:red OHice Ma;:e.Reg.No ; 74002?Engl;n: Deller! UK mainland only. 
.—————————————————
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r 
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At last! Everything digital under one roof at 
Charing Cross Road's best known address 

BRITAIN'S LARGEST COMPACT DISC CENTRE
Akai CD-A7 with £30 of compact discs..—— 
Akai CDM-88 with £30 of compact discs . 
Toshiba twin CD Player............................
Marantz CD54 with
Marantz CD74 with
Marantz CD84 with
Marantz CD45 IBLI
Meridian MCD with

£30 of compact discs. 
£30 of compact discs. 
£30 of compact discs. 
(Sept)...........................  
£30 of compact discs .

Mission DAD 7000R with £30 of compact discs. 
Nakamichi OMS-5 with £30 of compact discs..... 
Nakamichi OMS-7 with £30 of compact discs..... 
Philips CD104 with £30 of compact discs...........  
Philips CD304 with £30 of compact discs...........  
Philips CD150 with £30 of compact discs...........

_ __ [449 
...£449 
___£349 
...£329 
...£369 
...£419 
...£279 
...£398 
...£449 
...£799 
£1,199 
...£329 
...£399 
...£279

Philips CD350 !BLI (Sept)..............................
Philips CD850 (Oct) with RIM control...........
Pioneer PD5010 iBLI !Aug)............................
Pioneer PD6010 (Aug) with RIM control.......
Pioneer PD7010 (Aug) with RIM control.......
Sony CDP-552 ESD/DAS-702ES......................
Sony CDP701ES with £90 of compact discs.
Sony D50 Walkman compact disc player...... 
Sony CDP30 with £30 of compact discs......  
Sony CDP102 with £30 of compact discs.. ... 
Sony CDP302ES with £30 of compact discs. 
Sony CDP502ES with £50 of compact discs . 
Yamaha CDX2 with £30 nf compact discs ... 
Yamaha CD3 with £30 of compact discs......

. .£299 
. .£549 
..£249 
. . £279 
..£349 
P.O.R. 
..£899 
..£279 
..£299 
..£399 
..£499 
.£699 
. £329 
..£429

We demonstrate all CD players in our purpose-built listening rooms using the best playback 
equipment, QUAD Electrostatic system or jOhN BOWERS ACTIVE ONE. We can supply anything 
from a CD player . . to a complete system installed in your home.

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY BY COURIER EXPRESS
PERSONAL EXPORTS WELCOME - PLEASE ENQUIRE

COMPACT DISCS
Over 10,000 classical, pop, jazz compact discs in stock 

DEMAND TO HEAR BEFORE YOU BUY 
We offer individual listening facilities.
Send for a free list of compact discs. 

Secondhand compact discs purchased.

Telephone/Mail Order ^^1- welcome.
All orders despatched same day by first-class recorded delivery

TO OUR VALUED CUSTOMERS!
On each purchase of a compact disc from Covent Garden Records you will receive a Covent 
Garden Compact disc token. When you have collected ten tokens you can select a complimentary 

single compact disc to the value of £9.95.

RECORDS

COVENT GARDEN RECORDS 
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2 

Tel: 01-379 7427/7674/7635
Two minutes from Tottenham Court Road Stn. or Leicester Square Stn. 

Opening hours Mon-Sat 10 a.m.-7.30 p.m.

£13 OFF on 
purchase of 10 CD's

84 Charing Cross Road 
WC2. Tel: 01-379 7427/7635

ON ALL CD'S >£9.95 HFl

£6 OFF on 
purchase of 5 CD's

84 Charing Cross Road 
I WC2. Tel: 01-379 742717635

MB
ON ALL CD'S >£9.95

¿ES £1 OFF on
purchase of 1 CO

84 Charing Cross Road 
WC2. Tel: 01-379 742717635

HFC/85 ^N ALL CD'S ¿£9.95

I 
I I 

I I
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COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
INTRODUCTION

With the catalogue of available discs running into several thousand titles, CD is no longer just a 
'high-tech' alternative to LP records, but is becoming a viable source of music in the home.

There is no doubt that Compact Disc does over
come the conventional LP's major shortcomings 
— susceptibility to wear and damage, limited 
playing time, inevitable surface noise, distortion 
due to stylus mistracking and audible pitch fluctu
ations due to mechanical imperfections in the 
record player, record warps or eccentricity.

Compact Disc also claims to give better fidelity 
to the original sound than LP, for reasons 
explained in the Technical Introduction. But for 
all the system's obvious and measurable techni
cal superiority, Compact Discs have not always 
sounded better than LPs, and in fact sometimes 
showed an embarrassing tendency to sound posi
tively unpleasant compared with the best that 
analogue records and players could offer. Some 
have blamed the hardware, others the software; 
that is the recording, digital transcoding and disc 
mastering that had gone into the disc.

A combination of factors has been responsible 
for these apparent failures. There is now no doubt 
that many early discs were indeed poor, sound
ing thin, harsh and unnatural, and miserably failed 
to do the system justice. It is only with experi
ence of recording and mastering for CD and with 
improvements in equipment and techniques that 
record companies have started to come up with 
consistently good CD product.

On the hardware side, improvements have been 
discreet but actually very significant, and the best 
players now have a 'listenable' quality that was 
all too often lacking before, despite incredibly low 
distortion figures and ruler-flat frequency res
ponses. In reality the usual steady-state 'analogue' 
hi-Ii lab test measurements do nothing to illu
minate the differences between CD players simply 
because digital audio operates on very different 
principles, but we have tried to develop some 
tests which do correlate with audible effects.

Compact Disc can be added to any conven
tional hi-fi system — the player simply plugs into 
the amplifier's 'aux' input. But inadequacies of the 
existing amplifier and loudspeakers can rather 
easily negate the potential benefits of CD. The 
dynamic range of actual CD programme may be 
nothing like the 90dB permitted by the encoding 
system but it is still often greater than that found 
in any other domestic sound source. CD can 
produce transient peaks which though of very 
short duration are of very high level compared 
with the average level of the musical signal, and 
these demand quite surprising amounts of power 
from an aplifier. On a typical CD listening test, 

using loudspeakers of average efficiency, it would 
not be uncommon to see the amplifier reaching 
peak outputs of 150 watts pwer channel, though 
the music was being played at very moderate 
comfortable listening levels! Clearly, the CD 
signals, when correctly amplified will cause 
severe overloading and distortion in loudspeakers 
which are not designed to cope with them.

This helps explain why demonstrations of CD, 
using large but very coloured speakers and large 
but poorly-designed amplifiers, and conducted 
with the misguided idea of showing the medium's 
'superior dynamic range' thorugh sheer volume, 
have so often made listeners wince. It also should 
explain why a CD player is not likely to sound 
good if connected into an average rack or midi 
system amplifier and speakers, and with this in 
mind those considering the purchase of such a 
system including CD should proceed with great 
caution. It's worth noting here that in the Hi-Fi 
Choice: Amplifiers and Loudspeakers editions we 
have carefully assessed the suitability of each 
model for CD use.

Though the CD system is now fairly well estab
lished, the digital-versus-analogue controversy 
still persists. Anti-digital commentators, claiming 
to know nothing about A to D but to know what 
they liked, have tended to drift from technical half
truths to outright mysticism in their attempts to 
explain what they thought was wrong with the 
system. Pro-digital pundits could be equally infuri
ating when they suggested that the unpleasant, 
fatiguing sounds of some CDs were without 
exception due to greater accuracy of the medium 
in showing up defects in the source material, that 
anyone who preferred analogue was just cosily 
bathing in the warmth of their system's euphonic 
colorations and that they should manfully brace 
themselves fora cold shower of digital accuracy, 
however unpleasant the shock might be. But 
backing up the pro-digital position was the 
observation that listeners could not reliably detect 
the presence or absence of an analogue-to-digital/ 
digital-to-analogue record/replay chain in the path 
of a signal.

While CD is quite easily added to any modern 
hi-Ii set-up, it will certainly repay some extra care 
getting the rest of the system right. Our reviews 
focus on the relatively subtle differences between 
competing players, but they also show how steady 
and significant progress is being made.

Steve Harris
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A new way of looking 
at compact disc players.

Akai (UK) Ltd., Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way, Parkway, Hounslow, Middlesex TW4 6NE 01-897 2487.



COMPACT DISC PLAYER 
BUYER'S CHECKLIST

Is remote control offered? If so 
over how many facilities?

Display. Track time. total, 
elapsed and/or remaining time 
can be displayed. Index points 
are a subdivision of Tracks - 
even though they are shown 
on the display some players 
cannot search by Index points.

0-9 keypad should offer full 
programming of Track and 
Index numbers. How many 
individual tracks can be 
held in the player memory? 
Can the keypad be used tu 
program the player by time 
as well as by Track or Index 
numbers?

Some players provide Store 
and Cancel keys, or similar, 
to aid memory programming.

Variable level output can be 
useful in matching CO player 
to other inputs. Can also be 
used directly into a suitable 
power amplifier

Some machines feature sound 
during fast forward and review. 
Track Skip On and Skip Back 
is a helpful feature Repeat function for Tracks. 

Programmes, whole Discs 
or sections between usen 
programmed points. Check 
flexibility

Can the player be pre-paused?

Fixed level output for 
connection to any line level 
input (tapei aux/CO, tuner. 
but ‘phono’) on amplifier.

Subcode output gives signal 
for CD graphics - provision for 
developments yet to come.

Headphone socket with 
variable level. This control 
may also set the level of the 
Variable output phono sockets 
on the back panel as well.
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'CHOICE' RECOMMENDED 
AND BEST BUYS COME

WITH FREE CARRIAGE AND 
A 2-YEAR GUARANTEE 

FROM BARTLETTS
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
Akai CA7 
Akai CD/M XX . 
B&OCDX................. 
Marantz CD54...........
Marantz CD74...........
Marantz CD84...........  
Mission DAD7000R 
Phillips CDI04........  
Sansui VKMI........ ; . 
Sansui VJm 
Yamaha CDX2

D 
D D • •□ ..□ 

..o
D 
D D 
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TURNTABLES
Acoustic Research.............
Acoustic Research Futura 
Arisian RD40.....................
Ariston RD80SL...............
B&O RX2............................
Dual CS5O5/2.....................
Dual CS5O5/2 Delux .
Lux PD300.........................
Mission Cambridge 775..
NAD 5120...........................
QED R232 ..........................
Revolver................................
Rotel RP85O.......................
Thorons TD3->0
Thorcns TD147 
WalkcrCJ61 
WalkcrCJ58...............

□ 
.0

o o■ o 
D [J o

Grado GT Super. .. . 
Mission 773HC........... 
NAD 9100...................  
Nagaoka MP10........  
Ortofon OMI0...........
Ortofon OM20...........
Ortofon MCI0 Super 
Shure MP2E...............  
Shure MLI40HE...

AMPLIFIERS

PICK-UP ARMS
Audio Technica ATI 120.
Audio Technica ATI 100.
Linn LVX.........................
Million 7741.C
Mission 774SM 
SME SlllS.....................SME Series V

o □ o
D

Haller DH 11O/DH22O. . 
Harman Kardon PM650. 
Misiion Cyrus I
Minion Cyrus 2
NAD 30208
NAD 3120
Nycech CA202.................
Proton 520
QED A230........................
Ratel RA820..lotd KAX70Rotd RAX20BX......
Rotcl RC870/R8870
Sondcx S23O ....................
Sansui AU-D101.............
Yamaha A32O.................

CARTRIDGES SPEAKERS

o• o o o □ o

o 
□ □ □ □ o

■ o

A&R C77..............................
A&R P77.........................    .
Audio Technica AT3IE..
Audio Technica AT33E. .
Audio Technica AT110E.
Audio Technica AT33M1.
Coral MC88E.....................
Denon 103............................
Goldring G92O IGC........  
Golding G9I0 IGC..........  
Goldring Epic.....................

□ o □ □■ o □ o □ o. D

A&R Arcam I 
U&W DMllO.
B&W 1JM220
B&W 1200.........
BBC LS35A. 
Cclcstion llO 
Cclcstion SL6/SL60O
JBL L46.................
JBl L86
JPW JPl ..........KEF Coda Ill

□ 
o

. o
□
□ ]

Marantz. LD20...............
Maramz LD30 II...........
Maramz LD50...............
Mission 70 Mk 2.........
Mission 770 Freedom..
Monitor Audio R352. . .
Monitor Audio RI 52.’. .
Mordaunt Short MS20.
Quad ESI. 63.................
Rogers LS7.....................
Rogers Studio One.........
Rotel RI 850...................
Spendor Prelude...........
Tannoy Mercury...........
Tannoy Venus...............
Wharfedale Laser 90...
Wharfedale Diamond..
Yamaha NSI000.............

TUNERS
Denon TU710...................
Harman Kardon TU610.
NAI) 4020..........................
Quad FM4..........................
Sansui TU99XL...............

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa ADR550. 
Aiwa ADF990.. 
IJcnon IJRM22 
Dcnon DRM44 
Hitachi DE7 
Hitachi DW800 
Maramz SIJ230.. 
Nakamidli BX150 
Nakamichi BX300. 
Nakamichi ZX9 
Sansui D$9M 
Yamaha 1.320

□ D■ D . □ 
D 

■ o • D . □■■ D□■■ u□ .. DD
□ □ D 

■ □

■ D ■ □ 
D ■ o

D 
■ □ ■ □D • D O D n D D □ □

*

*!
*

o ■ o

□

D

D D 
D

Free carriage on all orders.
2 year guarantee on all items 
(ex. styli).
Access & Barclaycard gladly 
accepted - 'phone your order.

Large range of other products stocked- 
if you don’t see what you require please 
phone or send SAF. for a quotation.

Open 9.30-6 Mon-Sat (Cl. Thur).
19 High Street North, East Ham E6 I HS.
01-552 2716. Open 9.30-7 Mon-Sat.
Mail Orders: 01-552 2716.
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NOW YOU CAN ENJOY ALL THE VERY BEST
COMPACT DISCS

FROM THE
WILSON STEREO LIBRARY

AND CELEBRATE OUR
* 25th BIRTHDAY

WITH AN OFFER OF FREE MEMBERSHIP
The moment you join the new WSL Compact 
Disc Library is the moment you have a compact 
disc collection most people only dream of. 
Classical, Rock, Jazz, Opera, Pop—the WSL 
Compact Disc Library has the lot. And when you 
join the entire collection is available to you. 
Compact discs are expensive and if you buy and 
find you don't like what you have bought, you've 
made an expensive mistake. Using the WSL 
Compact Disc Library you can try before you 
buy. And if you decide to buy any CD on loan 
from us you don't pay the loan charge. Also you 
can buy it at a huge discount.

SAVE UPT020% ON C.D., 
L.P. & CASSETTE 
PURCHASES
We can supply any recording available in the U.K. Ordering 
from us is very simple. Send us a list of what you want and a 
crossed open cheque made out to WSL for not more than 
£X.We will send the CD's, LP's or cassettes to you with a 
detailed account showing the discounts, etc. Orders over 
£20 are post free in U.K. and over £100.00 anywhere else. 
You will also receive our catalogue of recommended 
recordings, free of charge, with your first order.

Complete the coupon today 
or give us a ring for your 

free CD catalogue 
and three months 
free membership

. ^_-------------------------------

0424 221028 g 24 hr 
answeri ng Servi ce

TO: THE WILSON STEREO LIBRARY 
LIMITED, 
54 SEA ROAD, BEXHILL-ON-SEA, 
EASTSUSSEXTN401JP

Please send me:
D Free leaflet—"The W.S.L. Compact Disc 

Library and W.S.L. Catalogue of recommended 
disc recordings".

II
D The C.D.'s or Records or Cassettes from the list enclosed. I 

enclose an open cheque for a restricted amount and I expect 
to have up to 20% discount.

Name.................................................................................................

Address....................................... ,....................................................

I enclose£............../ or an open cheque not to exceed £.................
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Aiwa 'DX-1200
Aiwa (UK) Ltd, Unit 2, Dukes’ Estate, Western Avenue, London W3 OSY 
Tel 01-993 1672

A midi-sized model, finished in satin black, the 
Aiwa ADX-1200 incorporates a drawer loading 
mechanism which is distinguished by its need 
to insert the disc upside down. (Rumour has it 
that the early B&O 5000 series player was also 
based on this Aiwa mechanism.)

The front panel is dominated by a large 
fluorescent display providing track number and 
timing in minutes and seconds, both per track 
and for the overall disc. In index mode the 
display shows the required numbers. No 
numeric keyboard is present, but entry is rapid 
via the F and B 'skip' buttons. Tracks may be 
programmed and set to repeat in their entirety 
on or over selected passages - the so called 
'A to B repeat' feature. A headphone socket is 
fitted to the front panel, together with a low 
profile level control.

Aiwa's rear panel is more complicated than 
most, and has other facilities in addition to the 
fixed audio output sockets, which are nickel 
plated phonos. A small socket is fitted for 
'deck sync', and comprises a remote start line 
for connecting a cassette deck for recording 
purposes. Another terminal is an 8 pin DIN 
socket marked 'Digital Out' which is 
presumably for connection to other digital 
equipment - display, computers etc. Finally a 
linear 13 contact terminal marked 'remote' is 
for connection to the remote unit in Aiwa's 
matching rack, allowing full remote control of 
the player via the rack or stack system making 
the CD an integral part. This facility is however 
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lost when the CD is used outside the Aiwa 
package.

The Aiwa design uses a single 16 bit shared 
D/A convertor with 2 x oversampling, this 
similar to the current Yamaha models. 7 pole 
discrete LC filters follow the converter's 
channel separator.

Lab report
Channel balance was excellent throughout, 
though the frequency response did show a 
small rise to 20kHz, this being a maximum of 
+ 0.6dB and probably inaudible.

Channel separation was also very good at 
typically 97dB. The usual interchannel phase 
difference due to the time-shared converter 
was reduced to 45° by the two-times over
sampling.

At peak level the total harmonic distortion 
was good but unexceptional at -98dB, 1kHz 
and showing -80dB of beat noise at 20kHz. 
However, at reducing modulation levels, very 
good figures were displayed showing the full 
16 bit linearity. This was confirmed by the 
minor +1.5dB level error at a set -90dB. The 
high frequency intermodulation results were 
good, at almost 100dB down at full level, and 
close to the limit at 10dB below peak.

Output level was standard at virtually 2V with 
a higher than average output impedance of 922 
ohms - close enough to 1k ohm. De-emphasis 
was fine while the track access was fairly rapid 
at 6.5 seconds. Mechanical noise was



moderate and the machine performed 
excellently on the error correction tests. Signal 
to noise ratios were better than average and 
unwanted spurious signals were generally well 
rejected, at leat to -112dB.

Spectrum analysis for the -10dB two-tone 
intermodulation did show a poorer than 
average performance on aliasing - the upper 
difference tone at 24kHz was only 23dB down, 
which is a little too close to peak level for 
comfort!

Sound quality
Scoring a little below average, the 1200 proved 
to be a competent performer, and generally set 
a good CD standard. Critical analysis 
suggested that the upper bass lacked a little in 
definition and attack, with the mid register a 
touch forward and two dimensional, with the 
treble slightly brash and exposed. In stereo 
terms the image was a trifle narrowed and 
softer in focus.

Conclusion
While this player undoubtedly fulfilled its 
intended purpose very competently it did not 
have a sufficiently competitive edge to attain 
the recommended category. An important 
component as part of the matching Aiwa 
stacks, it is nonetheless worth considering, 
even for independent use.

GENERAL DATA Aiwa ADX 1200

Channel balance
At 20Hz....................................................................................0.14dB
At 1kHz....................................................................................0.14dB
At 20kHz..................................................................................0.14dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz..................................................................,...................97dB
At 1kHz......................................................................................96dB
At 20kHz....................................................................................94dB

Channel phase difference 
At 20Hz............................................................................................ 0°
At 1kHz.........................................................................................2.5'
At 20kHz........................................................................................45'

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz................................................................................... -88dB
At 1kHz................................................................................... -87dB
At 20kHz................................................................................. -BOdB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz................................................................................... -83dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60d8
At 1kHz....................................................................................-48dB

Total harmonic distortion at -80dB 
At 1kHz....................................................................................-27dB

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz............................................................ -97dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz................................. ..................... -90dB

Frequency response
Left channel............................................................+ 0.5. -0.15dB
Right channel.........................................................+ 0.5, -0.15dB

Signal to noise ratio
No emphasis, 20Hz^20kHz unweighted............................. -99dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref.............. ................... -93dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel............................................................................. 2.02V
Right channel............................................................................1.99V

Output impedance............................................................922ohms
Deemphasis................................................................................ fine
Track access time..............................................................6.5 sees
Error correction capability..................>900^m gap, >BOO^m dot
Mechanical noise............................................................. moderate
Spuriae up to 100kHz.............................................. - 112dB
Resolution at -gOdB....................................................+ 1.5dB
Headphone socket....................................... yes (variable output)
Dimensions (w xd x h).......................................... 33 x30 x 7.1cm
Estimated typical purchase price...........................................£380
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Akai CD-A7
Akal (UK) Ltd, Unit 12 Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way, Hounslow, Middlesex
Tel 01-897 6638

Sister machine to the MW, the 'Alls presented 
in a silver hue and a larger case.

While one might have expected an identical 
performance to the '88, in fact this was not the 
case. The '7did not measure as well as the '88 
nor did it quite match the other machine's 
sound, but we have no details of internal 
changes that might ,be responsible.

The CD-Al comes with an infra-red remote 
control that includes a full numeric keypad as 
well as direct track access. Audible music 
cueing was absent. A large fluorescent display 
is fitted, which gave clear indication of the 
various states such as track numbers etc. Pro
gramming of tracks in any order was also 
possible, including their indexing.

A headphone jack is provided, operated by a 
front panel mounted level control. This is also 
linked to the rear panel phono jacks.

As with the '88, the '7is a fast drawer loader 
with a new optical system incorporating 
vibration-resistant servos. Track access is 
rapid, though interestingly the mechanical 
'swish' level was much less obvious than with 
the '88, perhaps due to the former's different 
mechanical construction.

As with the '88, the '7 uses normal rate 
sampling with a single 16 bit Burr Brown digital 
to analogue convertor.

Lab report
The frequency response showed a little more 
drift than the '88, with a touch of bass loss and 
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on average a little more treble lift, though of a 
similar nature to the '88. -0.45dB of channel 
imbalance was present at high frequencies — 
in truth this was comparatively mild. Channel 
separation averaged 80dB, while the inter
channel phase difference reached the usual 
76° at 20kHz, typical of the genre.

Harmonic distortion was low at -94dB 
1kHz, and as far as downband noise is 
concerned, it held to - 84dB at 20kHz full level. 
With reducing test level the distortion rose as 
usual, but increased to a point indicating 
poorer than 16 bit linearity. The -21dB 
distortion at -80dB coupled with the + 7.2dB 
error at 90dB, suggested near 15 bit for this 
sample. The two tone intermodulation was 
fairly good at -89dB, full level, and -87dB at 
-10dB, with the graph for the latter, in 
common with the '88, being fairly clean, with 
products at around 25kHz, -46dB. Other 
spuriae were well suppressed, in fact to 
-105dB.

At mid frequencies the channel balance was 
near perfect with an output level that was 
virtually on target at 1.98V left, 2.005V right. 
The full volume lowest output impedance was 
77 ohms, but depending on the volume control 
setting, it could rise up to 2.4K ohms. This is 
still low enough to drive a number of power 
amps direct if so desired.

Mechanical noise was moderate, and very 
good error correction was demonstrated, much 
better than for the original Akai model. The 



signal to noise ratio was a little poorer than 
average, though it was still satisfactory.

Sound quality
Though poorer than the '88, the '7 also did well 
in exhaustive comparative testing. Slight 
softening was detected in the bass region; 
indeed, compared with the '88 this slight 
vagueness extended throughout the frequency 
range. The sound remained pleasant with an 
easy, relaxed quality, while stereo focus and 
depth were both good, with transient definition 
rather above average.

Conclusion
Though in general terms the '7 was a little 
poorer than the '88, its mechanical noise level 
was lower, while the subjective score was com
mendable. There was little to criticise in 
objective terms, and as a result this new Akai 
comfortably wins a 'Best Buy' rating here on 
grounds of its sound quality as well as its value 
for money.

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
At 20Hz................
At 1kHz................
At 20kHz ...........

. 0.05dB 
:..0.1dB 
. ..O.!dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz.......................................................................................82dB
At 1kHz.....................................................:.................................84dB
At 20kHz.................................................................................... 75dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz.............................................................................................0^
At 1kHz.............................................................................................0^
At 20kHz........................................................................................ 76°

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz....................................................................................-96dB
At 1kHz.....................................................................................-94dB
!: 20kHz............................................................................... -83.6dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz.................................................................................-79.4dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz.................................................................................... -34dB

Total harmonic distortion at -BOdB 
At 1kHz.................................................................................... -21dB

lntermodulatlon distortion 
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz............................................................ -89dB
At -10dB, 19kHzl20kHz..........................................................-87dB

Frequency response 
Left channel............................................................+ 0.3, -0.18dB
Right channel......................................................... -+j0.45, -0.2dB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz^20kHz unweighted............................. -95dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref....................................-89dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel...........................................................................1.981V
Right channel......................................................................... 2.005V

Output impedance.........................  
De-emphasis.................................... 
Track access time........................... 
Error correction capability............. 
Mechanical noise...........................  
Spuriae up to 100kHz....................  
Resolution at -90dB....................  
Headphone socket.........................  
Dimensions (w x d x h)..................  
Estimated typical purchase price.

......... :.................... 77ohms 

....................................... fine 
................... ;............ 5 sees 
.>900pm gap, >BOOpm dot 
.................... ;....... fairly low 
................................-105dB 
...............................+ 7.2dB 
.............yes (variable level) 
....................... 44 x 26 x Bern 
......................................£400

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones,
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Akai CD-M88
Akai (UK) Ltd, Unit 12, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way, Hounslow, Middlesex
Tel 01-897 6388

A compact design, finished in black, the M88is 
a full feature machine with elaborate facilities 
including an infra red remote control. Early 
reports suggested that this model sounded 
competitive, and we were not disappointed on 
test. Akai machines have come a long way 
since the original bought-in Kyocera model, 
and the designers appear to have resolved 
major problems.

Features include a full numeric keyboard, 
direct track access, audible music cueing plus 
a large fluoresent display showing all available 
information, including indexing.

A headphone socket (mini jack) is provided, 
and its adjacent recessed variable level control 
also operates on the output level, this via the 
single pair of phono sockets.

Track access was rapid in operation, though 
the machine did emit the odd chirp, plus a 
constant high pitched 'swish' that I found a 
nuisance, although others failed to notice it. 
Akai's comment was to suggest location away 
from the listening position, thereby exploiting 
the remote control facility.

Priced at £399, the MBB occupies a 
competitive market position, and also 
complements the current Akai midi stacked 
systems.

I nternally the player showed a good quality 
of construction, with quite good accessibility. 
The circuitry was fairly conventional, of 
standard, normal-time sampling with a single 
time shared 16-bit digital to analogue convertor 

chip, this the popular Burr Brown type. The 
player makes some compromise in its output 
circuitry whereby the low impedance output is 
directed around the box to the front panel 
variable level control. It is then routed back to 
the rear panel socket. All the results in this 
review relate to the factory-built as supplied, 
but we also checked the effect of bypassing 
the level control and short wiring the output 
socket to the final integrated circuit output. I 
am sure that the resulting improvement would 
be considered worthwhile by an audio 
enthusiast - we judged about 0.6 of a point in 
8. When direct wired a much lower and 
constant output impedance is obtained, to 
better drive the interconnect cable.

Lab report
Channel matching and balance were excellent 
while the frequency response showed just a 
hint of treble lift - about 0.4dB rise in the final 
1112 octaves.

Channel separation was high if not 
exemplary at around 80dB, while the inter 
channel phase shift showed the usual 70-80° 
difference at 20kHz, due to the shared 
converter. Slight compression was shown at 
peak level, but this was hardly seen in the 
-93dB distortion at 1kHz, full level. Good 
distortion re9ulto wore maintained at 20kHz, 
and at reducing output levels, mid band. The 
-24dB result at -80dB signal level showed 
close to 16 bit linearity while an odd -90dB
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At 20kHz........................... -.....................................................0.02dB

level offset was noted as -4dB left and 
-1.5dB right, a reversed curvature at the 
resolution limit. The intermodulation results 
were about average - very good nonetheless, 
at - 89dB for the full modulation, difference 
tone product.

Output level was the usual 2V from a variable 
impedance, typically 100 ohms, but rising to a 
high 2 to 2.5K ohms at one setting. Track 
access was fast at 3.8 seconds, while the error 
protection proved excellent, easily meeting the 
test disc limits which are themselves rather 
greater than required.

Signal to noise ratios were quite typical; for 
example, - 92dB CCIR ARM 1kHz without 
emphasis, while spurious signals up to 100kHz 
were well rejected by 108dB or more.

Sound quality
Rated well above average, this player was 
much liked on audition. Despite a hint of 
brightness and forwardness in tonal 
perspective, it proved clear and clean 
throughout the frequency range. Good stereo 
depth and transparency were its hallmarks, 
while the bass showed a pleasing extension as 
well as precise control. By CD standards the 
treble was also sweeter than usual. Stereo 
images were well focused and worn discs were 
played with confidence. It also showed good 
vibration resistance.

Conclusion
The sound quality alone ensures this machine 
a Best Buy rating. The lab performance shows 
a basically good design with a stable, precise 
optical transport. This one is confidently 
recommended, providing that its minor 
mechanical noise does not put you off. 
Congratulations Akai!

Stereo separation 
At 20Hz....................................................................................... 85dB
At 1kHz....................................................................................... 86dB
At 20kHz...............   77dB

Channel phase difference 
At 20Hz............................................................................................0"
At 1kHz............................................................................................ 0"
At 20kHz..............................................................   1S^

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz....................................................................................- 96dB
At 1kHz....................................................................................-93dB
At 20kHz................................................................................. -82dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10d8
At 1kHz....................................................................................-84dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60d8 
At 1kHz.....................................          -50.1dB

Total harmonic distortion at -80d8
At 1kHz.................................................................................-24.7dB

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz.....................................  -89.5dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz...................................................... -88dB

Frequency response
Left channel...............................................................+ 0.37, -OdB
Right channel............................................................+ 0.37, -OdB

Signal to noise ratio
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted...... ... . . ....-98dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref. ..... ...............-92dB

Output level, OdB
Left channel........................................................... 2.01V (variable)
Right channel.........................................................2.01V (variable)

Output impedance........................................................... 100ohms
De-emphasis................................................................................ fine
Track access time.............................................................. 3.8 sees
Error correction capability.................>900^m gap, >BOO^m dot
Mechanical noise.............mild 'chirps' and high pitched noise 

0.........................................10
Resgktion at -4dB........................................................... + 1 5dB

Xrl 17998 HZ Yri-1S.07 di

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, M 
showing spuriae up to HM<Hz, and (right) frequency responneT\

Headphone socket........................................... yes (variable level)
Dimensions (w x d x h) ...........................................35 x 26 x 7.1cm
Estimated typical purchase price .......................................... £430
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Bang & Olufsen CD-X
Bang & Olinsen (UK) Ltd, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE 
Tel (0452) 21591

B&O are intending to market two CD players — 
the CDX, a modestly priced model of universal 
application that stylistically matches the 3000 
series, and the C050, a remote controlled 
machine for use with the interfaced 5000 hi-fi 
series.

By the time the review went to press we had 
only received a sample of the CDX, so the more 
expensive machine will have to wait until next 
time. The CDX is excellently styled and 
finished, and although it is based on the 
Philips CO101 series bears no physical 
resemblance to the Philips models.

The B&O control panel is operated by touch 
only — the surface does not even have to be 
depressed. Lid elevation is by button, and as 
the damped alloy lid rises, so the carrier 
swings up to present you with the disc 
'platform'.

Up to 20 tracks can be programmed, with a 
full-width led indicator to show the entries. A 
numeric key array provides for quick entry 
while the souped-up transport gives rapid track 
access. The large and easily read display 
shows overall time track and track numbers but 
audible music cueing and indexing are absent.

Following the Philips system, and using 
many Philips components, the B&O employs 
the four times oversampling technique, with a 
96th order digital filter, two separate 14 bit 
digital to analogue convertors, plus slow 
analogue filtering thereafter.

A performance close to Philips standard was 
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expected and realised. The fixed output cable 
is in fact of the Philips variety, with the original 
tinned phono plugs!

Lab results
Channel balance was very good at 0.1dB (the 
small imbalance shown in the graph was due to 
faulty registration on the measurement and not 
the player's fault). On frequency response a 
very slight bass droop was evident, plus the 
usual minor ripples of the Philips digital filter. 
The overall frequency response met fine + 0.1, 
-0.25d8 limits.

Channel balance was typically better than 
90d8, while predictably, the interchannel 
phase difference was zero over the entire 
frequency range. Showing good linearity, the 
low level distortion figure and the level error at 
-90dB suggested a good linearity, close to 
15V2 bit. Midband distortion approached 
- 100dB full level, while at 20kHz, the in band 
products held to an excellent -94dB.

High frequency intermodulation results were 
above average although the 100kHz inter
modulation spectrogram revealed some beat 
products up-band. The 24kHz component was 
satisfactory at -56dB, with additional 
products in the 60-70kHz region. The result for 
the spurious outputs on the. deck with single 
tone signals is not shown; but here the spuriae 
could reach above - 60dB, despite an intrinsic 
suppression close to 100dB. This is typical of 
the Philips circuit.



Output was standard at 2V, sourced from a 
low 50 ohms output impedance. Track access 
was a fast 5.2 seconds, and mechanical noise 
was fine, with error correction excellent, as 
usual. Signal to noise ratios were exemplary, 
quite beyond audible thresholds and of course 
the demands of any usable programme.

Sound quality
Listening tests indicated a superior 
performance, a little above that of the Philips 
equivalents. The bass was firm and secure, 
while the treble was tidy and well defined. 
Stereo was well focused, with presentable 
depth, and the tonal balance was pleasantly 
sweet, with transients well reproduced.

Conclusion
Given its performance, the price, the fine build 
quality, excellent finish and good facilities, this 
B&O player scores a Best Buy rating. Let us 
hope that their bigger CD model also sounds at 
least as good.

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
At 20Hz...............
At 1kHz...............
At 20kHz.............

.0.1dB

.0.1dB

.0.1dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz....................................................................................... 94dB
At 1kHz....................................................................................... %dB
At 20kHz..................................................................................... 89dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz............................................................................................ 0^
At 1kHz.............................................................................................0°
At 20kHz...........................................................................................0^

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz....................................................................................-95dB
At 1kHz....................................................................................-98dB
At 20kHz.................................................................................. -94dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz....................................................................................-76dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz....................................................................................-41dB

Total harmonic distortion at -BOdB 
At 1kHz....................................................................................-22dB

Intermodulation distortion 
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz............................................................ -89dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz...................................................... -78dB

Frequency response 
Left channel............................................................ + 0.1, -0.25dB
Right channel......................................................... + 0.1, -0.25dB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted..........................-108dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................................. -109dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel..............................................................................2.09V
Right channel............................................................................2.11V

Output impedance.......................... 
De-emphasis....................................  
Track access time........................... 
Error correction capability............  
Mechanical noise............................ 
Spuriae up to 100kHz.....................
Resolution at -90dB....................
H:adphone socket.....  ....
Dimensions (w x d x h)................... 
Estimated typical purchase price.

............................... 50ohms 
....................................... fine
.............................. 5.2 sees
.>900pm gap, >BOO^m dot 
........................................low 
..........-60dB to -100dB

A.5dB
.......... ............................. .no1 
................. 43 x 31 x 7.5cm
..................................... £350

-• 
dlV

RANGE1 S dlV STATUSi PAUSED 
AiHAG l/8. CaXl lf't-19M RHSt 10

12 
••

✓ DtY

STARTI 8 Hz 
Hri-ieeee Hz

STOP: 100 000 HzBUi 375 HzYr:-78.08 dB
Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Ferguson CD01
Thorn EMYTerguson, Cambridge House, Great Cambridge Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN1 1UL 
Tel 01-363 5353

Sporting a famous British brand name, this 
large, silver-finished CD player sells at a 
competitive £299. It is not in fact made in the 
UK, being a custom version of the established 
Sony CDP101, though without the 101's remote 
control facility. It is intriguing to note that the 
Sony design, with remote, originally sold at 
£599!

As with the Sony original, the Ferguson 
employs a mechanically sound laser transport, 
with excellent push button controls. A numeric 
keyboard is absent but tracks can be rapidly 
accessed via repeated key depressions. 
Programming is also missing, but the location 
of index points can be accessed. Few discs are 
indexed at present, however. A further aid to 
musical section location is provided by the 
excellent two speed audible music cueing 
facility. Repeat is also present, both over a 
selected A-B •section as well as for the 
complete disc.

Engineering and construction quality was 
very fine, and the generously sized steel case 
has allowed for a sensible location of major 
components.

Conversion is via a single 16 bit Sony digital 
to analogue chip, shared between the 
channels. A deglitching section follows the 
convertor, in its turn followed by a monolithic 9 
pole thick film active low pass filter. This is the • 
so called 'brickwall' filter to suppress 
unwanted spurious components above 22kHz.

No headphone socket is provided, this 
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included on the original 101, and the output 
circuitry has also been simplified a little, 
possibly with a resulting sonic improvement — 
we shall see!

Lab results
An excellent frequency response and channel 
balance was recorded on test. Held within 
±0.2dB limits from 20Hz to 20kHz, the left and 
right traces were virtually identical. Signal 
output'was a standard 2V from a moderate 440 
ohms source impedence. Channel separation 
was also very good, reaching 100dB mid band 
and almost 96dB at 20kHz. As usual with a 
shared convertor, the time delay between 
channels resulted in an increasing phase 
difference with increasing frequency. By 
20kHz, the difference reached 80°, but. at 
present this is not considered to be of any 
importance subjectively.

Close to 16 bit linearity, the level error at 
- 90dB was a modest 2.5dB while the mid band 
harmonic distortion was very low at -100dB. 
With reducing modulation level, good mid band 
distortion figures were maintained. At high 
frequencies the down band products were 
about average at - 85dB; likewise, although 
the high frequency intermodulation results 
were undoubtedly good they were nonetheless 
poorer than average.

Track access was rapid at a typical 4.5 
seconds for the 15th track on the Sony test 
record. Mechanical noise was moderate, and



restricted to an occasional 'ticking'. On error 
correction the player met the minimum 
specification, but fell short of the current best 
standards.

Good signal to noise ratios were shown, 
while the spurious outputs were also well 
suppressed, eg: by 110dB by 100kHz.

Sound quality
Scoring a little below average, this player 
sounded slightly 'dated', though it still con
veyed the main strengths of CD reproduction. 
Providing a competent performance, detail and 
clarity were both well preserved, at the expense 
of some mid band forwardness and 'glare'. 
Stereo images were well focused but showed 
some loss of depth. Definition at low 
frequencies was mildly softened, and some 
grain was evident in the treble register.

Conclusion
The Ferguson CD set a presentable standard, 
but was outclassed sonically by the Philips 
machines as well as several other alternatives. 
Error correction was also not to modern 
standards. No recommendation is possible 
here, but the player remains worth considering, 
possibly as part of a matching Ferguson 
system.

GENERAL DATA Ferguson CD-01

Channel balance
At 20Hz................................................................................... 0.03d8
At 1kHz................................................................................... 0.04d8
At 20kHz................................................................................. 0.21d8

Stereo separation
At 20Hz.....................................................................................100d8
At 1kHz..........................................    100d8
At 20kHz.........................................      95.6d8

Channel phase difference 
At 20Hz........................................................................................... 0°
At 1kHz............................................................................................ 1°
At 20kHz........................................................................................80°

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz................................................................................. -103dB
At 1kHz................................................................................. -101dB
At 20kHz................................................................................. -85dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz.............................................................. ..... .............-85d8

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz................................................................. ..............-48d8

Total harmonic distortion at -80dB 
At 1kHz............................................... .................................. -26d8

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz............................................................-80d8
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz......................................................-86d8

Frequency response 
Left channel.................................... + 0.2, -0.2dB
Right channel............................................................+ 0.2, -0.2dB

Signal to noise ratio
No emphasis, 20Hz^20kHz unweighted.............................-97dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................  -91dB

Output level, OdB
Left channel............................ 1.99V
Right channel..............................   2.001V

Output impedance............................................................440ohms
De-emphasis................................................................................ fine
Track access time............................................................. 4.3 sees
Error correction capability.......................400pm gap, 500pm dot
Mechanical^ noise.............................................................moderate
Spuriae up to 100kHz....................................................... -110d8
Resolution at -90d8....................................................... + 2.5d8
Headphone socket....................................................................... no
Dimensions (w x d x h).................................36 x 34 x 10cm
Estimated typical purchase price......................................... £300

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Fisher AD840 , _
Fisher Sales (UK) Ltd, Bushey Mill Lane, Watford, Herts 
Tel (0923) 31974)

Though Fisher's parent company, Sanyo of 
Japan, have built some of their own players, 
Fisher have chosen to source this model from 
Yamaha. Yamaha have enjoyed some success 
in selling out versions of the CDX-1 to other 
manufacturers, this list now including Teac, 
Sansui and now Fisher. While based on the 
’X-1, the Fisher incorporates some minor 
changes and the final alignment specification 
may differ.

A lightweight, compact machine using a 
moulded plastic case/chassis, the ADB40 is a 
relatively basic machine in terms of facilities. 
For example, the usual headphone socket and 
numeric keyboard are absent, and the player 
has manual control only. The transport is fast, 
and tracks may be quickly accessed via rapid 
key depressions. The display shows elapsed 
and remaining time, as well as track times and 
track numbers up to 99. Tracks may be 
programmed in any order, but no indexing is 
possible. Finish is predominantly silver grey, 
with black highlights on the fascia. Output 
level is fixed at nominally 2 volts, from normal 
phono sockets.

As with the Yamaha original, this player 
employs two-times oversampling with a time
shared 16-bit digital to analogue convetor.

Lab results
A highly uniform frequency response was 
obtained to 10kHz; above this was a slight lift, 
followed by a mild treble rolloff, well matched 
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between channels and amounting to nearly 
0.8dB. This is unlikely to be audible to any but 
the youngest listeners and even here is 
probably inconsequential.

Channel balance held to better than 0.05dB 
overall. Separation was good if unexceptional, 
down to 71dB at 20kHz. lnterchannel phase 
difference rose to 38° at 20kHz, as expected 
from this type of design.

Total harmonic distortion was very low mid 
band, at -100dB, 0.001 %, this with the minor 
level error at - 90dB indicating a resolution of 
better than 15Vz bits. The noise modulation at 
20kHz was quite good at -84dB, while the 
intermodulation at high frequencies was also 
handled very well; for example, - 92dB of 1kHz 
difference tone at a - 10dB recorded level. The 
accompanying spectral analysis showed a 
clear output below 10kHz, and also above 
30kHz; however the 24kHz intermodulation was 
not so well rejected, here just 27dB down.

For some reason, perhaps a marketing one, 
the output level is set slightly high at 2.3V from 
a higher than usual source resistance of 992 
ohms. Track access was rapid at 5.5 seconds, 
while mechanical noise levels were low. De
emphasis correction was very good, easily 
meeting the full. test disc limit.

Signal to noise ratios were more than 
satisfactory, but in themselves unexceptional. 
CCIR ARM (1kHz) weighted, the unemphasised 
result was fine at 93.5dBI while other spJriae 
signals were well rejected by 116dB.



Resistance to mechanical vibration was about 
average.

Sound quality
The Fisher player certainly maintained the 
established high standard for its class. Rated 
rather above average, it had that lively yet 
musical quality coupled with a pleasing 
impression of depth and ambience. The mid 
and tonal quality was also quite natural, 
showing good clarity; conversely the definition 
at the band edges was a trifle soft and untidy.

Conclusion
The Fisher player sets a good standards, both 
in terms of its sound quality and^ also it lab 
performance. The pricing is competitive and 
consequently this player comfortably scores a 
recommendation.

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance 
At 20Hz....................................................................................0.02dB
At 1kHz....................................................................................0.03dB
At 20kHz..................................................................................0.05dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz.......................................................................................83dB
At 1kHz.......................................................................................82dB
At 20kHz.....................................................................................71dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz............................................................................................ 0^
At 1kHz............................................................................................0^
At 20kHz........................................................................................38°

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz................................................................................. -100dB
At 1kHz................................................................................. -100dB
At 20kHz................................................................................. -84dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz...................................................................................-83dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz................................................................................... -48dB

Total harmonic distortion at -BOdB 
At 1kHz....................................................................................-25dB

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz.......................................................... -96dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz....................................................-92dB

Frequency response 
Left channel........................................................... + 0.1, -0.75dB
Right channel.........................................................+ 0.1, -0.75dB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted........................ -94.5dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................................-93.5dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel.............................................................................2.24V
Right channel........................................................................... 2.28V

Output impedance.............  
De-emphasis.......................  
Track access time.............. 
Error correction capability. 
Mechanical noise...............  
Spuriae up to 100kHz........  
Resolrtion et :^dB........

............................. 992ohms 

.......................................fine 
..............................5.5 sees 
.>900pm gap, >BOOpm dot 
....................................... low 
.............................. -116dB 
...............................+ 2.5dB
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Hitachi DA4000
Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd, Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex. 
Tel 01-M8 8787

A third-generation model, the drawer-loading 
Hitachi 4000 is an in-house design in their 
compact format. It is styled in satin black, to 
match the current series of midi-stack audio 
systems which dominate the market.

The fascia is equipped with relatively simple 
controls. No. numeric keyboard is fitted, and 
track numbers are entered by successive 
button depressions. A large fluorescent 
display shows track numbers, overall and 
individual timings, and although no headphone 
socket is present, it does have index facilities, 
plus a memory, allowing programming of 
tracks in random order.

Providing a fixed output via two phono 
sockets, the back panel carries an additional 8 
pin socket, for the connection of external 
equipment - accessory data and subcode 
information.

Internally the machine is pretty tidy although 
the design is not as well integrated as in the 
Yamaha machines, for example. Sony error 
correction ICs are used on a separate ceramic 
board while the D/A convertor is a single, time 
shared Burr Brown, this manufactured in a 
Japanese factory. Discrete LC filters follow.

Pointing to the reduced power consumption 
of modern machines, the mains transformer is 
surprisingly small

Lab results
Rather like the previous Hitachi model, this 
player also showed an increasing channel im- 
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balance at higher frequencies. However, at just 
0.4dB it could not in any way be regarded as 
serious. Both channels showed a hint of treble 
lift which might just be audible, this amounting 
to + 0.7dB on the left channel. Channel separa
tion was excellent at low and mid frequencies, 
reducing to a still good -78dBat 20kHz. '

Harmonic distortion levels were a little 
poorer than average, while the downband beat 
products when energised by 20kHz, OdB were 
much worse. These were at a - 60dB level with 
signals at 4kHz and 14kHz. The high frequency 
intermodulation was also rather poorer than 
average at just -68dB for full level, with an 
improvement to -78dB at a -10dB signal 
level, pointing to some high level dynamic 
range constriction. The overall linearity and 
-90dB level error suggested a resolution 
closer to 15 than 16 bit.

For some reason, Hitachi have chosen to set 
a higher than usual output level of 2.42V. This 
might impress a punter in an A/B demonstra
tion but it makes life harder for the reviewer 
who seeks to remove such variables from the 
listening test! Output impedance was low at 
101 ohms, and the de-emphasis characteristic 
was followed correctly. The transport was 
speedy, reaching the test track 15 in 4 seconds, 
while mechanical noises were fairly low.

On error correction, the Hitachi dis
appointed. It certainly met the basic standard 
required but gave little margin for ageing or 
further disc mishandling Burst error lengths of



greater than 500pm were audible; many other 
decks can .easily pass the 900pm gap now. 
Signal to noise ratios were about average, for 
example, -92.5dB CCIR ARM, (1kHz) without 
emphasis. Spurious signals were well rejected 
up to 10kHz, and the immediate side band for 
the high frequency intermodulation test was 
68dB down.

Sound quality
Scoring rather below average, this player was 
not favoured on audition. It sounded tonally 
thin with oversharp transients, a brash uneven 
treble, and a strangely 'noisy' effect. It was not 
very 'involving', with a two dimensional quality 
to the stereo image, and with a narrowed, 
dominant central image. Clarity was just 
average, with the bass lacked real attack or 
definition.

Conclusion
This player showed some weakness on the 
technical lab tests as regards error correction, 
as well as in its sound quality. It is not really a 
bad example but it falls rather below the 
standard set by the competition, and no recom^ 
mendation is possible.

GENERAL DATA Hitachi DA-4000

Channel balance 
At 20Hz.................................................................................... 0.05dB
At 1kHz.................................................................................... 0.05dB
At 20kHz.................................................................................... 0.4dB

Stereo separation 
At 20Hz......................................................................................105dB
At 1kHz..................................................................................... 105dB
At 20kHz..................................................................................... 7MB

Channel phase difference 
At 20Hz.............................................................................................0^
At 1kHz.............................................................................................0°
At 20kHz.........................................................................................so

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz.................................................................................... -93dB
At 1kHz.................................................................................... -96dB
At 20kHz..................................................................................-61dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz...................................................................................-74dB

^letal harmonic distortion al -60dB 
At 1kHz...................................................................................-37dB

Total harmonic distortion at -80dB 
At 1kHz...................................................................................-22dB

Intermodulation distortion 
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz............................................................ -68dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz.....................................................-76dB

Frequency response 
Left channel.................................................................. + 0.7, -OdB
Right channel........................................................ + 0.25, -0.25dB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz^20kHz unweighted............................ -99dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref............................... -92.5dB

Output level, OdB
Left channel.............................................................................. 2.43V
Right channel............................................................................ 2.41V

Output impedance............................................................101ohms
De-emphasis.................................................................................fine
Track access time............................................................ 4.0 sees
Error correction capability....................... 500pm gap, 500pm dot
Mechanical noise.............................................................. fairly low
Spuriae up to 100kHz........................................................... -97dB
Resolution at -90dB............................................................. + 5dB
Headphone socket........................................................................ no
Dimensions (w x d x h).............................................. 32 x 30 x Bern
Estimated typical purchase price.......................................... £450

RAHGE: -1 ^V STATUS: PAUSEDAiMAG HIT. DA4090-10DB_________ R"Sr 10

START! e Hz BW: 375 Hz STOP« 180 088 HzXrr-18800 Hz
Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz and (right) frequency response
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lc (UK) Utd, JVC House, 12 gQstley Way, Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, London NW2 7AF

Tel 01-450 3282

Two new JVC machines are reviewed in this 
issue. Their pricing is similar and yet strangely 
their internal design is radically different — 
perhaps JVC are backing two technological 
horses on the assumption that one must win.

The XLV300 is similar to the Yamaha designs 
in that the twice-oversampling system is used, 
and although the machine is not built by 
Yamaha, it does use the relevant Yamaha 
integrated circuits. The shared converter is the 
popular Burr Brown, followed by discrete 
multipole LC filters. The construction is 
however untidy and I fear servicing will not be 
particularly easy due to the stacked printed 
circuit boards.

Inside, the player is fairly compact, but the 
case has been expanded externally to produce 
a wider model. A silver finish is used (the V2 is 
in black). A drawer loader, the controls are 
simple and there is no numeric keypad, or 
index facilities; likewise remote control and a 
headphone socket have both been omitted. 
The player can be programmed in a logical 
order and will also repeat. Track access is fast 
and the track skip buttons operate rapidly. 
Audible music cueing is given on the two 
speed-search buttons.

Lab results
Frequency response was immaculate, falling to 
within ±0.05dB limits from 20Hz to 20kHz. This 
has been achieved at the expense of good 
upband spurious single blocking. For example, 

the 24kHz product of the - 10dB high 
frequency two tone was dangerously high at 
just 20dB below signal level. Higher frequency 
spuriae were also present at higher than usual 
levels, eg: 68kHz at -52dB, and 88kHz at 
-81dB.

A mild 0.3dB of channel imbalance was 
noted, this consistent over the frequency range 
Channel separation was remarkably good, 
bettering 110dB over the entire frequency 
range. lnterchannel phase difference rose to a 
maximum of 40° at 20kHz, as expected in a 
design using a time shared twice oversampled 
converter.

Total harmonic distortion was poorer than 
average at peak level, suggesting a touch of 
compression, but it improved at lower levels, 
illustrating an overall performance very close 
to 16 bit. The level error at :-90dB was just 
0.5dB while the -27dB distortion result at 
- 80dB was rather better than usual. The peak 
level limit was also seen in the poorer than 
average high frequency intermodulation; here 
-67dB of difference tone was recorded at full 
level. In theory it should get worse at the next 
level down, but was seen to improve as the 
region of peak limiting was cleared.

Output level was close to standard on both 
channels at 2.07 and 2.00V, sourced from a 

•higher than average impedance of 1kohm. The 
de-emphasis curve was met correctly while the 
track access was rapid. Mechnical noise levels 
were fairly low and not likely to cause any 
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GENERAL DATA JVC XL^V300subjective problem unless the player is sited 
very close to the listener.

Signal to noise ratios were quite good, at 
close to the usual limits, while the player 
coped well with the error test, meeting the 
highest standards here.

Sound quality
On listening, the XLV300 was felt to be most 
disappointing, scoring well below average. It 
sounded 'loud', and diluted dynamic contrasts 
in the mid range. It also exhibited a thinned, 
hard quality, almost edgy. The treble sounded 
sibilant and splashy. Stereo appeared to 
concentrate in the middle and yet did not seem 
to focus particularly well. Ambience was 
masked, and the overall effect was rather two 
dimensional.

Conclusion
In some areas of lab testing the '300 performed 
very well, but the tendency for peak limiting as 
well as the high level of spurious signals were 
worrying aspects. While the relationships are 
as yet unproven, the sound quality was un
doubtedly a disappointment; JVC need to 
improve the sound quality greatly if this deck is 
to come even close to recommendation.

Channel balance
At 20Hz......................................................................................0.3dB
Al 1kHz......................................................................................0.3dB
At 20kHz................................................................................... 0.3dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz.....................................................................................118dB
At 1kHz..................................................................................... 116dB
Al 20kHz...................................................................................110dB

Channel phase difference 
At 20Hz............................................................................................ 0^
At 1kHz......................................................................................... 0.5°
At 20kHz..................................................................................... 39.5°

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz.................................................................................. -94dB
At 1kHz....................................................................................-92dB
At 20kHz................................................................................ -77dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz................................................................................... -81dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz..................................................................................-55dB

Total harmonic distortion at -BOdB 
At 1kHz....................................................................................- 27dB

Intermodulation distortion 
At OdB, 19kHzl20kHz..... .......................................................-67dB
Al -10dB, 19kHzl20kHz......................................................-78dB

Frequency response 
Left channel......................................................... + 0.05, -0.05dB
Right channel.......................................................+ 0.05, -0.05dB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted........................-99.5dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref............. .................... -94dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel.......................... ................................................ 2.072V
Right channel..........................................................................2.003V

Output impedance....................................................... 999ohm:
ge-emphasis..........................................................................fine
Track access time..........................................  4.0 sees
Error correction capability................. >900pm gap, >BOOpm dot
Mechanical noise......................................................................fairly low
Spuriae up to 100kHz........................................................... -81dB
Resolution at -90dB.....................................................................+ 0.5dB
Headphone socket................................. ... .......„„....„.ro
Dimensions (wxd<hi..........................................44x29x9cm
Estimated typical purchase price...........................................£440
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Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response 20 50 10 H. 50 1k 5k » ,.
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le (U9 utd, JVC House, 12 Priestley Way, Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, London NW2 7AF

Tel 01-450 3282

While the overall design and mechanical 
system are entirely JVC, the digital electronics 
inside the 'V2 are based firmly on the work of 
another company's design team — this model 
employs the Philips system with four times 
oversampling, and separate D/A convertors for 
left and right channels.

Presented in satin black, the 'chunky' design 
is well equipped although it lacks remote 
control. A headphone socket is fited, with 
slider controls for volume, though the main 
output terminal at the rear has a fixed level of a 
nominal 2V.

A large display shows track numbers, 
indexing and stop numbers, plus timings in 
minutes and seconds, both for the whole disc 
on first reading and for the track selected. Two- 
speed search is available, in conjunction with 
convenient audible music cueing. The display 
also shows track ' indicators up to 20, visually 
marking those performed. Memory A/B and 
repeat are also included.

Inside, the machine is untidy in terms of the 
numerous cable forms and it has no less than 
three stacked printed circuit boards.in the main 
section; not an easy maintenance proposition.

Lab results
This machine demonstrated an excellent 
channel balance and consistency, to within 
0.05dB overall. Likewise the frequency 
response was very flat, + 0.1, -0.25dB with 
the minor ripples at the high frequencies being 
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typical of the Philips system, and considered at 
present to be inaudible.

Channel separation was extremely good, 
reaching an extraordinary 132dB at 1kHz — at 
the limits of the analyser resolution! With two 
individual convertors, the interchannel phase 
difference was virtually zero throughout the 
range.

Harmonic distortion was low particularly at 
high frequencies; here the -95dB for in band 
beats is exceptional, and radically different to 
the result for the '300. With reducing level, the 
mid band distortion rose as usual, the results 
indicating a resolution around 151/4 bit. How
ever, the high frequency intermodulation 
figures were also very good, with - 95dB at full 
level and still -92dB at 10dB down on peak 
modulation.

From the associated spectrogram, the 
output could be seen to be very clean down
band, and the tricky 24kHz tone was also well 
suppressed by 60dB. Further up in the 
frequency range, the other spuriae are rejected 
by 105dB, which is rather better than the 
average Philips, and reflects the steeper rolloff 
filters chosen by JVC.

Inconveniently JVC have set the output level 
a trifle high, at 2.38V — so beware on A/B 
listening tests. Source impedance was, 
moderate at 430 ohms while de-emphasis was 
correct, and track access was very fast at 3 
seconds, difficult to check precisely due to 
limited hand-to-eye co-ordination. Mechanical



noise levels were fairly low, and JVC have 
clearly mastered the art of error correction; 
both test tracks were passed with flying 
colours.

As usual with the Philips chip set, the signal 
to noise ratios were exemplary for example, 
-105dB CCIR^ ARM (1kHz) without de
emphasis.

Sound quality
Performing rather better than the '300 the V2 
scored a little below average on the listening 
tests. Providing a competent display of all the 
usual CD qualities, it was considered to be firm 
and clear in the bass, proving well detailed and 
focused as well as fairly lively. Conversely, it 
also tended to sound a little 'loud' and forward 
(gain correctly adjusted) with a 'steely' sharp
ness in the upper registers. The stereo did not 
properly develop its full depth, while transients 
showed some fatiguing 'crashiness'.

Conclusion
Hard to fault on measurement, in some areas 
this design was exemplary. It should sound as 
good or better than Philips own machines, but 
it doesn't. Perhaps the fault lies in the later 
stages — filtering and the overall layout. It 
remains quite a good machine in general hi-fi 
terms, but is not particularly competitive; no 
recommendation is appropriate.

GENERAL DATA JVC XLV2

Channel balance 
At 20Hz....................................................................................0.05dB
At 1kHz.................................................................................... 0.01dB
At 20kHz..................................................................................0.05dB

Stereo separation 
At 20Hz..................................................................................... 102dB
At 1kHz..................................................................................... 132dB
Al 20kHz..................................................................................... 98dB

Channel phase difference 
At 20Hz............................................................................................ 0^
At 1kHz.............................................................................................0^
At 20kHz.......................................................................................... 0^

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz....................................................................................-98dB
At 1kHz....................................................................................-97dB
At 20kHz..................................................................................-95dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz....................................................................................-87dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz....................................................................................-37dB

Total harmonic distortion at -80dB 
At 1kHz....................................................................................-20dB

Intermodulation distortion 
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz............................................................ -95dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz..........................................................-92dB

Frequency response 
Left channel.............................................................+ 0.1, -0.25dB
Right channel...... ................................................... + 0.1, -0.25dB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz^20kHz unweighted............................ -102dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref..................................-101dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel............................................................................2.377V
Right channel..........................................................................2.375V

Output impedance............................................................430ohms
De-emphasis.................................................................................fine
Track access time.............................................................3.0 sees
Error correction capability.................... >900^m gap, BOOgm dot
Mechanical noise...............................................................fairly low
Spuriae up to 100kHz.........................................................-105dB
Resolution at -90dB........................................................ -0.5dB
Headphone socket............................................ yes (variable level)
Dimensions (w x d x h)............................................34 x 28 x 10cm
Estimated typical purchase price...........................................£550
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Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response 20 so "' u SO .. ....
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Marantz CD54
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 1546 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, More Lane, Harmondsworth, Middlesex UB7 OLW 
Tel 01-897

A division of the multinational electrical giant 
Philips, Marantz now manufacture their players 
in Japan, and use the Philips decoder system 
with numerous local design differences. The 
'54 is the basic Marantz model, selling at 
around £300 but is nonetheless very robustly 
constructed.

A compact 'midi' sized unit, finished in satin 
black, the '54 sports Marantz' own inter
pretation of control layout and labelling. In 
addition to the numeric display of total and 
track timing, the programming facility includes 
a conventional display showing the tracks 
entered into memory. Repeat is available, but 
no indexing, headphone or independent 
remote control are included. However, some 
remote control commands do become 
available when the '54 is used in conjunction 
with a matching rack system, via the rear panel 
interface.

In operation, this deck was pretty quiet, and 
no problems were encountered. Internally the 
construction was to a good standard, though 
the two-board construction is a trifle cramped. 
The Philips four-times oversampling system is 
used, with 96th order digital filtering, separate 
and nominally 14 bit D/A convertors, as well as 
slow rolloff analogue filters following.

Lab report
The left/ right frequency responses showed the 
good channel balance and matching, here 
within 0.16dB over the whole 20Hz to 20kHz 
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frequency range. Refered to 1kHz, the 
response met + 0.05, - 0.25dB limits, the usual 
result.

Channel separation was fine, and well into 
the nineties, while the channel phase match 
was excellent, again as usual.

Distortion was held to commendably low 
levels at almost 100dB down at low and mid 
frequencies. Strictly speaking the 20kHz figure 
is not distortion but a reading of in-band, 
potentially-audible beat products. The 
distortion remained under control at lower 
levels, indicating a linearity of close to 15% bit, 
and the -90dB level error was small at 1.2dB. 
At 19/20kHz the two tone intermodulation test, 
full level difference product was very good at 
-92dB, while the -10dB level result of 
- 78dB was certainly a better result than the 
group average.

Meeting the accepted standard, the output 
level was very close to 2.0V from a low output 
impedance of 49 ohms. On de-emphasis the 
spec was correctly met. Mechanical noise 
levels were low, but track access times were 
rather slower than usual, at times frustrating 
after one's exposure to faster machines. As 
usual with the genre, the error correction was 
to an excellent standard.

Spurious responses were however to prove 
its Achilles heel; in the presence of high level 
modulation the up band signals reached 
- 50dB. The spectrogram for - 10dB, 19/20kHz 
showed the 24kHz signal at a similar -50dB 



level, which again is typical of Philips 
machines, and is not judged too seriously.

Sound quality
Scoring rather above average, the '54 was liked 
on audition. It certainly achieved basic CD 
standards well, but was also favoured for its 
good stereo focus, its clean and detailed 
treble, as well as its reasonable presentation of 
stereo depth. Definition in the bass and on 
transients was quite well portrayed, but tonally 
it seemed a touch forward and lightweight.

Conclusion
While this was a basic machine, it did possess 
certain fundamental strengths. The lab 
performance was generally very good, 
especially in the treble, while in mechanical 
terms it was well engineered, with a fine error 
correction capability. This, in conjunction with 
the competitive pricing as well as its good 
sound quality, ensured the '54 a 'Best Buy' 
rating.

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
At 20Hz..........................................................................................0.14dB
At 1kHz......................................................................................... 0.14dB
At 20kHz....................................................................................... 0.16dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz............................................................................................. 95dB
At 1kHz............................................................................................. 96dB
At 20kHz........................................................................................... 97dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz.........................................................................................   0^
At 1kHz...................................................................................................0°
At 20kHz................................................................................................ 0^

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz......................................................................................... - 98dB
At 1kHz..........................................................................................-98dB
At 20kHz....................................................................................... -86dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz..........................................................................................-86dB

Total harmonic distortion at - 90dB 
At 1kHz......................................................................................... -40dB

Total harmonic distortion at -80dB 
Al 1kHz........................................................................................ -25dB

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz................................................................-92dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz.........................................................-78dB

Frequency response
Left channel............................................................. + 0.05, -0.25dB
Right channel...........................................................+ 0.05, -0.25dB

Signal to noise ratio
No emphasis, 20Hz^20kHz unweighted..........................-109.5dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................................ -108.5dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel.................................................................................1.996V
Right channel.................................................................................2.02V

Output impedance.............................................................. 48.Sohms
De-emphasis......................................................................................fine
Track access time............................................................... 12.5 sees
Error correction capability..................>^Mpm gap, >^W^m dot
Mechanical noise............................................................................ low
Spuriae up to 100kHz.............................................................-50dB
Resolution at -90dB............................................................ + 1.2dB
Headphone socket.............................................................................no
Dimensions (w x d x h).................................................32 x 29 x 9cm
Estimated typical purchase price............................................£290

Spectnim analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Marantz CD74 and CD84
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 1506 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, More Lane, Harmondsworth, Middlesex UB7 OLW 
Tel 01-897 6633

Both of these machines were supplied and 
auditioned, but proved to be so similar that we 

i felt a single review would suffice for both.
While the '84comes complete with an infra red 
remote control, the '74has more limited remote 
facilities, these accessed via connection to the 
appropriate matching rack system. Both are 
full-size machines, the '74 finished in satin 
black and the '84 in Marantz champagne gold.

The enlarged fluorescent display can show 
programme tracks up to a maximum of 24, 
which is more than enough for any conceivable 
programme excepted an extended test record.

A numeric keyboard is fitted, with many 
related facilities such as indexing cueing, fast 
track jump, auto music start, search, A-B 
repeat and overall repeat. The display will show 
indexing, track and remaining times, overall 
time, track numbers and total tracks. A front 
panel headphone socket is included, but 
surprisingly the level controls for these are 
separate presets fitted, inconveniently, to the 
rear panel. Control of the phono socket output 
level is included, though it would have been 
more useful if these had been separated. 
Apparently one or two units have been privately 
modified to hardwire the output terminals in 
the circuit boards with good cable, with a small 
improvement in sound.

Internally, the two machines are sturdily 
fabricated. More complicated than anticipated, 
they use two mains transformers — a large 
component for the main system plus a smaller 
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one f6r the display electronics. Six circuit 
boards of varying complexity are fitted, but the 
wiring is tidy and access is good.

Lab report
Taken overall, the results closely parallel those 
for the CD 54 though with some minor 
differences. Frequency response, channel 
balance and interchannel phase difference 
were quite standard, while the channel 
separation had improved relative to the '54, 
reaching an excellent 105dB at 1kHz.

Distortion was very low, with these figures 
taken in conjunction with the mild level error at 
-90dB, suggesting a good 15V2 bit linearity. A 
10dB below full level the distortion held at 
below 83dB or 0.007% and the downband 
products of a 2kHz full leve! signal were 
excellently controlled at -96dB. Upband 
products were however less well handled, but 
hopefully these should not be audible. With 
signal present, these were in the -50 to 
- 54dB region. On the two tone high frequency 
intermodulation, the players performed quite 
well, with the audible spectrum looking clear of 
'hash'.

Output was slightly lower than average at 
1.85V, variable down to 0.2V. Due to the 2kohm 
level control, the output impedance depended 
on a setting that varies from 35 to a maximum 
of 450 ohms, all pretty reasonable. Bypassing 
the level controls would presumably result in 
the original 45 ohms output impedance and a



normal 2V output level. Track access was a 
reasonable 7 seconds with low levels of 
mechanical noise generated.

Error correction was ample to deal with all 
the test tracks. Signal to noise ratios were very 
good if not quite to the ultimate limits set by 
the Philips machine or for that matter the 
CD54.

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
At 20Hz................
At 1kHz.............. ..
At 20kHz.......... .

Stereo separation

...<0.2dB 

.<0.25dB 

.<0.18dB

At 20Hz...........................................................................  108dB
At 1kHz.....................................................................................106dB
At 20kHz.....................................................................................90dB

Sound quality
As normally supplied the '74 and '84 players 
deliverd a good sound quality standard which 
was rated rather above average. The mid tonal 
balance was pleasantly sweeter than usual, 
despite a hint of brashness in the upper 
register. Even so, the treble was rated quite 
well, and was considered to be both tidy and 
well focused. Transients were well defined and 
the players showed a clean, firm bass with 
good rhythmic drive, sounding lively, and with 
fair depth imaging.

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz............................................................................................O'
Al 1kHz............................................................................................O'
At 20kHz..........................................................................................O'

Total harmonic distortion at OdB
At 20Hz..................................................................................-97dB
At 1kHz..................................................................................-96dB
At 20kHz..................  ..................................................... -96dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB
At 1kHz............................................................................... -83.4dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB
At 1kHz............................................................................... -39.2dB

Total harmonic distortion at -BOdB
At 1kHz............................................................................... -25.3dB

Conclusion
Marantz have clearly kept up their standards, 
and have taken some care over both sound 
quality as well as the engineering of their new 
range of players. Given their sensible pricing 
as well as the good facilities offered, these 
machines clearly merit recommendation.

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz........................................................-90.5dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz..................................................-80.1dB

Frequency response
Left channel..............
Right channel...........

+ 0, -0.22dB
+ 0, -0.22dB

Signal to noise ratio
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted........................... -105dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................................. -106dB

Output level, OdB
Left channel...................................................max 1.85V (variable)
Right channel................................................ max 1.85V (variable)
Output impedance..........................................................450ohms •
De-emphasis..........................   fine
Track access time.............................................................7.0 sees
Error correction capability..................>900pm gap, >BOOpm dot
Mechanical noise...............................................  low
Spuriae up to 100kHz........................................................... -56dB
Resolution at -90dB....................................................... + 2.5dB
Headphone socket...................................  yes
Dimensions (w x d x h)..............................................42 x 30 x 9cm
Estimated typical purchase price.......... CD74 £350, CD84 £400 
•at half output; at full output, 35ohms
••no signal, -101dB

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Meridian MCD
Boothroyd Stuart Ltd, 13 Clifton Road, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE18 7EJ. 
Tel (0480) 57339

' ■This is actually Meridian's second-generation 
improvement/rebuild of the Philips CD100 
player. The Philips machine is now supplied to 
Meridian in its revised 101 form, with an 
improved transport as well as certain other 
changes, which have in turn necessitated a 
further cycle of modifications from Meridian in 
their own version.

The MCD is finished in Meridian's grey 
Nextel livery. The numerous internal modi
fications include a new output filter as well as 
new driver circuitry. The output is now direct 
coupled, with the output d.c. zeroed by new 
circuits. The filters improve the suppression of 
out of band spuriae while extensive power 
supply modifications improve the isolation 
between stages. Oscillator jitter, error control, 
servo response and other aspects have all 
received attention in the pursuit of better and 
more consistently good sound quality.

For these alterations, Meridian add £100 to 
the price of the Philips machine. For the same 
figure, Meridian will modify an existing CD100, 
CD101 or Marantz CD63. Recapping, the basic 
machine is a compact top loader, a Philips 
original design, and has a sensibly sloped 
angled control panel with a minimum of 
unnecessary facilities. Up to 15 tracks may be 
programmed in ascending order, with repeat 
mode available, as is pause, forward and back 
cueing (non audible) as well as fast track skip. 
No headphone socket is fitted although it is 
rumoured that remote control may appear on 
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the MCD at an extra charge some time later in 
1985, with no increase in the overall size of the 
machine.

Lab report
Though heavily based on the production 
Philips machine, it was interesting to explore 
the MCD's performance to see what changes 
could be interpreted via measurement.

We could not verify the manufacturer's claim 
for improved error correction since it was 
already at the test limit, exceeding the 900^m 
gap and SOOgm dot sector.

No obvious change was evident from the 
20Hz to 20kHz frequency response bar a 
minute extra rolloff at 20kHz. Channel balance 
remained excellent, with the interchannel 
phase difference the usual O’. Channel 
separation was very good if not quite to 
Marantz '638 standard. Mild compression was 
evident at peak level, shown by the slightly 
poorer than usual distortion at full level. 
Despite this, the 20kHz downband noise 
products were very good at -92dB. Upband 
products were also better than usual; for 
example, better than -68dB. The 24kHz upper 
component of the 19/20kHz intermodulation at 
the - 10dB level was also quite well controlled, 
at -54dB.

Neither intermodulation result was 
particularly good, this perhaps a surprising 
result. At -10dB the '638 measured SdB 
better.



Output level was standard at 2.06V, from a low 
12.5 ohm output impedance, suited to longish 
cables and to a control potentiometer as low as 
2kohm. The de-emphasis was fine, while track 
access was somewhat improved to a modest 
10 seconds. Mechanical noise was low as 
usual, while electrical noise was also very low, 
and rather better than the original MCD. In fact, 
- 109dB was seen without pre-emphasis, CCIR 
ARM (1kHz) weighted.

Sound quality
Slightly improved over the previous MCD, the 
sound was certainly better than the original 
Philips. Compared with the earlier MCD the 
latest version has lost some of that slightly 
‘laid back', softened quality and now sounds 
both crisper and firmer. It continues to offer 
good depth perspectives, with a revealing 
unravelling of depth layering. It sounded more 
musical qhan the Philips original, with less 
coloration and a more neutral character, tonally 
speaking. Stereo focus was quite sharp and the 
bass definition improved, although a slightly 
‘ careless' quality was noted in the high treble.

Conclusion
Meridian have maintained sonic headway, 
helping to counter balance the rather basic 
facilities offered at the price. The sound quality 
was sufficient to ensure recommendation, 
though the MCD is undoubtedly coming under 
increasing pressure from the competition, both 
in the UK and abroad.

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
At 20Hz....................................................................................0.04dB
At 1kHz....................................................................................0.04dB
At 20kHz.:................................................................................0.04dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz..................................................................................... 101dB
At 1kHz.......................................................................................99dB
At 20kHz.....................................................................................77dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz............................................................................................0^
At 1kHz............................................................................................0°
At 20kHz..........................................................................................0°

Total harmonic distortion at OdB
At 20Hz................................................................................... -94dB
At 1kHz................................................................................... -90dB
At 20kHz................................................................................. -92dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB
At 1kHz. -82dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB
At 1kHz....................................................................................-45dB

Total harmonic distortion at -BOdB
At 1kHz. -26dB

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz...........................................................-85dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz..............  .............. -74dB

Frequency response 
Left channel..................................................................+ 0, -0.6dB
Right channel...............................................................+ 0, -0.6dB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted.........................- 108dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................................. -109dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel........................................................................... 2.065V
Right channel..........................................................................2.057V
Output impedance........................................................... 12.5ohms
De-emphasis.....................................................................  fine
Track access time............................................................... 10 sees

RANGE1 -3 dBY STATUS1 PAUSED
AtMAG HERJDt*MC*tM-18DB

START: Q Hz Xr-t 18388 Hz STOP: 100 880 Hz

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response

Error correction capability..................>900^m gap, >BOO^m dot
Mechanical noise..............................................................very low
Spuriae up to 100kHz.......................................................-100dB^
Resolution at -90dB.......................................................+ 2.3dB
Headphone socket........................................................................no
Dimensions (w x d x h)..............................................32 x 24 x 7cm
Estimated typical purchase price.........................................£400
•above 45kHz, no signal, -110dB; with signal, -6BdB



MAGIC.
FOOD.
DOCTORS..........
By "'Magic" we mean simply service, overpowering service, especially after-sales service. 
There is one thing that we do that a lot of dealers don't, and that's believe the sale really 
begins after the sale - not before .. "
Why ""Food"?? Simply that the great restaurants throughout the world have love and care 
coming out of their kitchens and when we sell Hi Fi, we want our customers to leave our 
store with the same feeling they get when they walk out of a great restaurant.
Sometimes it helps us to think like a doctor thinks. if something's wrong with a customer's 
Hi Fi, feel hurt for him. We care about every customer as an individual. We don't think 
statistically and so we don't view customers as an interruption or pain in the neck. We act 
as if the customer really counts - always.
Those suppliers who think Subjective Audio have got it right...

Audio Research Burmester Conrad Johnson
Dreadnought Beard Krell
Magnum Meridian Perreaux
Quad MYST Linn
Michell Pink Triangle Zarathrustra
Apogee Goldmund Koetsu
Helius Zeta SME
John Bowers Celestion B&W
Delta Gale Magneplanar
Spendor Wharfedale Yorkshire HiFi
Revox Nakamichi Marantz
Grace Goldring Van Den Hui
Sony Foundation Partington

What the public think...
THE PUBLIC VOTED: SUBJECTIVE AUDIO JOINT WINNERS OF THE FBA "DEALER 
OF THE YEAR AWARD 1985"

"'Obviously service counts more than discounts"
Small Print:
At Camden Town, we prefer to work by appointment.
All major credit cards are welcome.
Open Tuesday to Saturday inclusive !Oam until 6pm.
EXPORT enquiries answered within 84hrs - guaranteed.

Subjective Audio Ltd 
(Specialist Hi Fi consultants) 
2 Camden High Street 
London NWl OJH
England
Tel (01) 387 828158



SOMETHING UNIQUE.........
Background
Subjective Audio have been selling COMPACT DISC equipment since March 
1983 — probably longer than any other specialist audio retailer in the UK — 

certainly longer than anybody in London.
This gives us a wealth of experience to draw upon which means that we know 
exactly how to answer ALL of your questions on COMPACT DISC machines. 
We can demonstrate and advise you upon the lowest cost machine to meet 
your specific requirements. Our purpose built demonstration suite will enable 
you to determine for yourself, the differences between all the truly great 
machines.
Music Discount Centre have been selling COMPACT DISC software (discs) 
for as long as we've been selling hardware. Their staff (and there are 16 of 
them) can tell you the "‘Best" recording and performance of any given piece. 
All you have to do is ask.
The full CD disc catalogue is available from our new store, and if it's not in 
stock — why not place an order??
The situation now...
With the years of experience on both hardware & software advice, it's only 
common sense that MDC and Subjective Audio should combine their talents 
in this new store in the heart of London's West End. It's open now. Seeing (and 
hearing) is believing.
The Machines on demonstration... The facilities ...

Meridian All credit cards welcome
Nakamichi Open lOam until 6pm daily.
Marantz Individual demonstration.
Sony. EXPORT facilities — worldwide.
Revox MAIL ORDER UK — facilities.
Yamaha 5 mins from Tottenham Court

Road Tube station.
Coming soon, if we like the sound of them...
Machines from Mission, Sansui, Ferguson, Phillips and Akai.

The address...

Subjective Audio (CID) Ltd 
@ MDC Ltd
97-99 Dean Street
London Wl
England
Tel (01) 434 3730 5



Mission DAD7000R
Mission Electronics Ltd, Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE18 6ED 
Tel (1/1/) 57477

Like Meridian, Mission have been researching 
improvements to a Philips CD player, but have 
chosen the up-to-date 104 model as the basis 
for their rebuilding. In fact, the two British 
companies have different views of CD priorities 
but in our judgement neither can claim 
superiorly until the CD medium has fully 
matured; at present the system seems to 
benefit from a wide range of relatively minor 
adjustments.

At the outset, Mission felt they could not 
develop a player from scratch in a reasonable 
enough period of time, so opted for the alter
native of making appropriate changes to an 
existing machine, using their skills in judging 
sound quality parameters. The modifications 
include improvements to the D/A convertor 
circuitry, the power supplies and the output 
filtering. Despite its small size, the machine 
carried an infra red remote control facility as 
denoted by the 'R' suffix in the title. However 
Mission are still fitting the low grade output 
cable present on the original 104, this known to 
degrade the sound quality rating (in our tests, 
by around 1/2 a mark out of ten) when compared 
with good cable; Mission have said this cable 
was to be deleted, but clearly have not yet got 
round to it. Ratings for this review relate to the 
machine as supplied, but when fitted with 
decent cable, LC or van den Hui, its position 
improves to near the top.

Mission have however changed the appear
ance of the 104 controls, which initially takes a 
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little acclimatisation. A drawer loader, it has a 
reliable and quiet transport, with speeded-up 
access times, and a small digital display of 
track timings and numbers.

Lab report
Channel balance was practically perfect, with a 
close overlay of the two response graphs, the 
solid and the dotted lines. Mission have 
tailored the response a little and on my test 10k 
ohm loading, a slight rolloff was evident at 
both frequency extremes, but small enough to 
be difficult to criticise.

Channel separation was good but un
exceptional, for example 69dB at 20kHz, while 
the interchannel phase difference remained 
below 0.5°, which was quite negligible. Total 
harmonic distortion was low, close to the limit 
for the Philps system, with a very good -93dB 
result for the in-band noise products of a 20kHz 
OdB tone. Mid band distortion approached 
0.0015% at full level, and this together with the 
level error at - 90dB, suggested a good 151/2 
bit resolution.

This result confirms that the Philips 14 bit 
convertors approach 16-bit in the oversampled 
mode. However the higher frequency inter
modulation results were just average, though 
still pretty good. The spectrogram taken at the 
-10dB test level showed the cleaner down 
band performance and better filtering of the 
Mission version compared with the CD104 in 
particular it is worth noting that the spuriae in



the 60-70kHz band are suppressed by 77dB.
The fixed output level was close to standard, 

sourced from a 308 ohm impedance rising to 
2.2K at 100Hz, due to the smallish output 
coupling capacitor. De-emphasis was fine. 
Mechanical noise was comparatively low, and 
track access rapid at 4.5 seconds for the test 
track 15. The error correction was ample for all 
the test tracks, and also proved tolerant of well 
scratched demo discs.

Signal to noise ratios were very good, limited 
mainly by the output filters and these remained 
constant with or without pre-emphasis.

Sound quality
As supplied the 7000R gave fine results on the 
listening tests. In tonal balance it was a trifle 
lightweight, if slightly thinned in the upper mid 
range, but not seriously so. Its strong quality 
was a lively dynamic nature with clear exciting 
transients reproduced without grain or blurr. 
Stereo focus was precise with a good 
resolution of depth if with a mildly narrowed 
sound stage. Articulate detail was preserved 
throughout the freque'ncy range, and the treble 
quality was well above average.

Conclusion
Given the fine sound quality and the pncmg, 
the Mission 7000can be warmly recommended. 
With the use of a good cable, achieved by 
discarding the one presently attached in the 
factory, still better results are possible. Flying 
phono sockets could be fitted to the existing 
cable cut short, or even better still, a service 
technician might fit a new cable to the appro
priate connections inside.

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
At 20Hz....................................................................................0.02dB
At 1kHz....................................................................................0.02dB
At 20kHz................................................................................. Q.02dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz.......................................................................................87dB
At 1kHz.......................................................................................89dB

'At 20kHz.....................................................................................69dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz.......................................................................................... 0^
At 1kHz.......................................................................................... 0^
At 20kHz..............."; ................................................ 0.5"

Total harmonic distortion at OdB
At 20Hz..................................................................................  -97dB
At 1kHz..................................................................................  -98dB
At 20kHz...... i............................................................................................ -93dB^

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB
At 1kHz................................................................................... -83dB

Total harmonic distortion at - 60dB
At 1kHz..................................................................................  -43dB

Total harmonic distortion at -80dB
At 1kHz................................................................................  -20.5dB

Intermodulation distortion
Al OdB, 19kHz/20kHz........................................................... -87dB
Al -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz.....................................................-78dB

Frequency response 
Left channel............................................................+ 0.05, -0.8dB
Right channel..........................................................+ 0.05, -0.8dB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted...........................-106dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref.................................- 104dB

Output level, Ode 
Left channel............................................................................ 2.01V
Right channel...........................................................................2.01V

output impedance.......................................................... 30Bohms
De-emphasi s...................................................... fine
Track acc!ss limo...................................................... ;..:...4.5 sec;
Error correction capability.................
Mechanical noise.................................

>900pm gap, >8OOpm dot
........................................ low

Spuriae up to 100kHz..........................................................  -71dB
Resolution at -90dB.........................................................  + 3.3dB
Headphone socket........................................................................no
Dimensions (w x d x h) .................................32 x 30 x 9cm
Estimated typical purchase price......................................... £450
•Footnote missing

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to tO()kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Mitsubishi DPIOS
Mitsubishi Electric (UK) Ltd, Otterspool Way, Watford, Harts WD2 SLD 
Tel «0923) 40568

This is a straightforward unit, offering basic 
facilities. Predominantly silver finished, it 
employs a large fluorescent display with the 
usual indications for total number of tracks, 
track number and index number, with overall 
timings and individual track timings also given.

A front panel headphone socket is included, 
with a level control. The rear phono sockets 
carry a fixed output level at the standard 2V. 
Programming facilities are provided, together 
with the usual repeat but no numeric keyboard. 
11 proved straightforward to operate, with rapid 
key entry as well as quick access.

Traditionally engineered, the '105 uses the 
linear 16 bit system without oversampling. The 
digital to analogue convertor is time shared 
between the two channels, with subsequent 
filtering accomplished by a monolithic 
brickwall filter.

Lab report
As usual, the frequency response was very 
uniform in the mid band. A mild treble rolloff of 
around 0.7 to 0.8d8 was observed at 20kHz with 
a mild channel imbalance of 0.3dB as well. 
Furthermore the beginnings of a bass rolloff 
was evident, but in truth, the response was 
only 0.18dB down at 20Hz!

Channel separation was more than 
satisfactory, with the common decline to 73dB 
at 20kHz. lnterchannel phase shift reached S0^ 
at 20kHz, which is typical for the type. Peak 
level distortion was quite good, but nonethe- 
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less poorer than average, but interestingly, it 
improved at the next lower level, suggesting an 
ultimate resolution of 151/4 bits. The down 
band noise on the OdB, 20kHz input was 
unexceptional at - 73dB, but it surprised us by 
producing very good results for high frequency 
intermodulation, where a fine -98dB 
suppression of difference tone was measured 
at the full test level.

The spectrogram taken for the -10dB 
intermodulation shows a clean output in the 
audible range, plus a fine rejection of spurious 
signals at high frequencies around -118dB, 
but the main component was not well 
controlled at -42dB.

Output level was on target at 2V, sourced 
from a higher than usual impedance of 
985ohms. The de-emphasis frequency 
response was close to the required tolerance, 
while track access was pretty quick - 5.5 
seconds to reach track 15 on the test disc 
YEDS2. Mechanical noise was low.

However, the machine did exhibit a 
weakness on error correction. In fact it did not 
cope adequately with the smallest divisions on 
the error test record, an unsatisfactory 
performance. Many records were played 
properly without skipping or locking but this 
machine left no margin for high-error-rate discs 
or disc mishandling damage.

It also proved poorer than average on signal 
to noise ratio, reaching just 90dB for the no 
emphasis CCIR ARM (1kHz) measurement.



Sound quality
It proved difficult to analyse the sound of the 
'105, since it offered the usual competent CD 
qualities with no undue bias. But the mid treble 
sounded a little ‘odd', as if a 'highlight' was 
present around the transient sounds, and this 
was felt to detract from both clarity and 
accuracy. Stereo focus was about average in 
sharpness, but depth was not particularly well 
reproduced. Some interest was lacking overall, 
and the final judgement was that of a below 
average sound quality.

Conclusion
This machine has an unexceptional sound, and 
while the lab performance was generally 
satisfactory, it was marred by a weak error 
correction performance. Despite its quite 
modest price, these findings unfortunately put 
the '105 out of the running as far as a HFC 
recommendation is concerned.

GENERAL DATA Mitsubishi DP105

Channel balance
At 20Hz.........................................  0.3dB
At 1kHz......................................................................................0.3dB
At 20kHz....................................................................................0.2dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz.......................................................................................97dB
At 1kHz.............................................................................  96dB
At 20kHz.....................................................................................73dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz.........................................................................................0.6'
At 1kHz.........................................................................................0.8'
At 20kHz........................................................................................80'

Total harmonic distortion at OdB
At 20Hz................................................................................... -91dB
At 1kHz................................................................................... -90dB
At 20kHz................................................................................. -73dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB
At 1kHz..................................................................................-93dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB
At 1kHz.................................................................................. -50dB

Total harmonic distortion at -80dB
At 1kHz. -23dB

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz.......................................................... -98dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz.................................................... -85dB

Frequency response
Left channel....................................... .. . ................+ O, -0.BdB
Right channel................................................. ............+ O, -0.7dB

Signal to noise ratio
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted............................-97dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref...................................-90dB

Output level, OdB .
Left channel............................................................................. 2.00V
Right channel........................................................................... 2.05V

Output impedance............................................................985ohms
De-emphasis................................................................................fine
Track access time..............................................................5.5 sees
Error correction capability.......................400pm gap, 300pm dot
.Mechanical noise....................................................................... low
Spuriae up to 100kHz........................................................-118dB
Resolution at -90dB....................................................... + 2.6dB
Headphone socket............................................yes (variable level)
Dimensions (w x d x h).................................44 x 30 x 10cm
Estimated typical purchase price.......................................... £330
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Philips CD 104
Philips Electrical Ltd, City House, 420-430 London Road, Croydon, Surrey CR9 3QR
Tel 01

Together with Sony, Philips pioneered the CD 
medium, launching their first players in March 
1983. These first models, the Sony CD-P101, 
and Philips CD100, both endured well, but have 
now been replaced. The CD104 is the 
replacement for the base model '100, and has 
gone from top to drawer loading. The old 100 
was substantially built on a large die casting, 
and the 104 is distinguished by the same 
quality of construction. The transport and laser 
system are also founded on precision castings, 
these isolated from the outside by a rubber 
decoupling system.

The decoding system is original to the first 
Philips, and consists of four times over
sampling, operating with dual 14 bit digital to 
analogue convertors and a mixture of high 
slope digital filtering plus low slope analogue 
output output filtering. Many other manu
facturers have adopted or adapted this system, 
which so far has given a competitive edge to 
reproduced sound quality.

Finished mainly in black, the '104 is fitted 
with a small digital display which may be 
switched to provide data on the number of 
tracks, the track number, and the various 
timings. No headphone^ outlet, remote control 
or numeric keyboard are provided.

Operation is relatively simple and straight
forward, with low mechanical noise levels — 
the odd 'chirping' of the earlier 100 is much 
reduced.

Lab report
As usual with Philips decks, the channel 
balance was very good — within 0.2dB over the 
whole frequency range.

Channel separation exploited the dual 
convertors to the full, with a remarkable 128dB 
at 20Hz and a still outstanding 98dB at 20kHz. 
lnterchannel phase difference was virtually 
zero throughout.

Total harmonic distortion at peak level lay in 
the mid 90s, that is 0.0015% rising to 0.005% at 
20kHz, the latter figure representing the small 
level of -beat signals generated within the 
audible range.

With reducing level, the mid band distortion 
also increased correctly, reaching -22.6dB at 
a - 80dB recorded level. For a - 90dB level the 
gain error was mild at 3.4dB and the overall 
resolution was close to 15V2 bit, showing the 
improvement afforded by oversampling.

The high frequency two tone 19/20kHz inter
modulation results rated about average and the 
spectrum analysis is shown for the - 10dB test 
level. Here, downband clutter could be seen 
below 5kHz, while the 24kHz component was 
around -53dB. The higher frequency 
components were not well rejected, and similar 
signals appeared on lower frequency signal 
tones as well, a feature typical of the Philips 
system.

Frequency response met +0, -0.35dB 
limits from 20Hz to 20kHz, both channels, and 
the ripple is generally regarded as inaudible.
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Output level was standard at 2V from a low 
source resistance of 33 ohms. The de
emphasis characteristic was fine while the 
track access from a cold start was fairly slow at 
9 seconds. However, once in play mode it 
skipped to the 15th test track in just 2.5 
seconds. As usual the error correction was 
excellent, easily meeting the maximum limits 
on the test disc. It measured very well on signal 
to noise ratio, producing almost identical 
readings, weighted or unweighted.

Sound quality
Following the Rhilips tradition for good CD 
sound, the '104 scored rather above average, in 
spite of the generally improving sound quality 
of the new generation of players. The sound 
was lively and clear with good focus, 
convincing transients, and a fair presentation 
of stereo depth. Stage width was fine, while the 
mid was slightly forward and nasal in tonal 
quality. The bass was pretty good, and the 
treble basically tidy and well defined.

Conclusion
Competitively priced, the Philips is 
nonetheless under competition from the 
Japanese machines including the Marantz 
models. These matters aside, the '104 gains 
recommendation in its own right.

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
At 20Hz................
At 1kHz................
At 20kHz..............

.<0.2dB

.<0.2dB

.<0.2dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz.....................................................................................128dB
At 1kHz.....................................................................................123dB
At 20kHz.....................................................................................98dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz............. ....... ........   . ..... ......................... 0^
At 1kHz.......................   ...... . . . ................................0^
At 20kHz..........................................................................................0^

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz...................................................... .................. .......>-94dB
At 1kHz................................................................................ >-94dB
At 20kHz............................................................................ >-86dB^

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz................................................................................ -82.4dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz................................................................................ -40.6dB

Total harmonic distortion at -BOdB 
At 1kHz..... . .................................... -22.6dB

Intermodulation distortion 
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz............................................................-89dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz.... ....... ...................... ................-79dB

Frequency response 
Left channel.............. ..................   + 0, -0.35dB
Right channel.................................... + 0, -0.35dB

,
Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted..........................-106dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................................-106dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel........................................................................... 2.055V
Right channel......................................................................... 2.074V

Output impedance.............................................................33ohms
De-emphasis................................................................................fine
Track access time.............................9 sees (2.5 sees from play/
Error correction capability..................>900pm gap, >BOOpm do t
Mechanical noise........................................................................ low
Spuriae up to 100kHz....................see text, -101dB (no signal)
Resolution at -90dB........................................................ + 3.4dB
Headphone socket....................................................................... no
Dimensions (w x d x h)..............................................32 x 30 x 9cm
Estimated typical purchase price.........................................£300

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) /frequency response
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Philips CD204 and CD304
Philips Elecmcal Ltd, City House, 420430 London Road, Croydon, Surrey CR9 3QR 
Tel 01-

These two upmarket Philips CD players are 
essentially the same, the '304distinguished by 
the inclusion of an infra red remote control at 
extras cost. Both machines were auditioned 
and sounded basically similar to the '104, but in 
the final analysis we felt they were slightly 
inferior. It was as if the extra features and 
facilities had somehow prejudiced the sound 
quality to a small degree.

Taking the '304 as the main subject of this 
review, a large fluorescent tube display is 
featured and shows several items of 
information. A linear scale shows programmed 
track numbers in order, with windows to 
indicate which mode has been selected. It also 
shows the total number of tracks, track timings 
and overall programme times. Full control is 
also available via the infra red coupled hand
held unit; though index facilities are not 
provided, nor is a numeric keypad. Conversely 
a front panel headphone socket is present 
complete with its own level control, and the 
main audio output is provided on phono jacks, 
the level set by another volume potentiometer.

A large satin black unit, the 304Z204design is 
well finished and well built, with diecastings 
used for important chassis sections. Overall, it 
was surprisingly heavy.

As with the other Philips players, the 
decoder runs at four times the normal sampling 
frequency, placing unwanted alias signals and 
noise higher in the frequency range where they 
are more easily filtered. The dominant filtering 
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is carried out by a 96 pole digital chip, which 
gives the player that familiar mild ripple in the 
high frequency amplitude response.

Lab report
The player conformed to the general frequency 
response of the Philips CD group, with closely 
defined + 0.1, -0.25dB amplitude limits over 
the full 20Hz to 20kHz audio range. The mild 
high frequency ripple is characteristic. 
Channel balance was excellent, within 0.15dB 
overall. On channeL separation it performed 
very well, while the interchannel phase 
displacement was zero as usual.

Total harmonic distortion approached 
-100dB, at 0.0013%, and in conjunction with 
the low + 2.5dB level error at the -90dB 
modulation section suggested 15V2 bit 
linearity. The downband noise products of a 
20kHz fundamental were of average degree at 
-83dB. Likewise the intermodulation results 
were good in the absolute sense but did not 
match the best in the issue. At the -10dB 
modulation level the high frequency two tone 
intermodulation was 79dB down though some 
other components were also present. In the 
spectrogram these can be seen below 4kHz at 
-74dB, with other upband components 
present at -52dB.

In the absence of modulation, the Philips' 
spurious rejection seems good, but upband 
signals appear in the presence of modulation 
which are not rejected and are no better than



50-60dB down.
Output level was the usual 2V from a 600 

ohm impedance. De-emphasis was fine and 
access to the test track 15 was moderate at 7.5 
seonds. Low levels of mechanical noise were 
present.

Concerning error correction, the '204 and 
'304 were fully on target, easily meeting the 
900pm gap error and the 800pm surface dot 
error bands. Signal to noise ratios were 
exemplary, rather greater than the practical bit 
linearity would provide in a conventional 
system.

Sound quality
Undoubtedly good Philips CD players, it was 
surprising to find the '2041'304 units were 
marginally less satisfying subjectively than the 
basic '104, though it must be stressed that the 
difference was very slight. As regards tonal 
balance, the '104 was a touch sweeter and 
easier on the ear; nonetheless the- overall 
quality was good, with clean bass and treble 
extremes, and notably clear transients, 
coupled with good stereo focus and fairly good 
stereo depths.

Conclusion
Compared with the '104, you do pay for the 
extra facilities of the '204 and '304 models, and 
depending on how important these extras are, 
the value for money rating in absolute terms' is 
not as good as the '104. The marking places 
them on the borderline and in my view, they 
just qualify for the 'worth considering' 
category.

GENERAL DATA Philips CD204, CD304

Channel balance

gSfcz::^^.. z.... -.. ..
Stereo separation
äIBEEZZEzEZ

Channel phase difference 
At 20Hz............................................................................................ €•
At 1kHz............................................................................................ €•
At 20kHz.......................................................................................... €•

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz.................................................................................> -98dB
At 1kHz...................................................................................-98dB
At 20kHz.................................................................................-83dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz...................................................................................-83dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz...................................................................................-42dB

Total harmonic distortion at -80dB 
At 1kHz...................................................................................-24dB

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz............................................................-88dB
At -10dB, l9kHz/20kHz..................................................... -79dB

Frequency response 
Left channel............................................................. + 0.1, -0.25dB
Right channel............. ......... .......................... + 0.1, -0.25dB

Signal to rlbise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted...........................- 106dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................................ -105dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel..............................................................................2.01V
Right channel............................................................................ 2.01V

Output impedance.............  
De-emphasis........................ 
Track access time..............  
Error correction capability. 
Mechanical noise...............

............................. 600ohms 
....................................... fine 
.............................. 7.5 sees 
>900pm gap, >800pm dot 
........................................ low

Spuriae up to 100kHz.......................................-50dB to -100dB
Resolution at -90dB.......................................................... + 2.5dB
Headphone socket........................................... yes (variable level)
Dimensions (w x d x h)..............................................42 x 30 x 9cm
Estimated typical purchase price...... CD204 £350, CD304 £400
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REASSESSED

Pioneer PD-70
Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd, Field Way, Greenford, Middlesex 
Tel 01-575 5757

Pioneer's first CD Player was based on an early 
Kyocera design but the new P-070 is a so- 
called second generation type. It is quite a 
wide machine, but slim in profile, and in 
conjunction with its sliding-drawer disc load
ing, is a candidate for stacking systems as well 
as for free standing use.

Frontal appearance is bright, the pale gold 
satin alloy metalwork contrasting with the 
fluorescent display area. It does not use a 
numeric keyboard; instead, track numbr entry 
is via multiple key depressions. Among its 
many facilities, full programming is possible 
tor tracks up to a total of 15 in any order, while 
sub-iridexes may be accessed by number and 
time. The repeat facility extends notably to 
programmed selections which is useful for 
listening tests!

The search key can access complete tracks 
on a rapid-seek basis, or can scan at a lower 
speed, within a track. In the latter mode, an 
audible cue output is produced in short bursts 
to assist the location of the required place.

Three modes are possible for the digital 
display. First there is track and timing, second 
the indexing number and third the total and 

remaining time reading. Three modes are also 
present for the two-channel bar-graph leveli 
display, and comprise 'off' (most relaxing!); 
'binary', a busy display of dubious value, 
representing the binary coded music data; and 
finally 'peak' - a normal metered display of 
programme volume which is potentially useful 
for monitoring output level in connection with 
tape dubbing.

Output is fixed and is via gold-plated phono 
sockets. A front panel headphone socket is 

' also fitted, this offering good sound quality 
and provided with its own slider type volume 
control.

In operation, the drawer will shut when 'play' 
or 'shut' are depressed, but the mechanism 
was found a bit slow. The optical transport 
was however quick, while track access was 
pretty rapid. Mechanical noise was fairly low A 
wired remote control is available as an optional 
extra, and a DIN socket to accept this is 
provided on the rear panel.

Internally, the mains wiring is not shrouded, 
but otherwise the construction is to a high 
standard. The audio board uses a single DIA 
convertor, followed by a multipole modular 
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filters with the ubiquitous 5534 audio 
integrated circuit used for the output amplifier. 
High quality components are used, and the- 
circuits are isolated and powered by a number 
of regulators 'full depth' error correction I Cs are 
also fitted.

Lab performance
Performing well in the laboratory the Pioneer 
gave near perfect channel balance with 
excellent frequency responses, namely + 0.2, 
-0.6d8 worst case, 20Hz to 20kHz, with no 
emphasis in any band.

Channel separation was also excellent. Due 
to the use of a shared convertor, a mild phase 
difference between channels appeared with 
increasing frequency, reaching 77° at 20kHz, 
this for the moment at least considered harm
less. At full output distortion was very low and 
well below 100d8 or 0.001%, rising to a very 
good - 93d8 at 20kHz. No discontinuities were 
present judging by the correct distortion 
performance at lower signal levels, and even at 
-80d8 the distortion harmonics were held to 
24d8 down. High frequency intermodulation 
was fine.

Output was fixed to close accuracy at a 
nominal 2V rms, and the output impedance 
was a usefully-low 200 ohms, well suited to 
passive control units.

The de-emphasis worked correctly, while 
track access was rapid at a rated 5 seconds, 
the machine proving pretty quiet mechanically. 
Spurious signals were fine at -107d8, and 
below, and the signal to noise ratio was fully to 
standard at 92d8 CCIR ARM (1kHz) or 97d8 20
20kHz unweighted.

Error correction was excellent, with fairly 
good immunity to shock, and ultimate linearity 
tests gave a + 4d8 error at -90d8, indicating 
a 15 to 151/2 bit performance.

GENERAL DATA Compact Disc Player

Channel balance
At 20Hz.................................................................................... ...O.IdBa: 1kHz....................................................................................ai5dB
At 20kHz....................................................................................0.1dB

Stereo separation 
At 20Hz..................................................................................... 100dB
At 1kHz..................................................................................... 101dB
At 20kHz.....................................................................................93dB

Channel phase difference 
At 20Hz............................................................................................0•
At 1kHZ............................................................................................ 3"
At 20kHz........................................................................................ 77°

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz................................................................................ -105dB
At 1kHz................................................................................ -105dB
At 20kHz...............................................................:..............> -95dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
20Hz-20kHz............................................................................-84dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
20Hz-20kHz............................................................................-42dB

Total harmonic distortion at -BOdB 
20Hz-20kHz............................................................................-24dB

Intermodulation distortion
at(dB, 19kHz/20kHz..........................................................>-85dB
M -WdB,19kH^20kHz................................................... >- ^dB

Frequency response 
Left channel...............................................................+ 0.2, -0.6dB
Right channel...........................................................+ 0.15, -0.5dB

Signal to noise ration 
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted.............................- 97dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref....................................-92dB •

•
Output level, OdB 
Left channel............................................................................ 2.062V
Right channel..........................................................................2.051V

Output impedance............................................................200 ohms
De-emphasis...........................................................................correct
Track access time.................................................................. 5 secs
Error correction capability........................900pm gap, BOOpm dot
Mechanical noise.............................................................. fairly I ow
Spun iuptoWOk^...........................................................-10MB
Resoktronat -90dS.............................................................+ 4dB
Headphone socket.............................................  yes
Estimated typical purchase price............................................£400

Sound quality
Undoubtedly this was one of the best CD 
players in the group. It certainly sounded like a 
second generation machine, showing 
particular strength in the bass and treble, both 
of which were of very good quality. The mid 
had only a hint of hardness and a slight loss of 
depth, while stereo images were superbly 
stable, with excellent focus and fine 
perspectives.

Conclusion
Acquitting itself well in the lab and offering a 
very good all round performance, couoled with 
a comprehensive set of facilities, the' PD-70was 
a strong contender. Recommended last year, the 
PD-70faces stronger competition now, but it is 
still worth considering.



Pioneer PD-X700
Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd, Field Way, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 BUN 
Tel 01-575 5757

A compact midi sized drawer loader, this 
inexpensive machine is one of two similar 
models which are designed to complement 
stacked Pioneer systems. No remote control is 
supplied for the CD player itself, but this 
function can be achieved in the stack, via an 
auto interface connection, plus the remote 
control provided for the stack.

This drawer loader has only basic facilities 
— for example, there is no numeric keyboard or 
headphone outlet. One the other hand, it does 
have a large, somewhat blurred fluorescent 
display which shows considerable information. 
This includes timings for the individual tracks, 
total times and remaining time. Track numbers 
and index points are also shown. Various 
cueing and other controls are present, such as 
overall repeat and selected phase A-B repeat, 
while selected track numbers may be 
programmed into memory.

Inside, this Pioneer designed machine is 
something of a handful. Three main circuit 
boards have had to be stacked with resulting 
complications in terms of complex cable 
forms, poor accessibility and potentially 
difficult servicing. Pioneer need to avail 
themselves of the next stage of chip 
integration, in order to simplify this mare's 
nest — the case is so cramped that the mains 
transformer is sited outside on the rear panel.

In design the '700 is a straightforward 16 bit, 
non-oversampled unit, with a single high- 
linearity time shared digital to analogue 
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convertor. The usual brickwall filter, a thick film 
chip, follows the convertor.

Lab report
While showing excellent channel balance, this 
player had a significant droop in the treble, 
sloping down from 10kHz to -1dB, 20Hz, but 
this should not be very important in audible 
terms.

Channel separation was excellent mid band, 
deteriorating to a moderate 72dB at 20kHz. The 
conversion system resulted in a mild phase 
shift between a few degrees between channel 
by 1kHz, increasing to 80° by 20kHz.

Distortion at low and mid frequencies was 
low, measuring 0.002% at 1kHz and with a 
good linearity maintained at lower signal 
levels. Considering the mild level error at a 
-90dB signal modulation, the linearity was 
estimated at 15% bit.

High frequency linearity was inferior with the 
20kHz in-band products poorer than average at 
- 72dB. It was also not too happy on the peak 
level, high frequency intermodulation section, 
reading a modest -79dB. Contradicting 
convention, this improved to 87dB at the 10dB 
lower level. From the corresponding spectrum 
analysis, the in-band region was notably clear 
while up band spuriae were suppressed by 
around 105dB, and the adjacent 24kHz beat 
was fine enough at -51dB.

Close to standard, the output level was just
over 2V, sourced from a moderate 333 ohms



output impedance. De-emphasis was to 
specification, while track access was slower 
than usual at 10 seconds to reach track 15 on 
the 'test disc. Mechanical noise levels were 
comparatively low.

On error correction, the performance was 
unbalanced. It performed well on the data 
gaps, clearing up to 900pm, but less happy with 
the surface dot; here it managed 600pm but 
failed on 800pm. This is probably not a very 
serious shortcoming. Signal to noise ratios 
were satisfactory, but nonetheless poorer than 
average.

Sound quality
Scoring about average, the sound quality was 
of similar overall merit to the still current and 
larger PD-70machine. Generally presentable in 
CD terms, the bass was slightly soft while the 
mid showed some tendency to image 
narrowing with a loss of stereo depth. Tonally 
speaking, it was quite sweet sounding, but 
showed a slightly thickened forward quality, 
while transients were not quite clear or 'alive'.

Conclusion
This competitively priced player has given a 
satisfactory performance on virtually all 
counts. While it will partner Pioneer's matching 
stack systems well, taking advantage of their 
remote facilities, as an independent machine, 
it is not quite to 'recommended' standard and 
is therefore placed in the 'worth considering' 
category.

GENERAL DATA Pioneer PD-X700

Channel balance 
At 20Hz.................................................................................... 0.16dB
At 1kHz.................................................................................... 0.16dB
At 20kHL................................................................................. 0.17dB

Stereo separation 
At 20Hz......................................................................................104dB
At 1kHz......................................................................................106dB
At 20kHz......................................................................................70dB

Channel phase difference 
At 20Hz.............................................................................................0^
At 1kHz.............................................................................................4"
At 20kHz.........................................................................................S0^

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz.................................................................................... -97dB
At 1kHz.................................................................................... -97dB
At 20kHz.................................................................................. -72dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz.................................................................................... -84dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz.................................................................................... -53dB

Total harmonic distortion at -80dB 
At 1kHz.................................................................................... -26dB

Intermodulation distortion 
At OdB, 19kHzl20kHz.............................................................-79dB
At -10dB, l9kHzl20kHz..........................................................-87dB

Frequency response 
Left channel...................................................................+ 0, -1.0dB
Right channel.............................................................. + 0, -1.0dB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted...............................-97dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................................... -90dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel............................... ...............................................2.05V
Right channel.............................................................................. 2.1V

Output impedance.............................................................333ohms
De-emphasis.................................................................................fine
Track access time................................................................10 sees
Error correction capability....................... 900pm gap, 600pm dot
Mechanical noise......................................................................... iow
Spuriae up to 100kHz........................................................ -105dB
Resolution at -90dB...........................................................+ 2.5dB
Headphone socket........................................................................ no
Dimensions (w x d x h)............................................ 32 x 26 x 10cm
Estimated typical purchase price..........................................£300

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Revox B225
F W O Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts WD6 4RZ 
Tel 01-953 0091

Revox are noted for their superbly engineered 
and finished up-market equipment, with their 
range of matched, compatible, remote- 
controlled audio components proving to be of 
enduring quality.

With the 8225 CD player, Revox have not 
attempted to compete in the 'mass market'. 
Instead they have developed a player which is 
fully featured, complete with a fine remote 
control, all of which interfaces correctly with 
the accompanying audio line. While this player 
is based on the Philips design, the end product 
bears virtually no resemblance to the original.

A drawer loader, the door panel comprises a 
discreet led display showing the number of 
tracks, the programmed tracks in order, index 
notation and the full range of timings. Full 
repeat, including arbitrary 'A-B' repeat, is 
possible, and a clear numeric keyboard allows 
rapid entry of the desired tracks for 
programming. Direct track access is offered, 
but no audible music cueing. The remote 
handset also controls the volume, including 
that of the headphone outlet. A calibration tone 
is provided to aid setting record level on the 
matching tape recorder. A 'direct' fixed-level 
output is also available.

Internally, the machine is beautifully laid out 
with an excellent quality of construction, easy 
to service. Internal wiring is held to an absolute 
minimum. As with the Philips machine on 
which it is based, separate 14 bit digital to 
analogue converters are used, with 4 times 
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oversampling, resolution improvement via 
noise shaping and finally low slope analogue 
output filters. The output is essentially linear 
phase.

Lab report
In general terms the lab results closely 
paralleled those for other generically similar 
Phlips-based designs, but some interesting 
differences did emerge. Channel separation 
was undoubtedly very good, in the mid 
nineties, but did not match the still' better 
figures for the Philips 104. Full level harmonic 
distortion was slightly poorer and this trend 
was continued with decreasing modulation 
levels. For example, at -80dB, the distortion 
at 1 kHz was just 16dB down. The level error at 
-90dB was poorer than usual at + 5dB, this 
together with the distortion level indicating a 
resolution around 15 bit.

In contrast, the high frequency intermodu
lation results were very good, these to some 
degree reflecting the high quality output 
circuits. A difference tone level of - 100dB was 
achieved at full modulation and a similarly 
good -93dB at the lower level. The spectrum 
analysis confirmed the clean nature of the 
audible band range while the higher frequency 
spuriae remained at the usual -50 to -55dB 
level. Revox have not chosen to add any further 
filtering here.

Channel balance was very accurate, within a
fraction of a dB, and the usual close phase



match was demonstrated. GENERAL DATA Revox 6225
Output level was on target at 2V from a 440 

ohm output impedance. The second output 
was variable from 2V downwards, and came 
from a 350 ohms impedance.

Revox have designed a rapid transport, with 
test access achieved in a short 5 seconds. 
Mechanical noise was pleasantly low, with 
excellent error correction. Fine signal to noise 
ratios were achieved, again if not quite to the 
excellent Philips standards, and overall, no 
problems were encountered in meeting the 
Revox's tight specification.

Sound quality
Primarily auditioned via the fixed-output 
sockets, the Revox scored above average in the 
listening tests. All the basic CD qualities were 
present - clean bass, explicit treble, well 
defined transients and well focused stereo 
images. Depth presentation was pretty good. 
As auditioning proceeded, the listeners 
became aware of a softened blandness about 
this player where some of the life and interest 
of the programme seemed to be diluted. This 
feeling was even still more clearly perceived via 
the variable output.

Conclusion
Essentially a good CD player, with superb 
build, engineering, finish and facilities, its 
market strength essentially rests on its 
compatibility with the rest of the established 
Revox range of audio compomnents. However, 
taken alone it is not outstanding and its 
comparatively high price means that in real 
terms it offers relatively poor value; further
more, in sound quality terms, the basic Philips 
'104 unfortunately has the edge.

Channel balance 
At 20Hz................................................. 0.04dB
At 1kHz............................................. 0.03dB
At 20kHz..................................................................................0.03dB

Stereo separation 
At 20Hz................................................................................... -10dB
At 1kHz....................................................................................-95dB
At 20kHz.............................................................................. -92.5dB

Channel phase difference 
At 20Hz.................................................... <0.5°
At 1kHz...................................................  <0.5°
At 20kHz....................................................................................<0.5°

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
Al 20Hz..................................................................................-93dB
At 1kHz................................................................................... -94dB
At 20kHz......................................................... ...................... -86dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
Al 1kHz... . ............................ ..............................................-79dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz...................................................................................-38dB

Total harmonic distortion at -BOdB 
At 1kHz................................................................................... -16dB

Intermodulation distortion 
Al OdB, 19kHz/20kHz..........................................................-100dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz......................................................-93dB

Frequency response 
Left channel..........................................................
Right channel.......................................................

+ 0.05, -0.25dB
+ 0.05, -0.25dB

Signal to noise ratio
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted..........................- 104dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................................. -100dB

Output level, OdB
Left channel..............................................................................2.06V
Right channel............................................................................2.06V

Output impedance............................................................ 350ohms
De-emphasis................................................................................ fine
Track access time.............................................................. 5.0 sees
Error correction capability.......................900pm gap, BOOpm dot
Mechanical noise......................................................................... low
Spuriae up to 100kHz............. ...................... ...................-86dB^
Resolution at -90dB..........................................................+ 5.0dB
Headphone socket...............yes, variable level (remote control) 
Dimensions (w x d x h)........................................... 45 x 33 x 11cm
Estimated typical purchase pries...........................................£780
•no signal; with signal, -522B

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Sansui VIOO
Sansui (UK) Ltd, Unit 10A, Lyon Industrial Estate, Rockware Avenue, Greenford, Middlesex 
Tel 01-575 1133

Sansui have been doing well with their 
moderately priced player, the V300, but this has 
been recently updated by the replacement 
model V100, with a price reduction of some 
10%. A still cheaper model will also be 
available, called the V750, built to a different 
design however.

A significant point concerning the 300 and 
100 is their pedigree, the machines being 
specified by Sansui and built for them by 
Yamaha, utilising the latter company's twice- 
oversampled digital to analogue conversion 
system.

The high production volume chassis allows 
various 'frills' to be added as desired for 
different models but in the case of the '100, 
these have been kept to a minimum. This basic 
machine has a red led display showing all the 
required information but only one bit at a time. 
Thus track numbers, elapsed time, total time 
and track time are shown according to the 
mode selected by depression of the display 
key. Tracks can be programmed but not 
indexed, and no headphone or remote control 
facility is provided. Good track selection and 
cueing facilities are present, with audible 
music in search mode.

Inside, the player is well constructed, using a 
single 16 bit Burr Brown DIA with two times 
oversampling and digital filtering. The layout is 
nicely accessible, easy for servicing with a 
high level of circuit integration displayed, 
using custom Yamaha integrated chips.
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Lab report
Output level was just slightly below the 
nominal standard reading and averaged 1.9V. A 
higher than usual output impedance was 
noted, of 1kohms. A basically uniform 
frequency response was obtained, flat from 
50Hz to 5kHz, and with a mild lift at higher 
frequencies, around 0.5dB. 'Channel balance 
was fine at 0.18dB or better.

Measured for channel separation the results 
were good but unexceptional, at 92dB 1kHz, for 
example, reducing to 83dB at 20kHz. Inter
channel phase differences were as usual for a 
twice-oversamping design - less than 1° at 
1kHz, increasing to a modest 38° by 20kHz.

Turning to the total harmonic distortion at 
full linearity, at 1kHz a reasonable -87dB was 
recorded, while up to -103dB is possible. The 
-84dB downband noise at 20kHz is 
considered quite reasonable.

Good results were achieved at lower signal 
levels, indicating 15Vz bit resolution, while at 
-90dB the 7dB of level error was a little high. 
The machine demonstrated a good high 
frequency performance with respect to two 
tone intermodulation. For the full level, 
19/20kHz tones the difference product fell to 
-103dB; in theory the -10dB result should 
have been -93dB, but in fact it was a little 
degraded to -86dB. The matching spectro
gram showed a clean downband result but the 
24kHz rejection was weak at just 24dB. Upper 
range components were also visible, so the 



output filtering is not that strong. Under normal 
signal conditions, a reasonable -72dB of 
suppression is typical.

Track access times were rapid with 4 
seconds required to reach the test track 15. 
Mechanical noise levels were low, while the 
electrical signal to noise ratios were a little 
poorer than average at -90.5dB, CCIR ARM 
(1kHz), without pre-emphasis. Error correction 
capability was fairly good though not up with 
the best examples.

Sound quality
Aligning with the twice oversampled series in 
general, this player gave good results on test, 
rather above average. While a touch of grain 
and imprecision was noted in the treble, the 
general tonal quality was pleasantly musical 
and showed good clarity, detail and stereo 
depth. Stereo focus was fine while the bass 
was slightly softened.

Conclusion
These players offer a good sound quality. for 
the money, together with a competent 
transport claiming fast access times. In 
common with other related models, the new 
V100 has no difficulty in gaining a recom
mendation in this issue, and in view of the 
latest pricing, wins a 'Best Buy' rating.

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
At 20Hz...............
At 1kHz...............
At 20kHz......... .

.0.15dB

.0.18dB

.0.05dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz................................................................................... -93dB
At 1kHz... ................................................................................-92dB
At 20kHz................................................................................. -83dB

Channel phase difference 
At 20Hz...............................  0°
At 1kHz........................................................................................ 0.8'
At 20kHz........................................................................................38'

Total harmonic distortion at OdB
At 20Hz................................. -90dB
At 1kHz.................................................................. ...............-87dB
At 20kHz................................................................................. -84dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz............................ -81dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz................................................................................... -35dB

Total harmonic distortion at -BOdB 
At 1kHz................................................................................... -21dB

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz.......................................................... -103dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz......................................................-86dB

Frequency response 
Left channel...........................................................+ 0.55, -0.18dB
Right channel........................ -.............................+ 0.55, -0.18dB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted.............................- 97dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref...............................-90.5dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel............................................................................. 1.90V
Right channel...................................... 1.87V

Output impedance.........................  
De-emphasis....................................
Track access time..... ..........- .
Error correction capability ..........  
Mechanical noise............................
Spuriae up to 100kHz..................... 
Resolution at -90dB...................  
Headphone socket......... ................  
Dimensions (w x d x h)................... 
Estimated typical purchase price.

............................IKohm 
........................ fine 
........................ 4.0. sees 
.BOOpm gap, 500pm dot 
.................................. low 
.......................... -72dB 
........................... + 7dB 

.....????. . . ......................... 
................ 34 x 29 x 9cm 
.................................£300

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and20kHz tones,. 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Partnered by the similar CDP50, the CDP30 is 
Sony's least expensive and new mains 
operated machine, that is if one does not count 
the portable D50with its power pack.

A basic package, the CDP30 lacks many 
features - headphone outlet, variable level, 
numeric keypad and remote control. Included 
are the fast Sony track access buttons with 
audible music cueing, while repeat or A-B 
phase repeat is possible. It can also access 
index points if programmed into the disc in 
use. The clear display shows overall as well as 
individual tracks, indexing, timing in minutes 
and seconds, plus elapsed and remaining 
times, the two latter displayed via a touch 
button. A drawer loader, it is pretty compact 
and comes finished in the usual satin grey
black.

Inside, the deck clearly has been engineered 
for mass production. The transport has been 
simplified, with the reduction in moving mass 
allowing a fast operation to be achieved 
although this is at the expense of some 
mechanical operating noise, mainly from the 
disc motor. The circuitry is tidy, built on a 
single board, with much use made of highly 
integrated circuits. One tiny chip, the main 
processor, is about the size of a postage 
stamp, and yet it has 80 lead out wires! This 
chip is surface bonded to the high resolution 
printed circuit track.

The convertor system is a conventional 16 
bit, time shared, with the usual 9 pole brickwall 
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monolithic output filters. Power drain has been 
reduced to 13W.

Lab report
A mild 0.6dB channel imbalance was recorded, 
together with very good channel separation 
despite the time shared D/A convertor. The 
latter running at normal rates gaves rise to the 
usual maximum 80° of interchannel phase shift 
at 20kHz, but this is not considered to be a 
problem.

Distortion figures were fine at low and mid 
frequencies, and together with the level error, 
suggested a good 15V2 bit resolution. At high 
frequencies, though, some compromise was 
detected.

Downband modulation products were 
detected at -86dB for a 20kHz signal at OdB 
which is about average, while the full level high 
frequency intermodulation was poorer than 
usual, at -81dB. This improved to -89dB at 
the 10dB lower level, and the corresponding 
spectrum analysis is shown. Here the down
band area was pretty clean, while the 24kHz 
product was just -47dB, not outstanding.

Further up the range the spurious signals 
were very well rejected, with the overall figure 
rated at -105dB.

Frequency response was quite uniform, 
perhaps with a hint of treble lift. The output 
was close to the 2V standard though it was 
produced from a rather high 1.8 kohm output 
impedance. De-emphasis was fine, and track 



access rapid at 4.3 seconds, like the old 101. 
Some mechanical noise was heard — check 
this out for yourself to see if it is a problem or 
not. It coped well with the 800^m gap error but 
disliked the surface dot blemish, sticking at 
300^m plus. Some damaged discs might give 
more trouble here.

Signal to noise ratios were poorer than 
average, the no emphasis 1kHz CCIR ARM 
result being nonetheless satisfactory at 
-88.5dB.

Sound quality
Establishing a good basic CD standard, the CD 
30 and the similar '50 showed some loss of 
ambience and depth but with a pleasant overall 
character. Some degree of fine definition and 
detail was masked, and both bass and treble 
extremes have some softening of 'edge' and 
attack on transients. Overall, it was only a little 
above average.

Conclusion
Here is a competent tidy little player which 
does its basic job well, but which does not 
offer anything special at the price. While it fits 
nicely in the appropriate rack system, it can 
only rate as worth considering as an 
independent.

GENERAL DATA Sony CDP30

Channel balance
At 20Hz...................................................................................... 0.5d8
At IkHz........ ....................................................................... 0.56dB
At 20kHz.................................................................................... 0.6d8

Stereo separation
At 20Hz..................................................................................... 10^8
At 1kHz..................................................................................... 109d8
At 20kHz..................................................................................... 91d8

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz.............................................................................................0^
At 1kHz.............................................................................................5°
At 20kHz........................................................................................ S0^

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz....................................................................................-98d8
At 1kHz....................................................................................-98d8
At 20kHz..................................................................................-86d8

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz ......................................................-92d8

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz...........................................  -50d8

Total harmonic distortion at -SOdB 
At 1kHz.................................................................................... -24d8

Intermodulation distortion 
At OdB, 19kHzi20kHz............................................................-81dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz..................................................... -89dB

Frequency response 
Left channel...................................  + 0.2, -O.ldB
Right channel............................................................+ 0.2, -O.ldB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted............................ -94d8
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................................-88.5d8

Output level, OdB 
Left channel................................................................................2.2V
Right channel............................................................................ 2.07V

Output impedance ....................................................... 1 Kohm
De-emphasis................................................................................ fine
Track access time..............................................................4.3 sees
Error correction capability................. >8OOpm gap, >300pm dot
Mechanical noise......................................................................... fair
Spuriae up to 100kHz......................................................... -106d8
Resolution at -90dB.........................................................+ 2.5dB
Headphone socket........................................................................ no
Dimensions (w x d x h). ................................ 43 x 26 x 8cm
Estimated typical purchase price......................................... £^>

RAHGE i S dlV STATUSt PAUSEDAsHflG S0ttnP3etiK-tlDB RMS125

Xr« 18888 Hz Yr»-5.93 dB

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 191< and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Tel Staines 61688
Sony
Sony House,

D-50o....... _south Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4PF

Even including its adapter or battery pack, this 
entire machine is no larger than the motorised 
loading drawer in a typical mains-only player!

The D-50is a dual purpose machine. It can be 
used as a conventional standalone mains 
powered player, which is how it is supplied — 
it comes complete with a 9V mains adapter at a 
cost of £289. Alternatively it can be used as a 
'portable', with the battery pack an extra £45 or 
so, and it enjoys a fair vibration and swing 
resistance. It consumes about £4.50 worth of 
alkaline 'C' cells in around 5 hours, about 90p 
an hour on average, so you do have to pay for 
the amazing luxury of 16 bit digital stereo audio 
while walking about!

All the usual Sony facilities are provided, 
including fast cueing, rapid access, touch 
button control and a display, in this case LCD, 
showing track numbers, play time, remaining 
time and remaining tracks. Audible music 
cueing is also present but no programming or 
indexing. Ample output levels are provided for 
headphone and line, the latter via a detachable 
cable supplied with the deck.

The technology is highly integrated and 
designed for very low overall power 
consumption of 4 watts. 16 bit linear circuits 
are used, with a single time shared D/A 
converter.

On test the frequency response was neither 
as flat or as extended as usual. Channel 
imbalance rose to a maximum of 1dB as the left 
and right hand traces diverged slightly at 2kHz. 
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On the right channel a treble droop of 0.8dB 
was measured though I doubt whether, 
listening to the unit in isolation, any of this 
could be heard as such; only on critical A/B 
testing would it be noticeable, and even then 
not considered seriously. The output was 
almost to standard at 1.9V from a relatively low 
220 ohms source impedance.

Channel separation was reasonable, the 
figures reducing to a modest but still 
acceptable 61dB at 20kHz. lnterchannel phase 
difference was quite typical with up to 72° at 
20kHz.

Total harmonic distortion was satisfactory at 
peak levels, with - 93dB at 20Hz and 
increasing to -86dB at 1kHz, with -57dB at 
20kHz. The latter looks poor but a good high 
frequency linearity was shown in the high 
frequency intermodulation results. Even at full 
level -91dB was measured while at the 10dB 
lower level, an amazing -100dB was recorded. 
This was rather better than an earlier sample I 
first reviewed. Some peak limiting was evident, 
but the fine results for distortion at lower levels 
indicated a good lineariy and 15V2 bit 
resolution was achieved. The de-emphasis was 
fine, while track access was comfortably quick 
at 4.6 seconds. Little compromise has been 
made as regards the error correcton capability; 
800pm gaps and surface dots were handled 
well, almost to the full test limit.

Signal to noise ratios were fine, by normal 
standards, but in comparison with larger 



machines were somewhat compromised. 
Without the help of de-emphasis, the player 
provided a satisfactory -86dB CCIR ARM 
(1 kHz) weighted.

Spurious signals were well rejected, by 
108dB - no skimping here. The headphone 
outlet worked very well, with an ample volume 
range for all but the least sensitive 
headphones. Source resistance here was a low 
57 ohms.

Sound quality
Reaching an average score, the D50was felt to 
sound slightly soft in the bass and a touch 
imprecise in the treble. Some loss of stereo 
depth was also noted while transient definition 
was softened. Tonal balance was quite 
pleasant however. Conversely the player did 
offer all the basic CD virtues namely virtually 
inaudible distortion, no noise, no wow and flat 
frequeny respnses, with good stereo 
separation.

Conclusion
Almost standing up to a good basic mains 
machine, it is an amazing achievement that this 
micro deck sounded as good as it did. In any 
case, it is very realistically priced and is more 
than good enough for many audio fans. The 
quality is maintained on batteries. This 
delightful product proved a joy to use and 
enjoys a warm recommendation on these 
special grounds!

GENERAL DATA

.0.25dB

.0.35dB

..... 1dB

Channel balance
At 20Hz...............
At 1kHz...............
At 20kHz..... ........

Stereo separation
At 20Hz................ :.....................................................................87dB
At 1kHz.......................................................................................84dB
At 20kHz.....................................................................................61dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz............................................................................................ 0^
At 1kHz.........  0^
At 20kHz.........................................................................................72°

Total harmonic distortion at OdB
At 20Hz....................................................................................-93dB
At 1kHz.................................................................................... -86dB
At 20kHz......................................  -57dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB
At 1kHz. -85dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz.................................................................................. -49dB

Total harmonic distortion at -BOdB 
At 1kHz...................................................................................-26dB

Intermodulation distortion 
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz...........................................................-91dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz................ .. .......... ... ;.. _,.-100dB

Frequency response
Left channel................................................................. +O, -0.4dB
Right channel.............................................................. +O, -O.BdB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted............................- 93dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref....................................-86dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel................................................................................ 1.9V
Right channel.............................................................................. 1.9v

Output impedance............................................................220ohms
De-emphasis.................................................................................fine
Track access time.............................................................4.6 sees
Error correction capability....................... 800pm gap, BOOpm dot
Mechanical noise............................................................ low whine
Spuriae up to 100kHz........................................................-108dB
Resolution at -90dB........................................................+ 4.5dB
Headphone socket.......................................................................yes
Dimensions (w x d x h).............................................. 13 x 13 x 4cm
Estimated typical purchase price.......... £280, battery pack £50

Spectrum analysis (above,) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Sony CD-P102
Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4PF
Tel Staines 61683

A more compact version of the '302, the '102is 
the replacement for the long-established 
CDP101. Like the '101, it is provided with a 
good infra red remote control, which includes 
the numeric keyboard that is missing from the 
machine itself. This adds index location but 
does not offer random track programming; I am 
uncertain how much importance to attach to 
the omission of this function since I cannot 
recall actually ever using it myself except for 
testing!

A fluorescent digital display shows tracK 
totals and track played, as well as index 
numbers and timings while via an auxiliary 
button, elapsed and remaining time may also 
be displayed. Repeat 'all' and 'A-B' functions 
are included: The usual precise Sony transport 
controls are located on a touch pad array, with 
a positive snap action feel.

This is a drawer loading machine and the 
finish is the usual satin grey-black. No 
headphone socket is provided, while the rear 
panel output is via fixed level nickel plated 
phonos. Additional connectors are provided for 
remote control, via a matching stack system 
and for a subcode data output. A spare 
switched AC outlet is also present.

The new high speed optical transport is 
fitted together with the 'unilinear' convertor. 
This is a twice oversampled circuit with low 
ripple 96th order digital filtering followed by a 
time shared 16 bit digital to analogue convertor 
plus LC analogue filtering.
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Lab report
Frequency responses were extremely flat, 
devoid of emphasis or ripple. Channel balance 
was held to a very close tolerance, while 
channel separation measured well over the 
whole range, reaching a high 110dB at low 
frequencies; 91dB was still achieved at 20kHz. 
lnterchannel phase difference was mild at a 
maximum of 37° 20kHz, amounting to 5pS or 
so, well below audible thresholds.

Noise and distortion were very low. Even at 
20kHz full level, downband noise was a 
remarkable 0.0015%, with 0.001% at 1kHz. 
Good linearity results were maintained at 
-80dB. The low distortion obtained at 
reducing modulation levels, together with the 
level error at - 90dB, indicated a resolution of a 
little better than 15Vz bit, a good result.

For 19/20kHz intermodulation tones the 
results were particularly good at - 100dB and 
-91dB for the two test levels of OdB and 
- 10dB. The old '101 recorded -90dB for the 
peak level in the previous edition. The 
spectrum analysis for the - 10dB inter
modulation was beautifully clear in the audible 
range, while the higher order components were 
satisfactorily rejected at - 63dB. On general 
tones, the upband rejection was typically 
around - 102dB.

Output was conveniently close to the 
standard 2V from a moderate source 
impedance of 430 ohms. Little deviation from 
the prescribed de,emphasis characteristic was 



observed, and track access times were almost 
too quick to sensibly assess - estimated at 
1.8 seconds. In fact on skipping to adjacent 
tracks, the deck is almost instantaneous.

A top-flight error correction ability was 
measured and mechanical noise levels were 
mild. Signal to noise ratios were well up to 
standard, eg: -92.5dB CCIR ARM (1kHz) no 
emphasis. Few preamplifiers can even reach 
this specification.

Sound quality
Sony have achieved a logical progression of 
quality versus price in this new range. This the 
'102falls below the '302and yet it comfortably 
achieves a good standard. In addition to the 
almost taken-for-granted 'CD qualities', the 
'102 offered better sound than the '101 by 
virtue of its sweeter mid and a more 
transparent as well as detailed top end. Slightly 
'laid back', it also provided good depth 
rendition.

Compared with the best, there was some 
overall softening of definition in the bass and 
mid register, with a touch of 'glass' also 
apparent in the treble.

Conclusion
Good value at £399 inclusive of a remote 
control, the '102 is a solid performer from 
Sony's new range. Not quite Best Buy material 
in our view, it has nonetheless done well 
enough to secure a firm recommendation.

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
At 20Hz....................................................................................0.16dB
At 1kHz....................................................................................0.16dB
At 20kHz..................................................................................0.05dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz................................................................................ -110dB
At 1kHz.......................................... ........................................-92dB
At 20kHz..................................................................................-91dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz............................................................................................ 0°
At 1kHz.............................................................................................1°
At 20kHz........................................................................................ 37'

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz..................................................................................-100dB
At 1kHz..................................................................................-100dB
At 20kHz................................................................................-96dB^

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz....................................................................................-88dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz....................................................................................-52dB

Total harmonic distortion at -80dB 
At 1kHz....................................................................................-24dB

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz........................ ................    -100dB
At -10dB. 19kHz/20kHz...................................................... -91dB

Frequency response
Left channel.................................................................... + O, -OdB
Right channel............................................................. + 0.15, -OdB

Signal to noise ratio
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted.........................- 99.5dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref............................... -92.5dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel........................................................................... 1.934V
Right channel..........................................................................1.975V

Output impedance............................................................ 431ohms
De-emphasis...........................................................................correct
Track access time...............................................................2.4 sees
Error correction capability..................>900gm gap, >BOOgm dot
Mechanical noise...............................................................vety low
Spuriae up to 100kHz......................................................... -102dB
Resolution at -90dB....................................................... + 1.88dB
Headphone socket........................................................................no
Dimensions (w x d x h)........................................33.5 x 33.5 x Bern
Estimated typical purchase price.......................................... £400
•including noise
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Sony CD-P302ES
Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4PF
Tel Staines 61688

Replacing the old '501, this large machine is 
similarly priced. Superfically it resembles the 
'502, but in practice it has a closer relationship 
with the '102.

As is customary with upmarket machines, 
this player is equipped with a comprehensive 
remote control as well as numerous facilities. It 
is slimmer than the '502 but is still quite large. 
No numeric keypad is fitted, but track access is 
nonetheless rapid. Tracks can be programmed 
and indexed, while the large fluorescent 
display shows all the usual data-track 
numbers, overall and individual timings, plus 
elapsed and remaining time. The repeat modes 
allow repetition of a whole programme of of 
selected 'A-8' sections.

A headphone socket is provided, with an 
adjacent control but the main output, via gold 
plated phono sockets, is fixed.

Rear panel facilities include remote control 
via the matching stack system, plus a subcode 
output for future connection of computers and 
display units.

Inside, further improvements in chip 
integration have resulted in a relatively simple 
simple board construction with a tidy, 
accessible layout. Using the twice 
oversampled 'unilinear' convertor system, the 
player employs discrete LC output filters as 
well as selected audio quality signal 
components. Large Oki microprocessors 
handle the interfacing and display/control 
functions. The laser servo head employs the 

advanced linear motor drive system for faster 
access and lower noise.

Lab report
Showing a fine channel balance, the '302 gave 
another of those ruler flat responses, + 0, 
-0.06d8 from 20Hz to 20kHz. Sony's digital 
filter has very low ripple as this player most 
clearly demonstrated. Channel separation was 
good but unexceptional, but was constant over 
the frequency range. lnterchannel phase shift 
was moderate due to the twice oversampled 
but shared DIA convertor.

Total harmonic distortion was very low, with 
the OdB error giving a resolution figure of 15% 
bits. The downband distortion products at 
20kHz were particularly good, reading - 100d8. 
Agreeing well, the high frequency two tone 
intermodulation test was superbly passed at 
full level with the difference tone at -106d8; 
with level reduced 10d8, the result was an 
excellent 95d8.

The fixed output level was close to the 
standard at 2.02V, sourced from a moderate 
428 ohms. No problems were encountered with 
the de-emphasis response. Track access was 
very rapid, at approximately 2.2 seconds, while 
mechanically generated noise was low. A fine 
error correction performance was recorded, 
easily meeting the full test limits, even in the 
presence of significant vibration.

Signal to noise ratios were also on target. 
Peak Values, unweighted, with pre-emphasis,
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reached -104dB while the usual worst case 
result, -93dB for no emphasis at CCIR ARM 
(1 kHz) weighted was fine. Overall spurious 
responses were 105dB down.

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
At 20Hz......................................................................................0.2dB
At 1kHz......................................................................................0.2dB
At 20kHz....................................................................................0.2dB

Sound quality
The ’302 did well in audition, and though 
scoring below the top Sony players, it held a 
high position overall, placed on the top five.

As with the more expensive Sony models, 
the ’302 offered a pleasantly civilised relaxed 
sound, yet it showed a good rendition of 
transient attack and detail, perhaps a 
surprising combination. Bass and treble 
registers were firm and clear, while stereo 
images were well focused with a good depth 
impression. Much musical detail was evident

Stereo separation 
At 20Hz....................... ......... ............................................... 89dB
At 1kHz................................................................................... 89dB
At 20kHz.................................................... ............................ 88.4dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz.............................................................. .........................
At 1kHz........................................................................................

...00 
1.5°

At 20kHz........................................................................................39°

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz............................................... ........................ ........-107dB
At 1kHz................................................................................. -100dB
At 20kHz............................................................................... -100dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz.................................. ...............................................-89dB

Conclusion
With this machine, build quality and finish are 
better than usual. Well equipped, it offered a 
high standard of sound quality and although its 
value rating is not really to Best Buy standard 
for those seeking a fine quality musical 
sounding player, this one is warmnly 
recommended.

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB
At 1kHz................. ..................................................................-50dB^

Total harmonic distortion at -80dB 
At 1kHz................................................................................... -24dB

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHzl20kHz.........................................................-100dB
At -10dB, 19kHzl20kHz............ .........................................-95dB

Frequency response 
Left channel....... ........................................................ + 0, -0.06dB
Right channel ...... ,........  + 0, -0.06dB

Signal to noise ratio
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted.......................... -99.5dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref.................................. -93dB

Output level, OdB
Left channel.......... ........................ ........................................ 2.023V
Right channel........................................................................ 2.068V

Output impedance.................. 428ohms
De-emphasis.......................................................................... correct
Track access time.............................................................. 2.2 sees
Error correction capability ............ ......>900^m gap, >800^m dot 
Mechanical noise...................... low
Spuriae up to 100kHz.........................................................-105dB
Resolution at -90dB..........................................................+ 2.2dB
Headphone socket............................................yes (variable level)
Dimensions (w x d x h)...........................................43 x 33.5 x Bern
Estimated typical purchase price...........................................£500

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Sony CD-P502ES
Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4PF
Tel Staines 61688

This review of the Sony '502also stands for the 
player section of the '5521'702 combination, 
which is really pretty similar in terms of facili
ties. The '502 is a large machine finished in 
satin black and has a headphone socket with 
volume adjustment available under remote 
control.

A full 0-20 numeric keyboard is incorporated 
plus decades to 99. The infra red control is fully 
equipped and matches the front panel. Tracks 
can be accessed directly and programmed in 
random order for single play or the normal 
continuous mode. Repeat includes total and 
‘A-B' programme modes, while the start of 
tracks is automatically cued and index access 
is also provided. Fast audible music cueing is 
available, almost too fast with this deck, and an 
oddly randomised ‘shuttle' play is possible.

The large fluorescent display gives full 
readout of all selected tracks plus the usualy 
track totals, timings, elapsed time and so on. 
Mechanical noise levels are low, and track 
access is particularly quick.

Internally, Sony use a 16 bit D/A converter at 
a twice oversampled rate plus a 96th order 
digital noise shaping filter. Compromising 
somewhat on the full linear phase response, 
multi-pole analogue output filtering is 
employed here.

Lab report
At first the extremely flat frequency response 
was unbelieveable — I thought the recorder 
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pen had stuck! It measured + 0, -0.1dB from 
20Hz to 20kHz, and the channel balance was 
excellent. Channel separation was modest, 
held at around 90dB, while a mild interchannel 
phase shift developed with increasing 
frequency, reaching 45° at 20kHz.

Total harmonic distortion was 0.001% at 
medium frequencies and this excellent result 
was maintained even to 20kHz. The error at 
90dB modulation, with the overall linearity, 
indicated a resolution virtually at 16 bits.

The remarkable high frequency performance 
was also seen on the two tone intermodulation 
results, which were extraordinary. A -104dB 
difference tone was established at peak level, 
which held to - 97dB at 10dB below peak. The 
matching system analysis confirmed the clean 
output with related spuriae present at -76dB 
or better. Overall the rejection lay at -110dB.

Output level was on target at 2.03V, both 
fixed and variable, the latter a discrete 
potentiometer with a motorised control. 
Source impedance was 429 ohms via the fixed 
output, and a rather weaker 330 ohms to 6 
ohms via 'variable'.

De-emphasis equalisation was correct, while 
the track access times were very rapid — diffi
cult to measure, but estimated at 1.9 seconds. 
No problems were encountered with error 
correction, and the '502 easily met the full 
limits of the test disc.

Signal to noise ratios were fine; for example, 
— 93dB for the non de-emphasis CCIR ARM



(1kHz) weighted result, the most pessimistic 
figure of the set. On all important aspects, the 
results for the '502 matched or bettered the 
'701 it replaces.

Sound quality
Would the ’502 also beat the ’701 as regards 
sound quality? The answer is a decisive yes, 
and in this issue, the ’502 ranked second only 
to the ’552, although it must be admitted that 
this itself was some way from the full ’702 
combination.

The '502 offers an easy relaxed quality which 
made for extended, fatigue free listening. 
Nevertheless transients were reproduced with 
real definition and fine depth was also present 
in the well focused stereo images. The bass 
was pretty firm, with good articulation, while 
the treble was rather clearer than average. The 
midrange tonal quality was quite neutral, with a 
pleasing harmonic structure; in particular, its 
strength in stereo depth and treble accuracy 
could hardly pass unnoticed.

Conclusion
The ’502 is an expensive player, with a wealth 
of features and functions plus excellent build 
quality. The sound was to a very good standard 
but this was approached by a couple of rather 
less expensive models. In consequence the 
value rating is not particularly high; but in view 
of the high overall standard attained, it would 
be churlish not to recommend it.

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
At 20Hz...............................................................................0.1dB
At 1kHz.....................................    0.1dB
At 20kHz.............................................................................0.1dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz.............................................................................-90dB
At 1kHz.............................................................................-90dB
At 20kHz...........................................................................-89dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz.....................................................................................0^
At 1kHz..................................................................................1.5°
At 20kHz.................................................................................45°

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz...........................................................................-103dB
At 1kHz.............................................................................-98dB
At 20kHz...........................................................................- 99dB
Total harmonic distortion at -10dB
At 1kHz.............................................................................-87dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB
At 1kHz.........................................................................-48dB

Total harmonic distortion at -80dB
At 1kHz........................................     -24.5dB
Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz....... - 104dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz................................................. -97dB
Frequency response
Left channel............................................................+ O, -0.1dB
Right channel......................................................... + O, -0.1dB

Signal to noise ratio
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted..........................-98dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................................ -93dB
Output level, OdB
Left channel.............................................. 2.03V (also variable)
Right channel........................................... 2.03V (also variable)

Output impedance............. 429ohms variable, 390ohm-6Kohm) 
De-emphasis.................................................................... correct
Track access time......................................................... 1.9 sees
Error correction capability.................>900^m gap, >BOO^m dot
Mechanical noise...................................................................low
Spuriae up to 100kHz.................................................... -110dB
Resolution at -90dB........................................................ 0.5dB
Headphone socket...........................yes variable level (remote)
Dimensions (w x d x h).......................................43 x 33.5 x Bern
Estimated typical purchase price.......................................£700AiMAG RAHGE1 -S dBY STATUSI PAUSED

SOMYIS82H M-lBDB Rl'ISiZS

Spectrom analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Sony CD-P552/DA-S702
Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4PF
Tel Staines 61688

Sony now have an impressive line-up of 
machines, entirely replacing their earlier 
models. The flagship of the range is the 
elaborately engineered CD-P552es!DA-S702es 
combination, expected to retail at around 
£1500.

The CD-P552es is a complete stand-alone 
player, basically similar to the 502es but with a 
higher performance as well as an additional 
digital data bus output via a single co-axial 
cable. When used in combination, the '552es is 
merely a transport, since full high-quality 
signal demodulation is carried out by the 
DA-S702es digital processor, a separate very 
high quality unit incorporating all of Sony's 
'Esprit' knowhow. The '702does have a variable 
output and headphone socket, but maximum 
quality is obtained via its fixed-level output.

The '702 uses an oversampling technique 
with a 96th order digital filter as well as 
separate high speed digital to analogue 
convertors of a new design. With a great 
emphasis on sound quality, some performance 
specifications for this decoder are actually 
poorer than, for example, the previous CD-P 
701es. In other areas, such as high frequency 
linearity, the superiority of the new system was 
obvious.

In use, the '552 is linked to the '702 via a 
single cable, with the '702 automatically regis
tering the incoming sampling frequency (the 
'702 will also operate on the 32kHz and 48kHz 
standards). All the normal facilities on the '552 
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remain operative, including the comprehensive 
remote control, the latter including power 
operated level, although this is only available 
via the lower quality variable level socket on 
the '552.

Lab report
Though for the time being the units are not 
available as separate items, the lab testing 
included both the '552 proper and the '702. The 
former showed an amazingly flat frequency 
response (not printed); almost ruler fiat, it was 
+ 0.05dB - 0.06dB, 20Hz to 20kHz. The '702 
showed a mild treble lift of + 0.24dB resulting 
from its need to operate over a range of 
sampling frequencies. Channel balance was 
excellent for both sections at typically better 
than 0.1dB. Channel separation was very good 
on the '552 but the separate convertors of the 
'702, allowed it to reach 100dB of separation 
even at 20kHz. Its interchannel phase shift 
remained at zero degrees while for the '552a 
mild shift of up to 40° at 20kHz was measured. 
Downband noise and distortion were very good 
at 20kHz, reaching - 90dB for all outputs but at 
lower frequencies the '552 had the higher 
ultimate resolution. It achieved 0.001 % while 
the '702 stuck at a nonetheless very good 
0.0015%. At lower modulation levels, the '552 
maintained its superiority though neither 
machine was exceptional here. The '552gave a 
-90dB signal error of 4.5dB while the '702was 
surprisingly poor at + 9dB. These figures



suggest 15¥2 bit resolution for the '552 and a 
poorer 15 bit for the '702. This was 'not a 
subjective problem as the listening results will 
indicate.

Both outputs demonstrated very good 
figures for high frequency intermodulation, the 
'702 again slightly poorer than the '552. The 
latter's spectrogram showed the -97dB result 
at the 10dB below peak modulation level. 
Excellent clarity was shown, with spurious 
components excellently rejected, both up and 
down band of the fundamental signals. Ulti
mate spurious rejection was an amazing 120dB 
for the '552 and 105dB for the '702.

While both units use two times 
oversampling, their phase response was not 
quite as linear as the Philips system, which is 
truly linear phase within the audible bandwidth. 
The Sony does however come very close to 
linear phase, as pulse responses testified. All 
the fixed outputs provided a nominal 2V, useful 
for comparative tests, though the '702 could 
provide up to 5V via its variable output, 
possibly helpful in studio applications. For the 
'702 the output impedance was low and 
constant at 104 ohms, while the '552 offered 
330 ohms on its fixed output, and useful 
variable impeCance up to a high 5.8kohms via 
its adjustable output. The latter is not really 
suited to direct power amp connection.

The transport was amazingly fast, reaching 
chosen tracks almost as one's finger left the 
button. Mechanical noise was very low. With 
their new range, Sony now comfortably meet 
the error correction targets and these units 
easily covered the worst test error. Signal to 
noise ratios were very similar for the two 
outputs, with the '502 having the slight edge. 
The 92.5dB (CCIR ARM 1kHz) for the '?without 
pre-emphasis was fine nonetheless. The 

continued on page 102

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
At 20Hz....................................................................................0.13dB
At 1kHz......................................................................................0.1dB
At 20kHz..........    0.13dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz..................  ..........................................-97dB
At 1kHz................................................................................ -103dB
At 20kHz..............................................................................-89dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz. ........................................................................................... 0^
At 1kHz....................       0^
At 20kHz....................................................................................... 40°

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz.................................................................................-96dB
At 1kHz..................................................... ...... .......-101dB
At 20kHz...............................................................................-90dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz.................................................................................-85dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz.................................................................................-43dB

Total harmonic distortion at -80dB 
At 1kHz.. ....................................... ........................................-20dB

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz.........................................................-100dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz...... ......   -97dB

Frequency response
Left channel..........................................................+ 0.05, -0.06dB
Right channel.......................................................+ 0.05, -0.06dB

Signal to noise ratio
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted..........................- 100dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................................... -94dB

Output level, OdB
Left channel...............................  2.00V (also variable)
Right channel................................................2.00V (also variable)

Output impedance................ 330ohms (variable, max 5.8Kohm)
De-emphasis...........................  correct
Track access time........................................................................1.3 sees
Error correction capability..................>900^m gap, >BOO^m dot
Mechanical noise.......................................................................very low
Spuriae up to 100kHz...... .................................................-120dB
Resolution at -90dB......................................  + 4.5dB
Headphone socket........................................................................no
Dimensions (w x d x h)............ ..............................43 x 35.5 x Bern
Estimated typical purchase price....................................see text

RANGES -51 dBV STATUS! PAUSED

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Technics SL-Pl
Panasonic (UK) Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough,
Tel (0753) 34522

Berks SL1 6JB

Since the last issue, Technics have revamped 
their range, and now offer a handsomely styled 
and finished series in silver or alternatively the 
usual Technics dark metallic bronze. The SLP1 
is the simplest of these models.

A wide low profile unit, it uses a small 
fluorescent display which is rather deeply 
recessed in the panel - one's eyeline needs to 
be rather close to read it easily. Despite the 
moderate price, it does offer a numeric keypad 
for fast entry of desired tracks. Two-speed 
cueing is provided, with reduced-volume replay 
in the usual cued snatches. The improved laser 
transport exhibited a good vibration resistance 
with rapid access.

Internally, the construction was of good 
quality with an up-to-date level of circuit 
integration. A single 16 bit digital to analogue 
converter is used, time shared between 
channels, and is followed by the usual 
'brickwall' filtering. On the rear panel, an 8 pin 
socket offers subcode data for computer 
controlled ancilliaries.

Lab report
Almost perfectly balanced at low frequencies, 
the channel difference increased at high 
frequencies, reaching 0.6dB at 20kHz - not 
very serious. Fine channel separation was 
reached, 101dB at 1kHz, and still 92dB at 
20kHz. A compensating circuit is incorporated 
for interchannel phase delay, this holding the 
maximum channel phase difference at 20kHz 
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to less than 10°.
Output level was close to the 2V standard 

from an average source impedance of 607 
ohms. The output has a fixed level. Total 
harmonic distortion at full level was about 
average, at - 97dB, 1kHz. At 20kHz, the in-band 
products were also reasonable, at - 85dB. The 
mid band distortion reduction at lower 
modulation levels was quite normal and in con
junction with the level error at -90dB 
modulation, suggested 151/4 bit resolution.

High frequency intermodulation was -95dB 
at full level, with a modest -81dB at the 10as 
lower setting.

The matching spectrogram shows mild 
downband noise, with the upband 24kHz 
component rejected at a typical 41dB. At 
higher frequencies, the output was clean 
enough, spurious signals being rejected to a 
good level of -110dB. Test track access was 
speedy at 4 seconds while the mechanical 
noise was held to fairly low levels.

Technics' earlier models had shown some 
weakness with respect to error correction but I 
am glad to say that this is now a thing of the 
past. The SLP1 easily met the requirements for 
the standard, and in fact exceeded the test 
limits on the disc.

Signal to noise ratios were quite normal, for 
example, -92dB for the weighted CCIR ARM 
(1kHz) result, without emphasis. Unweighted it 
reached 103dB with the help of the pre
emphasis.



Sound quality
Referred to its predecessor the SLP7, the SLP1 
can be seen to offer an improvement to catch 
up with the latest Philips generation. Such has 
been the pace of progress that the SLP1 
actually scored below average in this issue. It 
was felt to be a trifle 'loud' and brash, with a 
'forwardness' that detracted from the illusion 
of stereo depth. Some loss of detail and 
transient clarity were evident while both the 
bass and treble extremes could have been 
tidier.

Conclusion
In many ways, this is a nicelybuilt, equipped 
and finished machine, but was let down by 
below-average sound quality. Whether all 
purchasers will find this important is open to 
doubt, but it must preclude recommendation 
here.

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
At 20Hz...............
At 1kHz...............
At 20kHz.............

Stereo separation
At 20Hz.................
At 1kHz.................
At 20kHz...............

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz................................
At 1kHz...............................
At 20kHz.............................

Technics SLP1

.0.07dB

.0.0?dB

...0.6dB

-110dB
-101dB 
.. -92dB

.O' 

.O' 

.9'

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz................................................................................ -97.5dB
At 1kHz................................................................................... -97dB
At 20kHz............................................. ...........-85dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10d8 
At 1kHz ...................................................................................-79dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
At 1kHz................................................................................... -36dB

Total harmonic distortion at -80dB 
At 1kHz......................................................................   -22.6dB

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz...........................................................-95dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz.................................................... -81dB

Frequency response 
Left channel......................................................... +0.05, -0.15dB
Right channel........................................................... +0.55, -OdB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted..............................- 98dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref ...................................-92dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel..........................................................................1.973V
Right channel........................................................................ 1.957V

Output impedance.........................  
De-emphasis...................................
Track access time.................... .....
Error correction capability............
Mechanical noise............................
Spuriae up to 100kHz........ ...... .
Resolution at -90dB... .......... ....
Headphone socket.........................
Dimensions (w x d x h)...... . . .
Estimated typical purchase price.

............................. 607ohms 
............................. correct

..............................4.0 sees 
.>900^m gap, >BOO^m dot 
.............................fairly low 
.............................. -110dB 
.............................. + 4.1dB 
..........................................no 
... ................43 x 33 x Bern 
......................................£350

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency resoonse
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Technics SL-P2 and SL-P3
Panasonic (UK) Ltd, 300^318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SL1 6JB
Tel (0753) 34522

Two upmarket players from Technics, the SLP2 
and SLP3, are quite similar and so are covered 
together here.

Handsomely styled, both have extensive 
facilities including a full numeric keyboard for 
rapid entry of chosen tracks. Tracks may be 
programmed and index points accessed. Both 
carry rear terminals for a subcode output to 
take ancilliary equipment such as VDU 
displays. Both have headphone sockets with 
variable level control, with the reasonably sized 
fluorescent display showing the track position 
selected, plus overall and elapsed times.

Both models may be operated by com
prehensive infra-red remote controls, these 
included in their price. Timer play is also 
possible, while the '3 is distinguished by that 
rare facility of a power volume control, this 
under remote control and operating via a 
second pair of output sockets. Other facilities 
include rapid track skip, plus two speed 
audible music cueing.

A standard 16 bit digital to analogue 
convertor is used in real time, but, time shared 
between the channels. A delay compensator on 
one channel realigns the output, reducing the 
interchannel delay to a negligible phase 
difference at high frequencies. A monolithic 
brickwall filter follows the convertor.

Lab report
Both machines gave a commendably uniform 
frequency response, free from treble emphasis 
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and with very good channel balance. If 
anything, the '2 was the better machine here 
while the '3 showed a mild 0.2dB imbalance at 
20kHz. Overall responses held within + 0.1, 
-0.2dB.

Total harmonic distortion was near -100dB 
at mid frequencies, with a normal progression 
at lower modulation levels. The '2 was again 
slightly better than the '3, but not significantly 
so, both settling at around 151/4 bit resolution.

Distortion was also checked via the variable 
output socket for the '3, and here distortion 
worsened to - 86dB at 1kHz full level, reducing 
the system's potential.

For both models, channel separation was 
fine while the delay compensator held the 
interchannel phase difference to a mild 10° at 
20kHz.

On the high frequency two-tone inter
modulation an average standard was attained, 
the '2 still better than the '3. For the -10dB 
input level the downband audible range was 
clean, while a theoretically inaudible 24kHz 
component was a reasonable 42dB down. 
Spurious signals higher in the band were well 
rejected by typically 112dB.

Output level of all the phono terminals was 
very close to the standard at 2V, within a 
fraction of a dB, helpful for comparisons. The 
output impedances were consistent at 600 
ohms, while de-emphasis correction was 
correct. Rapid in action, the transport 
accessed the test track 15 in around 4 seconds 



and mechanical noise was held to a moderately 
low level. No problems were encountered with 
error correction, and the signal to noise ratios 
were to the usual standard, for example, 
-91dB CCIR ARM (1kHz), no emphasis.

Sound quality
The SLP2 and '3 were rated similarly on 
audition, both unfortunately a little below 
average. The variable output on the '3was rated 
poorer still, and should only be used when 
strictly necessary. Judged fairly clear and 
detailed, with the overall CD quality certainly in 
evidence, the sound also exhibited that old- 
fashioned hardness and brashness, with a 
'loud' effect. Stereo depth was curtailed and 
the sound did not appear relaxed, although 
superficially it remained very competent.

Conclusion
Although attractively presented, with the right 
line-up of features for the price, the SLP2and '3 
have not demonstrated a high enough sound 
quality to achieve a recommendation. 
Standards are so high now that attaining a 
basic CD performance is no longer good 
enough in the present lively and competitive 
market.

GENERAL DATA Technics SLP2

Channel balance
Al 20Hz.........................................................................................OdB
Al 1kHz.........................................................................................OdB
Al 20kHz.....................................................................................OdB

Stereo separation 
Al 20Hz................... ............. ... .. .. ... . ................... -118dB
Al 1kHz................................................................................. -103dB
At 20kHz.......................................... -93dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz............................................................................................O'
At 1kHz.........................................................................................0.5'
At 20kHz..........................................................................................4°

Total harmonic distortion at OdB
At 20Hz..................................................................................-100dB
At 1kHz................................................................................. -100dB
At 20kHz................................................................................. -93dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB
At 1kHz.................................................................................. -79dB

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB
At 1kHz.................................................................................. -38dB

Total harmonic distortion at -SOdB
At 1kHz............................................  -23dB

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz120kHz.......................................................... -102dB
At -10dB, 19kHz120kHz......................................................-92dB

Frequency response 
Left channel..............................................................+ 0.1, -0.2dB
Right channel.......................................... ....... .. ....+ 0.1, -0.2dB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz^20kHz unweighted............................ -98dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................................... -92dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel........................................................................... 2.1?0V
Right channel..........................................................................2.168V

Output impedance............................................................ 590ohms
De-emphasls...........................................................................correct
Track access time.............................................................. 3.8 sees
Error correction capability................. >900^m gap, >BOO^m dot 
Mechanical noise.........................................................................low
Spuriae up to 100kHz........................................................-110dB
Resolution at -90dB........................................................+ 3.3dB
Headphone socket............................................yes (variable level)
Dimensions (w xd xh)............................................. 43 x33 x Bern
Estimated typical purchase price...........................................£400

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Toshiba XR-ZSO and XR-Z60
Toshiba (UK) Ltd, Toshiba House, Frimley Road, Camberley, Surrey 
Tel (0276) 62222

Toshiba have a fair bit of experience in the CD 
field, and are now moving to wider markets, 
with volume of production of modestly priced 
machines. The '50 and '60 are both covered in 
this reviewed as they are fairly similar, (the '70 
has remote control), and further versions will 
soon be available, one with two disc drawers. 
Up to thirty tracks can be programmed from a 
pair of discs! But to return to the models under 
test, the XR60 is a compact model finished in 
satin black, and has push-button controls with 
a nice action. The '50is a wider deck in a silver 
finish and with a membrane type touch control 
panel which worked well enough - both 
models lack the '70s full numeric keypad.

As a group, these decks are well equipped. 
For example, they have comprehensive 
fluorescent displays, showing remaining 
times, elapsed time, track number and index 
numbers when the machine is in index mode. 
Selections may be pre-programmed or 
repeated. Audible music cueing is available, 
plus headphone outlet with volume control.

Internally the construction is good, though 
not yet sufficiently integrated to allow one 
printed circuit board. Toshiba employ their own 
16 bit convertor in a standard timeshared 
arrangement, while the output is filtered by the 
usual 9 pole monolithic filter modules.

Lab report
Both units were fully tested. The '50 showed 
the most consistent frequency response, with 
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a fine channel match. Both '50and '60showed 
a mild treble lift of 0.35dB, with the '60 out of 
balance by almost 1dB.

Channel separation was best on the '50 
reaching 100dB in the mid band, while the '60, 
possibly due to its different wiring, was 8dB 
worse at 1kHz, though similar at 20kHz.

Some phase mismatch was seen in the 
interchannel phase difference which reached 
76° for the '60 and 92° for the '50. At present 
these are belived to be inaudible.

Again, the '50 came out on top as regards 
total harmonic distortion with better than 
- 100dB on full-level input and a fine -24dB at 
a - 80dB modulation level. A 151/ bit 
resolution was indicated, with a slightly worse 
figure for the '60. Level error at -90dB was 
quite low for both machines. At 20kHz, OdB, 
similarly average results for downband noise 
were recorded of around -86dB. Differences 
were seen in the high frequency 
intermodulation test where the '50 was 
superior at the -10dB level scoring an 
excellent -97dB. The matching spectrum 
analysis showed a notably clear output below 
20kHz, with the dominant 24kHz component 
quite well suppressed at -50dB.

Output levels were a little under the 2V 
industry standard, but only by a small margin. 
The source impedance was higher than usual 
at typically 780ohms, but both showed a good 
de-emphasis accuracy, and the laser transport 
operated with good speed. Around 3.5 seconds 



is fast for the track 15 access on the YEDS 2 
disc. Mechanical noise was fairly low. Both 
machines exhibited a fine tolerance of 
deliberate disc errors, and almost the entire 
error test section was successfully dealt with.

Signal to noise ratios were poorer than 
average. CCIR ARM (1kHz) weighted, without 
the benefit of de-emphasis, the '60 measured 
-86dB, while the ’50gave -88dB. Up to 105dB 
can be achieved here but the noise levels in 
this instance could not be considered a cause 
for concern. Spurious response rejection was 
also a little below average at 96dB for both 
decks.

Sound quality
Basically similar, on our listening tests these 
players were marked within 0.2 of a point, at 
just below average. The basic CD virtues were 
again apparent but the machines were not felt 
to sound very 'involving'. A glassiness, almost 
a grainy effect, was evident in the treble, while 
stereo focus was not to the usual standard; in 
particular, a loss of depth was noted. Bass was 
not very firm either.

Conclusion
A year ago, players of this standard and price 
would have been recommended but such has 
been the rate of progress in CD sound quality 
since, they are no longer strong enough for 
inclusion in this group. Perhaps some forth
coming lower cost models may re-establish the 
value basis for Toshiba.

GENERAL DATA Toshiba XRZ50
Channel balanceAt 20Hz........................................................... 0.12d8
At 1kHz.............................................................0.1dBAt 20kHz..............................................................OdB
Stereo separation At 20Hz..........................................................-100d8
At 1kHz..........................................................-102d8At 20kHz.......................................................... -91dB
Channel phase difference 
At 20Hz................................................................. 0^At 1kHz................................................................. 6°At 20kHz.............................................................. 92°
Total harmonic distortion at OdB At 20Hz........................................................... -96dBAt 1kHz.......................................................... -102dBAt 20kHz..........................................................-85d8
Total harmonic distortion at -10dB At 1kHz........................................... -86d8
Total harmonic distortion at -60dB At 1kHz........................................................... -49d8
Total harmonic distortion at -BOdB At 1kHz............................................................-24d8
Intermodulation distortionAt OdB, 19kHz/20kHz...........................................-90d8At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz...................................... -97dB
Frequency response Left channel.......................................... + 0.35, -0.1d8Right channel........................................ + 0.32, -0.1dB
Signal to noise ratio No emphasis, 20Hz^20kHz unweighted..................... -94d8No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref........................ -88d8
Output level, OdB Left channel....................................................... 1.90VRight channel......................................................1.93V
Output impedance.......................................... 785ohmsDe-emphasis..................................................... correctTrack access time...........................................3.6 seesError correction capability................ BOO^m gap, 8OO^m dotMechanical noise....................................................lowSpuriae up to 100kHz.........................................-96d8Resolution at -90dB.........................................+ 2.8dBHeadphone socket................................................yesDimensions (w x d x h)................................ 42 x 31 x 9cmEstimated typical purchase price............................. .£350

-18 
...

12 
di 

/DIV

A^HAG
RANGE! -5 dBV 

TOSH*Z50 IM-10DB
STATUS! PAUSED 

RNSI25

EB

STARTs 0 Hz BUS 375 Hz STOP: 100 000 Hz

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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Yamaha CD-X2
Natural Sound Systems, 7 Greycaine Road, Watford, Herts WD2 4SB
Tet (0923) 36740

Yamaha's CD-X2 replaces the successful 'X1, 
an established 'Best Buy' player. The CD-X2 is 
a compact, tidy looking unit finished in the 
presently fashionable satin black. It comes 
equipped with a useful set of positive acting 
controls, including for example two-speed 
audible music cueing. Tracks may be pro
grammed with memory and repeat.

A red 'led' type display shows track numbers 
and totals plus individual timing. Despite the 
absence of a numeric keyboard, the fast-acting 
transport and controls give rapid track access.

Yamaha have successfully integrated the 
design of their players and use a single printed 
circuit board with a surprisingly open layout. 
Accessibility is very good. The drawer loading 
mechanism is isolated on rubber posts though 
the machine's light overall weight means that 
its vibration resistance is not exceptional.

Yamaha multiprocessors control the logic 
and servo systems while the player continues 
to employ the two times oversampling system 
in conjunction with digital filtering and a time 
shared Burr Brown 16 bit digital to analogue 
convertor, with some additional analogue 
filtering to follow. Another 'extra' feature of the 
'X2 is a headphone socket with level control, 
this despite a modest price reduction 
compared with the earlier model.

Lab report
While the 'X1 showed a slight loss in the 
extreme treble, the newer machine showed a 

slight lift, to a maximum of 0.65dB at 17kHz - 
almost inaudible. Channel balance was 
excellent up to 10kHz, deteriorating by just 
0.2dB at 17kHz. Channel separation was quite 
good by CD standards at around 90dB mid 
band reducing to 82dB at 20kHz. The usual 
interchannel phase difference was measured 
at around 1° at 1kHz increasing to a moderate 
37.5° at 20kHz. Total harmonic distortion was 
unexceptional; for example, + 89dB at 1kHz, 
OdB. At the - 80dB modulation the result was a 
poorer than average -19dB. Up to -26dB is 
possible here. In addition the level error at 
- 90dB was on the high side at + 8dB (the less 
the better here), and for this sample the 
resolution was about 151/4 bits.

At high frequencies the distortion products 
in the audible range were about average at 
+ 85dB. Tested for high frequency intermodu
lation, the player surprised us with an excellent 
- 105dB for the 1kHz product; however at the 
- 10dB level it fell back to a typical -83dB. 
From the spectrogram one can see some 
downband noise, while at 24kHz the rejection 
was only 24dB. Several further spuriae were 
present showing only modest filtering of these 
products. Conversely on normal tones the 
rejection held at - 70dB.

Output level was fractionally below the 2V 
standard, fed by a higher than usual source 
resistance of 1kohm. The de-emphasis curve 
was met correctly and a rapid track access was 
measured, 4 seconds for track 15. Mechanical 
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noise was comparatively low. Error correction 
was fairly good though not up with the best. 
The 800pm gap was well handled but surface 
dots greater than 400pm caused mild clicks. 
Signal to noise ratios were fine, indeed - 90dB 
CCIR ARM (1kHz) no emphasis, an improve
ment of 4dB over the CD-Xt.

Sound quality
Scoring well in the auditioning at a 'good' 
standard, the 'X2 sounded clean and firm with 
good detail and transient definition. Both bass 
and treble extremes were a little better than 
before ( 'Xf) while the presentation of stereo 
image and depth were to a good standard. If 
compared w!th the best the definition showed 
some softening at the frequency extremes 
while a trace of mid 'glare' and treble 'grain' 
could be detected.

Conclusion
Yamaha have maintained a high general quality 
and fine value for money with their latest 
budget player, which merits another 'Best Buy' 
rating.

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
At 20Hz............................ 0.01dB
At 1kHz.............................................. 0.01dB
At 20kHz............................... 0.2dB

Stereo separation
At 20Hz.....................   -90dB
At 1kHz...................................................................................-91dB
At 20kHz................................................................................-82dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz................. ............................... -.................-..................... 0°
At 1kHz............................................................................................1 °
At 20kHz.................................................................................... 37.5°

Total harmonic distortion at OdB
At 20Hz................................................................................... -90dB
At 1kHz................................................................................... -88dB
At 20kHz................................................................................. -85dB

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz.................................................................................-80dB

Total harmonic distortion al -60dB 
At 1kHz..................................................................................-35dB

Total harmonic distortion al -80dB
-19dBAt 1kHz .

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz........................... ............................ -105dB
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz ................. -83dB

Frequency response
Left channel.............................................................+ 0.6, -0.1dB
Right channel.......................................................... +0.5, -0.1dB

Signal to noise ratio
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted .  .................... -96dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref............ ...................... -90dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel........................................... 1.907V
Right channel.........................................................................1.902V

Output impedance......... ................
De-emphasis.................................... 
Track access time...............j. . .............. 
Error correction capability............  
Mechanical noise.............. .........
Spuriae up to 100kHz.....................
Resolution at -90dB................... .
Headphone socket........ .................  
Dimensions (w x d x h)..................  
Estimated typical purchase price .

....................... 1.003kohm
...............................correct 
..........................4.0 sees

.800pm gap, >400pm dot 

..................................... low 

............................. -70dB 

.................................+ 8dB 

....... ...yes (variable level) 

..... ............ 34 x 28 x 12cm 

...................................£330

dBV PAU8ED

Spectrum analysis (above) with input of 19k and 20kHz tones, 
showing spuriae up to 100kHz, and (right) frequency response
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_, Yamaha CD-3
Natural Sound Systems, 7 Greycaine Road, Watford, Herts WD2 4SB
Tel (0923) 36740

At present the Yamaha type numbers are a little 
confusing, since the CD-3 is less expensive 
than the earlier CD-2. In some respects the 
CD-3 could be regarded as a larger version of 
the CD-X2, with the addition of a simple infra
red remote control, the latter based on a slim 
little package. The CD-2 has the numeric 
keyboard while the CD-3 makes do without, but 
its price is competitive and it does include a 
headphone socket with variable level control.

The unit is finished in the usual satin black 
with a fast operating drawer load. Simple but 
clear, the single numbered led display can be 
made to show a variety of information via a 
selector button. Index numbers, total tracks, 
track timings and overall times may also be dis
played. Tracks can be programmed in random 
order while the repeat mode can cover a whole 
selection or a pre-determined section. The 
usual two speed music cueing is also present. 
Output is at a fixed level.

As in other recent Yamaha players, the data 
stream here is twice oversampled, and with the 
single 16 bit digital to analogue convertor 
subjected to digital pre-filtering and noise 
shaping. Some discrete LC analogue filtering 
follows. No attempt has been made to linearise 
the phase response, a feature.of the Philips, 
and now most of the new Sony players as well.

Lab report
While the frequency response was similar to 
that of the CD-X2, channel balance was rather 
96

tighter, at typically 0.05dB. A trace of treble lift 
was observed, a typical + 0.5dB, with just a 
hint of low frequency rolloff of 0.2dB.

Channel separation beat the CD-X2, reaching 
100dB mldband and a still good 85dB at 20kHz. 
On interchannel phase difference the usual 
maximum of 39° at 20kHz was observed.

Total harmonic distortion was around 
average, and in view of the level error - 90dB 
modulation, the overall resolution approached 
15Vz bits. The downband noise for a 20kHz full
level tone was unexceptional at - 79dB but 
this was to some degree contradicted by the 
very fine results obtained with the 19/20kHz 
intermodulation tones. At peak level the 1 kHz 
difference tone was an excellent 104dB down, 
while at the 10dB lower level, an equally fine 
- 96dB was measured. The matching spectrum 
analysis is shown, and confirmed the clean 
audio band performance. Upband, the graph 
tells a different story, and the ultrasonic filter
ing of spuriae was not impressive. A 24kHz 
product was present at +24dB, with the rest 
not much better, and in general the rejection 
was at 64dB but could be improved.

The output is slightly under the 2V standard 
at 1.93V, from Yamaha's usual highish output 
impedance of 1 kohm. Mechanical noise was 
low and track access rapid at 3.5 seconds. On 
error correction it was unbalanced; the 800^m 
gap result was good, but the 400^m surface dot 
was not fully covered. As with the CD-X2, this 
aspect could also be improved.



Signal to noise ratios were fully to standard, 
for example, 99dB with emphasis and 92dB 
without, these CCIR ARM (1kHz) weighted.

Sound quality
By a small margin, the CD-3was the best of the 
Yamaha players to date. It reached a good 
quality level on absolute scores, appearing in 
the upper group. All the basic CD virtues were 
present, with this model offering additional 
refinement. Compared with the other Yamaha's 
a little more detail and definition was heard, 
plus a touch more transparency which helped 
in the impression of stereo depth.

Conclusion
Yamaha have continued their successful run — 
this nicely priced player is well equipped and 
finished, and generally operated well. The 
sound quality was competitive, and gained the 
CD-3 a Best Buy rating.

GENERAL DATA

Channel balance
Al 20Hz..................
At 1kHz..................
At 20kHz................

. 0.03d8 

.0.04dB 

.0.22dB

Stereo separation
Al 20Hz.....................................................................................................101d8
At 1kHz.....................................................................................................100dB
At 20kHz.................................................................................................... 85dB

Channel phase difference
At 20Hz..................................................................  0^
Al 1kHz......................................................................................................... 0.5°
Al 20kHz........................................................................................................39°

Total harmonic distortion at OdB
At 20Hz...................................................................................................-96dB
At 1kHz...................................................................................................-94d8
At 20kHz............................................................................................. -79dB^

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB
At 1kHz. -86d8

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
Al 1kHz...................................................................................................-40d8

Total harmonic distortion at - BOdB 
Al 1kHz...............................................................................................-20.5d8

Intermodulation distortion
At OdB, 19kH^20kHz.................................................................... -104d8
At -10d8, 19kHzi20kHz....................................................-90d8

Frequency response
Left channel.........................................................................+ 0.5, -0.2dB
Right channel..................................................................... + 0.4, -0.2dB

Signal to noise ratio
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted................................-97dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref......................................... -92d8

Output level, OdB 
Left channel...........................................................................................1.93V
Right channel.........................................................................................1.93V

Output impedance...........................................................................IKohm
De-emphasis....................................................................................... correct
Track access time.........................................................................3.5 sees
Error correction capability........................BOOpm gap, >300pm dot
Mechanical noise...................................................................................... low
Spuriae up to 100kHz.................................................................... -64dB
Resolution at -90dB...................................................................+ 6.7dB
Headphone socket.................................................. yes (variable level)
Dimensions (w x d x h)................................................... 34 x 28 x 12cm
Estimate typical purchase price.....................................................£400
•including noise

RANGEi -7 dBV STATUSI PAUSED

12
•• 

/DJY

A^MAG VAMAHAfCD3IM-10DB R"SJ25

Spectrum analysis with input of 19k and 20kHz tones,
showing spuriae up to and (right) frequency response

STOP« 100 000 Hz 
THD»-6.04 dB
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COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
SUMMARY REVIEWS
Models covered in these abbreviated reviews are for the time being still available, often at attractive 
prices, although they may be nominally discontinued.

Hitachi DA800
Hitachi's 1983 launch model DA 1000, with its 
rather cumbersome vertical door-type disc load
ing, was quickly replaced by the second-genera
tion DABOO, a drawer-loader design resembling 
the Sony '101. It is well equipped, with numeric 
keypad for easy track access or programming of 
up to 15 tracks, audible music search, and head
phone outlet with variable level. Compared with 
the best players it showed some loss of defini
tion, some lack of stereo depth and a touch of 
hardness. At its original price oi around £400 it 
represented only average value for money, 
though a competent, well constructed player.

Marantz CD63B
Just as the original Marantz player was effec
tively a Philips CD100 in ‘champagne gold' 
finish, the CD63B was a black-finished Marantz 
equivalent to the CD101. Still above average in 
subjective sound quality, the Philips players of 
this generation could no longer claim suprem
acy over the best Japanese players, close com
parison now revealing mild stereo depth com
pression and a slight degree of upper-mid hard
ness in the Philips/Marantz models. Though now 
discontinued, the Marantz '638 is currently 
available at around £250, at which price it must 
still merit a recommendation while stocks last. 
Facilities are very basic, with no keypad, pro
gramming or music search facilities.

NAO 5200
Built for NAO by Toshiba, this model appeared 
to be a much simplified version of the then
current Toshiba XRZ70. In fact the simpler wiring 
and better grounding arrangements could have 
been responsible for the NAD's slightly better 
sound, but in our view the improvement was 
nothing like sufficient to justify the loss, corn- 
pared with the Toshiba, of major facilities such 
as a headphone outlet, variable output and 
remote control, and the higher price of £400.

Philips CD101
Identical to the CD63B offered by their 
subsidiary, Marantz, Philips' own CD101 is also 
apparently still available at around £250. 
Officially, it has now been replaced by the ’104, 
given a full review in this edition. This means 
that the Meridian MCD (see full review) is now 
the only current machine based on the original 
Philips top-loading chassis.

Philips CD202 and CD303
A rack-width top loader, the '202 offers some 
extra programming facilities, while the more 
sophisticated '303 was a drawer-loader with time 
readout. But both still used a ‘first generation' 
laser head which made track access rather slow 
(15-20 seconds to reach the test track 15) by 
modern standards.

Sony CD-P101
Sony were ready for the launch of CD, in early 
1983, with a well thought-out remote control 
player, packed with facilities and beautifully 
styled. Easy and pleasant to use, the ’101 design 
stood the test of time (it has only just been 
replaced by the similar ’102model) and its sty
ling and ergonomics have been widely imitated 
by other manufacturers. Early ’101s sounded a 
touch hardened and compressed, but changes 
during production improved sound quality to a 
level which stood comparison with the Philips 
players. Accordingly, the ’101 was recommended 
in the last edition. The final shipment of '101s 
went out to the trade for sale as part of the 
Sony's Compact 66 system package.

Sony CD-P701es
Largely based on the CD-P101, but with many 
engineering and electronic refinements, these 
reflected in the high price of around £900, the 
'701 was intended as a ‘state of the art' CD player 
to match Sony's prestige Esprit range. Separate 
D/A convertors are used for the two channels 
(the ’101 has a single time-shared convertor), 
while the analogue electronics are of advanced 
design, with special care taken over grounding, 
screening and the various power supplies. With 
superb build quality and excellent lab perform
ance, the 701 was at one time regarded as the 
best-sounding player on sale, giving a very pre
cise, almost clinically clear soundstage with 
excellent focus and fine depth. The sound was 
highly detailed with particularly good definition 
in the bass and treble; but compared with the 
best recent designs, it now seems slightly lack
ing in the area of midband presentation, the 
sound here appearing slightly hardened and 
more ‘forward', the overall effect being less 
relaxing.

Toshiba XR-Z70
Though rather bulky and expensive, Toshiba's 
original XR-Z90 player did achieve good sound 
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COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
SUMMARY REVIEWS

quality and offered very rapid track access. The 
second generation XR-ZlO matched the sound 
quality of the earlier model and showed improve
ments in some areas, such as error correction, 
but was in fact considered not much above the 
average standard set by second generation 
machines from other makers. When compared 
with the best, some mild loss of stereo depth 
was noted, with the bass a touch 'softer', treble 
lightly ‘grainy', and the mid showing just a touch 
of ‘hardness' and compression. These were con
sidered minor criticisms, however, and the com
bination of competent sound quality with a 
useful array of features won the XR-ZlO a 
recommendation in the last edition.

Yamaha CD2
Fully equipped, with numeric keyboard and infra
red remote control, the CD-2appeared briefly as 
Yamaha's top-of-the line model, retailing at 
around £450. It had the Yamaha 2 x oversamp
ling system with digital filtering, using a single 
time-shared 16 bit convertor. Apart from a small 
and probably inconsequential treble peak 
( + 1.4d8 at 19kHz), lab measurements were very

• good, and the CD-2 performed well in listening 
tests. It showed a higher than usual standard of 
definition throughout the frequency range, with 

, good mid focus and a pleasing degree of stereo 
depth. Tonally, the mid was neutral and did not 
sound 'forced'. If still available, the CD-2 is 
warmly recommended; but we have been 
informed that no further stocks are being 
imported, and the CD-2 is now effectively 
supplanted by the CD-3, a machine which (con-
fusingly) is more closely related to the CD-X1 and

' Yamaha C0-2; spuriae to 100kHz (19!20kHz JM test)

For full details on all Helius tonearms contact Helius at:
Helius Designs, The White House, Aldington, Evesham, Worcestershire 
Telephone: 0386 830083
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__ audioEXCELLENCE Hi-Fi CHOICE 
OUR CHOICE 

YOUR CHOICE
LOOKING FOR ONE OF THESEAudio lib, Audio Research, AR, Ariaton, A&R, BLKrnester, Calastion, Counterpoint, Creek, Denon, Dual, Giie, Keybrook, Kf, Koetiu, Krell, Unn, Magneplanar, Marantz, Meridilan, Mis. Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, NAD. Nakamichi, Nytech, Nairn, Perreaux, Pink Triant, PS Audio, Ou&d,Rem, Rotal, Spandor, Syrinx, Systamdek, Tannoy,Thorens,Yamaha,Zeta.
OFFERED WITH ALL OF THESE

HELPFUL AND FRIENDLY STAFF
HONEST ADVICE
GOOD DEMONSTRATIONS
EXPERT SET-UP AND INSTALLATION
CARING AFTER SALES SERVICE

ANO YOU LIVE NEAR THESE

134 CRWYS ROAD, 9 HIGH STREET
CARDIFF SWANSEA
Tel: (0222) 28565 Tel: (0792) 474608

YOU LUCKYPEOPLE-SEE YOU SOON
Both shops 
Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30 
Closed Mon =SS!

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS 
and TURNTABLES

from Acoustic Research (AR), Ariston, 
Dual, Harman/Kardon, Marantz, 

Nakamichi, Philips, OED;, Sansui, Teac, 
Yamaha (and other brands in the 

pipeline).
Compact discs at special prices when 
you buy your CD Player from us and 

join our CD Owners Club
Shop and (local) home demonstrations 
Come, see and listen for yourself at 

jljrenttuoob music centre
2 lngrave Road. Brentwood. Essex 

Tel: (0277) 221210 CIC
(Top end of Brentwood High Street, opposite Wilsons 

Corner. Open 9.30-5.30 Monday-Saturday. Easy to 
reach — 5 mins. by car from M25/A12 intersection}

HI-FI CHOICE BEST BUYS IN
TURNTABLES AND COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

Available at Alternative Audio Ltd • •■íiüIíCCsM
Akai, AR, Dual, Dunlop System dee 2X, Elite Helius, 

Heybrook, Marantz, Michell, Mission, Pink Triangle, OED, 
Revolver, Rote/, Sansui, Technics, Thorens, Yamaha, Zeta
• We cater for a wide range of tastes and budgets by offering carefully selected Hi-Fi 
products from the finest manufacturers.
• Demonstrations are arranged by appointment in our single Speaker demonstration 
room, simulating a domestic environment, to ensure the correct choice of equipment.
• Most products are covered by a full 2 year warranty; repairs and manufactures are 
carried out in our own service departments.
• Systems can be installed at homEsin theWest Midlands area at no extra charge.
• A&R, Aiwa, Ariston, Audio Technica, Beyer, Bose, Celestion, Clearwater, 
Denon, Gale, Glanz, Goldring, Grado, Ket, Logic, Marantz, Maxwell, Meridian, 
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short, Musical Fidelity, Nagaoka, NVA, Ortofan, Rogers, 
Sanyo, Sondex, Shure, Spendor, TDK, Wharfdale.
• A wide range of compact discs available from £6.99.

ALTERNATIVE AUDIO LTD
95 HOBS MOAT ROAD, SOLIHULL. WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL 
TEL: 021-742 0254
OPEN H9URS: TUESDAy T 3 SATURDA y 1Oam to Gpm 
CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE (credit broke^)
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COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
BEST BUD-

Here we list the models we have selected as 'Best Buys' and 'Recommended'. Note that this 
classification is only intended as a guide and may be affected by price fluctuations.

It is apparent that CD has settled down further’ 
during its second year of production both as: 
regards the players and. the discs, these provide 
ing an available and highly reliable music source. ; 
Essentially, error problems have been solved, and : 
the quality standard is high - in fact must be. 
considered competitive with analogue disc player 
alternatives for most users. Further gains in stereo 
depth and 'sweetness' are apparent with the most 
recent players, and this continuing process, in 
conjunction with improving standards of pro^ 
gramme production and digital mastering, will 
provide further rewards.

The general characteristics of the CD medium 
have been covered fully in the Technical Intro
duction, which also deals with the comparison 
of CD with conventional analogue reproduction. 
While the differences between CD players may 
be regarded as small (relative to those that exist 
between analogue systems), they were clearly 
revealed in our tests and are certainly significant.

Compact Disc raises special problems with 
respect to the choice of 'Best Buy' and 'Recom
mended' players. A few relatively poor players do • 
exist, which are easy to exclude from these list
ings, but a broad middle group predominates, 
which all attain a pretty decent standard. Prices 
here range from around £295 to £450 depending 
on the facilities offered such as headphone out
puts and remote controls. With due respect for 
price, the finest of these have achieved Best Buy 
status.

Above £450, a selection of more costly models can be found, offering a superior performance. 
These are beyond any sensible price limit for Best 

Buy rating, but are eminently worthy of recom
mendation, again with an applied value element.

Below £450, there are a number of worthy 
Recommended examples, which could in fact 
deserve Best Buy status according to their sell
ing prices at the time of purchase.

BEST BUYS

Offering basic facilities with no remote control 
we have the following:
Bang & Olufsen CD-X £300
Sansui PC-V100 £330
Yamaha CDX-2 £330
With remote control and, except the Mission, with 
headphone socket, we have: 
Akai CD-A? £400
Akai CDM-88 £400
Mission DA 7000R £450
Yamaha CD-3 £400

RECOMMENDED UPTO £450
FisherAD840„ £325
Marantz CD54 £290
Marantz CD74 £350
Marantz CD84 £400
Meridian MCD £400
Philips CD104'" £290
Sony 050 £285
Sony CDP102 £399
Yamaha Co2 £430

RECOMMENDED ABOVE £450
Sony CD-P302es £499
Sony CD-P502es £698
Sony CD-P552/DA-5 702 approx £150

B&O CD-X; good looks but only basic facilities. ^Sony tt; ^go ^nd, at a wry high price!
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Sony CD-P552/DA-S702

continued from page 87 
transport also proved very resistant to shock, a 
mark of the fine servo design.

Sound quality
Listening tests were dominated by the '702, via 
its fixed output, although additional tests were 
made on the '552 via its fixed, and variable 
outputs as well. In rank order, the '552s 
variable came last, its fixed output came 
second, but the '702 was a handsome first. 
However, even via its worst output the '552 led 
the field in this edition. Moving to the fixed 
output a 0.5 point' improvement in score was 
heard, while the '702 defeated our established 
1-10 scale by scoring 11! Its performance was 
so convincing that our expectation as to what 
was possible from CD had to be revised.

The '552 showed a fine level of bass 
precision and extension, and it produced well 
focused stereo images with fine depth. At 
times it could sound a touch larger than life, 
this coupled with rather close perspectives on 
some programme sections. It proved to be 
lively and open with a high resolution of-detail 
as well as a generally civilised tonal balance.

Transferring to the '702, the improvement 
was striking, akin to moving from a good 
transistor to a good valve preamplifier. The 
tonal balance was rich and natural sounding, 
with an impression of weight and power. 
Stereo images were sufficiently solid to 
provide a near tactile quality, and depth planes 
were beautifully resolved. The bass was 'quick' 
and excellently articulate, mid transients were 
deceptively clear and the treble was both sweet 
and subtlely detailed. Its full qualities were not 
appreciated until it was partnered by a top 
quality amplifier system recommended in the 
HFC: Amplifiers issue, namely an Audio 
Research 0115 11 and SPB 11.

Conclusion
This luxury combination was excellently made 
and finished, offering every conceivable 
feature and facility. Error correction was 
superb, the track access almost spontaneous, 
while the transfer response was highly 
accurate and virtually linear phase. Reinforcing 
these qualities the sound quality was out
standing.

Favourably standing comparison with 
similarly-priced top line analogue turntables, 
the CD-P552es/DA-S702es gains a solid recom
mendation — price is no constraint here, if the 
product (Sally delivers the goods, as this one 
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so obviously does. The future of high-quality 
CD looks considerably more hopeful in the 
light of this product development.

GENERAL DATA Sony DAS702es

Channel balance 
At 20Hz..................................................................................... O.Q7d8
At 1kHz......................................................................................0:08dB
At 20kHz....................................................................................0.09dB

Stereo separation 
At 20Hz................................................................................... -110dB
At 1kHz................................................................................... -104d8
At 20kHz.................................................................................-100d8

Channel phase difference 
At 20Hz...........................................................................................-4^
At 1kHz..............................................................................................0^
At 20kHz..............................;............................................................ 0^

Total harmonic distortion at OdB 
At 20Hz..................................................................................... -%d8
At 1kHz..................................................................................... -98d8
At 20kHz................................................................................... -90d8

Total harmonic distortion at -10dB 
At 1kHz..................................................................................... -80d8

Total harmonic distortion at -60dB 
,At 1kHz..................................................................................... -32d8

Total harmonic distortion at -BOdB
At 1kHz. - 16.2dB

Intermodulation distortion 
At OdB, 19kHz/20kHz............................................................ -95d8
At -10dB, 19kHz/20kHz......................................................-94d8

Frequency response
Left channel........................................................... + 0.24, -0.09dB
Right channel........................................................ + 0.24, -0.09dB

Signal to noise ratio 
No emphasis, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted........................... -100dB
No emphasis, CCIR ARM, 1kHz ref................................-92.5dB

Output level, OdB 
Left channel.............................................................................1.993V
Right channel...........................................................................2.010V

Output impedance.............................................................. 104ohms
De-emphasi=..................................................................................fine
Track access time................................................................1.3 sees
Error correction capability.................. >900pm gap, >800^™ dol
Mechanical noise............................................................... very low
Spuriae up to 100kHz..........................................................-104d8
Resolution at -90d8..............................................................+ 9d8
Headphone socket........................................... yes (variable level)
Dimensions (w x d x h)...........................................43 x 35.5 x Bern
Estimated typical purchase price.....................................see text
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The Comupact Disc
You Want

How many of your compact discs do you play regularly? 20 per 
cent? Save yo urself money, try beiore you buy. All you/ 

favourite music , classic al and pop at only lOp per day. Just write 

to the address below or ring Denham (0895) 832873 (24 hrs.) 
and we'll rush you our catalogue of over 800 tttles and a 

M em bership Form.

* Webuy th e discs you ask for
3 * We supply brand new releases

* We guarantee 24 h r. turn around
2 * You can buy the disc at below retail price
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(0895)832873 (24 hn.)
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turnround and data 

accuracy but know that 
old fashioned courtesy 
aX^  ̂
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Compact Oiscs released, classics 
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At£10and more to buy, I t makes 
sense to hear them first.
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specialist CD Library.
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There are no phony offers.
Just an old fashioned service.

Send us a 13 p stamp and we'll 
rush you so!e details.
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5 Marsh Street, Bristol BSI 4AA
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COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
COMPARISON CHART

Output Inter Signal- Sampling Resolution Error Head- Remote
level and 
impedance 
(ohms)

modulation 
distortion 
at full 
level (dB)

to
noise 
ratio, 
CCIR 
ARM 
(dB)

correction phone 
outlet

control

Aiwa 1200 (m) 2V 922 -97 -93 16 bit 2x 16 bit v. good yes (1)
Akai CDA7 2V 77 -89 -89 16 bit lin 15 bit v. good yes yes
Akai CD-M88 (m) 2V 100 -89.5 -92 16 bit lin 15% bit v. good yes yes
Bang & Olufsen CD^X 2.1V 50 -89 -109 14 bit 4x 15% bit v. good no no
Ferguson CD01 (rm) 2V 440 -80 -91 16 bit lin 15% bit average- no no
Fisher AD840 2.25V 992 -% -93.5 16 bit 2x 15% bit v. good no no
Hitachi DASOO* 2.45V 120 -il -92 16 bit lin 15% bit v. good yes no
Hitachi DA4000 2.42V 101 -68 -92.5 16 bit lin 15% bit average- no no
JVC XL-V300 2V 999 -67 -94 16 bit 2x 16 bit v. good no no
JVC XL-V2(m) 2.4V 430 -95 -101 14 bit 4x 15% bit v. good yes no
Marantz CD54 (m) 2V 49 -92 -108.5 14 bit 4x 15% bit v. good no no
Marantz CD74 1.9V 450 -90.5 -106 14 bit 4x 15% bit v. good yes (1)
Marantz CD84 1.9V 450 -90.5 -106 14 bit 4x 15V bit v. good yes yes
Meridian MCD (m) 2V 12.5 -85 -109 14 bit 4x 15% bit v. good no no
Mission DAD7000R (m) 2V 308 -87 -104 14 bit 4x 15% bit v. good no yes
Mitsubishi DP105 2V 985 -98 -90 16 bit lin 15% bit poor yes no
Philips CO101 (m) 12r 2V 40 -85 -105 14 bit 4x 15% bit v. good no no
Philips CD104 (rm) 2V 33 -89 -105 14 bit 4x 15% bit v. good no no
Philips CD204 2V 600 -88 -105 14 bit 4x 15% bit v. good yes no
Philips CD304 2V 600 -88 -105 14 bit 4x 15% bit v. good yes yes
Pioneer PD-70 2.05V 200 -85 -92 16 bit lin 15% bit v. good yes no
Pioneer PD-X700 (m) 2.05V 333 -79 -ry 16 bit lin 15% bit good no no
Revox 8225 2V 350 -100 -100 14 bit 4x 15 bit excellent yes yes
Sansui PC-V100 (m) 1.9V 1K -103 -90.5 16 bit 4x 15% bit good no no
Sony CD^P30 (3) 2.1V 1K -81 -88.5 16 bit lin 15% bit average + no no
Sony D^SO portable 1.9V 220 -91 -il 16 bit lin 15% bit good + yes no(!)
Sony CD-P102 (m) 1.95V 431 -100 -92.5 16 bit 2x 15% bit v. good no yes
Sony CD^P302ES 2V 428 -100 -93 16 bit 2x 15% bit v. good yes yes
Sony CD-P502ES 2V 429 -104 -93 16 bit 2x 15 bit excellent yes yes
Sony CD-P552 2V 330 -100 -94 16 bit 2x 15% bit excellent yes yes
Sony DA-S702 (4) 2V 104 -95 -92.5 16 bit 2x 15 bit excellent yes (4) .
Technics SL-P1 2V 607 -95 -92 16 bit lin 15% bit v. good no no
Technics SL-P2 2.2V 590 -102 -92 16 bit lin 15% bit v. good yes yes
Technics SL^P3 2.04V 600 -90 -91 16 bit lin 15% bit v. good yes yes
Toshiba XR-ZSO 1.9V 785 -90 -88 16 bit lin 15% bit good + yes no
Toshiba XR-Z60K 1.9V 785 -90 -ry 16 bit lin 15% bit good + yes no
Yamaha CD-X2 (m) 1.9V 1K -105 -90 16 bit 2x 15% bit good yes no
Yamaha CD-2 2.1V 900 -95 -93.5 16 bit 2x 15% bit good + no yes
Yamaha CD-3 1.93V 1K -104 -92 16 bit 2x 15% bit average + yes yes

Notes:
(m) = 'midi-sized' player, less than 35cm wide
• = fully reviewed In Issue No 35; see summary 
reviews
(1) = remote control when used as part of same 
manufacturer's system

(2) = Marantz CO638 Is identical
(3)= CD-P50 Is similar, see review
(4)=digital processor only, tested using 552es as 
disc transport
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COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
COMPARISON CHART

Stereo qualities Midband 
tonal 
balance

Musical 
detail

Bass 
precision

Treble 
quality

General 
sound 
quality

Typical 
price/ 
ratingstereo 

depth and 
ambience 
quality

stereo 
focus 
and 
precision

average average sl. forward good average- average average £380 Aiwa 1200
good + v. good good v. good average + sI. bright good + £400 B Akai CDA
v. good v. good good v. good average + sI. bright v. good £430 B Akai CD^M88
average + good good good good good good £350 R Bang & Olufsen CD^X
average- average + sl.forward good average average- average- £300 Ferguson CD01
good good good good sl. soft sl. grain good £325 R Fisher AD840
average average + sl. hard good average sl. bright average £450 (5) Hitachi DASOO*
average- average forward average average- brash average- £450 Hitachi DA4000
average- average- hard average average- sibilant average- £440 JVC XL-V300
average good sl.forward good good sI. bright average £550 JVC XLV
good good sl. thin good average + good good £290 B Marantz CD54
good + v. good good v. good good sl. brash good + £350 R Marantz CD74
good + v. good good v. good good sl. brash good + £400 R Marantz CD84
good + v. good v. good good + v. good -average + v. good £400 R Meridian MCD
v. good v. good sl. thin v. good v. good v. good v. good + £450 R Mission DAD7000R
average- average. sl. forced average average average average £330 Mitsubishi DP105
average + good sl. thin good good average + average + £250(5) R Philips C0101 •
good good sl.forward good good good good £300 R Philips CD104
good good sl.forward good good good good £350 Philips CD204
good good sl. glare good good good good £400 Philips CD304
average + average good average + good average + average + £400 Pioneer PD-70
average average good average + good average + average £300 Pioneer PD^X700
good average + good average average + good average + £780 Revox 8225
good + good good good good good good + £300 B Sansui PC^V100
average average + sl.forward good average + average average £300(6) Sony CD^P30
average average + good average + average average average £285 Sony D-50
good + v. good good good + average + good good + £400 R Sony CD^P102
v. good v. good good + good + good good v. good £500 R Sony CD^P302ES
v. good + v. good + v. good v. good good + good + v. good + £700 R Sony CD^P502ES
v. good + v. good + v. good v. good v. good v. good v. good + (7) R Sony CD^P552
excellent excellent v. good excellent v. good + excellent excellent (7) R Sony DA-5702
average- average + forward average average average average- £350 Technics SL^PI
average + good sl. hard good average + average- average £400 Technics SL^P2
average + good sl. hard good average + average- average £450 Technics SL^P3
average + good sl. hard average + average sl. glassy average £350 XR^Z50
average + good sl. hard average + average sl. glassy average £350 Toshiba XR^ZSOK
v. good v. good v. good good + good + good good + £330 B Yamaha CD^X2
v. good v. good v. good good + good + average + good + £390 R Yamaha CD-2
v. good v. good v. good good + good + good v. good £400 B Yamaha CD-3

Notes:
(5)=model discontinued but stocks still available
(6) =effectively £250 if purchased as part of a 
system from the same manufacturer
(7)= CD-P552es, DA^S702 not available separately in 
UK. Price of combination estimated at £1500-£2000,

expected to be available Autumn 1985
Ratings (B ='Best Buy', R = Recommended) are bas
ed on the prices quoted and only apply while these 
prices are in force.
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I DEALER. GUIDE
No 1 IN MANCHESTER

Philips, Technics, Marantz, 
H1tachi,Aiwa,
Trio, Pioneer, etc. ,

TURNTABLES, ARMS, 
CARTRIDGES, . STYLI

(g) LLOYD PATON (LPM) LTD 

URMSTON SHOPPING PRECINCT 
(opp. Corden Bleu), 
URMSTON, MANCHESTER

We specialise in the Great Clasics

ADC; AKG; CONNOISSUER; GARRARD; GOLDRING; 
LENCO; PICKERING;ORTOFON; SHURE; SME; 

THORNES.

^"“Your sole ^^n dealer
in the area"

Warstones

All available, Genuine, Equipment, Spares, & Manuals 
even for some very early.models.
Servicing, Repairs, and Refurbishing in our own 
workshops.

Specialist StyH for early recordings — 78s & LP

TECHNICAL & GENERAL 
35 Marlow Road, London SE20 7XX 

Tel: 01-778 3737

Hi-Fi
A&R • CAMBRDGE • 
SPENDOR • MONITOR 
AUDIO • SANSUI • Studio HiFi in Leicester and the Midlands

By appointment, please
RODGERS • NAKAMICHI • B&W e QUAD 
• R.A.T.A. • SUPEX • DENON • 
ORTOFON • P.S. AUDIO • DUAL

Hour of opening:
Mon, Tues, Wed, Sat 10am-6pm

Thur, Fri 10am-9pm
54a W^tones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton

Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

393607

t) in
147 HINCKLEY ROAD, LEICESTER FOREST EAST, LEICESTER LE3 3PG

Hi-Fi Components
84 BATTERSE 

LONDO 
01-

For. W your Hi-Fi needs at 
discount prices.

ccess & Barclaycard welcome. '

For Real Quality Listen to:
QUAD ESL63-34-405 PLUS COMPACT DISC FROM PHILIPS, 
SONY, TECHNICS, MARANTZ, J.V.C.
ALSO CHOOSE FROM BANG & OLUFSEN, REVOX, J.B.L.., 
A.R., HARMAN KARDON, TEAC, TRIO, BOSE,, 
CELESTION, MORDAUNT SHORT, TANNOY, e1c.
e PART EXCHANGE e HOME DEMONSTRATIONS e 
FÜLL REPAIR FACILITIES IN OUR OWN WORKSHOPS • EVENING OEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT.

GREEN LANE, WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE 
(0625) Wilmslow 524766

ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, DINERS CLUB, AMERICAN EXPRESS

e CLOSED WEDNESDAY EXCEPT BY APPOINTMENT

SELECTIVE AUDIO
Speak no evil, Fear no 

evil, Hear no evil...
The Forge Cottage 
19 Crossgate 
Otley LS21 1 AA 
W. Yorks.
Tel: (09431 467689
Mon-Fri 9am-6pm
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DEALER GUIDE

System of the month: only £269.90 
B&W BM 90LS 

YAMAHA 8320 AMP 
DUAL DELUXE TURNTABLE

Sngle speaker dem room 
Mail order - HP facilities 

Thursday late night opening
45 HIGH STREET 
HOUNSLOW, MIDDX 
Tel: 5707512

MONITOR 
SOUND

• AR •A&R Cambridge
• Ariston •Aiwa •B&O

• B&W •Castle •Celestion
• Dual •Hitachi •JVC 

• Monitor Audio • Mordaunt- 
Short • PhillipsCD •Pionrnr 
• Quad • Revox • Rotet 

• Sony •Spender •Tœhniœ
• Thorens

M ChaIll Stret, Chorley, 
Unushire. Tel: (02572) 71M5—JtástingsJtLFi— S- ----------------— CONSULTANTS —32 WESTERN ROAD. ST LEONARDS. TEL'442-975. ]

|rniHiao|
APPOINTED DEALERS FOR: m

e YAMAHA Ä
SYSTEMDEK, DUAL, SANSUI, NAD, KEF. B&W, NAKAMICHI, 
QUAD, ELITE, A&R, ROTEL, REVOLVER, AIWA, TRIO, HAFLER, 
HARMAN KARDON, QED, CYRUS. DENON, THORENS, 
ARISTON & MANY MORE - DEMONSTRATIONS ANY TIME

maIlmag Part Exchange 
Access. Visa 
Credit Facilities 
Open 9-7 Mon-Sat

ANDREW THOMPSON
Specialist in HiFi

6-8 Bonnar Street, Dunfermline, Fife 
Tel: 0383 724541

3 Whyte Causeway, Kirkcaldy, Fife 
Tel: 0592 205997

Image IlPI
F St. ^^&..S631t'X

7^^ (0532 I 7F9374 
Stockists of most of 

the world's leading hi-fi 
products.

Demonstrations by 
appointment please

E^sive -
RING NICK ON 0788-79736 

AGENTS FOR
ADC - Ariston - Audio Technica - Castle - Celestion - 
Concordant Audio - Dual - Denon - Dynavector - Glanz 
- Grado - Goldring - Helius - Heybrock - Marantz - 
Meridian - Mordaunt-Short - Myst - Ortofon - Philips - 
Pink - OED - Quad - Rotel - Sondex - Spender - Syrinx 
- The Source - Thorens - Yamaha - Zeta.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.

12a Regent Street, Rugby, Warks.

Chiltem Hi-Fi
146 HIGH ST QUALITY PRODUCTS 
AYLESBURY AT
TEL: 31020 DISCOUNT PRICES 
YAMAHA, TECHNiCS, MARANTZ, 

8&0, B& W, QUAD, AR, 
DUAL, NAKAMICHI, PIONEER 

and most leading brands.

For all the Best Buys in Hi-Fi

ERRICKS OF BRADFORD

RAWSON SQUARE, BRADFORD BD1 
TEL (0274)309266
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HEYBROOK

' ,, ,,
The complete 'recommei^nded' range 

made for music by
MECOM (ACOUSTICS) LTD.
Knighton I lill, Wentuy, Hyinouth, Devon. Phone (0752) 0G3100

« ✓ ”0 ;.
-'

7«•'•X
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TURNTABLES AND TONEARMS 
INTRODUCTION

From the most esoteric separate components down to a selection of quite basic integrated players, 
this edition gives the fullest possible coverage of current turntables and tonearms.

Very often the immediate question about 
choosing'a turntable is whether to go for an inte^ 
grated player — a turntable supplied complete 
with arm, and often with a cartridge ready fitted 
as well — or to buy the turntable (or motor unit) 
and tonearm separately. The turntable, arm and 
cartridge have to work together of course, so in 
theory it would seem that an integrated player, 
where a single manufacturer has designed all the 
parts, might be the best bet. In practice, many 
integrated players have been designed more with 
styling, features and 'perceived value' in mind than 
sound quality.

On the other hand, the 'specialist' manufac
turers almost invariably produce separate motor 
units which attempt to offer optimium sound 
quality when partnered with a suitable arm. Many 
of these manufacturers now offer their turntables 
factory fitted' with arm, making them as easy to 
set up and use as integrated players.

It has often been assumed, quite wrongly, that 
provided the Turntable goes round at the right 
speed and doesn't produce extraneous noises, it 
will have no influence of its own on the sound 
of a disc-playing system. The construction and 
design of the turntable are crucial to good sound. 
While the arm and cartridge appear to be most 
directly responsible for tracing the tiny undula^ 
tions of the groove, the turntable is inescapably 
part of the same mechanical system, and must 
also isolate cartridge and disc from outside 
disturbance such as acoustic feedback. This is 
dealt with fully in the Technical Introduction.

These factors explain why lightweight plastic 
plinths, light platters and flimsy plastic arms 
generally produce poor sound, and consequently 
the turntables supplied with rack or midi-systems 
are typically poor in sound quality. It inevitably 
costs more to produce a solidly-built turntable, 
and so sound quality can be expecte’d to improve 
directly with price, provided the extra money is 
not simply paying for more gimmicky automatic 
facilities, 'linear tracking' and so forth. On decks 
with conventional pivoted arms, it is still gener
ally true that the inclusion of automatic facilities 
tends to compromise performance, due to inter
ference with the free movement of the arm by the 
auto trip mechanism.

With some 'direct drive' manufacturers now. 
reverting to belt systems, the controversy over 
which drive method is best has fizzled out, as it 
seems to be generally accepted that the appa
rently crude expedient of belt drive is the best 

available compromise. Virtually all the respected 
'high end' turntables are belt-drive designs using 
a suspended subchassis, an idea originally intro^ 
duced some decades ago by Acoustic Research 
and subsequently popularised by Thorens. The 
benefits of this system seem well proven although 
the detail design may be the subject of fierce 
controversy.

At the lower end of the price spectrum, specia
list manufacturers fall into two camps. Some, 
primarily inspired by Rega, use a non-suspended 
design but hope to get good sound by 'fine tun
ing' the design in terms of materials, isolating 
feet, arm termination and so on; others, notably. 
Ariston, Systemdek and Walker, have found ways' 
of retaining the subchassis even in a low-cost 
product.

Arm manufacturers again adopt different solu^ 
lions in detail design, but tend to agree on the 
basic requirements of rigidity and mechanical 
integrity. Here some relatively inexpensive models 
now beat the 'super arms' of a couple of years ago, 
and a gradual settling towards arms of medium 
mass and cartridges of medium compliance has 
made cartridge compatibility problems the excep
tion rather than the rule. If available factory-fitted 
or set up by a good dealer, the choice of sepa^ 
rate tonearm should present no problems to even 
the least technically-minded buyer.

The continuing development of the analogue 
turntable now seems very firmly in the hands of 
the specialist manufacturers, and indeed some 
of the major Japanese companies now make 
absolutely no attempt to improve or maintain turn
table sound quality, and supply only very poor 
sounding record players to complete their rack or 
midi stack systems. This is a very great pity as 
it means that many purchasers of such systems 
are doomed to disappointment, and the musically 
unsatisfying results will probably lead them to 
believe that analogue discs are not worth 
bothering with. We would earnestly beseech 
those who have been disillusioned in this way to 
audition some better (not necessarily very 
expensive) equipment, when they will probably be 
surprised at just how good black vinyl discs can 
sound, and perhaps rediscover their record 
collection. Whatever other recorded media may 
offer, a good conventional record playing system 
can still offer an unlimited amount of enduring 
musical pleasure.

Steve Harris
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TURNTABLE& TONEARM
BUYER’S CBECKLIST {)

n m ust /
iance /

V

Effective mass of the arm
be suitable for the compliance 
of the cartridge m use.

Will the arm both balance out 
the chosen cartridge and then 
apply appropriate tracking 
force? , /

Vertical height adjustment at 
the pillar is important for real 
high-fidelity set up.

Is an intterclhangeable
headshell neciessarv for your 
purposes? This feature may 
compromise sound,due to the 
discontinuity in the arm 
structure at the joints

Is the bias range appropriate 
for the chosen cartridge?

^

The mat must 
support to the

Pitch control can be ii 
for users with ab 
for musicians wt 
accompany LP ri

Suspension should be 
adequate for the environment 
in which the turntable will be 
used. A modelwhichrelies on 
sprung feet will not be suited 
for use on a sideboard, for 
instance. Correct mounting and 
l ocation for feedback free 
results is essential

What type of fixing does the 
arm have? Is the arm 
physically appropriate for the 
motor unit? Can the turntable's 
suspension cope with the 
weight of the arm? Is the arm 
too deep to be accomodated 
above or below the plinth?

Semi automatic decks may 
just lift off at the end of side or 
?ay returnee arm to its rest 
Fuly :Ltom:1ic [urntables !ii1 
play without any manual 
cueing.

the tonearm must still offer 
suitablewertang adjustment 
bo!sthe n:mgaT1ow for thrsi

The cartridge for an integrated 
player must be mechanically 
compatible. Its weight and 
compliance must be matched 
to the tonearm's effective 
mass to produce a 
mechanically stable 
combination. If there is no 
height adjustment in the 
integrated arm, is the cartridge 
body too deep or too shallow
without packing for correct 
vertical tracking?

Arm geometry: Once installed,

Is the cartridge sensitive to 
capacitive loading and will 
there be any effect on its 
output by the capacitance of 
the arm cable.?

Can the arm balance out the 
weight of the chosen cartridge 
ard is the tracking weight . 
range appropriate for it? ls the 
arm bearing friction too high 
!or the use of a high 
compliance model?

Is the bias range su itabe for 
thecarhidge? Th: bias ciaf 
sets a small force to 
counteract the arms tendency 
to pull inwards when the stylus 
is placed on a moving record 
(this is due to arm geometry 
and does not occur with radial 
tracking). Bias is necessary to 
centralise the moving parts of 
the cartridge- if bias is 
inapprofriately set, the effects 
;ilPbeheard 35 \ague stereo 
imaging and poor tracking



Acoustic Research EB 10 I
Acoustic Research Ltd, High Street, Houghton Regis, Bedfordshire LU5 5QJ 
Tel (0582) 603151

Following the successful relaunch of the 
classic AR turntable design, Acoustic 
Research UK have developed this further 
model. The EB-101 has a vinyl 'black ash' finish 
and, inside, a steel girder subchassis substitut
ing for the aluminium original. A new arm has 
also been commissioned from Japan, and this! 
is factory fitted to provide a complete inte-1 
grated player. For the review, a modest cart
ridge was also included, the whole expected to 
sell for around £170. This offers a considerable 
saving over the original model, equivalent to 
throwing in the arm and cartridge free.

This deck has rather a dark appearance, and 
comes with a low resonance tinted pvc cover 
on sprung hinges. The two piece alloy platter 
has been retained while on the bearing, as well 
as in other areas, tolerances have been 
improved. The arm is a robust example, with a 
firmly clamped headshell using a locking 
sleeve. Its bearings proved free from play, an. 
important aspect.

Fully suspended, the chassis moved very 
freely and promised good acoustic and 
vibration isolation.

Lab report
The total platter mass was close to 2kg, healthy 
for the price category, with the two part con
struction offering good damping. Tested for 
disc impulse, the initial transient was quick 
with a fast decay and no low frequency 
hangover.

Speed change is manual, on lifting the outer 
platter. At 33V3 the deck ran nearly 0.5% fast, 
which was satisfactory, and slowing under load 
held to a fine 0.25%. Long term drift was 
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negligible with the synchronous motor 
employed. DIN peak weighted, the overall wow 
and flutter was fine at 0.09% with similarly low 
Individual contributions from the wow and 
flutter components. Start up was fairly rapid at' 
3.5 seconds, and the player clearly had a 
healthy torque.

DIN B rumble measured very well, at - 77dB. 
Little breakthrough was evident since the 
electrical and mechanical spectra matched 
well; just a hint of motor vibration was evident 
at 200Hz.

The high quality suspension was 
demonstrated by the excellent breakthrough 
responses for both acoustic and vibration 
excitation; here the unit was clearly up with the 
best modern examples.

Turning to the arm, here the robust headshell 
was nominally detachable but did not come 
with a plug and socket. Rotational adjustment 
is allowed, as well as overhang and lateral 
tracking angle. Effective mass was in the 
medium to high range at 13.5g including hard
ware, this suited to fairly low compliance cart
ridges.

Charted for arm resonances with the 
supplied Shure moving magnet cartridge the 
first break appeared around 700Hz, with the 
overall behaviour looking quite tidy, particu
larly at higher frequencies. Bearing friction was 
quite low, at 40mg lateral and 20mg vertical, 
while sensible bias levels were also estab 
lished. Downforce calibration was accurate 
while the arm cue device operated well.

Sound quality
There was no doubt concerning the high 
subjective merit of this player. The sound was 
notably well focused, with good stereo stage 
width and depth. Transients were reproduced' 
with good speed and attack, while the overall 
effect was lively, with well differentiated 
dynamics. The bass was quite good, articulate 
as well as extended, with considerable detail 
apparent. Overall the tonal balance seemed 
well proportioned while the supplied cartridge 
was quite tidy itself and did not let the deck 
down; a sort of 'AR Basil<, I suppose!

Conclusion
This new turntable offers a remarkable 
package. A genuine high fidelity product, It had 
no significant subjective or lab tested weak
nesses. Its rigid arm, good platter and drive, 
with a fine, effective subchassis, are comple-



mented by a workable cartridge, which will 
happl!y benefit from upgrading at some future 
date, 1f so desired. Pricing is also very competi
tive, and a Best Buy rating is the logical 
outcome.

GENERAL DATA Integrated player

Motor section
Type...,............................................................... belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping.....................  2.0kg/good
Finish and engineering.............................. very good, very good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead...3 core, phonos plus earth
Speed options.........................................manual change, 33, 45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak-wtc, sigma 2).................................. 0.4%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6^300Hz)........ 0.1 %/0.07%
Absolute speed error............................................................... + 0.45%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation.................... negligible/-0.25%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.................................. 3.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum).............. -77dB

Arm section
Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cartridge....13.5g
Type/mass of headsheli................................................... speclal/9.8g
Geometric accuracy.............................................................. very good
Adjustments provided.......................................tilt/overhang/offset
Finish and engineering.................................... very good, very good
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use.................. very good/very good 
Friction, typical iaterai/verticai.......................................40mg/20mg
Bias compensation method...................................... internal spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical).......... 225mg/275mg
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g..........................-0.05g/-0.1 g
Cue drift, 8mm ascent/descent......... negligibie, 1 Osecs/2 5secs 
Arm resonances................................................................... fairly good
Subjective sound quality.......................................see system result
Arm damping.............................................decoupled counterweight

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear......... 44 x 38.5 x 16cm/7cm 
Ease of use........................................................................................ good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.......... very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system.............. very good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback..................................... low/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance excellent/fairly good 
Estimated typical purchase price......................£170 Inc cartridge

Structural arm resonances, audio band

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is 
subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total 
rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. 
Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40d8 range.

STATUS PAUSED
—£XPtlt

~ RAhGLÏ 9 dBV 
AR/rUTURA IREAKTHR

io 
dlY

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is -BOdB.

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 
Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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Akai AP-Xl
Akal (UK) Ltd, Unit 12, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Sliver Jubilee Way, Hounslow, Middlesex 
Tel 01-897 6638

This modestly priced player Is available as a 
separate component, but will generally com
plete an Akal rack or stack system) Of light
weight plastic construction, it is fully inte
grated with its tonearm, which has a T4P style 
mounting, and an Akai PC35 cartridge, a 
moving magnet type built by Audio Technica.

Belt driven, the platter is rather a thin alloy 
casting weighing just 0.6kg, with mat. Belt 
loading is accomplished via large access holes 
in the platter, and the mat sags a little over 
these apertures. Semi-automatic, the arm 
returns at the end of side. The player is quite 
compact and is enhanced by the design of the 
lid, which does not require any additional rear 
clearance when hinged up.

Lab report
The disc impulse trace said much about the 
mechanical integrity of the platter, and 
chassis. These were clearly rather weak with 
little damping, and the prolonged low 
frequency energy was considerable.

Wow and flutter was low at 0.08%, DIN 
weighted. Wow dominated this reading, at 
0.13% unweighted. Absolute speed error was 
low, within 0.15%, though drift of up to 0.35% 
was observed over the first hour. Slowing 
under load was moderate, at 0.25%. Start up 
was very rapid at 1.3 seconds, virtually as the 
arm was moved into the play position.

Rumble was disappointing and on quiet 
musical passages an audible 'drone' could be 

heard from the motor. The DIN B weighted 
reading was -64dB, not low enough to ensure 
inaudibility, while the rumble spectogram 
showed the presence of a range of motor 
related rumble components over a wide span.

Low overall mass and damping meant that 
the acoustic isolation was weak, with the graph 
showing a result 10-20dB poorer than that for 
an optimum design. Vibration was also poorly 
isolated at both low and high frequency 
extremes.

With a low effective mass of around 8g, the 
integral arm was charted for resonances, using 
the fixed, supplied cartridge. Above 2kHz the 
behaviour was very good, but the 300Hz to 
1.5kHz range contained some fairly severe 
resonance modes, with the first headshell 
bending mode occurring at 300Hz which is 
rather a low figure.

Arm friction was moderate in both planes, 
while downforce was fixed at a low 1.4g, with 
bias also set at a fixed value. Cue operation 
was rapid and free from drift.

Sound quality
Auditioned with the attached cartridge, the 
sound quality was rated below average, but not 
disastrously so in view of the modest pricing. 
Overall the tonal balance was nicely judged, 
with cleaner treble than usual, while the stereo 
presentation was also promising, with quite 
good stage width, fair focus and modest depth. 
The bass was found below average but not too
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uneven. Mild mid coloration was also evident 
and programme dynamics were compressed.

Conclusion
A tidy well finished player, the AP-X1 offered a 
well balanced sound offering reliable 
Installation and operation. Care should be 
taken with siting since its feedback and 
isolation properties were none too good. It 
misses recommendation despite its modest 
price, but is worth considering for budget 
systems.
GENERAL DATA Integrated player with cartridge

Motor section
Type...........................................electronic belt drive auto return
Platter mass/damping................................................. 0.59kg/fair
Finish and engineering.......... ..................very good, fairly good 
Type of mains connecting lead.......... 2 core/phonos plus earth 
Speed options........................................  33, 45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtc, sigma 2)........................... 0.08%

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is 
subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.

Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hzf6^300Hz).......0.13%/0.1 %
Absolute speed error...........................................
Speed drift, 1 hour/lpad variation........................(
Sfart-ugWime toaud?ble sta;ihsai;o;; ..................  
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum).

............-0.15%

.0.35%/-0.25%

............ 11Jsecs
).,............-64dB

Arm section

RANGEl -43 dBV STATUS! PAUSED
i STORED EXPNI8

STARTs 0 Hz BUI 4.7743 Hz STOP^ 5ea Hz
B«NAG AKAKfAPXl ♦NOISE EXPN18

dBV
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge....... Bg 
Type/mass of headshell................................................fixed, T4P
Geometric accuracy............................................................ good
2djustments provided.........................................................ngne
Finish and engineering.....................................good, fairly good
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use..excellent/excellent/excellent 
Friction, typical lateral/vertical............................<50mg/<50mg
Bias compensation method...............................................spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)..........not measured 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g..........................fixed at 1.4g
Cue drift, 8mm ascent/descent........negiigible, 0.5secs/1.0secs 
Arm resonances............................................................ see graph
Subjective sound quality.................................see system result
Arm damping...........................................................................N/A

STARTI e Hz

... »ft
BUI 4.7'43 Hz STOP: SÖ0 HZ

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total 
rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. 
Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40dB range.

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear....43 x 34.5 x 10.5cm/none 
Ease of use....................... ............................................ very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances..................poor
Subjective sound quality of complete system................average
Hum level/acoustic feedback............................ fairly good/poor
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance...average/average
Estimated typical purchase price...........................................£60

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is - BOdB.

Structural arm resonances, audio band

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 

, Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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REASSESSED

Since I was first asked to report privately on an 
early prototype of this UK-designed. arm three 
years ago, production models have undergone 
significant further development.

A medium mass arm possessing high rigid
ity, the Alphason's main feature is the use of a 
substantial titanium beam tube with classic 'S' 
shape geometry. This has allowed a straight 
join to the headshell, itself ingeniously formed 
from the front end of the tube; a transition 
accomplished with minimal impairment to 
good interfacing of cartridge and arm. A 
considerable proportion of the beam upper 
surface continues down to the ‘shell' or cart 
ridge mounting platform.

The concentric gimbal bearings are built of 
hardened tool steel for maximum strength and 
the pivots are pre-loaded high precision ball 
races. During the course of the review the 
bearing surfaces were updated using ultra
hard carbide inserts — pre-loading could then 
be dispensed with, offering much higher rigid
ity with reduced friction levels.

Considerable care has been taken to maxi
mise rigidity as well as to minimise reson
ances in the design by suitable choice of 
materials and structure, the resulting perform
ance reflecting the mechanical engineering 
expertise of the. designer. Appearance and 
finish are undoubtedly to a good standard, but 
nonetheless this arm exhibits a ‘craftsman'. 
approach rather than the superlative feel and 
finish of the Japanese manufactured designs, 
for example.

At present the arm is supplied with a pillar 
base specified as Linn Ittok/Basik compatible, 
but we did not find this to actually be the case. 
6mm rather than the required 4mm bolts are 
used, and the tracking geometry is optimised 
for a 58mm radius zero tracking-error point,. 
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rather than the accepted ^65mm. The arm Is 
also slightly longer than the Ittok by about 
2mm. However we understand that these dis
crepancies will soon be overcome in produc
tion to make the arm fully compatible. The long 
slotted headplate of the Alphason of course 
allows any desired overhang/offset angle to be 
obtained, and in this sense the geometry is 
already compatible.

The Alphason's fixed arm leads are reason
ably compliant, aiding subchassis cable dress- 
,Ing, and are fitted with gold-plated plugs of 
good quality. Cable capacitance was low at 
95pE It is likley that two counterweights will 

' be provided, these sliding on a hard nylon in
sert with a locking socket-head screw, while 
the weight carrier is stiffly engaged on a 
threaded section allowing fine adjustment of 
downforce — 0.4g per revolution for the heav
ier weight, which is suited to the Koetsu.

Lab report
Effective^mass was in the low to medium range 
at 10g inclusive of steel fixing bolts, and the 
structure was highly ‘dead' as well as most 
rigid, with zero bearing play. The geometry 
(optimised) was excellent with very good finish 
and fine engineering. With the. larger bias 
weight on the centre notch the compensation 
was fine for a 2g downforce as well as being in 
the right ratio, while frictio:' was Very low 
particularly on the ‘carbide' version now 
standard. The cue worked well though the arm 
lock was rather stiff — I would prefer a 
separate pillar rest. Resonance graphs were 
plotted for the first sample which has steel 
bearings and a small counterweight, and also 
for the second sample with ‘carbide' bearings 
and larger stiffened counterweight assembly. 
The latter showed improved rigidity, noticeable 



in the 'sharper' nature of the resonances but in 
both cases behaviour was very good, indic
ative of a very low-coloration design. Below the 
'carbide' graph, the excitation on the Linn arm 
board is shown as a dotted line, demonstrating 
the substantial pillar coupling and clear inter
active relationship between arm and mounting.

Sound quality
The HR100 impressed us strongly by its 
neutral and tonally balanced performance. 
Treble was detailed and precisely located and 
yet free of 'edge' or 'grain’. The mid-range gave 
excellent rendition of vocal lines while bass 
was firm, extended and detailed. Stereo was 
exceptional with .precise positioning and fine 
depth and ambience, and despite an apparent 
'smoothness', transients were nevertheless 
reproduced with fine 'attack'.

Conclusion
The current HR100S shows improvements in 
respect of finish and tube damping, and in 

• addition a version is available wired throughout 
with LC cable. Re-auditioned, the standard arm 
showed improvements in high frequency !control, while the LC version gave worthwhile 

• gains in clarity and definition throughout the 
range. Both versions can be recommended.

GENERAL DATA ... ..........

Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cartridge ...10g
Type/mass of headshell.....................................non^detachable
Geometric accuracy..............................................................N/A
Adjustments provided......... overhang/offset/height
Finish and engineering.......................................good/excellent
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use........... very good/good/good 
Friction, typical lateral/vertical............................... 10mg/20mg
Blas compensation method............. thread, pulley and weight 
Blas force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical) .., ..180mg/150mg 
Downtorce calibration error, 1g/2g.....................-0.1g/-0.1g
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent....... negligible, 0.5 sec/1.0 sec 
Arm resonances........................................................very good
Subjective sound quality...........................................very good
Lead capacitance/damping method........................ 95pF/none
Estimated typical purchase prices................................... i£335

Structural arm resonances, audio band
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Ariston RD20 .

Arlston Acoustics Ltd, Unit 176, Brleryslde, Prestwick Airport, Ayrshi re KA9 2RD 
. Tel (0292) 76993

Since the withdrawal, several years ago, of 
Garrard and BSA from the budget turntable 
market, Dual have dominated the field with 
their 505 However, Ariston have now laid down 
a new challenge in. the shape of their RD20 
priced at just under £100. A compact integrated 
player, it includes a matched cartridge, either a 
Goldring Astron or an Ortofon OM10.

The plinth and chassis work is constructed 
from rather flimsy plastic moulding and is not 
impressive. In Dual style, the chassis is 
suspended on four coil springs which are foam 
damped. This frail chassis contrasts with the 
surprisingly massive, machined alloy platter 
which weighs in at 1.37kg, complete with the 
Ariston concave centre clamp system. The arm 
is of promising construction with a rigid form 
and fixed headshell, and although no bias is 
provided, there is some internal means of 
applying some fixed bias, judging by the 
measurements.

The platter is belt driven, powered by a small 
de servo motor, while the speed switching is by 
a convenient lever near the front. To fit within 
the small overall dimensions, the tonearm has 
been made shorter than usual, measuring 
185mm as opposed to the usual 225mm, and as 
a result, tracking error is greater than usual.

Lab report
The substantial platter and clamp mat 
combination provided quite good damping of 
the disc impulse, but the graph showed a 
massive low frequency platter rocking mode 
due to the flimsy mounting of the main bearing 
in the chassis. Significant slack was also noted 
in this area.

Wow and flutter was satisfactory at 0.14% 
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DIN peak weighted, with a fair balance. of the 
separate wow and flutter components. Speed 
accuracy was good, within 0.1% on start’up, 
but this was invalidated by the significant 
speed drift, rising by 0.5% maximum in the first 
hour. Slowing under load was fine at around 
0.1 % , with the start-up time average at 3 
seconds, and good control was shown on 
speed overshoot.

DIN B-weighted rumble was very 
satisfactory, at -71dB, in theory low enough 
to be inaudbile. From the rumble spectrogram 
analysis it could be seen that some motor 
vibration harmonics do break through.

Vibration isolation was fairly good, though 
with some loss at near 50Hz and with further 
breakthrough at 400Hz. The acoustic isolation 
was uneven, especially at low frequencies, but 
improved in the midband, 250-400Hz. Shock 
resistance was just average, while feedback 
could be induced, if placed too near the loud
speakers at high gain settings.

Effective mass of the arm was in the region 
of 9g, while the headshell was fixed. On 
geometric accuracy it was only fair, and due to 
the high level of bias the friction levels quoted 
are only an estimate, at typically 50mg, and 
reasonable for the price. At the rim, the bias 
level was appropriate for a modest 2g down
force cartridge, but rose to 700mg at the 
centre, rather too much for optimum tracking. 
Given the short arm length, 375mg would have 
been appropriate. Downforce calibration error 
was low but the cue drift was serious, mainly 
due to the excessive bias. Cue descent and 
ascent were also satisfactory. Tested with an 
Ortofon OM10 cartridge, the main resonance 
mode was fairly high in frequency at 500Hz, 
while the high frequency control was also 
better than average.

Sound quality
The sound quality was not rated well. Tonally it 
sounded uneven with a 'loud', muddled 
character apparent at times. The treble register 
was untidy, the bass lumpy and lacking 
definition or extension. A kind of hollow 
coloration was heard in the midrange, with the 
light upper chassis the main suspect here. 
Musical dynamics were supressed and the 
result lacked interest.

Conclusion
While some good aspects were incorporated 
into this budget deck, the design was



sufficiently unbalanced to make the resulting 
sound quality rather below average, and as 
such, no recommendation is possible.

(Note: As we went to press, the distributors 
informed us that they had been dissatisfied 
with the RD20 and had recommended several 
modifications to improve the sound. Only time 
will tell how successful these are.)

GENERAL DATA Integrated player
Motor section

Type..........................................electronic belt-drive auto-return
Platter mass/damping............................................. 1.37kg/good
Finish and engineering......................... fairly good, fairly good
Type of mains connecting lead.......2 core, phones plus earth
Speed options.............................................................33, 45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtc, sigma 2).........................0.14%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2^Hz/6^300Hz)...0.13%/0.12% 
Absolute speed error........................................................+ 0.1%

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is 
subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.

Speed drift, 1 . hour/load « -m- ku ........appro-.: 0.5%/-0.1%
Start-upWime toaudible : . , . ................... 3.0 sezs
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)..........-71dB
Arm section

Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge..... 9g 
Type/mass of headshell...................................................... fixed

---••■ ............................................................ r .lair.....................................overhan9iofiser
Finish and engineering.............................................. fairly good
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use........... good/good/fairly good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical....................approx 50mg/30mg
Bias compensation method.................................. internal, fixed
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)......
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g.........  ..
gu:drfft, 8mm a;ben11descent.........8enou5;1
Arm resonances.

..330mg/700mg 
... - 0.03g/0.04g 
:2secs/0.7secs

Subjective sound quality.
Arm damping....... . . . ..........

.fairly good
..............see system result 
.decoupled counterweight

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total 
rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. 
Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40d8 range.

System as a whole

Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear.......42 x 34 x 13cm/6.5cm 
Ease of use................................................................. fairly good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.......average + 
Subjective sound quality of complete system....disappointing 
Hum level/acoustic feedback............................... good/average
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance.........average + /average 
Estimated typical purchase price....................................... £100

Structural arm resonances, audio band

LÀ.IFoJ - L ■’ STAT11S1 PQllS£D

START: 0 Hz BUr 4.7143 Hz STO?: jCC Hp

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is - BOdB.

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 
Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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Ariston RD40AC and RD40E
Ariston Acoustics Ltd, Unit 176, Brieryslde, Prestwick.Airport, Ayrshire KA9 2RD 
Tel (0292) 7693

Conceived as a complete range of turntables 
available with and without Ariston tonearms, 
the RD40 series starts with the basic RD40AC, 
a two speed sic synchronous motor powered 
deck. Speed changeover is by hand, via access 
holes in the platter.

The design is founded on a circular 
subchassis in a cast aluminium alloy, this 
suspended from three sprung towers at the 
periphery. These are fixed to the baseplate, 
which itself follows the form of the open, 
skeletal style subchassis. The arm is mounted 
on an accessible outrigger platform, while a 
skeletal perspex awning may be fitted to the 
rear to help keep the dust off; this is the 'pop 
on'-cover.

Drive is via a square section belt from the 
inboard mounted motor. In the case of the 
electronic 'E version, a de motor is substituted, 
this provided with front panel speed change 
and independent variable controls. An 
outboard power supply is also used with an 
extended low voltage cable allowing its 
convenient remote location. These models all 
have a striking 'engineered' look reminiscent of 
the large Oracle, and currently Ariston's finish 
is very good.

Two platter mass options are available, while 
all versions are equipped with a concave, 
acoustically absorbent mat working in conjunc
tion with a threaded centre spindle and 
Ariston's screw-down record clamp. Good 
record/mat contact is thereby assured. An 
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Internal hub Is Integral with the platter, this 
forming the drive belt hub, with the belt loaded 
via one of the access holes.

Easily adjusted from above, the suspension 
springs are foam damped to improve the shock 
resistance, this an intentional compromise 
with respect to ultimate vibration isolation.

Lab results
Slight play and some noise were noted from 
the main bearing; the latter improved on 
running in. Rumble levels were fairly good at 
typically -72dB. But combined wow and 
flutter for the AC was poorer than average at 
0.19%, this mainly wow, but proves not to be 
too serious subjectively.

The 'E version gave slightly better rumble 
results and noticeably better wow and flutter 
down to an excellent 0.04%. However the 'E 
was well off speed as delivered, and was also 
difficult to set owing to the excessive range of 
variable speed control, this ±15%, with no 
'correct speed' detent. A stroboscope card is 
included to help reset the speed — an awkward 
procedure involving a mains powered lamp.

While the 'AC version was good with respect 
to load tolerance, the 'E proved rather 
disappointing, slowing 0.7% on test which is 
likely to produce audible pitch instability.

The platter clamp system provided very good 
control of the initial leading edge impulse with 
only moderate platter ringing observed there
after. From the graphs, the acoustic isolation



can be seen to be pretty good, and vibration 
was quite well rejected, but was compromised 
at low frequencies by the fairly solid foam 
cores to the springs. In compensation, the 
player resisted shock better than the usual 
subchassis type.

Sound quality
The 'E came fitted with a BX-150E cartridge 
which was rather unsatisfactory and was 
replaced by an alternative. On audition, the 
general character was considered pretty good, 
with firm bass, good stereo and pleasing 
depth, these the hallmarks of a subchassis 
design. It sounded clear and open, but was not 
particularly ‘tuneful' and doubts were 
expressed concerning the pitch stability (the 
listening was done prior to the lab tests).

Turning to the 'AC verison, the good points 
were maintained, and the pitch query resolved 
with notably better timing and tunefulness. 
Wow and rumble proved inaudible, and good 
feedback margins were also demonstrated.

Conclusion
The 'E version, despite a higher specification, 
cannot be recommended at present. The poor 
torque and crude variable speed setting were 
weak points. However, the standard 'AC syn
chronous motor version performed well, and is 
attractively priced in view of its high engineer
ing content this including the effective record 
clamp system. Purchasers should remember to 
account for the options such as the add-on 
cover, but in basic form the RD40ACis a recom
mended model.

GENERAL DATA RD40AC Motor Unie

Motor section
Type.........................................................belt drive, subchassis
Platter mass/dan |Ing................................. ...... 1.8kg/very good
Fmish and engineonn9............................v;;;ygaoctv:& gggg
Type of mains lead/connecting lead............................... 2 core
Speed options.................................manual change, 33, 45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtc, sigma 2)........................ 0.19%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz)...0.18%/0.09%
Absolute speed error........................................................ <0.1%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation.................negligible/ -0.1%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation........................... 2.2 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)...........-72d8
System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear..........45 x 38 x 17cm/4cm 
Ease of use................................................................ fairly good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.......very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system................. good
Hum level/acoustic feedback....................very goodivery good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance.....................good/good
Estimated typical purchase price........................... from £1S0^
*arm and other options available

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is 
subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.
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STARTr B Hz 4.7743 Hz STOPt see Hz

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total 
rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. 
Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40dB range.
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Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is - BOdB.

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 
Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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REASSESSED

Ariston RD80SL _ .........................
Ariston Acoustics Ltd, Unit 176, Brierysi'° Prestwi'' Ai""r" Ayrs"‘re <A9 '"° 
Tel (0292) 76933

Favourably reviewed in the last issue, the 
Ariston RDBO has undergone some changes 
over the intervening 18 months — hence the 
current designation RDBOSL. As outlined by 
the manufacturer, changes comprise improve
ments to the electrical insulation to meet 
Semco-Demco standards, while the platter is 
now machined to a slightly concave upper 
surface. Using the screw-down record clamp, 
standard with the unit, this allows reduction of 
most record warps as well as improved record- 
to-mat contact. Fine adjustment of the motor/ 
pulley/belt angle is now possible by a tilt frame 
and a nut-runner is supplied for this purpose 
and for subchassis suspension levelling. 
Access is now provided underneath the 
tonearm without removing the base plate and 
in addition a new absorptive composition mat 
is included.

Of slightly plain finish and appearance, the 
'BOSL employs a weighty 2.5kg platter. The 
subchassis has a well-balanced three-point 
spring suspension, and plinth and cover being 
substantial non-resonant items.

Lab report
Though apparently undamaged externally our 
review sample suffered motor disintegration in 
transit, but fortunately survived a rebuild. The 
supplied L VX arm fared less well as the coun
terweight had been left in position; the result 
was ‘notchy’ bearings.

Lab performance of the version was much 
the same as for the earlier model, both being to 
a respectable standard. Speed, wow and 

flutter and rumble figures were all good, if 
marginally poorer than before on our sample, 
and some mains-related rumble was evident on 
the drive, though the bearing showed signs of 
improvement with continued use — Ariston do 
state that there is a ‘running-in' period.

Platter damping was fine, with a clean initial 
transient but some subchassis/platter flutter 
in the 'after-shock' (see impulse plots). Vibra
tion isolation proved very good, as did resist
ance to acoustic breakthrough, with tolerable 
shock resistance and very good feedback 
immunity. Some rotational whippiness around 
9Hz was observed with the subchassis, the 
main resonance being at 6Hz — while belt 
loading, with the ridged two-speed pulley could 
be troublesome if adequate talc dressing had 
not been previously applied.

Sound quality
Maintaining the standard set previously on 

» • sound quality grounds, the BOSL provided a 
> substantial proportion of the required perform
» ance parameters on a number of basic counts. 
’ The stereo soundfield seemed well focused, 
- stable and precise, while the overall balance^ 
t was generally neutral and the sound fairly 
> transparent. The bass showed good depth and 
■ evenness, and pitch stability was also pretty 
, good.

Conclusion
Revised for this edition, the RDBO maintains a 
competitive standard and is probably Ariston's 
most successful product. A solid recommend
ation is continued.

GENERAL DATA Motor Unit
Type..........manual belt drive, synchronous motor, subchassis 
Platter mass/damping......................................2.6kg/very good
Finish and engineering....................................good/very good
Type of mains...................................................................2-core
Speed options............................................................. 33/45 rom
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)........................... >
Wow and flutter (LIN peak wtd 0.2-6Hz6-300Hz)...0.1 %/0.07% 
Absolute speed error....................................................+ 0.08%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation......... synchronous/ -0.25%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.............................4.0 sec
Rumble, DIN 8 wtd UR average (see Spectrum)........... -75 dB 
Size/clearance for lid rear............. 44.5(w) x 36(d) x 17(hy4.5cm
Ease of use..........................................................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances........very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system.............good + 
Hum level/acoustic feedback................... very good/very good
Vibration sensivity/shock resistance....very good/fairly good 
Estimated typical purchase price...................................... £180
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Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these 
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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Bang & OJufsen Beogram RX-2
Bang & Olufsen UK Ltd, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE 
Tel (0452) 21591

Initially supplied for review as a Beogram 1800 
model, this deck has been re-introduced in alter
native RX-2 form, this version having phono-plug 
signal wiring and some cosmetic changes. '

The 1800 was a development of the 1700 
(reviewed in a previous Turntables issue) and 
retains B&O's extremely effective suspended 
subchassis with cantilevered leaf springs.

Demonstrating modern, unfussy styling, the 
RX-2 is excellently finished and offers fully 
automatic operation. An ultra-low mass tonearm 
is fitted, this excluding a matching B&O 
cartridge.

In two areas the construction is rather light
weight, namely the thin aluminium platter and 
the tonearm bearing/pillar assembly; the latter 
clearly does not follow the current fashion for 
rigidity with bearings free from slackness.

Lab report
Under test, the motor section performed well. 
DIN peak-weighted wow and flutter was fine at .. 
0.09%, with good figures also obtained for the 
separate flutter and wow component. Absolute 
speed error was low while good torque was 
shown by the mild 0.22% slowing under load. 
Some mild speed overshoot was however 
present on recovery after load removal. Start-up 
was satisfactory and, more important, the 
deck's automatic cycles were free from the 
frustrating dithering and delays so often 
experienced with other 'auto' players.

Rumble was excellently low for the price, . 
measuring -80dB, while the spectrum analysis ' 

•of mechanical noise revealed nothing of signi
ficance, with both motor and hum vibration very 
well suppressed.

Acoustic breakthrough was particularly well

handled by this deck, while the vibration 
isolation was also good considering the low 
subchassis mass. The suspension was also 
well behaved, placing all modes clearly in the 
3-5Hz region, well clear of the arm/cartridge 
resonance frequency.

The arm performed fairly well on measure
ment, though tests were complicated by the 
unique cartridge and fixing, and the automatic 
facilities. For example, arm structural 
resonances were measured using the supplied 
cartridge and consequently are not directly 
comparable with those for the other arms. A 
lack of rigidity was denoted with modes at 
300Hz and 600Hz, which are however satis
factory in this price context, and arm friction . 
was low. Bias levels were on the high side by 
about 30%, but this again is not too serious.

The cartridge proved to be an able performer, 
with good channel separation plus a decent 
frequency response of 30Hz to 20kHz, ±2dB. 
Overall it is rather better than most cartridges 
fitted to players at this price level. Close 
inspection of the graph does again show 
evidence of the 300 and 7Q0Hz arm modes.

Turning to the disc impulse response, the 
platter did not appear to offer very good record 
termination and is no better than average here.

Sound quality
Performing well in its category, the B&O was an 
eminently civilized and well mannered product. 
In terms of frequency balance it was fairly 
neutral, with a sweet, restrained treble register 
— but overall it lacked some 'bite' and 'attack'.

The bass could also have been firmer, and 
while the stereo effect was pretty good, more 
transparency would not have gorie amiss. None-
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Motor Section
Type.................................................. auto belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping...................................... 0.6kg/fairly good
Finish and engineering...................................... very good/good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead.......................... 2-core/DIN 
Speed options.................................................... auto, 33/45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2).......................... 0.09%
Wow and flutter (lln peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.11 %/0.14% 
Absolute speed error...................................................... -0.15%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation................... + 0.08%1-0.22% 
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.................. approx. 3 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)............ -80dB
Ann section
Approximate effective mass, Inc screws and cartridge...... 6.0g 
Type/mass of headshell............................... integrated cartridge
Geometric acarracy.....................................................vi ry good
2djistmenls grovided............................................. r.CownPcrce
Finish and engineering...:..................................very good, good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use......very good/very good/excellent 
Friction, typical lateral/vertlcal................................. 35mg/20mg
Bias compensation method........................ internal fixed spring 
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical).........400mg/420mg 
Downforce calibration errc r, 1g/2g........................±0.06g/±0.06g
gu:drif;,8mm ascent/descon?............... iow,k2segs/0.i secs
Arm resonances............................................................ see graph
Subjective sound quality.......................................................... —
Arm damping........................................................................ none

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear..........44 x 33 x 9.5cm/none 
Ease of use.....................................................................excellent
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.........very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system.......... average +

Structural ann resonances, aud/O band

Disc impulse transmission showing damping

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these 
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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TX4
Gloucester GL4 7DE

Bang & Olufsen
Bang & Oltfrsen (UK) Ltd, Eastbrook Road, 
Tel (0452) 21591

B&O's reputation for excellent style and finish 
well maintained with this modern linear- or 
parallel-tracking turntable. Sold separately 
under the model designation TX4, the player is 
also supplied as part of the B&O 5000 series 
system, where it is subject to the system's 
remote control facilities.

A fully automatic deck, the TX4 came 
equipped with an optional MMC4 cartridge, 
fitted directly into the low mass 'system' 
tonearm. As with the other long established 
series of B&O players, this model is founded. 
on a leaf-spring, cantilevered suspension sub
chassis, and is belt driven by a de servo motor 
installed in the plinth and mechanically 
isolated from the platter.

The platter is a rather light pressed sheet of 
aluminium alloy with a vestigial printed nextel 
pattern 'mat'. Good disc contact is afforded, 
the idea being that mutual damping is estab
lished between the record and the platter, the 
two being of similar mass and mechanical 
impedance.

This slim deck is operated by touch button 
controls, with the main 'Play' control discreetly 
accessible from the front. A speed switch over
ride is provided for playing large 45rpm discs.

Lab report
The limited access allowed by the parallel 
tracking made some measurements difficult; in 
particular the old method for rumble analysis 
had to be used, with a blank acetate disc rather 
than the higher precision rumble coupler. In 
consequence the DIN B figure quoted is simply 
'better than - 73dB'. The rumble spectrogram 
was masked by disc noise, but implied that no 
motor breakthrough was present at the 

measurement limit. An ideal 10Hz arm cart
ridge resonance was noted.

From the remaining graphs the vibration and 
Isolation could be seen to be excellent, as was 
the acoustic breakthrough, this taken with the 
lid down. The turntable also showed a good 
stability with respect to impact shock.

Graphed for disc impulse, high frequency 
modes are well damped but the platter and its 
support suffered from a lack of rigidity, clearly 
seen in the low frequency oscillation. The 
platter weighs around 0.7kg, this estimate 
Including the non-detachable inner hub. The 
motor section is beautifully finished and well 
engineered, with the platter using a shallow 
self centring bearing of small diameter and 
high finish.

Combined DIN-weighted wow and flutter 
was held at 0.09%, which was a good result, 
while on a linear measurement the flutter was 
rather better than the wow. The speed was 
satisfactory at 0.6% fast, and showed 
negligible drift. Slowing under load was fine at 
0.2%, while start up was a near instantaneous 
1.5 seconds, the player showing ample torque.

The arm effective mass was very low, 
estimated at 3.5g, excluding cartridge. 
Geometry was understandably excellent, and 
of course no bias compensation was required. 
The cue operated rapidly and effectively, mini
mising record damage.

Charted for arm resonances, with (of 
necessity) the B&O cartridge, it was rated 
poorer than average, the 600Hz break being 
severe with additional modes present in the 
region of 1.5kHz.

Sound quality
While resting firmly on its fine subchassis, this 
player did however show subjective 
weaknesses in other directions, and these let 
the side down. Musical dynamics showed 
some compression, the mid band was 
muddled, vital detail as well as transient attack 
were suppressed, and some upper mid 
coloration was also evident. The bass was 
reasonable, but lacking in weight and impact, 
while stereo depth was disappointing.

Tonally, it sounded sweet and well balanced 
especially in the treble, where it was well above 
average.

Conclusion
We were not very impressed by this new B&O 
player. The fine subchassis design appeared to
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be constrained by the quality of the platter and 
arm, which adversely affects the subjective 
performance. No recommendation is possible, 
though as a superbly finished automatic it is 
certainly worth considering.

GENERAL DATA Integrated player with cartridge

Motor section
Type........................................... belt drive, subchassis, automatic
Platter mass/damping............................. approx 0.7kg/fairly good
Finish and engineering........................................... excellent/good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead....2 core/phonos plus earth 
Speed options......................................................... auto, 33, 45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtc, sigma 2).............................0.09%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hzi6^300Hz)....0.13%/0.065% 
Absolute speed error........................................................... + 0.5%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation.......................... <0.1%1-0.2%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.................. approx 1.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average.....................better than - 73dB

Arn section
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge..... 3.5g 
Type/mass of headshell............................................................none
Geometric accuracy..........................................................excellent
Adjustments provided.............................................................. none
Finish and engineering....................................................very good
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use..excellent/excellentiexcellent 
Friction, typical lateral/vertical............................. <50mg/<30mg
Bias compensation method........................................not required
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)......................... none
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g............................................ N/A
Cue drift, 8mm ascent/descent........ negligible, 0.5secs/0.5secs 
Arm resonances............................................................... average -
Subjective sound quality................................... see system result
Arm damping....................................    none

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear...... 42 x 32.5 x 7.5cm/none 
Ease of use..........................................................................excellent
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.......... excellent 
Subjective sound quality of complete system................ average 
Hum level/acoustic feedback.................................. low/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance........ excellent/very good
Estimated typical purchase price............................................£250

Structural arm resonances, audio band

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is 
Subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total
• rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. 
Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40dB range.

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is - BOdB.

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 
Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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Dual CSSOS-2 and CSSOSS
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks 
Tel (0753)^887

In production now for a number of years, the 505 
design has undergone a continuing series of 
cumulative minor improvements which have 
helped maintain its competitive position. Price 
has also been kept in check.

The player is based on an old-style steel deck 
plate, supported on four foam-damped coil 
springs. This deck plate is heavily flanged to^ 
increase rigidity, and the modest platter is 
equipped with a fairly heavy rubber mat.

Belt driven by a 16-pole synchronous motor, 
the 505 is fitted with a unique variable pitch 
control, achieved by the use of a multi-lobed 
expansible motor pulley. Correct speed setting 
is achieved via stroboscope markings on the 
platter rim, though these were found none too 
easy to use.

For the latest 505-2version the tonearm has 
been revised and is now fitted with a special 
detachable headshell with quite a firm fixing. 
The 5055 has a better appearance and a lower 
resonance construction, this imparted by a 
substantial wooden plinth finished in 'black ash' 
vinyl. Both versions come complete with a 
compatible good-value Ortofon cartridge.

Lab report
A notable feature of this new version is the 
significant reduction in rumble, which has 
improved from a satisfactory figure of 67dB to a 
new average of 73dB. Spectrum analysis 

showed the usual contribution of motor vibra
tion components, but these were not con
sidered to be very serious. Speed character
istics were much as before with good wow and 
flutter, while good torque was also demon
strated, the mild 0.2% slowing under load being 
up with some of the best examples, and helping 
to offset the low inertia of the platter. Vibration 
and acoustic isolation factors remain un
changed, at a good level, and well above average 
for the price.

The new arm possessed a moderate effective 
mass, measured at 10g, this including mounting 
hardware. The headshell itself weighed a 
modest 4g. The arm was well aligned and the 
pivots were reasonable, proving moderate in 
friction but subject to a rather small pre-load; 
more than a gentle twist to the arm resulted in 
audible bearing 'clicking'. Biasing was accurate 
and downforce calibration acceptable. Arm 
structural resonances were chartered with the 
cartridge supplied; as can be seen on the graph, 
the first weakness appeared at 90Hz, while Ihe 
main problems occurred at 220 and 400Hz, this 
result apparently not a great improvement on 
the previous design. Above 600Hz, however, the 
resonances were pretty well behaved.

Sound quality
The 505's sound was tuneful, lively, punchy and 
somewhat 'forward' in presentation. Pitch and 
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timing were also good, while the bass was fairly 
good and the stereo image had quite a respect
able depth as well as above-average focus. It 
could sound a little muddled in the mid and 
treble but not seriously so, and the cartridge 
suited it well - we would not change it. The 'S' 
version showed a small improvement in clarity 
and definition, attributable to the improved 
plinth.
Conclusion
The 505 has managed to maintain its 
competitive position and provides a competent 
hi fi sound. In our view it is the clear £100 group 
leader, so much so that the less expensive 
players, including Dual's own 514, do not really

GENERAL DATA Integrated turntable (inc cartridge)

Motor Section
Type........................................ semi-auto, belt drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping.............................................. 0.85kg/good
Finish and engineering...................................... very good/good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead....2-core/phonos and earth 
Speed options................................................variable, 33/45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)........................0.075%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz).....0.95%/0.08% 
Absolute speed error...................................................... -0.1%
S^d drift, 1 hour/load variation.................... + 0.065%1 - 0.2%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.............................2.4 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)....- 721 - 74dB
Ann section 
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge......10g 
Type/mass of headshell............................special detachable/40g
Geometric accuracy............................................................ good
Adjustments provided....................................... overhang/ofiset
Finish and engineering...................................... very good/good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use.....very good/very good/very good 
Friction, typical lateral/vertical.................................40mg/20mg
Bias compensation method.............................................. spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical).........225mg/225mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g.......................-012g/-0.2g
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent.....very slight, 3.5 secs/3.0 sees 
Arm resonances..............................................................average +
Subjective sound quality................................................average +
Arm damping..................................... decoupled counterweight

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear.........43.5 x 37 x 14cm/7cm 
Ease of use..............................................................  good
Typical acoustic brelkthrough and resonances.......average +
Subjective sound quality of complete system................... good
Hum level/acoustic feedback.....................................good/good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance...................... good/good
Estimated typical purchase price........................................£109

stand much of a chance. Strongly recommended 
as a complete package with the OM10 cartridge, 
the 505-2 wins Best Buy status; the 5055 is 
Recommended.

Disc impulse transmission showing damping

Rumble, electrical (above) and total (below)

Structural arm resonances, audio band Breakthrough, acoustic (above) and vibration (below)
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Elite Townshend Rock II
Elite Townshend Ltd, Unit 2, North Weylands Ind Est, Molesey Road, Hersham, 
Walton-on-Thames, Surrey Tel (0932) 246850

This new Elite turntable is designated Rock II to 
distinguish it from the original master design 
developed at Cranfield Institute of Tecnology. 
This was in fact only built in very small and 
highly expensive quantities. Lessons learned 
from its development have subsequently been 
applied to this new model, which sells typically 
at £280, plus £65 for the cover and platform if 
required. '

The original Rock made much use of a 
mineral-filled resin for mass and damping, but 
with the new model gypsum is employed to the 
same end, for example in the solid platter and 
the weight plinth/chassis. Both these 
components use a fabricated metal skin to 
contain their mineral castings.

The Rock II is a solid-plinth model with a 
synchronous motor firmly bolted in place, a 
rubber cord drive belt linking the motor to the 
inner hub of the two piece platter. The unit 
achieves a substantial degree of envi
ronmental isolation through the use of a 
suspension consisting of three air filled rubber 
balls (squash balls, I believe). The lid is not 
attached to the plinth but to the base plate and 
hence remains isolated. Speed change is done 
by hand.

One special feature is the incorporation of a 
large silicone fluid damper mounted on the 

plinth which operates at the headshell end of 
the chosen arm. This is designed to help 
control both the audio band structural 
resonances. in the tonearm, as well as the, 
cartridge subsonic resonances, without 
imposing excessive forces on the cantilever in 
the record warp frequency range. Shock 
resistance and record 'rumble' are said to be 
improved in this manner.

No set up or alignment is required and, apart 
from the necessarily limited cartridge access, 
the turntable was easy to use, with arm lead 
dressing proving to be uncritical.

Lab report
The loaded platter weighed a notable 2.9kg, 
with its plastic enamelled surface forming the 
disc support. As such it showed good damping 
in respect of the disc impulse, which showed 
an even characteristic. Tonally, the platter 
should sound neutral. No platter ringing was 
observed.

No problems were experienced in the speed 
department. DIN peak wow and flutter was fine 
at 0.1 % weighted with the individual contribu
tion of wow at 0.21 % — satisfactory — while 
flutter at less than 0.05% looked very good.

Absolute speed accuracy was fine and 
within 0.1 % , while torque was more than 
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satisfactory, this confirmed by the modest 
0.25% slowing under the test load. No over
shoot was observed. Start-up time with our 
sample was a little slow at 6.8 seconds, but, 
this improved to 4.8 seconds with a new pulley. 
The DIN B rumble figures were fine at -771 
-77dB, given the unpromising motor location; 
spectral analysis did show the presence of 
some mild motor vibration breakthrough, 
though at a pretty inaudible level.

The simple design proved to be remarkably 
effective in supressing airborne acoustic 
feedback and vibration — it performed well 
albeit not superbly on these counts. It also 
proved well above average in its handling of 
shock when using the damper, and was also 
uncritical of location.

Sound quality
The Rock II did well on audition, demonstrating 
a good stability of pitch, with a neutral, even
handed tonal balance. It performed compe
tently throughout the frequency range with 
firm clean bass, good perspectives in the mid
range, and an unexaggerated treble. In fact, the 
treble seemed 'cooler' and-less exuberant than 
usual when the deck was used with an lttok 
arm. Stereo focus was •good, and cartridges 
tracked well with reduced low frequency noise. 
A pleasing level of stereo depth was 
available.

Conclusion
I would hesitate to place this model in the 
highest sonic category, but it nonetheless has 
a lot going for it. The damper does the job it is 
claimed to do, particularly with good cartridge 
combinations, and the deck needs no setting 
up — a plus point for many purchasers. It 
offers a performance near to that available 
from a true subchassis turntable, doing so with 
a high level of neutrality, or if you like, a low 
level of coloration. As such it represents an 
interesting proposition and the standard 
attained merits recommendation.
GENERAL DATA Motor unit (with arm damper)
Type............................................................belt drive, rigid plinth
Platter mass/damping.........................................2.9 kg/very good
Finish and engineering..................................very good/very good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead.............................. 3 core/-
Speed options......................................manual change, 33/45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)..............................0.1 %
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.21%/0.05%
Absolute speed error.........................................................+ 0.1 %
Speeddrift, 1 hour/load variation..............synchronous/-0.25%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation..............................6.8 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum) - 771-78 dB 
Size (w xdx h)/clearance for lid rear. .. 40 x 33 x 11.5cm/none 
Ease of use............................................................................ good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances............excellent
Subjective sound quality of complete system..............very good
Hum level/acoustic feedback...............................very good/good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance................good/very good
Estimated typical purchase price.........£280 (optional cover £65)

Disc impulse transmission showing damping

Rumble, electrical (above) and total (below)

Note: The platter shell is now acrylic and one 
or two other improvements have also been made.
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Harman Kardon T35C
Harman (Audio) Ltd, Miil Street, Slough, Berkshire SL2 500
Tel (0753) 75911

This is the least expensive of three new HK 
turntables, all with a similar appearance and 
clean styling in silver-finished plinths.

A rigid plinth construction has been chosen 
for the '35, with springy feet to help provide 
some isolation from the mounting surface. 
However, acoustic breakthrough is not dealt 
with, and the resonant lid can couple its stored 
energy directly to the plinth and hence to the 
arm and platter.

A 1.33kg aluminium platter is used, belt 
driven from a small de servo motor. Speed 
change is electronic, activated by a convenient 
switch. Semi-automatic, this player incorpo
rates stop and lift at the end of record side, 
with variable speed also provided. The integral 
arm uses a current style of lightweight plastic 
headshell conferring low mass. Mild play was 
present in the arm bearings, while the platter 
main bearing was finely toleranced.

Lab report
Quite good impulse damping was shown, 
followed by a pronounced low frequency 
aberration attributed to platter rocking.

Acoustic isolation was weak, with coupled 
modes also evident in the 50Hz region, these 
also excited in the vibration isolation graph. 
Here a deterioration was evident on the higher 
freQuency range,

Wow and flutter was fine at 0.08%, DIN peak 
weighted, with this mild figure mainly 
composed of wow, which measured 0.12% 

llnear. Asbolute speed was on the high side at 
+ 0.7%, a perceptible but probably 
unimportant error. Slowing under load was fine 
at 0.2%, the player showing a healthy torque. 
Start-up was a rapid 1.6 seconds. Rumble was 
just satisfactory at -68/70dB DIN B weighted, 
with fhe unweighted rumble spectrogram 
showing the presence of a series of motor 
related harmonics extending into the rumble 
weighting frequency range centred on 350Hz.

With a moderate effective mass of 9g, the 
headshell alone weighed 5g, inclusive of 
hardware. A good geometric accuracy was 
observed with adjustments provided for lateral 
angle and overhang via the slotted headshell 
fixing. A surprisingly high level of lateral 
friction was observed which may be associated 
with the end-of-side sensor tip. Laterally, 
150mg was noted, which is adequate for cart 
ridges at a 2g downforce, while vertically, a fine 
40mg was noted.

Charted for resonances, the arm showed 
quite serious breakup from 230Hz, the main 
loss of rigidity seen at the headshell.

Sound quality
This player was unpromising with regard to 
acoustic feedback. Test results showed a well 
below average performance which it is believed 
was associated with the poor isolation.

Stereo focus did not sound very clear, while 
the bass had a lumpy, softened character. The 
sound lacked attack or life, and was also 
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considered undynamic. Tonally it was pleasant 
enough, being neither seriously colored or 
unbalanced.
Conclusion
This deck offers a traditionally 'old fashioned' 
sound from an old fashioned style of player. 
What might have been acceptable a few years 
ago in the form of a PL 120 or a SR222 is no 
longer of much relevance in the context of the 
standard set by the present Dual 505 or Rega 
Planar 2.
GENERAL DATA Integrated player

Motor section
Type..............................electronic belt-drive, auto stop and lift
Platter mass/damping......... ............ ............. 1.33kg/fairly good
Finish and engineering......... ............................very good/good
Type of mains connecting lead.........2 core/phonos plus earth
Speed options............................................. 33, 45 rpm, variable
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtc, sigma 2).........................0.08%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz)...0.12%/0.08%
Absolute speed error.......................................................+ 0.7%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation......................<0.25%/ -0.2%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation........................... 1.6 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)......... -70dB

Arm section
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge......9g
Type/mass of headshell ■ ............. special detachable/5g
Geometric accuracy.... 
Adjusrments provided: ......... -very. 99°d .ovarhang/otfset
Finish and engineering...................................... excellent/good
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use..............very good/very good 
Friction, typical lateral/vertical.......................... ...150mg/40mg
Bias compensation method................................internal spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical).......200mg/200mg 
Downforce calibration error, ig/2g........... „.......„...„....(Ma/°-6g
gue dr?ft,8mm ascen11des60nt........... n09iig‘bie;250C5)3secg
Arm resonances ■ ................ .....................................fairly good
Subjective sound quality................ see system result
Arm damping.....................................decoupled counterweight

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear..........44 x 38 x 15cm/7cm 
Ease of use........................................ ................. ........ very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.......average + 
Subjective sound quality of complete system.................. poor 
Hum level/acoustic feedback............................good/average -
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance............fairly good/good 
Estimated typical purchase price.................... ............... ....£150

Structural arm resonances, audio band

RANGE! 0 dBV STATUS! PAUSED 
lTINE<R> HKRT335C»**«IMP

V1 136.e •Yolt
-I LI---- ;—

STARTI a Seo XI 2.8191 ^c STOPI 88 •Sec

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is 
subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total 
rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. 
Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40d8 range.

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is - BOdB.

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 
Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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Harman Kardon T55C
Harman tAudici Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berkshire SL2 500 
Tel «0733» 76911

Largest of HK's new range of turntables, the 
'55 is distinguished by certain special features. 
A pressed steel subchassis is incorporated, 
suspended on springs which are rather stiff, 
particularly in the rotational mode. The platter 
is augmented by a thicker high loss rubber mat, 
supplemented by a heavy centre clamp.

Other details include an electronic speed 
control via a quartz locked de servo motor, the 
latter driving the platter via a polyurethane 
drive belt. Under load some platter slowing due 
to inevitable belt slippage will not be under 
quartz control. With the quartz lock switched 
off, variable speed control is possible, while 
variation of arm capacitance from a nominal 
130pF to 230pF and 330pF is provided via a 
front panel control - convenient for 'tuning' 
some moving magnetcartridges.

The arm carries the legend 'By Ito', 
presumably the same Ito who builds the lttok 
for Linn. However, the T55C arm is not another 
lttok, as is apparent from the evident mild 
bearing play.

Lab report
Bar one. odd reflection at 33ms, the disc 
impulse damping was classed as relatively 
good, with the mat and the clamp both aiding 
the performance.

Vibration isolation was quite good, but was 
marred by breakthrough at 350-400Hz while 
acoustic isolation was rather better than 
average. Shock immunity was_ about average, 
but acoustic feedback tendencies were not 
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entirely cured.
DIN peak weighted, the combined wow and 

flutter result was very good at 0.06%; 
unweighted, the separate flutter and wow 
readings were both fine. The absolute speed 
error was negligible at 0.05% while the quartz 
reference offered zero drift. Slowing under load 
was modest at 0.25%, virtually at the level of 
inaudibility, while start up was rapid at 1.5 
seconds. Rumble levels were low at a 
measured -75dB DIN B.

Arm mass was estimated at 9g, including 
mounting hardware. The lightweight headshell 
was a special detachable type with a locking 
screw. Geometric accuracy was fine and the 
overall finish was excellent, but some play was 
noted in the arm bearings, described as 'Micro
race' by the manufacturer. As with the '35C, 
lateral friction was unexpectedly high, here 
100mg lateral but only 20mg vertical. Biasing 
was uneven as well as rather low, estimated by 
subtraction at 100mg at the rim and a more 
favourable 200mg at the record centre.

Charted for resonances, the arm was classed 
as average here. A headshell bearing mode was 
evident at 250Hz, with a beam mode at 1kHz.

Sound quality
Compared with the '35, the '55 gave improved 
sound quality. Stereo images showed greater 
width, plus a little more ambience and depth. 
The sound also showed more punch and life, 
with a moderately improved bass definition, 
though still not to a 'good' level. Some 



muddling also remained in the mid and treble, 
though the overall effect was relatively 
pleasant tonally.

Conclusion
This player was barely average in sound quality 
yet commanded an above average price. Some 
good engineering details were present, but the 
overall design was, in our view, incomplete, as 
reflected by its ratings. No recommendation is 
appropriate.
GENERAL DATA Integrated player
Motor section
Type..........................manual belt drive, sub chassis, autostop
Platter mass/damping.............................................. 1 32kg/good
Finish and engineering....................................... excellent/good
Type of mains connecting lead.........2 corelphonos plus earth 
Speed options............................................. 33, 45 rpm, variable
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtc, sigma 2)........................ 0.06%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2^6Hz/6^300Hz)....0.1%10.05% 
Absolute speed error............................. 0.05%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation........................none/ -0.25%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................1.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)..........-75dB

Arm section
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge..... 9g 
Type/mass of headshell..........................special detachable/5g
Geometric accuracy..............     very good
Adjustments provided.................    overhang/onset
Finish and engineering....................................... excellent/good
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use............. very good/very good 
Friction, typical lateral/vertical.............................100mg/200mg
Bias compensation method................................ internal spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical).......100mg/200mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g.................. . - 0.1 qI- 0.25ggue drift, 8mm ascent/descent........... 2.5sebs:3.Rsecs
Arm resonances....................................   average
Subjective sound quality............................... see system result
Arm damping.........composite tube, decoupled counterweight

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear..........44 x 38 x 15cm/7cm 
Ease of use...................................................................very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.......average + 
Subjective sound quality of complete system..............average
Hum level/acoustic feedback.................................... good/good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance............good/fairly good
Estimated typical purchase price........................................ £210

Structural arm resonances, audio band

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is 
subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total 
rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. 
Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40dB range.

-.

RANGE: 9 dBV STATUS: PAUSED
B:MAG HK*T55C*BREAKTHR** EXPN:4

START: 0 Hz STOP: 500 Hz

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is -BOdB.

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 
Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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REASSESSED

Heybrook TT2 _ _ _
MecomAcoustics.Knighton Hill. wembury, Plymouth, Devon
Tel (0752) 863188

First reviewed in its original form, the Heybrook 
TT2 turntable has since undergone some 
revision after its first couple of years in 
production. A new cast aluminium subchassis 
with reinforcing flanges around the whole of its 
cruciform shape replaces the original box
section welded steel subchassis, which had a 
rather high mass. Such a major change 
indicated that a completely new review of the 
TT2ll was in order.

While this model is superficially reminiscent 
of a Sondek, a closer examination will reveal 
that Heybrook have used a rather different set 
of solutions to the problems of turntable 
design, solutions which do not appear to derive 
from any attempt to compromise engineering 
quality or finish. At the same time, the TT2 is 
quite competitively priced if compared with 
certain of the more expensive brand leaders in 
the specialist field.

A very strongly constructed plinth is used, 
essentially of 45mm thick composite, only cut 
away where space is required forthe arm leads, 
motor and associated wiring. Suspended on 
three multi-turn coil springs, the subchassis 
can be aligned from above, via three socket- 

• head bolts fixed by an ingenious locking 
system.
A ciosely-toleranced main bearing is fitted, 
consisting of a steel shaft supported on a 
hardened thrust ball, and running in plain bronze 

sleeves. The alloy platter weighs 2.8kg, and is in 
two pieces, the inner section also forming the 
drum on which the belt runs. A felt mat is 
standard.

Currently, the TT2 suspension is set on the 
firm side, to provide better control, while a fairly 
stiff short belt has been chosen as likely to 
minimise wow effects. The main subchassis 
modes are in the 4.5 to 5Hz range, and correct 
arm lead dressing offers better control of the 
higher frequency rotational modes than before.

Arms tried with the TT2included the Linn LVX 
and the Alphason, but perhaps the most obvious 
choice was the Rega RB300, the two products 
complementing each other on grounds of their 
fine engineering and value.

Lab report
The well-constructed main bearing exhibited, 
negligible play, while the subchassis proved to 
be well adjusted. A fine weighted wow and 
flutter figure of 0.065% was recorded, with 
equally good results for the flutter and wow 
when separately weighted, at 0.08% and 0.07% 
respectively. The deck ran fast by an acceptable 
0.5%, while high torque was shown by the 
excellent 0.18% slowing under test loading. 
Dynamic wow will not hA a problem here.

DIN B weighted rumble was very low at 
almost - 80dB, but spectrum analysis did show 
some moderate motor related mechanical 
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frequency components, specifically at 100Hz 
and 200Hz. The latter however measured at1 
-78dB and in consequence was quite 
harmless.

The felt mat provided much the usual pattern 
of results for the disc impulse response; follow
ing a large initial transient, damping was fairly 
good although some mild 100Hz ringing can be 
seen in the decay response, this possibly platter 
rock.

Sound quality
On audition the latest TT2 was felt to offer an 
improvement over the earlier version, notably in 
terms of better transparency and depth, tied in 
with a clearer exposition of the dynamic 
contrasts in the music.

Pitch stability, rhythm and timing were all to a 
very good standard, while the bass was a strong 
point, with a welcome firmness coupled with 
good extension to the lower bass frequencies.

Solo singing focused well in the stereo sound 
stage, the latter exhibiting good space and 
depth. It compared well with far more expensive 
designs, making only slight concessions in 
areas of detail and dynamics on the most 
complex material.

Conclusion
One cannot help but be impressed by the fine 
finish and construction of this durable sub
chassis design, as well as by its competitive 
pricing and good performance both in the lab 
and the listening room.

Strong points included very low wow 
(approaching the Linn in this area) as well as its 
fine bass. It was easy to set up, remaining 
stably aligned, and attains a firm recommenda
tion.

GENERAL DATA Motor unit

Motor Section
Type............................................................... belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping..........................................2.6kg/average +
Finish and engineering...................................very good/excellent
Type of mains lead/connecting lead...............................3-core/-
Speed options...................................... manual change, 33/45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2).......................... 0.065%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz)....0.007%/0.08% 
Absolute speed error.............................................................+ 0.5%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation........................<0.1%/ -0.18%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation................................3.8 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum) - 801- 78dB 
Size (wx d x h)/clearance for lid rear..........44 x 37 x 15.5cm/6cm 
Ease of use.................................................................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.........very good
Subjective sound quality of complete system.............very good
Hum level/acoustic feedback....................... very good/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance very good/fairly good 
Estimated typical purchase price........................................... £235

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these 
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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is this a 
WIND-UP?

WELL — we could hardly suggest that 
. Edison would have approved, however 

The Sound Organisation
Turntable Stand will improve the sound of 

ANY turntable ...GUARANTEED... or 
your money back! For details of your 

local dealer, see the facing page.

THE SOUND ORGANISATION
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THE AUDIO CENTRE 284 Glossop Road, Sheffield SlO 2HS. 0742-737893 
AUDIO COUNSEL 12 Shaw Road, Oldham, Lanes OLl 3LQ. 061-633 2602 
AUDIO EXCELLENCE 134 ' Crwys Road, Cardiff CF2 4NR. 0222-28565 
AUDIO INSIGHT 53 Wolveston Rd, Stony Stratford, Milton Keynes MKII lED. 0908 561551 
AUDIO PROJECTS 45 Headingley Lane, Leeds LS6 lDP. 0532 789115 
AYLESBURY HI-FI 98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks. 0296-28790 
BASICALLY SOUND The Old School, School Road, Bracken Ash, Norwich. 0508-70829 
BILLY VEE 248 Lee High Road, Lewisham, London SE13 5PT. 01-318 5755 
BRADY'S HI-FI 401 Smithdown Road, Liverpool Ll5 3JJ. 051-733 6859 
BRADY'S HI-FI Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North, Warrington. 0925 828009 
CHICHESTER BI-FI 40 Little London, Chichester, Sussex. 0243-776402 
CLEARTONE AUDIO 235 Blackburn Road, Bolton, Lancs BLl 8DR. 0204-31423/399617 
CLEARTONE AUDIO 62 King Street, Manchester M2 4WA. 061-835 1156 
CLEARTONE AUDIO 52 Drake Street, Rochdale, Lancs OL16 lNZ. 0706-524652 
EASTERN AUDIO 41 Bramford Road, Ipswich, Suffolk. 0473-217217 
ELECTROTRADER 19 Colwyn Crescent, Colwyn Bay, Wales. 0492-48932 
ERRICKS Fotosonic House, Rawson Square, Bradford, West Yorks. 0274-309266. 
GRAHAMS BI-FI 86-88 Pentonville Road, London NI. 01-837 4412 
GRIFFIN RADIO 94 Bristol Street, Birmingham B5 7AH. 021-692 1359 
GULLIFORD HI-FI 28 Cowick Street, St Thomas, Exeter, Devon. 0392 218895 
HARROW AUDIO 27 Springfield Road, Harrow, Middx. 01-863 0938 
HÄTWADD+RATWADD HI-FI 38c High St, Corby, Northants NN17 !VX. 05363-61166 
HI-FI EXPERIENCE Lion House, 227 Tottenham Court Road LW!P OHS. 01-580 7383 
HOLBURN HI-FI 44115 Holburn Street, Aberdeen, Scotland. 0224 585713 
JEFFRIES BI-FI 4 Albert Parade, Green Street, Eastbourne. 0323-31336 
JEFFRIES HI-FI 69 London Road, Brighton, Sussex. 0273-609431 
KJ LEISURESOUND 48 Wigmore Street, London WI. 01-484 0552 
LYRIC HI-FI 163 Stranmillis Road, Belfast. 0232-681296 
MAETO MUSIK 14 The Toll, Buzby Road, Clarkston, Glasgow. 041-638-8252 
NORMAN AUDIO 5 Fishergate Row, Butler Street, Preston, Lancs. 0772 53057 
PHIL MARCH AUDIO 103a Beverley Road, Hull HU3 !XR. 0482-227867 
PHONOGRAPH 60a Erpingham Road, Putney SW15 1BG. 01-789 2349 
PHOTOCRAFT 40 High Street, Ashford, Kent. 0233-24441.
PURKISS HI-FI 51-53 Picadilly, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs. 0782-265010 
RADFORD HI-FI 52-54 Gloucester Road, Bristol, Avon. 0272-428 247/8 
RADFORD HI-FI 43 King Edwards Court, Windsor, Berks. 95-56431 
^WLETT AUDIO 141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts. 09276-6497 
RAYLEIGH HI-FI 44a High Street, Rayleigh, Essex. 0268-779 762 
ROBERT RITCHIE HI-FI 102-106 Murray Street, Montrose, Scotland. 0674-73765 
RUSS ANDREWS HI-FI 34 Northumberland Street, Edinburgh. 031-557 1672 
THE SOUND ORGANISATION 1 Cathedral Street, London SEI. 01-403 2255 and 3088 
THE SOUND ORGANISATION 36 Gillygate, York. 0904-27108 
STRATHVISION 51153 Overgate, Dundee DD! 1QQ, Scotland. 0382-28900 
STUDIO 99 88 Fairfax Road, London NW6. 01-624 8855 
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO 2/4 Camden High Street, London NI. 01-387 8281 
TECHNOSOUND 55 Silbury Arcade, Milton Keynes MK9 3AG. 0908-604949 
TECHNOSOUND 3 The Gallery, Arndale Centre, Luton, Beds LUI 2TW. 0582 30919 
TONBRIDGE HI-FI 19-21 Quarry Hill Road, Tonbridge, Kent. 0732-366767 
UNILET 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey. 01-942 9567 
UNILET Bute Street, South Kensington, London SW7. 01-589 2586 
UXBRIDGE AUDIO 278 High Street, Uxbridge, Middx. 0895-33474
WEST MIDLANDS AUDIO 229 Ombersley Road, Northwick, Worcester. 0905-58046 
WESTWOOD & MASON 46 George Street, Oxford OX! 2AN. 0865-47783 
WOODS AUDIO-VISUAL 39 Victoria Street, Wolverhampton . 0902-772901

Dealer List
THE SOUND ORGANISATION
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REASSESSED

Linn Sondek LP12
Linn Products Ltd, 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SZ 
Tel 041-634 0371

With a decade or so of production behind the 
Sondek, the 'Nirvana' modification covered by 
the review in the last HFC 'Turntables' edition 
has now been augmented by a further 
development called 'Valhalla' (as with the 
'Nirvana'; this is an easy retrofit). For years 
now, the popular slow-speed synchronous 
motors generally fitted to the sub-chassis belt 
drive turntables have been at the mercy of the 
mains supply. The latter's frequency, 
distortion, noise level, transient fluctuations 
and voltage all affect the motor's output and 
also the level of vibration emitted from the. 
motor frame. Since the last issue, "further 
refinements have included a bonded rather than 
a welded subchassis, plinth reinforcements, 
better springs, loaded main bearing oil and 
suspension lock nuts.

ideally such motors should be run from a 
two phase supply, but the second phases 
shifted line has generally been optimised in a 
less-than-ideal fashion by using a phase 
shifting capacitor. When a turntable is 
intended for UK and for US markets, a pulley 
change is also required.

'Valhalla' solves these problems by effec
tively isolating the motor electronically from 
the mains supply. Mains power is rectified and 
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smoothed to feed a bi-phase 100V low 
distortion power amplifier acting as the motor 
source. The exact 50Hz frequency is synthem 
sised from a quartz oscillator. When fed clear, 
stable 50Hz, the motor generates less vibration 
and mains harmonic components, attaining a 
near perfect pulley speed stability over both 
the long and the short term. Power into the belt 
is more stable, with (in theory at least) a lower 
rumble and reduced subchassis vibration 
resulting from the power feed.

General" alignment has also been improved 
with the recent introduction of larger and more 
accurate suspension springs and deckplate 
bolts. However the deck is still at present 
subject to suspension settling with use, and 
thus requires occasional realignment though 
new low-fatigue springs are promised to solve 
this problem in the near future.

To return to basic features, the LP12 
comprises a straightforward full sub-chassis 
belt driven turntable unit capable of accepting 
a variety of high quality tonearms. Deceptively 
simple in design, long experience with the 
product has shown that it has been subjected 
to such a high level of detailed development 
and refinement that almost every component 
down to the humblest screw fixings can be



shown to have a significant effect on the 
performance of the whole.

A substantial main bearing is used, with a 
hardened spindle ground to a slightly radiused 
point bearing on a thrust plate. High density 
PTFE sleeves in the bearing provide sufficient 
rigidity and very low rotational noise levels. 
The two piece platter is of considerable mass, 
cast in Mazak and turned to close tolerances, 
with a special grade of black felt used for the 
platter mat. Even now., considerable care is 
needed in setting up an LP12 in a final 
installation, and the help of an experienced 
dealer is virtually mandatory.

Other minor improvements concern the light 
touch on-off switch with LED indicator, as well 
as extra screws front and back to help keep the 
baseboard in position.
The well damped platter weighs some 4.1 kg. 
Our assessment of disc damping was revised 
for this issue, and while the initial transient 
was certainly poorly damped by the felt mat, 
the impulse died away quickly thereafter, this a 
good result. A measurement taken last year 
showing the frequency transform of the felt 
mat versus an absorbent one has assumed 
greater significance this time round, inasmuch 
as it can be seen that while the 'composition' 
mat produced greater attenuation, its 
frequency response was uneven, while that of 
the felt was more uniform, suggesting lower 
overall coloration.

'Vallahalla' made its mark on the motor 
results with excellent wow and flutter, plus 
significantly lower linear wow. Absolute speed 
and accuracy was satisfactory, while loss 
under load was very good at 0.13%, another 
important result. DIN weighted rumble 
improved to a superb -BOdB. In fact the 
spectrograms for residual measuring system 
noise and for the Sondek were very similar and 
to check tnis result the two were submitted to 
subtraction providing the second rumble photo 
- no mains related rumble components 
remain!

The LP12 was not the very best in the issue 
as regards vibration isolation or acoustic 
breakthrough but the curves did confirm a high 
standard for these parameters nonetheless. 
Shock resistance was also quite good, with 
both acoustic feedback and hum very good.

Sound quality
A few years ago it was considered heresy to 
suggest that turntables could make a 'sound' 
at all, but meanwhile the Sondek has been a 
leading exponent in demonstrating just how 
different the subjective performances can 
actually be. It scored an excellent rating on 
audition, notwithstanding some mild spectral

Disc impulse transmission showing damping

Rumble, electrical (above) and total (below)

Breakthrough, acoustic (above) and vibration (below)

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour See text for commentary on these 
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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UNN SONDEK continued
imbalarice and coloration; a consumer who 
feels that absolute tonal neutrality is 
paramount is entitled to reject the LP12 but 
should be made aware of the importance of 
certain other factors. For example the LP12 
has long generated a feeling of 'involvement' 
with the music for reasons that are only partly 
becoming understood.

• After careful and prolonged listening the 
LP12 was found to excel in its ability to retain 
the timing, tempo, rhythm and pitch of 
complex percussive sections, failure here 
producing some loss of interest on the part of 
the listener. Additional qualities included rapid 
post-transient decay producing 'transparent 
silences' between successive notes and these 
were all too often obscured by hangover in 
other models. The felt mat also provided a level 
of tonal integration of bass and treble now 
considered optimum for the deck. Ttie recent im
provements have noticeably controlled the 
previously mild upper bass excess, this par
ticularly true when the deck is used with a cur
rent Ittok. The Ittok arm still produces a spec
tacularly good sound with the Sondek, the 
Alphason arm also matched it well.

Conclusion
While many other analogue turntable companies 
appear to be treading water, Linn have continued 
to advance the standard of their LP12 This year 
it offered better focus, intertransient silences, 
stability and solidity. Pitch and rhythm remain 
excellent though this does depend on precise 
dressing of the arm cable. Alternatively, very stiff 
or very compliant arm cables may affect the sub
chassis dynamics but a good dealer can sort this 
out. A strong recommendation is maintained for 
this fine turntable.

GENERAL DATA Motor unitMotor Smion
Type.........manual, belt-drive, synchronous motor, sub-chassis
Platter mass/damping. .............................................. 4.1kg/good
Finish and engineering.......................... excellent/excellent
Type of malna'connectirtg leads..........................................2-core
Speed options......................................................................... 33rom
Wow and flutter(DIN peak wtd, sigma 2).......................... 0,00%
Wow and flutter (LIN peak wtd 0.2-6Hz)6-300Hz).. 0.09%/0.05% 
Absolute speed error.......................................................... -0.2%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation..........quartz-locked/ - 0.13%
Start-up time to audible stabiilsation...............................6 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd UR average (see spectrum).............-80 dB
Slze/clearance for lid rear..............44.5(w) x 36(d) x 15(h)/5.5cm
Ease of use..............................................................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.........verygood
Subjective sound quality of complete system............ excellent
Hum level/acoustic feedback.................... very good/very good
Vibration senslvlty/shock resistance.................very good/good
Estimated typical purchase price........................... =............£4125

10 YEARS ON.........
THE LINN LP12 STILL SETS 
THE STANDARD OF SOUND 
REPRODUCTION THAT 
OTHER MANUFACTURERS 
ASPIRE TO

10 YEARS ON.........
SOUND ADVICE STILL SETS 
THE STANDARDS THAT 
OTHER RETAILERS 
ASPIRE TO

sound advice
LEICESTERSHIRE &EAST MIDLANDS © (0509)218254
BIRMINGHAM & WEST Ml OLANDS © (021) 449 3328
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FOR THE BEST OF BRITISH Hi-Fi
STOP PRESS

HEAR FOR YOURSELF THE BEST BRITISH 
TURNTABLES COMPARED TO THE BEST IN C.D.

A&R • CREEK • MISSION • NAIM • LINN • QUAD 
KEF • MONITOR AUDIO • REGA • NYTECH 

REVOLVER • YAMAHA • NAKAMICHI • MANTRA

stuM
81 FAIRFAX ROAD 

(Swiss Cottage)
LONDON NW6 4DY 
Tel: 01-624 8855

PHONE 
FOR AN 

APPOINTMENT
studili’

82 HIGH STREET 
HARPENDEN 

HERTS AL5 2SP 
Tel: 05827-64246

NAIM AUDIO • LINN PRODUCTS • REGA RESEARCH • KEF 
MONITOR AUDIO • HEYBROOK • CREEK • YAMAHA 
CELESTION • TANNOY ROTEL • A&R CAMBRIDGE 
NYTECH -RATA NAKAMICHI • THORENS • MANTRA ■ CD

OPEN 9 AM 8.30 PM S
FULL SERVICE FACILITIES - PART EXCHANGE 

DELIVERY & INSTALLATION CREDIT FACILITIES o> =
FULL DETAILS ON REQUEST

229 OMBERSLEY ROAD, WORCESTER 
WR3 7BY (opposite Checketts Lane) 

TEL: 0905 58046BY APPOINTMENT PLEASE

The Planar 3 has been developed to extract the 
ultimate in sziund quality from the Planar design.

The turntable is c „ . < frOm 12mm plate g-ass 
and covered with 3mm thick natural fed.

This eombinanation helps stop high frequency 
vibration feedback to the record and assists 

the rest of your equipment to prndooe a stable 
stereo image and clear unmuddled sound.

ThePlanar3andtheless 
expensive Planar 2 are available from:

MAETO MUSIK Russ Andrews 
14, The Toll. High Fidelity
Clarkston 34 Northumberland 51.
Glasgow Edinburgh
Tel: 041-638 8252 Tel: 031-557-1672
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Linn Basik LV Plus
Linn Products Ltd, 235 Drakemlre Drive, Castlemllk, Glasgow G45 9SZ 
Tel (041) 634 0371

Linn felt that the detachable headshell fitting 
on their LVX represented a weakness, making 
the arm less suitable, in their view, for low 
compliance, high energy moving coil cart
ridges — although the latter have been known 
to work pretty well in this arm! While continu
ing to offer the LVX, particularly for installation 
by other turntable makers, Linn decided to 
revise the arm to produce the t-V Plus, a model 
retained for their own distribution.

Here the headshell has been factory fitted 
and is rigidly as well as permanently fixed. A 
feature of this relatively inexpensive Japanese
made product is the inclusion of the current 
Basik cartridge, now a competent performer 
which retails at £15 when purchased as a 
separate item. Furthermore, the arm is 
assembled with the bearings set to be free 
from play, this essential if a satisfactory per
formance is to be obtained when using a 
moving coil cartridge. However, on some 
samples this practice can result in higher 
friction than usual — indeed this was the case 
with our arm. A reasonable test which can be 
applied to check this is to free balance the armr 
and set it near to the record centre. Dial a small 
amount of bias, say 0.05g, and observe if the 
arm swings out slowly and smoothly. If so, the 
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lateral friction is satisfactory, but if not, It 
should be queried with the dealer. Our sample 
did have low enough friction to give good 
tracking, at a 1.8g downforce, but we would 
have nonetheless preferred less!

Lab report
Effective mass with hardware was around 13g, 
balanced for a typical cartridge and suited to 
low to medium compliance cartridges. The 
geometry was fine, and it proved easy to set up. 
Vertically the friction was fine at 50mg, but it

GENERAL DATA Tonearm

Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cartridge......13g
Type/mass of headshell............................................................ fixed
Geometric accuracy.......................................................... very good
Adjustments provided...:..........height/overhang/offset
Finish and engineering..................................excellent/very good
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use........................good/good/good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical.................................. 150mg/50mg
Bias compensation method.................................... internal spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)..........230mg/260mg
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g........................ + 0.1g/ + 0.15g
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent.............................1.0secs/3.5secs
Arm resonances.........................................................................good
Subjective sound quality.........................................................good
Arm damping......................................... decoupled counterweight
Estimated typical purchase price..........£95 (Inc Basik cartridge) 



rose to 150mg laterally. By a double balancing 
method, the bias correction was estimated at 
an appropriate 230mg rim and 260mg centre.

Downforce calibration was fine, though cue 
descent was a trifle slow. Measured with the 
Basikcartridge installed, the cartridge-coupled 
arm resonances were charted. The result was 
notably smooth, showing a good resonance 
behaviour and with the first mode at 620Hz, the 
match here being pretty good.

Sound quality
Comparative listening tests showed an im
provement over the LVX. Midrange coloration 
was reduced, with an improvement in clarity, 
detail and punch. Upper bass transients were 
more articulate, while the treble sounded 
better integrated as well as more incisive. The 
arm attained a fine standard for the price.

Conclusion
A worthwhile revision, the Plus was a fine 
tonearm, which in its latest form, and taking

into account the inclusion of the Basik cart
ridge, earns a warm recommendation in this 
1985 edition. However, a slight reservation 
remains concerning the lateral friction levels.

Structural arm resonances, audio band

Other agencies include:
A&R e AUDIOLAB e BURMESTER e BRIER e BREUER e CELESTION e CREEK e DUAL e 
ELITE e TOWNSHEND • GOLDRING e GRADO e GALE e HELIUS e JPW e KOETSU e 

K.E.F. e KRELL e LINNPRODUCTS • MAGNAPLANAR e MERIDIAN e MISSION e MICHELL e
MORDAUNT SHORT e MUSICAL FIDELITY e MYST e NYTECH e NIGHTINGALE e ORACLE e 
ONYX e PERREAUX e PINK TRIANGLE e PROTOU PS AUDIO e QUAD e REGA e ROGERS e 

ROTEL • SYSTEMPEK e YAMAHA e SUPEX e ZETA

KEITH MONKS RECORD CLEANING SERVICE AVAILABLE
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When first released, the LVII immediately 
established an enviable reputation for excel
lent engineering, sound quality and technical 
performance. The current version still re
sembles the original arm, despite some minor 
constructional changes which have helped 
maintain a competitive state of 'tune', and the 
original is by no means rendered obsolete.

A rigid fixed head tonearm, it carries the 
relatively truthful label 'Direct Coupled’ this 
referring to the ability of this arm to directly 
couple the cartridge mounting to the subchas
sis are board. Considering the requirements 
for high sensitivty in two planes of freedom at 
the bearings, this is no mean feat of engineer
ing. While I would not encourage careless 
handling, my experience of a number of Ittoks 
suggests that not only are they consistently 
well adjusted but they are also fairly robust 
compared with many other models.

At close on a 14g effective mass including 
hardware, the design fits the upper end of the 
medium-mass group and is best suited to cart
ridges in the 8-16cu compliance range. Provid
ing a strong foundation for cartridge mount
ing, the cast magnesium headshell carries a 
very well designed and non-resonant finger lift 
and the more recent counterweights exhibit a 
pretty tight fit on their slightly resilient 
synthetic bore liners; the importance of this 
particular aspect may be seen in the improved 
damping of the resonances at 400Hz, 900Hz 
and 1.6kHz, when a deliberately loose but non 
rattling counterweight was substituted.

This arm proved convenient to use, the effec
tive cueing system controlled by a lengthened 
finger lever fitted with a roller at the top. This 
aids cueing on floppy subchassis turntables 
and reduces unwanted spurious shock effects 
post cueing. In marked contrast to the majority 
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of upmarket audiophile designs, the Ittok 
comes fitted with a well calibrated and re
spectably accurate dials for both downforce 
and bias, the latter adjustable during play. A 
precision low-torque flat coil spring is used for 
downforce, with a linear coil spring for bias 
correction. The small but worthwhile improve
ments noted with later models include an in
crease in diameter of the main pillar cylinder 
together with a larger socket head clamping 
bolt allowing an unrivalled strength three-point 
lock to be obtained between arm and base. The 
main tube is now hard anodised in a darker 
shade of grey with a lacquer coating and the 
bonding of various parts has also been uprated 
by the use of larger bolts with heads capable 
of accepting greater tightening torque.

Lab report
Geometric accuracy was considered excellent, 
with a properly square headshell and adjust
ment provided for overhang, lateral angle and 
height. The alignment is in fact virtually opti
mised for our two point minimal subjective 
distortion criterion. Finish and engineering 
were both excellent and the arm proved easy to 

semble, set up and use. Friction was superb 
at around 10mg or less in both planes, with no 
detectable slack. Biasing was in the correct 
ratio if marginally low in our estimation (based 
on a normal elliptical stylus), but downforce 
was well within the required tolerance. The cue 
worked well with a sensible rate and negligible 
drift. Arm resonances were classed as very 
good with the first main flexure deferred to a 
high 1 kHz, this suggesting a remarkable 
rigidity.

As has been noted previously, the close 
nature of the coupling between arm and 
mounting board meant that the latter becomes



influential as regards final sound quality.
Sound quality
The overall rating is a secure 'very good but as 
with all acoustic components the final result 
obviously represents some sort of balanced 
compromise. In our view the Ittok’s strengths 
lie in its subjective speed of response to 
transients, its fine transparency and its ability 
to reveal atmosphere, depth and fine detail. 
The bass was to a fine standard with good ex
tension and drive, while the treble was also 
revealing of detail if very slightly brash and 
forward at times. A trace of upper-mid hard
ness was also noted, where the stereo focus 
suffers a mild dilution. The importance of this 
depends on the final combination of equip
ment chosen.
Conclusion
A top-quality universal tonearm, recent minor 
improvements in fixings, counterweight tight
ness and form, plus a revised cable with superior 
fittings have all helped it to maintain a highly 
competitive position. Suitable for many 
turntables, it performs at its best on the current 
LP12, where the performance of the combination 
exceeds the sum of the parts.

This superbly engineered and finished arm 
remains .strongly recommended. Experiments 
with alternative cables may prove rewarding but 
beware of upsetting the suspension dynamics 
of the LP12.
GENERAL DATA Tonearm
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge 

t est.13.5g
Type/mass of headshell...................... non-detachable
Geometric accuracy.....................................................excellent
Adjustments provided............... height/overhang/lateral angle 
Finish and engineering................... excellent/excellent
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use 

very good/very good/very good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical 

less than 10mg/less than 10mg
Bias compensation method................................ internal spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical) 175mg/195mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g less than 0.03g/0.038g 
Cue drift, 8mm ascent/descent... negligible, 0.8 secs/1.8 sees 
Arm resonances..........................................................very good
Subjective sound quality............................................very good
Lead capacitance/damping method......................100 pF/none
Estimated typical purchase price......................................£287

Structural arm resonances, audio band

YOUR BEST 
BUY

In analogue turntables can be found 
here by comparing the Linn with Pink 
Triangle and other leading models; or 

in a lower price range compare 
Revolver/Linn LVX with Rega*, 

System Deck, Thorens Haybrook etc.

Your best buy in C.D.

Can be found by auditioning here the 
Meridian MCD and MCD Pro with 

Mission DAD7000R, Revox, 
Nakamichi, Philips, Marant, Yamaha, 

Technics etc.

*W. A.

rn^^w &son
401 Smithdown Road, Liverpool L15 3JJ 
Tel: (051) 733 6859
Closed all day Wednesday. Lunch
1-2.15pm

DOUG

rn^^w hf
Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North, 
Warrington
Tel: (0925) - Padgate 828009
Closed all day Thursday
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Lux PD290
HW International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ 
Tel 01-609 0293

This moderately-priced integrated player could 
sell on its Lux, sorry looks, alone! Finish and 
styling are in the excellent Lux tradition, 
although to some extent beauty is only skin
deep — the PD290 is another of those lightly 
constructed rigid plinth/rubber feet designs.

Powered by a quartz-locked direct-drive 
motor, the platter has a fine finish and a 
moderate weight of 1.35kg. The main bearing 
tolerance was very good with no detectable 
slack; but conversely the motor foundation on 
the plinth was none too strong and the platter 
could be rocked fairly easily with respect to the 
plinth.

Made from a highly resonant grade of poly
styrene, the clear lid is hinged directly onto the 
plinth — no discouragement to acoustic feed
back. The arm was thought pretty flimsy, with a 
rather weak detachable headshell, and 
significant play was noted in the vertical arm 
bearings. Semi-automatic functions are 
provided, these including motor start w ith arm 
cueing.

Lab report
The motor Lux have fitted gives very good speed 
characteristics. DIN peak wow and flutter. 
measured 0.09% with flutter alone 0.06% and 
wow 0.11%, these two figures linear peak 
weighted. Absolute speed was accurate while 
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speed loss under load was zero, due to the 
quartz locked reference. Start-up time was 
average at 3.5 seconds, while the motor 
exhibited a slight speed overshoot here.

Rumble, DIN B weighted, was fine at 74/78d8, 
the spectrum analysis showing a reasonably 
low incidence of spurious rumble noise. Most 
belt driven decks can of course improve upon 
this standard. The deck did not perform very 
well with respect to vibration isolation below 
100Hz and the acoustic isolation, as predicted, 
was quite poor, particularly above 250Hz. The 
disc impulse response was nottoo encouraging 
— a wild looking series of higher frequency 
ringing was followed by long lived resonances 
fully active after nearly 100ros had expired.

Tonearm bearing friction tevels were just 
satisfactory while the bias compensation was 
inadequate, at about one third of the optimum 
value. Downforce calibration was-however fine. 
Charted for structural arm resonances, this 
design was not judged to be very rigid with the 
first break seen as low as 180Hz and with 
serious modes present at both 240 and 460Hz.

Sound quality
On audition the 290performed a litte better than 
the lab results might suggest. Although notout
standing in any respect, it provided a pleasantly 
bland and inoffensive performance. The stereo



sound stage was) rather flat and two 
dimensional, and the natural dynamics of the 
programme were somewhat compressed, 
robbing the reproduction of its full excitement. 
The sound was not really 'transparent' and yet 
was quite easy to live with.

Conclusion
For the non-critical user who likes Lux styling 
and finish, and who requires a basic turntable, 
the PD290 could be worth considering. In that 
case the recommendation is to fit a competent 
moving magnet cartridge in the £15-£25 range 
and mount the deck on a rigid shelf well away 
from the loudspeakers.

GENERAL DATA Integrated turntable

Motor Section 
Type.......................... semi-auto, quartz, direct drive
Platter mass/damping .......................................... 1.35kg/good
Finish and engineering...........................................excellent/good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead.... 2-core/phonos and earth 
Speed options.....................................................................33/45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)............................0.09%
Wow and flutter (lln peak wtd 0.2-6Hx/6-300Hz) 0.11 %/0.06% 
Absolute speed error.......................................................... -0.05%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation................................. none/none
Start-up time to audible stabilisation...............................3.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)....- 741- 78dB

Arm section
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge.... 10.5g 
Type/mass of headshell.................non-standard, detachable/3g
Geometric accuracy....................................................... fairly good
Adjustments provided........................................... overhang/oflset
Finish and engineering.....................................very good/average
Ease of assembly/set-up/use...........................................very good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical................................... 60mg/60mg
Bias compensation method..................................................spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)............. BOmg/BOmg 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g...........................—0.02g/none
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent very good, 2.0 secs/3.0 secs 
Arm resonances............................................................... average -
Subjective sound quality.................................................average -
Arm damping................................................................................none

System as • whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear............44 x 37 x 15cm/6cm
Ease of use..........................................................................very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.........fairly poor
Subjective sound quality of complete system............average - 
Hum level/acoustic feedback......................................... good/poor
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance...............poor/fairly good
Estimated typical purchase price.............................................£145

Disc impulse transmission showing damping

Rumble, electrical (above) and total (below)

Breakthrough, acoustic (above) and vibration (below)

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these 
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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Michell Synchro
J. A. Michell Engineering Ltd, 2 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Harts 
Tel 01-993 0771

For quite some time Michell have been 
producing a turntable in the high price 
category, the Gyrodec, as well as the 
moderately-priced Focus. Now a middle-rank 
Michell has emerged, this is a true subchassis 
design called the Synchro. In common with the 
other models it has a striking, 'engineered' 
appearance, with all the working parts exposed 
and fully finished.

A cast ring subchassis is used, rather like a 
scaled down version of the Gyrodec, with a 
strong outrigger platform for arm mounting 
and a three point coil spring suspension. The 
assembly is mounted on a pale green tinted, 
clear acrylic base and the matching, round 
cornered lid, as well as the thick plate glass 
platter are all similarly tinted. A thin felt mat is 
provided in a darker shade of green. The 
synchronous motor feeds power via a rubber 
cord to the periphery of the platter. Speed 
change is effected manually by changeover on 
the two pulley diameters. The feet are screw-in, 
with a choice of rubber-faced or hard alloy 
pointed types, the latter proviing popular at 
present.

Lab report
The platter proved to have good self-damping, 
and while the initial disc impulse transient was 
considerable, it decayed quickly, with minimal 
subsequent resonance.

The suspension system proved highly 
effective in blocking both airborne energy and 
vibration through the feet. What breakthrough 
was present proved even in character. The 
suspension did prove rather 'whippy' in the 
laterial and rotational planes, which unfor
tunately produced a poor result for shock 
resistance.

On the combined DIN peak weighted wow 
and flutter measurement a fine 0.05% was 
observed, with low individual contributions of 
flutter and wow. The generous platter mass 
and fine tolerancing were contributory factors 
here. On absolute speed it ran a little slow, 
-0.06%, but drift was negligible while slowing 
under load held to a fine -0.22%. Start up was 
comparatively rapid at 2.5 seconds, indicating 
healthy torque. DIN B weighted rumble was 
very fine at -77dB with the spectrogram 
showing low levels of electrical and 
mechanical noise.
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Sound quality
Our initial sample disappointed with a poor 
subjective pitch stability. The cause turned out 
to be an almost imperceptible mechanical 
interference between the close fitting platter 
and chassis, and when solved, the player then 
provided a very good standard of sound 
reproduction, with firm bass and an articulate, 
detailed stereo presentation with good stage 
width and depth. Coloration was low while 
pitch and timing were of a high order. Feed
back effects were negligible.

Conclusion
For the price, the Synchro offered an appealing 
combination of finish, engineered style, and a 
good lab performance, plus a fine sound 
quality. It was versatile with respect to arm 
fitting, and complemented the Rega RB300 
well, our test arm choice. As such, the Synchro 
comfortably achieved recommendation.

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is 
subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total 
rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. 
Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40dB range.

GENERAL DATA Motor unit
Motor section
Type............................................ manual, belbdrive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping............................................see text nncd
Finish and engineering................................. excellent/excellent
Type of mains lead/connecting lead..................................2 core
Speed options..................................................manual 33, 45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtc, sigma 2)...........................0.05%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.08%/0.06% 
Absolute speed error.......................................................-0.6%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation..................negligible/ - 0.22%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.............................2.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)............ -77dB

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear 46 x 33.5 x 13cm/8.5cm 
Ease of use................................................................. fairly good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.........excellent
Subjective sound quality of complete system........... very good
Hum level/acoustic feedback.................... very good/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance...............very good/poor
Estimated typical purchase price.........................................£290

RANGE« 9 dBV STATUS« PAUSED
B«MAG MICH*SYNC«BREAK EXPN«4

STARTs 0 Hz BU« 4.7743 Hz STOP« 500 Hz

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is - BOdB.

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 
Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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REASSESSED

Michell GyroDec
J A Michell Engineering Ltd, 2 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts 
Tel 01-953 0771

A recently developed model, the Gyrodec 
represents Michell's concept of a top-quality 
no compromise turntable. A large design fitted 
with a costly hand fabricated glass-clear acry
lic case and lid, the Gyrodec has provision for 
the symmetrical attachment of one or two 
arms as required. Carrying a five-year guar
antee, it has been well thought out with regard 
to setting-up and all parts are accessible 
without the need for the removal of baseplates 
and so on.

Representing Michell's first subchassis 
design, the massive spoked 'wheel' chassis 
casting is preloaded with lead weights to 
largely counterbalance the arm masses. The 
whole is suspended in compliant coil springs 
resiliently mounted within the three suspen
sion towers adjacent to the platter, and as 
previously mentioned, the system is readily 
adjusted from above upon removal of the 
spring covers. Special mounting plates of thick 
alloy are provided for individual arms, these of 
different mass to give a constant state of 
balance without recourse to changing springs. 
The alloy platter is loaded for both mass 
augmentation and for resonance distribution 
by an array of weights on the underside, these 
heavily gold plated.
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A one piece component, the platter is driven 
at its grooved periphery by a thin rubber cord 
powered via a large hysteresis synchronous 
motor made by Papst. This is a low voltage 
type, fed via a small transformer in the mains 
supply lead. Two speeds are provide via the 
motor pulley, with the appropriate section 
easily selected by hand, since the drive is 
entirely exposed in this model.

A key feature is the incorporation of a full 
clamp absorption system for record damping. 
A polymer mat is used, in conjunction with a 
record label clamp, this bearing over a central 
washer and thus tensioning out all but the 
most stubborn of warps. In this respect the 
Gyrodec bears a great similarity to the Oracle.

Lab report
The platter weighed some 4.5kg and proved to 
be well damped with respect to the disc im
pulse response. The initial transient was well 
trapped, but a low frequency aftershock was 
present at about 40Hz — probably platter rock 
on the main bearing total compliance. Wow, 
flutter and integrated wow and flutter were all 
very low particularly for a belt drive. Absolute 
speed was about 0.2% slow while a further 
0.3% slowing (slightly high) occurred on



standard loading. Start-up time to audible 
pitch stabilisation took a very long 9.5 
seconds, mainly due to oscillation of the 
platter inertia against the belt compliance. 
Poorly damped, this could be an influence on 
subjective pitch stability on transient 
programme.

Rumble was very good at -77dB, showing 
just the slightest incidence of motor rotational 
components, and its resistance to acoustic 
and vibration breakthrough was so extraordin
ary that the scales had to be magnified by 
10dB to bring the residual coupling into sight. 
Hum levels were fine and acoustic feedback 
excellent, while shock resistance was also 
very good.
Sound quality
Just failing to make the top grade the Gyrodec 
scored a very high mark on audition. it 
sounded very neutral and transparent, produc
ing stable and spacious stereo images with 
impressive depth. Bass was substantially even 
with weight, power and attack. Our one reserv
ation concerned a something which may in 
practice prove less important to other 
listeners, namely dynamic wow. On rock 
programme with heavy transients a trace of 
pitch instability was evident, believed due to 
this effect.
Conclusion
The Gyrodec was significantly improved some 
time ago by the adoption of a double cord drive 
system (not shown in the photo). This has 
improved the start time as well as having 
reduced short-term pitch variations. Subsequent 
auditioning revealed a more stable sound with 
much better pitch and timing.

In view of the fine overall engineering and 
generally good performance, the Gyrodeccarries 
a recommendation in the current issue despite 
its elevated price tag. As many have commented, 
the appearance does go some way towards justi
fying the cost.

Disc impulse transmission showing damping

Rumble, electrical (above) and total (below)

GENERAL DATA Motor unit
Type........manual, belt-drive, synchronous motor, subchassis 
Platter mass/damping...................................... 4.5kg/very good
Finish and ................
Type of leads

.... very good/excellent 
2-core, line transformer

33/45 rpmSpeed options......................------ . , -
Wow angfli7ter(D1 N paak wtd; sigma 2)....... i&55 ihanttM'A
Wow and flutter (LIN peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz)

less than 0.0 %/0.04%
Absolute speed error......................................................- 0.2%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation............synchronous/ - 0.3% 
Start-up time to audible stabilisation...........................9.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd UR average (see spectrum)........... -77 dB 
Size/clearance for lid rear................... 53(w) x 42(d) x 19(h)/4cm
Ease of use..........................................................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances........excellent
Subjective sound quality of complete system..........very good
Hum level/acoustic feedback......................very good/exceilent
Vibration senslvlty/shock resistance

Breakthrough, acoustic (above) and vibration (below)

excellent/very rpu
Estimated typical purchase price......................................"£595"Includes des/er set-up, arm fittings, clamp mat system

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these

‘ results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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REASSESSED

Mission Cambridge 775LCT
Mission Cambridge Ltd, Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambridge PE18 6ED 
Tel (0480) 57477

This new product from Mission forms a 
significant part of the £500 Mission record
playing system, soon to be followed by a less 
expensive system which should retail for 
around the £400 mark: To this end the 775, 
benefiting from volume production, has been 
kept down in price, recently as low as £99 plus 
arm. In fact, the deck comes fitted as standard 
with a Mission 774LC tonearm (see separate 
review), but it also has Linn-style arm mounting 
arrangements so can be fitted with a number of 
other compatible arms.

The prestigious 775SM was assessed last 
time round and to all intents and purposes one 
could regard the 775 as a lower cost 
development of that design. A solid plinth 
construction is adopted, the plinth being made 
from a very thick and highly rigid composition 
board. Mission aim to 'close the loop' between 
arm .and platter and thus exclude external 
interference, for isolation the plinth has three 
non-adjustable sponge feet in high-loss 
Sorbothane, these'capped by load spreading 
cups.

A fairly resonant polystyrene lid is fitted 
while the two piece platter has an alloy outer’ 
disc weighing about 1.5kg resting on an inner 
plastic hub. The 500rpm synchronous motor is 
virtually rigidly mounted on the •plinth, and 
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could give rise to breakthrough problems. This 
is linked to the platter via a neoprene cord 
running on a 'V' groove pulley. Speed change is 
manual, effected by flicking the cord from one 
step in the pulley to the other. No alignment or 
adjustment is required and if fitted with a tone
arm, the 775 should work, immediately it is 
unpacked and the platter put in position.

Lab report
The limited shelf or support isolation was 
shown by the graphs where around 10dB of 
vibration rejection was apparent in the 30-. 
50Hz range, as compared with 20-30dB for the 
subchassis designs. Acoustic energy was 
handled better if still below average, but both 
of the breakthrough curves were of an even and 
non-resonant character.

Using the thin felt mat, the disc impulse 
response was fairly typical of this type of mat, 
but the -subsequent decay was rather quicker 
than usual. A slight 'ring' was evident at 180Hz, 
probably a platter rocking mode. Wow and 
flutter were only just satisfactory on an early 
sample, but improved with a second one. 
Rumble was certainly poorer than average but 
not unacceptably so at around -70dB, 
analysis showing the predicted emergence of 
some motor related components at a



satisfactory level. Torque was good with 
minimum slowing under load and the other 
speed characteristics were fine.
Sound quality
Assessed with the 774LC tonearm, this 
turnable confounded some of our prejudices 
concerning solid plinth designs. It gave a tidy, 
coherent and well integrated sound. Dynamics 
were good, with an almost tactile percussive 
impact. Pitch and rhythm were also good, 
lending an almost 'boppy' effect with the help 
of an above-average bass quality, this being a 
bit lightweight but tuneful.

Stereo focus was impressive through the 
range was a trifle up front with some loss of 
depth. The sound was distincly improved when 
the lid was removed, and this is our 
recommendation for serious listening. Both 
deck and arm appeared well matched. Disc impulse transmission showing damping

Conclusion
Supplied for this new edition in revised form, 
complete with cartridge at around £195, this turn
table continued to do well despite a noticeable 
increase in motor noise with recent samples. Its 
musical drive and integrity remains, allowing us 
to continue our recommendation. It still sounded 
a little better with the lid removed despite lid 
improvements, and it performed optimally on a. 
dedicated wall-mounted shelf.

GENERAL DATA Integrated turntable (Inc cartridge); 
or motor unit only

Motor Section
Type......................................................... belt-drlve, subchassls
Platter mass/damplng.....................................2.15kg/lalrly good
Finish and engineering.......................................very good/good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead....2-core/phonos and earth
Speed options....................................manual change, 33/45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)............................ 0.1%
Wow and flutter*(lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz).....0.18%/0.07%
Absolute speed error........ ....................................... + 0J%
Speed dnft,1iour/load¥ariatioii...................... 0.09;^;/ - 0.2P%
Sfart-up time to audible stabilisation............................. 1.8 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)....- 771- 75dB

Arm section (Mission 774LC)
Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cartridge......12g
Type/mass of headshell...................................... non-detachable
Geometric accuracy................................
Adjustments provided............................
Finish and engineering................................ <
Ease of assembly/set-up/use........................
Friction, typical lateral/vertical....................  
Bias compensation method.........................  
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical).

..................... very good 
height/overhang/offset

Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g. 
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent.....  
Arm resonances.............................  
Subjective sound quality............... 
Armdam;mg..................................

.excellent/very good 

................ very good 

..............30mg/30mg 

...................... spring 
).........120mg/120mg 
....... -0.08g/-0.2g

.very good, 0.5 secs/4.0 sees 
............................average +
............................. 9°odV......................................non^

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear.........43 x 33 x 12.5cm/4cm 
Ease of use.................................................................. -. good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances...................fair
Subjective sound quality of complete system................... good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback.................................. average/fair
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance....average - /fairly good 
Estimated typical purchase price............ £195(with cartridge)

Charts "abeve characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text fpr commentary on these 
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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REASSESSED

Mission 774LC
Mission Cambridge Ltd, Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambridge PE18 6ED 
Tel (0480) 57477

Supplied with the 775LCTturntable, as well as 
with a number of decks from other manufac
turers, this tonearm has become well 
established, in a market containing some 
notable competitors such as the Linn L VX

Built to Mission's design in Japan, this 
tonearm is a conventional gimbal type, but 
with some interesting constructional features. 
The headshell is fixed, conceived as a rigidly 
mounted cartridge platform. Step-tapered, the 
main beam design has been chosen to 
distribute and moderate self-resonance, and is 
constructed from aluminium alloy. No damp
ing is used for the counterweight, bar the 
inherent imprecision of its friction-locked 
rotating design.

Conveniently, the arm uses the same mount
ing arrangements as the Linn models, and 
indeed the arm pillars are essentially inter
changeable in their mounting plates. Both 
makes use a side locking arrangement for arm 
height, fixed by a large socket head screw.

Current production provides for well 
adjusted bearings free from slack, and the 
standard of construction and finish are . 
particularly good. ” A standard Japanese type 
connector is used, fitting the usual socket 
below the pillar.

Lab report
With hardware, the effective mass was noted at 

12g, with a typical cahridge balanced out. This 
is rated as 'medium' and is best suited to 
cartridge compliance in the 10-20cu range. 
Geometric accuracy was fine, while adjust 
ments were available for offset angle, overhang 
and height. The arm was considered to be well 
adjusted with low friction in both planes, 
typically 30mg. The internal spring bias 
compensator worked’ well Tn terms of low 
friction but gave forces around half that 
normally required, and if this is typical, the 
user should increase the dialled setting, on 
even better still, adjust by trial and error using 
a suitable record. Downforce calibration was 
set on the low side but not seriously so.

Cue drift was negligible though cue descent 
was slow for our test 8mm drop. Structural arm 
resonances were charted and showed a 
modestly damped counterweight mode at 
180Hz but a rather better performance up-band, 
the next mode bing deferred until 600Hz and 
almost too small to identify. Something else 
happened at 800Hz but barring this irregularity, 
the rest of the range looked pretty tidy. 'Fairly 
good' is the rating here.

Sound quality
This arm is so popular that potential 
purchasers could audition it on a , numbtir of 
players to help gain a good idea of its intrinsic 
sound quality.
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Taken overall, a clear explicit sound was 
produced, with good stereo focus as well as 
pleasing stereo depth. Depending on the 
cartridge, the upper frequency range could 
sound a little untidy, while some coloration 
was apparent in the midrange. Bass was' 
comparatively secure and gave quite good 
detail and fairly good articulation. Generally 
partnered by modest moving magnet 
cartridges, it will also work well with some of 
the inexpensive moving coil models, though 
not in my view with the TRAK.

Conclusion
This well constructed tonearm meets a real 
market need, providing the right product at the 
right price level. It gave a good all round 
performance, while to a large degree, its 
acceptance and use on a number of dec ks 
confirms our judgement here. This arm is a 
candidate for recommendation.

GENERAL DATA Tonearm

Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cartridge......12g
Type/mass of headshell.
•Geometric accuracy...... 
Adjustments provided...
Finish and engineering.........
•Ease of assembly/set-up/use..

.......nomdetachable/-
.....................very good 
. height/overhang/orfset

Friction, typical lateral/vertical...................  
Bias compensation method........................  
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical). 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g..............  
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent.................... 
Arm resonances...........................................
Subjective sound quality............................
Armdamping................................................
Estimated typical purchase price..............

.excellent/very good

................ very good
........ 30mg/30mg 
.................spring 
.....120mg/120mg 
... -0.08g/ -0.2g 
.0.5 secs/4.0 sees

.average +
■goo 
mon
^

.£80

Structural arm resonances, audio band

nakaM

nge of styli

116 BOLD STREET 
LIVERPOOL

âbout é'ounù
$i-Jfi Specialists

OUR LISTENING ROOM IS AT 
YOUR DISPOSAL (by appointment 

please) TO AUDITION THE 
EQUIPMENT OF YOUR CHOICE

We will be pleased to install and aet up the

Friendly Advice — after sales, service and repairs 
to all makes Your satisfaction is our guarantee

CREDIT FACILITIES
(Same day possible) 

Tricity Finance APR 30 6% 
Written detail* on request
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NAD 5120
NAO Ltd, Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford, Herts WD2 4SB 
Tel (0923) 27737

Now significantly revised, the NAO 5120 
remains a boldly unusual design. When 
reviewing the earlier version of this product for 
another publication, I criticised its floppy, 
printed circuit tonearm, and felt that it was also 
a touch expensive. At the time NAO UK reacted 
adversely, but nonetheless, the 'flat' tonearm 
has since then been replaced by a 
conventional tubular type, and the price has 
been cut to a competitive £99, this including 
the worthwhile Ortofon OM10" cartridge. '

Amazingly, at the price, fhTS Czech
oslovakian-built turntable is a true floating 
subchassis type. The suspension needs no 
alignment, employing as it does the B&O style 
of leaf springing. The lightweight pressed alloy 
platter is beefed up by a substantial hard mat 
insert, bringing the total mass to a still-modest 
1.15kg. The inner platter drum is of moulded 
plastic, belt-driven from the usual type of slow 
speed synchronous motor. One control 
actuates the speed change mechansism and 
another to control cueing. Auto-stop and lift-off 
facilities are incorporated. The non-resonant 
lid is formed from acrylic, while the plastic 
plinth is supported on hard rubber feet.

Lab report
This player achieved presentable results on 
wow and flutter measurement. Wow and flutter 
was 0.1%, DIN peak weighted, while the 
separate flutter and wow contributions were 
well balanced. Absolute speed was acceptably 
close and slowing under load was satisfactory 
at -0.28%. Rumble was however poorer than 

expected at -68/ -64dB, DIN B weighted. 
Looking at the spectral analysis, some motor 
harmonics can be seen, at 100 and 200Hz, 
which were enough to affect the DIN reading.

Vibration isolation was pretty good, but the 
light platter did not promote a very strong 
result on rejection of acoustic breakthrough — 
this peaked at 360Hz. The disc impulse 
response was also unpromising; the initial 
transient was handled well, but the platter 
continued ringing at several frequencies there
after. Suspension dynamics were fairly good, if 
a touch 'whippy' in rotation.

Arm effective mass was measured at 9.0g, 
which suited the cartridge supplied, while 
lateral friction was rather high and measured 
0.3g. This poor value interfered with the 
measurement of the bias compensation which 
had to go unrecorded. Downforce calibration 
was on the low side, which is not the best 
direction to err. The arm's resonant behaviour 
was considered poor, the graph being charted 
with the supplied Ortofon cartridge and hence 
representative of typical use conditions. The 
major break was at 350Hz and was particularly 
severe, but there were no problems over the 
rest of the range. The damper when used as 
instructed proved effective and was a useful 
extra in improving tracking and stability.

Sound quality
For a budget model, this latest NAO did pretty 
well. With the cartridge at 2.0g, the arm friction 
noted did not appear to pose any problem. The 
turntable exhibited some lower rnidrange
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coloration although this was not too serious.
Stereo images were stable and showed 

some sense of depth and scale, while the bass 
was satisfactory, possessing a fairly tuneful 
quality, better than usual for the price.

Conclusion
This player was quite close to our Best Buy 
classification, but was held back by doubts 
concerning sample quality. The review model 
was an early one, but still should have 
exhibited better arm friction.
(Note: a new sample showed further improve
ments to the arm, and this deck is now rated a 
'Best Buy).

GENERAL DATA Integrated turntable (inc cartridge)

Motor Section
Type.........................................semi-auto belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping.....................................1.15kg/average +
Finish and engineering.......................................very goodfgood
Type of mains lead/connecting lead 2-core/phonos and earth 
Speed options......................................... ....................33/45 rpm
Wow and flutter(DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)............................ 0.1%
Wow and flutter(lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.12%/0.12% 
Absolute speed error..................................................... + 0.25%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation........... synchronous/ -0.28%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................. 2.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)........- 6864dB

Arm section
Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cartridge..... 9.0g
Type/mass of headshell.................................non-detachable/-
Geometric accuracy............................................................. ■
Adjustments provided........................................  

. Finish and engineering...................................... good/falrly good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use....................................... very good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical............................ 320mg/<20mg
Bias compensation method...............................................spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g eliiptical)...................see text
Downforce calibration error, 1g/29.................. -0.15%/ -0.3%
Cue drift, Smm ascent/descent......................<0.5 secs/2.5 sees
Arm resonances.................................................................... poor
Subjective sound quality.............................................average -
Arm damping..........................................effective sillcone dashpof ' Rumble, electrical (above) and total (below)
System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear........42 x 35.5 x 11cm/3cm
Ease of use....................................................................very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances........average + 
Subjective sound quality of complete system...........average + 
Hum level/acoustic feedback.................................... good/good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance............ good/fairly good
Estimated typical purchase price.........................................£99

Structural arm resonances, audio band

Breakthrough, acoustic (above) and vibration (below)
Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these 
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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REASSESSED

Oracle Alexandria
Absolute Sounds Ltd, 42 Parkside, London SW19 
Tel 01-947 5047

Generally supplied as an integrated turntable, 
the Alexandria is the latest model from Oracle. 
It is an attractive design, built into a conven
tional plinth, and is finished in satin aluminium 
with a rosewood surround, and a hinged tinted 
cover.

Three detachable polished cylinders conceal 
the suspension springs, which are easily 
adjusted from above. The deck is powered by a 
Papst de Hall effect motor, fitted with a large 
flywheel, the motor coupled to the platter by a 
precision flat belt. An outboard power supply 
is used, its external location affording low hum 
levels. The subchassis incorporates a spirit 
level to aid alignment and the two-piece platter 
helps belt loading. The outer platter section is 
fitted with a dense rubber damping ring on its 
periphery, and has been carefully balanced - 
there is" an identifying keyway to maintain 
accurate alignment with the inner platter.

While it still has the established Oracle 
'tacky' surface, to improve coupling to the 
disc, the mat is now carbon-fibre loaded to 
increase its rigidity. This is made use of in 
conjunction with a dome washer and the 
precision screw-down record clamp, which 
engages with the upper threaded portion of the 
platter spindle.

An average-sized conventional main bearing 
is fitted, incorporating oil lubrication.

Engineering fit and tolerances are good 
throughout.

The turntable came ready fitted with the 
Prelude tonearm, which has a separate 
connection panel for a flexible signal link from 
the subchassis, to help allow free movement of 
the suspension. A conventional phono: 
connected cable runs from the plinth output 
sockets to the amplifier.

The Alexandria is now also available without 
the fitted Prelude arm, in which form the asking 
price is around £700.

The arm has a fixed skeletal headshell, 
although this does possess an adequate 
cartridge mounting area. Many adjustments 
are provided, including lateral angle, overhang, 
tilt and height. The height adjustment allows 
correction for the cartridge vertical tracking 
angle (vta) during play, which may be rated as 
highly important by some users. Biasing is via 
the reliable thread and weight system and the 
arm also incorporates a sensitive end-of-side 
lift, a useful extra. Effective mass when set for 
a typical cartridge is around 9g, suiting it to 
cartridge compliances int he 10-25cu range, 
depending on cartridge mass. The arm's 
vertical geometry is also designed to improve 
tracking stability over high modulation 
passages and this behaviour was confirmed on 
test.
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Lab report
The platter's mass was 3.1kg and in conjunc
tion with the mat and clamp system, provided 
very good disc damping. However the platter 
itself was not free from resonance, as the disc 
impulse shows; here the finer long duration 
ripples are due to platter modes at 240 and 
160Hz, identified via the frequency transform, 
but these aside disc damping was very good.

Wow and flutter, DIN peak weighted, was 
very good at 0.055%, with moderate linear wow 
and low flutter. Speed stability was fine, while 
good torque was also demonstrated, the 

continued

GENERAL DATA Integrated turntable
Motor Section
Type......................................................... belVdrive, subchassis
Platter mass/damplng...........................................3.1kg/average
Finish and engineering..................................................excellent
Type of mains/connecting lead 2-core remote/phonos, earth 
Speed options................................................ variable, 33/45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2).........................0.055%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.15%/0.07% 
Absolute speed error.......................................... adjustable pitch
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation...........approx 0.15%1 - 0.25%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................. 3.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)....- 801 - 82dB

Disc impulse transmission showing damping

Arn section
Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cartridge....... 9g 
Type/mass of headshell...................................... non-detachable
Geometric accuracy...............................................................very good
Adjustments provided......................tiltlheightloverhangloffset
Finish and engineering..........................................................very good
Ease of assemblylset-up/use................................................good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical............................ <20mg/<20mg
Blas compensation method............................... thread and lever
Blas force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical).........300mg/250mg
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g..........................uncalibrated
Cue drift, 8mm ascent/descent......very good, 2.5 secs/1.5 sees 
Arm resonances..........................................................average +
Subjective sound quality.....................................................good
Arm damping........................................................................ none Rumble, electrical (above) and total (below)

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear......49 x 38.5 x 15.5cm/6cm 
Ease of use................................................................... very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.........very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system............very good
Hum level/acoustic feedbael<..................... very good/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance.............good/fairly good
Estimated typical purchase price................ £987(£700 no arm)

Breakthrough, acoustic (above) and vibration (below)

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these 
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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ORACLE ALEXANDRIA continued
0.25% slowing under Toad confirming this. 
Rumble was also excellent at better than 
-80dB DIN B weighted, while its spectrum' 
analysis indicated that spurious vibrations 
were very low. Acoustic breakthrough was also 
very low, only slightly marred by a hint of 
sympathetic platter resonance. External vibra
tion was well handled though this was not an 
exceptional result, and while the chassis 
dynamics were fine in the vertical plane, the 
design was rather stiff in rotation despite its 
'hanging' suspension design. It was 
nonetheless superior to the Delphi in this 
respect.

Effective mass of the Prelude tonearm was 
noted at 9g including hardware, which is 
usefully below the current average of 13g for 
good designs. Friction was low in both planes, 
with minimal bearing play, but some rocking 
could be induced in the vertical plane due to 
pillar compliance. The geometry was fully up to 
standard, while the bias compensation 
covered a useful range and did not add addi
tion al friction. Tested for structural 
resonances, the main mode appeared at 500Hz 
with good control, this probably due to the 
torsional weakness mentioned previously. At 
higher frequencies however the behaviour was 

tidy, pointing to a neutral sound. The auto 
stop/lift device applied negligible extra forces 
to the cartridge over the final music bands.

Sound quality
On test the Alexandria gave a good account of 
itself. Favourable comments were made con
cerning its good pitch stability and subjective 
sense of rhythm. The bass held an even 
character with pleasing extension, while the 
mid showed good clarity plus substantial 
stereo depth but with a hint of clouding in the 
upper bass lower mid region.

The treble was open and clear, free of false 
emphasis, and overall the tonal balance was 
neutral with a low-coloration character. The 
arm proved pleasantly unobtrusive, and proved 
to be a good match for a number of good 
quality moving coil cartridges.

Conclusion
The Alexandria can hardly be classed as 
particualrly good value for money but it does 
offer a tidy, well designed and highly reliable 
package. This reliability includes its suspen
sion alignment, which should remain stable for 
long periods. Taken as a whole its overall 'very 
good' performance qualiffes it for recom
mendation despite its fairly high price.

A wide Range of Discs in Stock 
Open Seven Days a Week 

9.00 am - 6.00 pm and till 8.00 Fridays

244/256 Station Road, Addlestone, 
Weybridge, Surrey KT15 2PS 
Tel: (0932) 54522,51753,43769
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• We stock the largest selection of 
Compact Disc players and discs in the 
U.K.• We give a voucher for £ 1 -00 off each of 
your first 200 discs + free disc 
exchange with every player we sell.• We offer personal service and best price 
promise.• We arrange free home demonstrations 
nationwide.

Mon-Fri 9.30-7.30 Sat 9.30-6.00
Now open in Bristol

PAUL.ROBERTS
Hi-Fi & Video, 203 Milton Road, 

Weston-Super-Mare 
(0934) 414423.
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Pink Triangle
Pink Triangle Products Ltd, Unit 3, 122 Maidstone Road, Footscray, Sidcup, Kent 
Tel 01-300 1918

From the outside, the name and distinctive 
logo may seem all that is remarkable about 
this turntable, which has been designed in the 
UK along classic lines, using a sprung 
subchassis and belt drive. More detailed 

-examination however reveals many unique 
features; for example, the platter is solid matt 
finished acrylic, supplying the record support 
and terminatlori —nsell. —A semi-gloss black 
finish is used for the top deck,' replacing the 
earlier tinted glass mirrors, and while the latter 
were removable the newer alloy plates are 
fixed. Fine speed control adjustment is 
available by the use of a screwdriver inserted 
in the smali .holes in the deck plate adjacent to 
the speed change switch, the drive.being 
electronic via a small DC motor.

The subchassis is very light, but Is an 
exceedingly rigid and well damped plate — an 
asymmetric section of honeycomb-cored 
aircraft flooring material.

The main bearing has been inverted and 
comprises an inherently self stabilising single 
point design. The Inverted cup now has a ruby 
bearing surface as standard. An ingenious 
system of three small-diameter, but fairly long, 
coil-springs allows the chassis to hang freely 
in near isolation, with the vertical mode 
controlled by spring stiffness, and the lateral 
and torsional modes assisted by gravity as 
164

well —a good feature.
Arm mounting is by means of a 'U' shaped 

section alloy extrusion, which is firmly bolted 
to four studs set in the subchassis. Adequate 
provision for lead dressing has been made, 
and the unit came fitted with an Ittok, which 
suited it well.

One point to bear in mind here is that the 
relatively low total suspended mass and high 
spring compliance results in slightly altered 
states of level with different record weights. 
The Ittok is little affected by this, but if using a 
Syrinx, for example, which is sensitive to 
absolute levelling, it could prove disastrous. 
However, the deck is easily levelled via 
concealed external nuts in the plinth sides.

Lab results
State of the art rumble figures were achieved, 
the spectrum analysis revealing nothing of 
significance. The drive was remarkably stable 
with very low wow, very good flutter and fine 
weighted wow and flutter. As no dynamic wow 
overshoot occurred, this helped to mitigate the 
fairly low torque which resulted in a significant 
0.5% slowing under standard loading. With a 
moderate 1.7kg platter mass, the flywheel 
effect was lower than in competing models.

The expanded X10 scaling proved possible 
for the disc impulse measurement, and the



result was very good, with balanced impulse 
decay control over a wide frequency range. 
This performance carried through to the 
vibration and acoustic isolation results, which 
were exemplary, and aural testing with a live 
cartridge showed that this platform was singu
larly inert overall in terms of resonances, yet 
the subchassfs freedom also resulted in quite 
good 'footfall' shock resistance.

Sound quality
For this issue the Triangle was tried with both 
the Ittok and Orion tonearms and qualities of 
low coloration tonal neutrality as well as a 
pleasing musical balance were immediately 
apparent. The bass register was well above 
average showing an open and articulate 
quality - tuneful and with good weight and 
solidity. The sound was alive yet somehow 
unforced. Disc/platter contact seemed particu
larly good, with a well focused treble, the 
whole delivering stable, clear stereo images. 
With rock-orientated material we heard a mild 
lack of pitch stability which slightly detracted 
from the timing and tempo of the music, 
although this negative effect depended on the 
listener's sensitivity as well as on the 
programme type.

Conclusion
Since our tests for the last edition, Pink 
Triangle have come up with an interior change 
which has reduced slowing under load to a 
perfectly satisfactory 0.22%. On the latest 
review, a faulity belt (which unfortunately was 
not replaced by the time we went to press) 
produced rather high wow and flutter of 0.22%, 
but based on past experience we feel that this 
is atypical. Dynamic wow has been virtually 
banished on current production, so removing 
our only significant reservation concerning 
this fine-sounding player, and a full 
recommendation is thus appropriate.

GENERAL DATA Mo<o^ OoO
Type..................................................................... belt drive
Platter mas^/damping........................................... 1.7kg/very good
Finish and engineering................................... very good/very good
Type of mains lead/connecting leads.............................3 core/-
Speed options................................ 33/45rpm (internally variable)
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd sigma 2)............................. 0.06%
Wow and flutter(LIN peak wtdO.2-8Hz/&-3OOHz) .... <0.06%/0.07% 
Absolute speed error............................................. adjustable, +1%
Speed drift 1 hour/load variation............................. + 0.2%/0.22%
Start up time to audible stabilisation....................................3secs
Rumble: DIN B wtd L/R av (see spectrum).................... 77/78dB
Size/clearance for lid rear........ 45.5(w) x 38.5(d) x 15.2(h)/6cm 
Ease of use................................................................................... good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances............ excellent
Subjective sound quality of complete system.......... excelleni 
Hum level/acoustic feedback......................... very.good/excellent
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance...................excellent/good
Estimated typical purchase price.................................  £398■

Disc impulse transmission magnified X10.

Rumble (0-500Hz Jin): above electrical only; 
below, total.

Breakthrough (0-500Hz fin): above, acoustic; 
below, vibration

Note: No recent sample was supplied for test, 
and we can only hope that the standard has been 
maintained for 1985. On this basis the recom
mendation still stands.
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Pioneer PL340
Pioneer Hiqh Fidelity (GB) Ltd, Field Way, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 BUZ
Tel 01-575 5757 .

An inexpensive player, ostensibly aimed at 
inclusion in the matching Pioneer rack music 
systems, the 340 is also available as a separate 
component. It comes complete with a Pioneer 
P230cartridge which in view of the price range, 
the customer is unlikely to discard. A semi
automatic deck, the arm returns at end of side, 
and the turntable powers up as the arm is 
moved to the cue position.

A lightweight plastic solid plinth construc
tion is used, with resilient feet to help isola
tion, but the light, resonant lid is unavoidably 
coupled to the vibration sensitive parts. This 
belt-drive machine employs a small de servo 
motor, using electronic switching of the two 
33113 and 45rpm speeds. The lightweight alloy 
platter has large apertures for belt loading; the 
thin mat sags a little over these holes which 
must impair disc contact.

Lab report
With mat included, the platter weighed a rather 
light 0.57kg. The platter/disc damping was only 
fair with the impulse transient poorly 
controlled and the considerable low frequency 
mode was attributed to platter rocking. Vibra
tion isolation was also poor, with great 
deterioration in the upper range. The acoustic 
isolation was also weak, but was at least 
relatively even in distribution.

Rumble levels were poorer than average, 
measuring -65d8 DIN B weigbted. Inspection 
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of the rumble spectrogram revealed motor 
vibration breakthrough onto the platter; for 
example at 230Hz.

Wow and flutter was fine at 0.06%, DIN peak 
weighted. Both flutter and wow contributions 
were low, individually, indicating good 
tolerancing, but conversely, the drive did not 
offer good torque. On the standard loading the 
drive slowed a serious 0.7%; while the absolute 
speed error was small when first switched on, 
over the first hour a significant drift of 1.8% 
was noted, which is really outside accepted 
hi-fi tolerances.

The arm carried a special detachable head
shell of around 6g mass with the total arm 
effective mass at 12g inclusive of mounting 
hardware. The arm proved to be well aligned 
but suffered from bearing play. Friction levels 
were commendably low though the bias levels 
were rather high at the end of the side position.

Cueing was rapid and reliable. Measured 
using the attached cartridge, the arm 
resonances rated as average, with a lumpy 
characteristic, and with noted breaks at 170Hz 
and 450Hz.

Sound quality
Auditioned with the fitted cartridge, this player 
rated below average. Some muddling of detail 
was evident, but the tonal balance was reason
ably consistent. At times the mid sounded a bit 
'loud' while dynamics were noticeably



compressed. Pitch and timing were distorted 
with the result that this player's reproduction 
lacked interest.

Conclusion
These budget players have apparently not 
advanced much over the past ten years, and 
despite their modest pricing, their performance 
and value are insufficient to merit 
recommendation. In a sense the prevalence of 
this type of player has been the raison d'etre 
for the successful Dual 505.
GENERAL DATA Integrated player with cartridge

Motor section
Type.........................................electronic belt-drive, auto return
Platter mass/damping............................................... 0.57kg/fair
Finish and engineering.....................................good/fairly good
Type of mains connecting lead.........2 core/phones plus l'arth 
Speed options............................................................. 33, 45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtc, sigma 2).........................0.06%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz)...0.08%/0.07%
Absolute speed error................................. + 0.6%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation...................... + 1.8%/-0.7%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................1.8 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)..........-65dB

Arm section
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge....12g 
Type/mass of headshell....................... special detachable/6.2g
Geometric accuracy............................................... .....very good
2djusfments pr6vi';led............................... ■ overfian&of?set
Finish and engineering...................................good, fairly good
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use....................good/good/good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical......................... <30mg/<20mg
Bias compensation method............................... internal spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical).......220mg/360mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g.................. + 0.05g/ + 0.05g
8u: dr?tt, 8mm a;cent1des6ent......................... O.gsecs/tOsecs
Arm resonances............................................................... average
Subjective sound quality............................... see system result
Arm damping........................ seismic mass and counterweight
System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear...........42 x 36.5 x cm/1cm 
Ease of use...............................,...........................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.......average- 
Subjective sound quality of complete system..........average
Hum level/acoustic feedback........................... good/average-
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance............. poor/average - 
Estimated typical purchase price..........................................£65

Structural arm resonances, audio band

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is 
subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.

RANGE« -47 dBV STATUS« PAUSED
A« STORED_________________________________________ EXPN18__________

STARTs " Hz •Uu 4.7743 Hz STOPt see Hz
Bi MAG PION340*NOISE EXPN«8 OVLD

STARTI e Hz BM^ 4.7743 H:z STOPI see Hz

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total 
rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. 
Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40d8 range.

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note ihat the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is - 80d8.

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 
Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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Pioneer PL707
Pinee5 Hi 9 Fidelity (GB) Ltd, Field Way, Greenford, Middlesex UBS SUZ
Tel C1-575 E?J

Lavishly presented, this automatic turntable is 
surprisingly inexpensive. The 'rosewood' 
coloured plinth is finished in a piano gloss, 
with complementary polished metal trim and a 
clear plastic hinged lid. Fully automatic opera
tion means that only disc size needs to be pre
selected; the player does the rest. It uses a 
special detachable headshell tonearm fitted 
with a medium output moving coil cartridge, 
this using a 'V' coil system similar to Audio- 
Technica's and have a detachable stylus.

In construction terms this is a traditional, 
solid-plinth design with the resonant 
polyurethane lid closely coupled. Some degree 
of overall vibration isolation imparted by the 
resilient feet. Despite its substantial 
appearance, the platter was a fairly light affair.

Lab report
This player did not perform well with regard to 
acoustic isolation, where the result was 
uneven and rather weak in the 50-150Hz range. 
Vibration isolation was little better, and again 
peaked in the same frequency range. On both 
counts it scored below average.

For the disc impulse characteristics, please 
note that the scale factor was incorrect on the 
published graph, with the peaks reduced here 
by a factor of 4. On this basis, the response 
was unpromising, with evidence of low 
frequency platter rocking.

Wow and flutter on the combined DIN peak 
weighted reading was excellent at better than 
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0.05%, showing how good modern direct drive 
motors can be. Analysed separately, the 
individual flutter and wow contributions were 
very low. Absolute :rpeed error was zero due to 
the quartz lock control, and long term drift was 
also zero to all intents and purposes. Likewise, 
the servo system held 'lock' under load with no 
speed change. Start up was a rapid 1.8 
seconds. DIN B weighted, a fine rumble result 
of -75dB was obtained.

In the tonearm, some bearing play was 
detected. Effective mass was typically 12g, 
including hardware, a moderate figure. The arm 
was well set up to a good standard of 
geometric accuracy, and ostensibly little 
setting up was required since the cartridge 
comes ready installed.

Bearing friction was held to below 25mg in 
both planes, with bias levels close to the ideal, 
and pretty accurate downforce. Cue operation 
was fine and the arm's automatic functions 
were smoothly performed.

Charted for resonances with the matching 
Pioneer cartridge, minor arm modes were well 
contained, with the main beam mode appearing 
at 500Hz. The upper resonances did however 
show some lumpiness.

Sound quality
Not too promising as regards feedback 
resistance, this player was rather too 
dependent on siting. The sound was rated 
below average, belying the deck's impressive



appearance. Stereo images were rather flat and 
two dimensional, with the tonal balance 
showing some mid range forwardness and 
muddle. The bass was a touch boomy with a 
lack of weight, while the treble suffered from 
some 'grain' and 'edge'

Conclusion
While this immaculate looking player offered a 
lot in terms of specification, finish and 
facilities, the sound quality rating firmly 
precluded any sort of recommendation.

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is 
subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.

GENERAL DATA Integrated playerwith cartridge

B«MAG

HãE;
-30 dBV

STATUS« PAUSED 
EXPN«4

RANGE« 9 dBV 
PION*707**BREAK

START« 0 Hz BU« 4.7743 Hz STOP» 500 Hz

Motor section
Type.......................    •
Platter mass/damping..............
Finish and engineering............
Type of mains connecting lead.
Speed options...........................

......................direct drive 

............. 1.0kg/fairly good 

........ excellent/very good 
.2 core/phonos plus earth

.33, 45 rpm

.....<0.05%Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtc, sigma 2).
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2^Hz/6-300Hz).<0.06%/0.08%
Absolute speed error........................................................... none
Speed drift, 1 hourfload variation,................................ ......none
Sf:rt-up Wime to audible stabihsaiion............................... 1.8 sec;
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)..........-75dB

Arm section
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge....12g 
Type/mass of headshell.......special detachable/6g inc screws 
Adjustments provided '.“‘'‘'"'”’’^”””:heïgiit/ovëriiang/olfsel 
Finish and engineering............................ excellent/fairly good
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use.............very good/very good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical..........................<25mg/<25mg
Bias compensation method................................internal spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical).......225mg/285mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g.................... + 0.1g/ + 0.05g
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent....................... 1.Ssecs/2.0secs
Arm resonances...................................  average
Subjective sound quality............................... see system result
Arm damping........... :..... seismic counterweight and arm tube

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear..........45 x 39 x 14cm/7cm 
Ease of use.................................................................. very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.......average - 
Subjective sound quality of complete system..........average - 
Hum level/acoustic feedback...........................good/average -
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance.........average -/average 
Estimated typical purchase price........................................£230 

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is - BOdB.

Structural arm resonances, audio band

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 
Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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QED R232
QOED Audio Products Lid, Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middlesex TW15 1AU
Tel Ashford 46236

Setting out to produce a complete British
made hi-fi system at a modest price, QED have 
now followed the successful launch of their 
A230 amplifier with the introduction of this 
integrated turntable.

The R232 has been loosely based on the 
Rega design, with a rigid, inert plinth classis. A 
small synchronous motor is used, this driving a 
plastic centre hub via a neoprene rubber cord. 
The plate glass platter is equipped with the 
ubiquitous felt mat, and needs to be removed 
to effect the speed change from 33113 to 45 rpm 
by hand. The platter main bearing was well 
toleranced.

QED have chosen to use a custom designed 
arm, originally produced by Helius, and 
sensibly the arm has been matched to the 
chosen QED cartridge, with the usual adjust
ments omitted in the interests of simplicity and 
reliability. The cartridge, as installed, is 
correctly aligned and balanced at factory-set 
positions, and is built for QED by Goldring - a 
custom version of the Epic optimised for this 
deck and arm. By taking control of all the 
components, QED aim to provide a foolproof 
system player offering a competitive sound.

The arm is distinguished by its unusually 
rigid construction, particularly the fixed 
aluminium cartridge platform, though some 
mild bearing play was detected on our sample. 
OED note that in production the arm will be set 
to a zero slack condition. Overall finish is a 
medium grey Nextel, with fineline green trim.

Lab report
Platter mass was good for the price, the 
construction affording quite good damping, 
limited by the usual felt mat type impulse 
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response. This was also marred by a low 
frequency platter rocking effect. Combined 
wow and flutter, DIN weighted, was 
satisfactory at 0.13%, the separated un
weighted figures being in good balance. The 
deck ran an acceptable 0.6% fast while the 
slowing under load was poorer than average at 
0.4%, this in the range of potential audibility. 
Start up was fine at 2.5 seconds, but rumble 
was only just satisfactory at -66dB, with 
motor vibration components evident in the 
rumble spectrogram; for example at 100 and 
200Hz.

Acoustic breakthrough was fairly well 
handled while vibration isolation was rather 
better than average thanks to the high 
compliance suspension feet. Some mild break
through was observed at 450Hz, with the 
turntable's general shock resistance judged 
about average.

Turning to the tonearm, moderate friction 
levels were observed, but these were fine for 
the chosen cartridge, tracking at a factory-set 
1.9g. Effective mass was estimated (via a 
resonance test) at 12g while the arm and 
cartridge proved to be well aligned. The cue 
operated well, with sensible ascent and 
descent rates and bias levels appropriate for 
the cartridge, the weight set about half way on 
the lever arm.

Tested with the QED cartridge in place, the 
arm resonance characteristics were quite 
good, and better than with the rigid counter
weight originally fitted to this arm. The main 
arm beam mode was deferred to 600Hz.

Sound quality
Listening test results were promising, 
particularly in view of the modest price. The 
bass was to a fairly good standard with good 
extension, but some uneveness. Overall it 
sounded well balanced and tidy, with some life 
and detail in the mid and treble registers. The 
chosen components appealred to complement 
each other well, and although in rhythm and 
timing terms the deck did not seem to 'gel' 
perfectly, the end result was certainly above 
average here.

Conclusion
Viewed as a complete player, the 232 was a 
worthy and competent creation. Its strength lay 
in its complete foolproof assembly with a 
matched arm and cartridge, and in 
consequence, the performance was both 
consistent and well balanced. A worthy



addition to the OED range, this new player 
offered quite good value and qualified for 
recommendation.

GENERAL DATA Integrated player with cartridge
Motor section
Type............................................................ belt-drive, plinth type
Platter mass/damping................................................ 1.06kg/lair
Finish and engineering............................ fairly good/fairly good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead................... 2 core/phonos
Speed options...................................manual change, 33, 45 rpm
Wow and flutter(DIN peak wtc, sigma 2)........................... 0.13%
Wow and flutter(lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz).....0.11%/0.14% 
Absolute speed error.......................................................+ 0.6%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation....................negligible/ -0.4%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.............................2.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)............-66dB
Arm section
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge......12g
Type/mass of headshell....................................................... fixed
Geometric accuracy.................................................... very good
2djustments [Provided..........................................................none^
Finish and engineering.............................................. goodwood
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use........excellent/excellent/go^
Friction, typical lateral/vertical............................ <40mg/<40mg
Bias compensation method...................thread and lever weight
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)........ 230mg/280mg
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g.......................... fixed at 1.9g
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent........ negligible 0.5secs/1.8secs
Arm resonances.......................................................... fairly good
Subjective sound quality................................. see system result
Arm damping......................................decoupled counterweight

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear...........40 x 30 x 11cm/6cm 
Ease of use............................................................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances........fairly good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system.....above average 
Hum level/acoustic feedback...................average - /fairly good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance..........average +/average 
Estimated typical purchase price.................. £140

a ' t,i loo ' ' ‘Structural arm resonances, audio band

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.
RAriGEi -41 dBV STATUSi PAUSED

A«STORED EXPN88

STARTI 0 Hz BH1 4.7743 Hz STOPi 500 HzRumble and noise. Upper display shows total rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40dB range.

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration (lower trace). Note that the baseline for the acoustic breakthrough trace is - BOdB.
Charts above characterise general turntable behaviour. See text for commentary on the relevance of these results, but see Technical Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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REASSESSED

Rega Planar 2 and 3
•Rega Research Ltd, 119 Park Street, Westcliffe-on-Sea SSO 7PD 
Tel (0702) 333071

Since the last edition, Rega have introduced 
the RB300arm which is now standard fitting on 
the Planar3deck. The performance of this new 
combination is discussed fully •in the RB300 
review. The Planar 2 now comes. with a simpli
fied version of the new RB300 arm, called the 
RB250. _A simple design, it comprises a solid chip
board plinth covered in tough matt black lam
inate. Three fairly stiff stepped rubber feet 
provide a stable tripod foundation while the 
high quality lid is directly hinged to the chassis 
plinth with neither springs nor isolation. A 
plain main bearing with a thrust ball is used, 
and tolerances were close here, with no de
tectable play.. Belt-driven via a rubber cord, the 
inner platter hub is a reinforced plastic 
moulding, the uppermost projection forming 
the tapered centre spindle and the outer plat
ter boss. The platter is made of thick plate 
glass (reduced lin thickness for the Planar2), 
and surmounted by a thick felt mat. In a simple 
and ingenious gravity suspension, a second 
drive belt is looped to support the slow speed 
synchronous drive motor and surpress vibra
tion coupling to the platter.

The old Rega arm was the Lustre unit made 
to Rega specification in Japan and some 
demonstrators still favour this unit. The new 
Planar 2 arm is a derivative of the Rega built 
RB300and is called the RB250. It has the same 
excellent bearings and one-piece cast arm tube, 
but has been simplified by the inclusioi of a 
conventional rotating type of counterweight with 
sliding scale, which is partly decoupled. The 
leadout cable is fixed and the chassis earth is 
combined with one of the signal grounds. Phone 
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terminations are fitted.
Effective mass is around 11.5g including 

Rega's stainless steel mounting hardware, suit
ing it to moderate compliance cartridges or even 
modest moving coils.

Rega recommend that the deck should be 
placed on a light shelf, wall mounted, rather 
than a 'coffee table' or floor cabinet; this we 
found to be good advice.

Lab report
The platter was clearly well founded as the 
minimal low frequency ringing on the disc impulse response shows. The initial transient 
was poorly damped, however, a characteristic 
of thick felt mats.

Almost no metal work was present in the 
unit and this meant very little humfield 
screening was provided. In fact, hum levels 
were poorer than average and the choice of 
cartridge will need some care. Weighted wow 
and flutter was satisfactory but linear wow 
was on the high side at 0.21 %, this measured 
without the mat as the felt is of slightly 
variable thickness. Speed was fairly accurate, 
but slowed a significant 0.4% under load with 
some overshoot after recovery due to motor 
suspension tension rocking. Start-up was 
average for a belt drive at 4.5 seconds.

Rumble levels were just satisfactory for the 
price averaging -71dB DIN. Spectrum 
analysis showed a considerable content of 
mains-related vibrations such as 100 and 
200Hz, with 'pole harmonic' components 
around 200-300Hz. The bearing alone 
measured better than -78dB with the motor 
off, however. Acoustic breakthrough was 
about average and the lid was found to be 
influential here, and results were better when 
was entirely removed. The plot is shown 
expanded by 10dB for lid up and down, the 
latter being preferred. Vibration isolation was 
also poorer than average.

The arm was well finished with very good 
geometry. It was easy to set up and use and 
demonstrated low bearing friction. Bias com
pensation was set to sensible levels and the 
cue worked well. Downforce calibration proved 
satisfactory.
Sound quality
Belying traditional assumed relatr onshr ps 
between a number of technical parameters 
and sound quality, the Rega proves that a well- 
developed, subjectively-assessed balance of 
performance counts for more than technical



excellence with regards to any one parameter 
On the debit side the Rega did suffer from a 
modicum of programme wow, particularly on 
rock programme, but this was not considered 
serious at this price level; a mild loss, of stereo 
depth was also noted, together with an ac
companying impairment of low bass definition 
and evenness. Conversely it sounded 'musical' 
in a balanced and coherent manner. With the 
latest arm the Planar 2sounded more confident. 
In the upper bass it was surprisingly articulate 
while mid and treble were notably smooth and 
sweet with better detail than before. Present
ation of detail was considered well above 
average, little inferior to super-fi models in this 
respect.

Conclusion
The Planar 2offers a fine subjective performance 
and is both very well made and finished. All in 
all, this places it in the Best Buy category.

The Planar 3 is also good, but does not offer 
quite the same value, and here standard recom
mendation is appropriate, especially with the 
excellent RB300 arm (see review).

GET ERAL C ATA Integrated turntable
Motor^tion
Type.......................................................................manual, belt-drive ,
Platter mass/damping.................................................. 2.2kg/good
Finish and engineering.................................very good/very good
Type of mains/connecting leads............................2-core phones
Speed options...................................................................33/45 rem
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)............................ 0 09%
Wow and flutter (LIN peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz). •0.21 %/0.45%
Absolute speed error.................................  + 0.4%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation.............synchronous/-0.4%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................. 4.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd UR average (see spectrum)... -72/-?Ode’

A nn ^Ktion
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge.11.5g
Typeimass of headshell..................... universal detachablel8.0g 
Geometric accuracy..........................................................very good
Adjustments provided.............................overhang/lateral angle
Finish and engineering... :-.......................excellent/very good 
Ease of assembly/sett! ng-up/use

very good/very good/very good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical................. less than 25mg/f5mg
B!as compensation meth9d................................ internal magnet
Boas force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical).............300,310mg
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g.....................-0.1g/-0.07g
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent .... negligible 0.5 secs/1.5 sees 
Arm resonances............................................................... very good
Subjective sound quality................................................ very good
Lead capacitance/damping method

70pF/counterweight decoupling

System as a whole 
Size/clearance for lid rear................... 45(w) x 36(d) x 12.3(h)/7cm
Ease of use..................................................................... fairly good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances...........average
Subjective sound quality of complete system...................good
Hum level/acoustic feedback...................average-/fairly good
Vibration sensivity/shock resistance...............average-/good 
Estimated typical purchase price Rega 2 £125;. Rega 3 £188 
•worsened by unevenness In thick felt mat

Disc impulse transmission showing damping

Rumble, electrical (above) and total (below)

O Hz 100 200 300 400 500

Breakthrough, lid up (above) and down (below)

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these 
results.
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

For most of these tests the new Rega RB300 
tonearm was fitted to a current-production 
Planar 3 turntable, which is in fact the most 
usual combination and selling for just under 
£190. The arm can also be bought as a separate 
component (£90) and proved to be one of the 
most exciting introductions in this issue. Note 
that the original Rega tonearm is still available 
and is currently fitted to the Planar 2, the 
combination selling for around £115. We also 
subjected the Planar 3 to a full retest, and 
comments on its sonic performance are 
included with this arm review. Very little 
change was recorded in the '3 peformance, 
though the drive components did demonstrate 
some engineering improvement in terms of 
both quality and tolerances.

Getting back to the RB300, this Rega-made 
product uses a very rigid one-piece arm beam/ 
headshell, which unusually is constructed 
from a hollow aluminium casting. No joins are 
present between cartridge platform and pivot. 
T.he bearings themselves are highly pre-loaded 
and yet mounted to such a high tolerance that 
friction is negligible while play is physically 
undetectable.

Rega's traditional magnetic frictionless bias 
compensator is employed, with a novel touch 
present in the design of the downforce 
mechanism. When set to zero, the carefully 
designed coil spring mechanism exerts a 
minus force of 3g so reducing the counter
balance requirements. Roy Gandy has aimed 
for the smallest possible counterweight in 
9rder to reduce its moment of inertia and 
consequently its effect on the dynamics of the 
rear section of the arm. To this end the 
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counterweight is machined from a very dense 
tungsten alloy, permitting a still smaller 
counterweight diameter.

The bearing gimbal is itself a substantial 
casting and Roy has abandoned the usual 
adjustable vertical pillar design, regarding this 
a structural weakness. His alternative is a 
threaded stem and large locknut; vertical 
height adjustment only possible using various 
washers, this assuming that the arm/cartridge 
combination will in any case fit the chosen 
turntable. For example the arm was a mite too 
high for an EMT cartridge, though fine for an 
Asak, when mounted on a Linn 'deck; on the 
Lux 300, the height was right for the EMT.

Lab report
Tests showed the RB300 to have some of the 
finest bearings in the business; furthermore it 
was very competent in the important area of 
beam/headshell rigidity. Friction was very low 
in both planes, without a trace of play, and 
while biasing worked well, the calibrated 
figures were a little on the high side (by about 
25%). Downforce calibration was accurate and 
cue operation fine. Geometric accuracy was to 
a high standard, while the effective mass was 
moderate at 10.5g, including the good-quality 
steel mounting hardware. A wide range of 
moving magnet and moving coil cartridges are 
judged suitable in the 8-22cu range.

Looking at the structural resonance 
response, the picture suggested good control 
and excellent rigidity. The 400Hz mode was 
probably the counterweight and was mild, 
While the first bending or torsional mode was 
deferred till to a remarkably high 1.5kHz — an



outstanding result. The treble was also remark
able for its absence of resonances after 4kHz.

Sound quality
It was clear after only a few minutes audition, 
that the RB300 was a top flight performer. 
Depending on the chosen player, it proved 
quite comfortable in the company of other 
reference tonearms in the £250-£400 range.

The sound was notably dry and neutral with 
excellent control throughout the range. It 
proved capable of making one 'reference' arm 
sound dull and another hard and brash; and 
while the latter comparison could be 
interpreted by some as a lack of 'life' in the 
RB300, personally, I do not believe this. Its 
transients were judged excellent, while it 
offered a very well-focused sound stage with 
first rate depth. Cartridges up to £800 were 
tried without any embarrassment. Its only 
significant failing was a slight muddling of 
detail on complex musical passages.

Conclusion
The RB300 is an excellent product which Roy 
Gandy can be justly proud of. Despite its 
modest price it sets new standards in 
performance, and a Best Buy rating is 
obviously appropriate. In conjunction with the 
turntable it forms the new Planar 3 
combination. and its benefits were clearly 
apparent in the Planar.
GENERAL DATA Tonearm
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge..10^11g 
Type/mass of headshell................................. non-detachable/-
Geometric accuracy......................................................very good
Adjustments provided........................................ overhang/offset
Finish and engineering................................ very good/excellent
Ease of assembly/set-up/use....... very good/excellent/ver good 
Friction, typical lateral/vertical................................ 15mg/15mg
Bias compensation method.......................................... magnetic
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)........ 340mg/330mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g..................... + 0.05g/ + 0.03g
Cue drift, 8mm ascent/descent........ negligible, 0.5 secs/3 sees 
Arm resonances........................................................... see graph
Subjective sound quality............................................ very good
Arm damping................................... none
Estimated typical purchase price     ..............£90

Structural arm resonances, audio band

IF YOU LOVE MUSIC
There are some people who love music, whatever 
their tastes or preferences. For tnese people, we at 
MOORGATE ACOUSTICS would ¡ike to offer a fine 
range of audio equipment. This eljipment is devoid 
of "flashing lights" or "surerflujs features" but is 
designed to exact the mdst fnfm its source; the 
musical performance. |
We would like to offer these people relaxed single
speaker demonstrations and our experienced 
advice.
If YOU are a music lov er contact os for a demonstra
tion or some expert, perceptive advice.

SOURCES AMPLIFIERS SPEAKERS
THE SOURCE fViUSiCALHDLLTY CELESTION

REVOLVER PS AUDIO KEF/A+R
THORENS MISSION

DUAL MISSION MONITOR AUDIO
SYSTEMDECK
AR/QED etc
FINANCE AND

HEYBROOK
SPENDOR etc

ROTEUAl-R 
DEN0N/QËD etc
INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE

Moorgate
Acoustics Ltd E3
AUDIO
2 West

ISULTANTS
Rotherham S60 1AP

Telephone 0709 370666

Paul Green HI-« Ud
AT HARPER FURNISHINGS

Kensington Sh-roms, London Rosd, Bath, Avon

Hi-Fi Consultant for Bath & the West
Thinking ofbuying a Hi-Fi system? Well we won't 

twist your am and tell you what you must buy.
What we will do is to give you a fair and 

unbiased demonstration so you can make up 
your own mind.

WE OFFER
A personal service plus 

Free delivery and installation on most systems.
Home demonstrations.

WE HAVE
2 single speaker dem rooms (by appointment 

please). Customers car park.
WEARE

Bath's only specialist dealer and are the 
Compact Disc centre for Bath.

AR, A&R Cambridge, Audio Vois, B&W, 
Celestion, Creek, Dean, Dual, Goldring, 

Heybrook, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short, 
Musical Fidelity, Philips, Quad, Rega, Revox, 

Rogers, Rote/, Sondex, Sony, Systemdek, 
Tannoy, Technics, Yamaha etc.

TEL 0225 316197
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Revolver
Sundown Electronic Engineering Ltd, 23 Austral Avenue, Woolston, Warrington WA1 4ND 
Tel (0925) 826223

The Revolver is a British designed and built 
motor unit produced by a company called The 
See Corporation, who were initially known for 
their oddly-named 'PIG' rubber record clamp. 
Another product of their is the Starmat — a 
record mat comprising a partially-conductive, 
impregnated disc of stiffened black felt. The 
turntable, not surprisingly, came fitted with 
both these items.

Essentially, the Revolver is a solid plinth 
design, founded on a Medite (MDF) board 
which is mounted on three rubber feet, one at 
the rear and the others at the front, these 
similar to those employed on the Rega models.

Some decoupling from the plinth-mounted 
motor and lid ■ is provided by a secondary 
element, namely the top plate on which the 
arm and platter are fixed. This plate is 
marginally isolated via stiff foam rubber strips, 
these joining it to the plinth proper. The platter 
is rather light and cut from, MDF Most striking 
is the first-rate red hammer paintwork of the plinth 

itself (the Revolver is alternatively available in grey 
hammer finish), as well as its excellent 
moulded lid — here the purchaser certainly 
gets his money's worth.

The platter is driven at its periphery by a long 
endless belt. Motive power is from the usual 
double pulley synchronous motor.

A hidden feature of the upper plate is the 
rumble vibration canceller, which comprises a 
pair of lead weights mounted under the rear 
corners to avoid a coincident resonance and 
hence improve signal to noise ratio.

The main bearing is a simple design, with a 
steel shaft and brass sleeve, run 'wet' with a 
charge of oil supplied. The tolerance on our 
sample was very good with no significant 
slack.

Lab report
The Revolver ran fast, by a measured 0.4% on 
load — acceptable. Wow and flutter was a little 
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below par at 0.18%, with both wow and flutter 
components in evidence. Slowing under load 
was however negligible — a good point. Platter 
mass was quite low, and the disc damping 
quite typical of the genre. Rumble was also 
below par at -62/ -65dB, with 200Hz motor 
rumble apparent, a result which strictly 
speaking took it out of the true hi-fi category. 
Acoustic and isolation breakthrough were also 
poorer than averate, although shock resistance 
was quite good.

Sound quality
In view of some dealers' glowing reports we 
felt the sound quality to be just a little 
disappointing. It scored 'average plus', and 
was rescued- largely by the competent 
performance of the chosen tonearm. The. 
overall sound was nicely balanced however. 
Mild wow was occasionally heard, while 
neither pitch nor timing in music seemed too 
secure. The bass was free of boom or 
emphasis, but also lacked attack and weight, 
and consequently sounded a bit 'soft'. Stereo 
depth was good however, and had pleasant 
perspectives.

Conclusion
Arriving too late for full test, the latest series 
Revolver sports a thicker top deck with a natural 
veneer finish in black ash. .Build quality is much 
improved though the main bearing still needs 
considerable running-in to reduce audible 
grinding on rotation. Priced under £200, with a 
Linn LVX and Basik cartridge, this improved 
model provided a decent sound quality, and our 
recommendation is therefore continued.

GENERAL DATA
Motor Section

Type.............................................plinth, belt-drive, synchronous
Platter mass/damping................................................... 1.0kg/fair
Finish and engineering.........................................................good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead.................................. 3-core^
Speed options.................................manual change, 33^/45rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)...........................0.18%
Wow and flutter(lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.15%/0.14% 
Absolute speed error....................................................... + 0.4%

। Speed drift, 1 hourll9ad variation.................negligible/-0.12%
1Start-up time to audible stabilisalion.............................2.0 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)........... 62/65dB
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear..............42 x 36 x 13/8.5cm 
Ease of use.......................................................................average
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.......average -
Subjective sound quality of complete system..........average +
•Hum level/acoustic feedback.................. fairly good/average -
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance......................... fair/good
Estimated typical purchase price.............................. £1081£118
* measured on an early sample (depends on finish)

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is 
subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.

-15
-BV

As STORED
RAHGEI -43 dBV STATUS1 PAUSED 

EXPNsS OVLD

10 
dB 

/DIV

-15 dBV

BUI 4.7743 Hz 
REVOLVER*N0ISE

START: 0 Hz stopi see Hz
EXPNSS OVLD

stopi see HzBUI 4.7743 Hz 
-99.70 dBY

STARTl e Hz 
xi see Hz

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total 
rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. 
Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40d8 range.

Motor unit

RANGES 9 dBV STATUS1 PAUSED
AIHAG_________ REVOL VER/BREAKTHR0___________EXPN14__________

STOPS 588 Hz

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is - BOdB.

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 
Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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Rotel RP850
Rotel Hi-Fi Ltd, 2-4 Erica Road, Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK12 6HS 
Tel (0908) 317707

Outwardly quite conventional, the new RP850 
turntable from Ratel in fact shows much 
evidence of careful design, and attains 
correspondingly fine results. Priced at £190, it 
is actually a very different kind of product from 
the visually-similar but in reality much less 
competent RP880.
plinth which affords a good foundation for arm 
and platter. Supported on moderately- 
compliant feet, the deck is fitted with a rather 
resonant polystyrene lid, but Ratel were quick 
to point out that they recommend that critical 
listeners should leave it off during play. A fairly 
generous die-cast aluminium platter is 
employed, weighing I.Bkg, and the main bear
ing was well toleranced with negligible slack. 
A thick rubber mat covers the platter, helping 
to mask any effects of the two apertures 
provided in the platter surface for drive belt 
access. The player is powered by a large 
synchronous motor with a double crowned 
pulley. Speed changeover is by hand, only 
requiring the mat to be lifted for this operation.

The arm is rather better than those usually 
encountered on integrated players, having well 
adjusted slack-free bearings. The beam is of 
light alloy tube, while the adjustable die-cast 
metal headshell is clamped in position using a 
proper sleeve clamp with socket head bolt 
tightening. This arm is in the medium-to-high 
effective mass range, so cartridges with 
compliances of the order of 8-20cu should 
prove suitable.

Lab report
The motor proved to be well isolated from the 
vital vibration-sensitive points, this proven by 
the fine DIN B-weighted rumble result of 
-BOdB. Spectral analysis of the rumble 
revealed a couple of harmless motor 
harmonics at 25Hz, and 200Hz, but electrical 
hum was fairly low.

A high-powered motor enables the player to 
reach rated speed in a fast 1.7 seconds, and its 
good torque was also shown by the very mild 
slowing under test loading, here measured at 
0.2%. Consequently pitch stability was very 
good, while DIN peak wow and flutter was fine 
at 0.07% with equally promising results for 
flutter and wow when these were separately 
weighted.

Concerning its isolation performance, the 
RP850did fairly well on acoustic breakthrough, 
which was noticeably improved upon lid 
removal. The feet afforded some vibration 
isolation — poorer than most subchassis 
types, but, beneficially, of an even character.. 
On the other hand, shock resistance was better 
than average.

The disc impulse response showed good 
initial damping followed by some low 
frequency platter ringing at 40Hz; this is likely 
to be a rocking mode.-

Arm performance was above average, the 
unit appearing to be well aligned and adjusted. 
Charted for structural resonance, the arm 
showed a minor mode at 100 and 280Hz this 
probably due.to the counterweight but the 
main break appeared at 1kHz and was rather 
severe. Good rigidity was indicated by this 
high resonance value. Arm adjustments 
included level, angle overhang and rotation. 
Friction was low at 25/10mg lateral/vertical, 
while the bias compensator offered 
appropriate values. Downforce error was 
minor, and the cue worked well.

Sound quality
Initially tried with the lid on, the sound was 
more than satisfactory and improved still 
further when the lid was removed, when it 
gained an above average rating.

Pitch was secure and stable with inaudible 
wow or rumble, and tonally it seemed well 
balanced, with a clean detailed midrange plus 
good treble, with only slight imprecision heard 
as a touch of fizz. Bass was of reasonable 
definition, with some loss of attack noted as a 
rubbery quality, but it did at least show reason-
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able tune playing ability here. Stereo was to a 
good standard with solid focusing and fair 
depth.

Conclusion
This surprising player offered a good all-round 
performance at a competitive price. The above 
average tonearm was good enough for some 
modest moving coil cartridges and comple
mented the deck well. Enthusiasts may run the 
deck with the lid off for the very best results 
but in any case, at £190, the RP850 is clearly a 
strong contender in Rotel's new range, 
comfortably gaining our recommendation.

GENERAL DATA Integrated turntable

Motor Section
Type.......................................................................manual, belt-drive
Platter mass/damping.......................................... 1.8kg/fairly good
Finish and engineering..................................................... very good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead.... 2-core/phonos and earth
Speed options..................................................................... 33/45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2).............................0.07%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz)..... 0.05%/0.08%
Absolute speed error...............................................................+ 0.25/
Speed drift, 1 hour/load varialion.........................<0.06%/ -0.2%
Start-up lime to audible stabilisation................................ 1.7 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum).... - 79/ - 81dB

Arm section
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge...... 13g 
Type/mass of headshell...........................special detachable/9.5g
Geometric accuracy.................................................................... very good
Adjustments provided.....................................tilt/overhang/offset
Finish and engineering.....................................................good/very good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use..................................................... very good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical.................................... 25mg/10mg
Bias compensation method.................................... internal spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)......... 190mg/225mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g....................... -0.05g/-0.04g
Cue drift, 8mm ascent/descent...... negligible, 0.8 secs/1.8 sees
Arm resonances.................................................................. see graph
Subjective sound quality.........................................................good
Arm damping.............................................................................. none

Q Hz 100 200 300 400 500

Rumble, electrical (above) and total (below)

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear...... 43.5 x 37 x 14.5cm/6cm 
Ease of use...................................................................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances........ fairly good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system........ good (lid off) 
Hum level/acoustic feedback...................... very good/fairly good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance............................fair/good
Typical purchase price.......................... ....... ................... ......... £190

Structural arm resonances, audio band

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these 
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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SME Series V
SME Ltd, Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY 
Tel (0903) 814321

After several fallow years, SME have come up 
with a radically new state of the art tonearm. In 
fact we considered this product to be so 
important that we took a calculated risk that 
the results for the only model in existence, a 
pre-production prototype, would be representa
tive of actual production samples available 
from about September 1985. It should be noted 
that this prototype had already travelled to 
exhibitions all over the world, but despite this it 
arrived in fine condition bar the lateral bearing 
friction which was on the high side; in produc
tion, figures of less than 40mg are anticipated 
for this parameter. Fortunately the friction level 
was not so high as to disturb the tracking of 
the test cartridge at 1.7-2g downforce.

Expected to cost a phenomena! £800, this 
arm's design technology, engineering finish 
and sound quality are all directed towards 
justifying that cost. Previous SME designs 
employed a gravity loaded knife edge for the 
vertical plane bearing, but the 'V uses firmly 
preloaded, high force stainless steel ball race 
bearings of the highest quality, offering zero 
detectable play or slack when properly 
assembled.

The main beam or tube, in thinwall cast 
magnesium, is a complex one-piece structure 
including the shell/cartridge platform, the 
massive beam, the yoke bearing assembly and 
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the rear section slide for the counterweight. 
The beam is heavily tapered both externally 
and in terms of its wall thickness. No joins are 
present from end to end though it must be said 
that the low-effective mass, high density 
tungsten counterweight block is joined via a 
cam lock system. Fine control of zero balance 
is via a thumbscrew, while downforce and bias 
correction is set by calibrated dials a la Linn 
lttok.

While the mounting hardware is compatible 
with existing SME arms - the familiar oval 
hole with the four point fixing - the 'V has a 
highly rigid vice-like clamp system which 
nevertheless includes the familiar rack for easy 
adjustment of overhang and offset geometry. 
Height adjustment is facilitated by a detach
able control, which may be temporarily 
operated during play for fine tuning. Vertical tilt 
cannot be adjusted except perhaps by special 
wedge shims at the headshell.

The cable is a special van den Hui type, 
connected via a Japanese style 5 pin plug while 
the arm socket is a right angle type, with a 
viscous-damped free rotation, allowing the 
cable to take up a natural 'set' for alignment in 
subchassis turntables; in the current Linn 
player, the plinth reinforcement comes 
dangerously close to fouling this socketry, and 
will probably need cautious shaving away.



SME's internal arm wiring is specially selected 
for optimum sound quality.

Construction and finish of the test sample 
was quite excellent — anything less like a 
prototype I have rarely seen. It felt and 
operated like a Leica.

Concerning cartridge compatibility, the arm- 
has a moderate effective mass and is suited to 
medium compliance cartridges in the 8-30cu 
range; the top limit is higher than expected and 
results from the arm’s damping feature. A 
calibrated damper engages in a horizontally 
acting silicone fluid trough.. A wide range of 
damping is possible, with the suggestion that 
it be used with extreme moderation. As such it 
can pacify the arm cartridge resonance, 
particularly with the higher compliance 
examples, and so stabilise tracking.

In the interests of low resonance, no finger 
lift is provided on the headshell, which has a 
milled undersurface for a good cartridge fit.

Lab report
On test this arm was found to be well 
calibrated with satisfactorily accurate down
force, as well as sensible levels of bias 
correction, the latter achieved without friction.

Effective mass depends to some degree on 
the mass of cartridge counter-balanced as well 
as the selected hardware, typically measuring 
12g including fixings. With various fluid 
choices available from SME, any required 
damping can be achieved.

Analysis of the arm resonance behaviour 
was complicated by the necessary use of a new 
test cartridge. Impulse analysis showed a well 
damped main arm mode to lie at a high 1.6kHz, 
but the combination of rigidity and damping 
made it hard to identify on the swept graph 
shown. In comparative terms, this suggests a 
notably clean behaviour with this cartridge.

Sound quality
Perhaps in contirmation of its aspiration to set 
a new reference standard, this arm has the 
abiIity, onee heard, to show just how colored 
and tonally unbalanced many other arms are.

The arm appears to have very little of its own 
false emphasis and, subjectively, it unleashes 
the black disc in a surprising manner. Several 
aspects caught our attention — for example, 
stage width is notably increased, yet central 
focusing is more precise over a wide frequency 
range. Tonally even, it allows previously 
'difficult’ musical passages such as certain 
female vocal tracks, to soar through the

frequency range without any hindrance or any 
suspicion of a 'forced' quality. Stage depth is 
remarkably good, with harmonic perspectives 
convincingly maintained in free space. Fine 
detail was excellently resolved, indeed certain 
detail was heard for the first time on many 
records. The bass was agreeably firm and 
extended, lacking any particular emphasis, 
while the treble was sweet and airy, slightly 
rich tonally compared with other arms.

Conclusion
Replying on SME's excellent track record for 
consistency and manufacturing quality, as well 
as their obvious dedication to the sonic 
excellence of this product, the future produc
tion model Series V can be regarded as an 
excellent tonearm in terms of design, engineer
ing, build, and sound quality. While the high 
price constrains considerations of value, it can 
be argued that this arm does just what it set 
out to do, namely establish a new reference 
standard regardless of price. In our view the 'V 
has a good chance of re-establishing the old 
SME slogan, 'The Best Pickup Arm in the 
World' and must be recommended.

GENERAL DATA Tonearm

Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge....10.5g 
Type/mass of headshell...................................................... fixed
Geometric accuracy.............. . ..................  ...........excellent
Adjustments provided............ hfiigiiiioveriiaii9/oiise!/dampmg 
Finish and engineering................................ excellent/excellent
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use......very good/good/very good 
Friction, typical lateral/vertical.............................100mg^13Omg
Bias compensation method.................................internal spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical).........150mg/210mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g.....................+ 0.02g/ -0.07g
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent........... negligible 1.5secs/3secs 
Arm resonances............................. :............................very good
Subjective sound quality..............................................excellent
Arm damping....special structure; adjustable viscous damping 
•Over-torqued assembly on prototype; correct setting gives 
typically 30mg
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SOTA Sapphire
SOTA UK Ltd, 41a The Grove, London N3 1QT 
Tel 01-349 3799

Already achieving notable success on its home 
US market, this Californian-built model is now 
available here. Its UK price made is rather more 
realistic than some other imports by a large 
planned content of UK manufacture. However 
at close on £600 it remains one of the more 
expensive models on the market today, meet
ing competition such as Michell Gyrodec and 
the Oracle Alexandria

The Sota is a massive subchassis design, 
the chassis built as a damped medite board 
forming the lower part of the deck. This 
damped panel is mass loaded at its corners by' 
the tonearm, and by lead weights, to give a low 
centre of gravity. The platform in turn is hung 
on relatively small diameter coil springs and is 
thus gravity-stable. This assures a low 
suspension resonant frequency — in the 2 to 
4Hz region — for all modes of vibration, this 
well clear of the likely arm/cartridge 
resonances.

There is a massive main bearing assembly, 
inverted so as to exploit the self stabilising 
action of the platter. A sapphire thrust disc is 
fitted, hence the turntable's name. The platter 
itself is a massive aluminium alloy casting 
finished in a gold colour, the profile chosen to 
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minimise self-resonance. The motor is the well 
known Papst de Hall-effect model, used in 
conjunction with an external power supply. 
The motor is coupled by a resilient precision 
belt looping the platter periphery. Immediately 
adjacent to the motor is a small control panel 
providing for fine variable speed control plus 
electronic switching between 33Va and 
45rpm. '

The subchassis is pre-loaded and balanced, 
and arms may be changed easily by removing a 
top mounting sub-board. Beneath this is a 
small tray which contains a measured quantity 
of lead shot, which can be varied to take up the 
mass difference between various arms, and so 
retain chassis balance without further adjust_
ment.

At present a final method for arm lead dress
ing is still under consideration, and in any 
case, there is ample space for access without 
cable encumbrance.

The substantial plinth is made of solid oak, 
the mitred corners forming a design feature. 
The lid is low in resonance though not wholly 
to the expected standard, particularly through 
its use •of apparently inexpensive friction 
loaded hinges.



Lab report
The supplied stroboscope disc was used to set 
the otherwise uncalibrated speed settings, 
which needed a mains powered lamp. After a 
half-hour warm up, the first measurement was 
combined wow and flutter, for which an 
excellent 0.06% was recorded. Unweighted 
flutter was at the limit of measurement though 
some wow was recorded at 0.15%; this is not 
uncomon for belt drive models. Drift was low, 
though the Sota showed some weakness with 
respect to torque.

Under the standard loading test, the deck 
slowed by nearly 0.5% and this would be 
considered serious if it were not for the 
weighty platter with its high rotational inertia. 
The flywheel effect will help to control short 
term load changes while speed recovery was 
free of overshoot, a favourable point.

DIN B weighted rumble was excellent at 
-80dB while spectral analysis showed a 
welcome absence of the usual motor and 
mains related harmonics, this helping to 
contribute to a 'clean' low level sound quality.

Using the mat and clamp, the disc impulse 
damping demonstrated a high level of 
dissipation of the vibration transient. Some 
mild low frequency ripple was evident which 
when analysed, resolved into a platter 
resonance at 580Hz, plus a subchassis flexure 

continued on page 193

GENERAL DATA Motor unit (tested with Sumiko arm)
Motor Section
Type..........................................................belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping...........................................5kg/very good
Finish and engineering.................................................very good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead.... '......remote transformer 
Speed options................................................ variable, 33/45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2).......................... 0.06%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.15%/0.05% 
Absolute speed error.........................................adjustable-pitch
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation............ approx 0.1 %/ -0,45% 
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.............................4.7 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)....-81/ - 79dB
Arm section (Sumiko Premiere arm) 
Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cartridge....16.5g 
Type/mass of headshell...................... universal detachable/12g
Geometric accuracy............... ................... ........ ..........very good
2dJ:,stments proeJo<............ hoigiii/ovaiiiiiii9/offsa’idamping
Finish and engineering............................... excellent/very good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use........................................very good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical................................. 60mg/15mg
Blas compensation method...............................................spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical).........320mg/240mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g..........................0.01g/0.015g
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent.............negligible, 0.6 sec/1 sec 
Arm resonances...........................................................see graph
Subjective sound quality.................................................see text
Arm damping........................... optional lateral, by viscous fluid
System as a whole
Size(w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear....... 50 x 43 x 20cm/7.5cm
Ease of use............................................................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough'and resonances......... excellent
Subjective sound quality of complete system......... ...very good
Hum level/acoustic feedback....................... excellent/excellent 
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance........excellent/very good 
Estimated typical purchase price..:...............£600 (without arm)

Breakthrough, acoustic (above) and vibration (below)

Note: Reviewed with the Gyromat, Sota have 
since noted that improved results can be 
obtained with alternative mats. In their Star 
Sapphire, a full vacuum clamp mat system is 
employed.
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z REVISED AND REPRINTED

Syrinx PU3 ........ ...___ __ _
Syrinx Audio Ltd, Royston House, Caroline Pirk1 Granton, Edinburgh EH5 1QJ 
Tel 031-551 2404 '(manufactured under new management)

A development of the PU2, a promising 
tonearm which failed to fully convince me of 
its merits, the PU3 Ipsissima is similarly priced 

,.. at the £300 level - but there is no comparison 
in respect of engineering or finish, the 3 being 
far superior to the earlier model.

Like the LE1, the PU3s massive main beam 
may be rotated on a threaded fixing of very fine 
pitch. As the designer explained, the finer the 
pitch the greater the locking forces which may 
be obtained via the centre rotating sleeve. 
After adjustment, the PU3 can certainly be set 
very firmly. A sensible cartridge platform is 
fitted, well reinforced and firmly bonded to the 
tube.

A massive gimbal bearing assembly is 
employed, with large precision ball races. 
designed to accept a substantial pre-load. The 
pre-load assures a freedom from play with 
effective coupling from cartridge to mounting 
base. Best described as cigar shaped, the main 
beam is profiled to provide a defined 
resonance pattern chosen for optimum 
sound.

The polished counterweight moves on the 
threaded rear stem, and is locked in position by 
a contra-rotated inner sleeve.

A relatively large alloy plate forms the gantry 
for the arm rest and cue mechanism, but this. 
was suspected of introducing a minor 
resonance in the 1kHz region. However, 
experiment showed that a small wood wedge 
between the extreme end of the gantry and the 
arm mounting board (if this is possible) could 
minimise this resonance effect.

Arm height is adjustable by means of a lock
nut on the threaded pillar, not as convenient as 
the side locking methods used by most arms. 
Neither downforce nor bias levels were 
calibrated.

Lab report
Effective mass was found to be around 11g, 
including fixing hardware, this suited to a 
broad range of high quality modern cartridges 
from the Linn to the Koetsus. The geometric 
accuracy was high, and all the related 
adjustments were correct. The bearings were 
devoid of play at the expense of some friction, 
typically 70mg in both planes for our recent 
sample, and considered to be satisfactory.

Charted with a Osawa BOL moving coil 
cartridge, the structural arm resonance graph 
presented an interesting picture. Minor 
counterweight modes were present from 200
400Hz, with the main resonance appearing at a 
high 1kHz, indicating fine main beam rigidity. 
The break in energy trend was fairly strong at 
1kHz, but above this range the arm was notably 
well behaved. The main 1kHz resonance could 
however prove interesting in the context of the 
listening tests.

Sound quality
The PU3 was judged to offer a considerable
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improvement over the PU2. Tracking stability 
was notably superior, if marginally behind that 
of the Zeta for example. The sound was 
characterised by a light-textured, delicately 
open quality with a sweet detailed ■ treble 
capable of bringing out the best from the line
contact type cartridges. The mid was slightly 
'nasal', but no more so than several 
competitors, though in our view this area did 
not benefit from the Pink Triangle and its alloy 
plate tonearm mounting. Perhaps a wooden 
board would provide a superior termination?
Conclusion
Syrinx have maintained a fully competitive 
standard with their PU3 /psissima. In the right 
turntable — the Sondek is one example — the 
PU3can provide a first-rate sound quality, with 
the finish and most technical aspects of 
commensurate quality. Taken overall, the PU3 
qualifies for recommendation.
GENERAL DATA Tonearm
Arm section
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge....11.0g 
Type/mass of headshell................................. non-detachable/ -
Geometric accuracy.......................................................excellent
Adjustments provided...till/heighl/overhang/offset
Finish and engineering................................................. excellent
Ease of assembly/set-up/use........................good/good/average
Friction, typical lateral/vertical................................. 70mg/70mg
Bias compensation method............................... thread and lever
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)........... uncalibrated
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g..........................uncalibrated
Cue drift, 8mm ascent/descent......very good, 0.5 secs/2.0 sees
Arm resonances............................................................... average
Subjective sound quality..............................................very good
Arm damping.........................................................................none
Estimated typical purchase price .......................... ................£2S0

* CREEK * NYTECH * ROTEL * 
MARANTZ * REVOX * DENON 
* TECHNICS * B&W *AUDIO 
VOIS ★ MORDAUNT-SHORT
* KEF * AKROYD * DEAN

94 BRISTOL STREET PHONE: 021-6921359

WIGMOR.L street W1
CITY OF WESTMINSTER

* 

*

*

*

*

* 
*

*

*

Expert frtendly advice - whelher you're 
starting oul, upgrading your sysiem or 
just replacing your carrridge
Single speaker de:s by appointment in eidler :r:ur ::o studios
Turntable service that’s the besl in Ihe 
business - we sel up, renovale, up-date 
and repair

Biasing lo the lape of your choice when 
you purchase a new deck or we'll tweek 
your own deck for [15
Part-exchange of your existing 
equipment normally possible subjecl to 
age and condition

No deposit Inslalmenl credll available - 
full details on application

Tapes at prices you'll find hard to beal!
Accessories for Ihe enthusiasc from Ihe 
West End's flnnc selection - you name 
II, we've usually 901 It
Record cleaning service - quile simply 
Ihe only way to bring those Creasured 
discs back to a lislenable condilion

LOW PROFILE?
We are sometimes gently accused of keeping 
too low a profile, and of hiding our light under 
a bushel. Our approach, it is true, will probably 
appeal to the music lover rather than the more 
excitable fringe element seeking the latest 
7-day wonder.

We have long believed that high quality 
turntables are far too expensive, and there is 
even less justification for them now that the 
splendid Compact Disc is with us. (Can we 
really be the only turntable manufacturers 
openly prepared to recognise the outstanding 
merits of this new medium?)

Should you wish to raise the level of 
reproduction from your gramophone records 
however, without entering the world of 
financial fantasty, we modestly suggest you 
investigate our new, improved CJ5811 - a 
model already highly rated in its original form.

You will find, we suspect, that the CJ5811 
also keeps a low profile and will do no more, 
or less, than a good turntable should. For (like 
little boys), turntables should be seen and not 
heard.

For futher details of the CJ5811 and our 
other turntables please contact:

C.W. & J. WALKER LTD 
BRENTWOOD, RED LANE, FRODSHAM 

CHESHIRE WA6 6RA
Tel: 0928 33326
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Systemdek IIX
Systemdek Ltd, PO Box 9, Troon, Scotland 
Tel (0294) 71251

The /IX is an entirely new model from Dunlop, 
effectively replacing the successful Systemdek 
II. Floating subchassis models are rare at the 
£115 level, and the /IX is accordingly one of a 
select few. In the manner of its suspension it 
resembles the Pink Triangle; the subchassis 
hangs on fairly small diameter coil springs 
adjustable from above. Good chassis dynamics 
are ensured, and it can be seen to swing freely 
in the required planes of motion. The standard 
Dunlop oil-feed bearing is used and all vital 
parts are well engineered.

Formed of steel plate, the subchassis is rein
forced by an aluminium girder extrusion linking 
main bearing to tonearm mount. A plate glass 
platter plus felt mat surmounts the inner platter 
drive hub, and a standard synchronous motor 
(with two-speed pulley) is used to power the 
deck via a precision rubber belt.

The plinth has a good finish plus a decent lid, 
mounted on good hinges. Arm mounting is 
straightforward and cable dressing no problem; 
for testing we fitted a Mission 774LC, this 
ensemble being factory priced at about £1.80. 
However, we have been informed by DunlopJhat 
in future they may be able to offer their own 
Japanese-sourced 'LC' arm.

Lab report
Founded on the good results of the earlier II, the 
/IX performed well on test. Platter mass was a 
realistic 1.8kg with average disc damping 
accorded by the felt mat. When the Dunlop disc 
clamp was used, some improvement occurred, 
this seen in the reproduced impulse response.

Weighted wow and flutter was moderate at 
0.09% while unweighted flutter was fine at 
0.1 % as was wow at 0.12%. The deck did run a 
little fast but showed excellent torque, the 
0.13% slowing under load being a fine result, 
.indicative of the complete absence of 
subjective programme dynamic wow. DIN B 
rumble was also very good at -80/82dB, 
spectral analysis showing some 100Hz motor 
harmonics but at a harmless level.

This model was another front-rank performer 
as regards vibration and acoustic isolation — 
very little energy gets in above 30Hz.

Sound quality
Fine results were obtained on audition. Stereo 
images were well. focused, while good depth 
and midrange detail were evident. The bass was 
notable for its clean, even quality, showing good 
attack and tunefulness.
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Tonally, the deck sounded a little bright and 
forward with a hint of 'echo' in the mid, and it 
could also sound a trifle 'louder' than the best of 
its competitors. Rumble and wow were 
inaudible.

Conclusion
Unfortunately we did not receive a current 
version of this deck for retest but we understand 
that some small improvements have taken place. 
Given Dunlop's consistent standing over the 
years, we have decided to maintain the Best Buy 
rating for this deck. An 'electronic' version will 
also be available.

Disc impulse transmission showing damping

GENERAL DATA Motor unit
Type................................................................belt drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping.................................................. 4.75 kg/good
Finish and engineering.................................... very good/very good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead.................................3 core/-
Speed options........................................ manual change, 33145 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)..............................0.08%
Wow and flutter(lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz)....0.14%1<0.05% 
Absolute speed error..................... ...... ....... ...................... + 0.05%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation...............synchronous/-0.16% 
Start-up time to audible stabilisation................................ 4.3 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)..... - 761 - 78 dB 
Size(w xdx h)/clearanceforlidrear..41 x34x 16.5cm/6.5cm 
Ease of use........................................ ......... .... ........................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances............very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system............... very good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback..........................very good/excellent
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance.........excellent/fairly good 
Estimated typical purchase price............................................ £115

Rumble, electrical (above) and total (below)

Breakthrough, acoustic (above) and vibration (below)

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these•
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Thorens TD166 II _ __
Cambrasound Ltd, Britann;a Road. Wa,t"-m Cm" M;ddlese• '" 7m 
Tel (0992) 716666

Originally popular a number of years ago the 
166 has been revised and reintroduced after a 
long absence. On the face of it, this would 
appear to be quite a competitive product: for 
under £120 a good quality, well adjusted 
tonearm is provided, fitted to a true sub
chassis belt-drive deck.

The arm uses the Thorens detachable wand 
system offering a low effective mass in the 
region of 5-6g, and suited to medium to high 
compliance cartridges. Calibrated adjustment 
is provided for downforce and bias compen
sation while plinth mounted, shock-free cueing 
is built-in. Only manual operation is provided, 
and the plinth and hinged lid are rather reson
ant; in practice this is immaterial since the 
player components are isolated on the spring- 
suspended internal sub-chassis. A generous 
cast machined platter is fitted with a main 
bearing of satisfactory quality. Power is 
supplied by a slow-speed synchronous motor 
via a compliant belt. The old-style Thorens mat 
is used for this economy model, but it could 
easily be updated by a felt or other type.

Lab report
While a promising 2.5kg platter is fitted, the 
disc impulse response was uninspiring with 
considerable post impulse ringing; a good mat 
would help matters here considerably. Finish 
and engineering were generally quite good and 
two speeds are provided with a good mechan
ical changeover. Weighted wow and flutter was 

very good, though some mild pure wow was 
noted. The 166 ran 1.4% fast, which might just 
be noticed by a someone with absolute pitch 
acuity, but showing under load was negligible. 
Rumble was above average at -72dB; DIN 
weighted, and nothing untoward was evident 
from the spectrum analysis. As it should, the 
166 rated as good on both acoustic and 
vibration isolation, while hum levels were 
moderate, feedback resistance well above 
average, and shock resistance fairly good .

The arm showed good geometry and. was ad
justable in all planes, which is unusual at this 
price level. As in the past, I found the Thorens 
system for cartridge fixing awkward but other
wise the arm was easy to set up and use. The 
bearings provided very low friction levels and 
bias compensation was in the right ratio if 
slightly low, while the cue operation was fine. 
Experiments with the arm resonances revealed 
a significant improvement in sound with the 
finger lift cropped to about one third its 
original length, or even removed altogether. 
Curtailing the lift meant that the 400Hz 
resonance then disappeared, and that at 
500Hz was moderated.

Sound quality
Used as supplied, the sound quality was rather 
special for the price. It portrayed dynamics 
well and demonstrated worthwhile stereo 
depth and space, proving to be quite detailed 
and articulate throughout the frequency range.
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The bass was quite good with a surprisingly 
stable tempo and drive. Substitution of a 
better mat and altering the finger lift gave 
greater clarity and smoothness.

Conclusion
The 166 is unhesitatingly recommended. For 
the price it offers a good arm, a stable motor 
drive, good environmental isolation and a well 
balanced performance. The sound quality is 
well above the general competition, and fur
thermore the arm's low mass and high sensitiv
ity allow the use if quite delicate higher compli
ance cartridges while still working well with 
medium compliance types.

GENERAL DATA Integrated turntable
Motor Section
Type........manual, belt-drive, synchronous motor, subchassis 
Platter mass/damping............................................. 2.5kg/poor
Finish and engineerinQ............................................good/good
Type of mains/connecting leads 2-corelphonos and earth 
Speed options............................................................. 33/45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2).........................0.08%
Wow and flutter (LIN peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) ..0.15%/0.(»% 
Absolute speed error......................................................+ 1.4%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation. synchronous/ -0.18% 
Start-up time to audible stabilisation...........................3.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd UR average (see spectrum)........... -72dB

Disc impulse transmission showing damping

Arm Section
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge ...6.0g 
Type/mass of headshell................................detachable carrier
Geometric accuracy.....................................................very good
Adjustments provided...........................overhang/offset/height
Finish and engineering,. .................... good/good
Ease of assernbiy/setting-up/use....... good/fair/very good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical................. less than 5mg/10mg
Blas compensation method............................................. pulley
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical) 150mg/150mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g......................... -0.2glnone
Cue drift, 8mm ascent/descent........... none, 0.8 secs/3.1 sees 
Arm resonances......................................................... •average +
Subjective sound quality.......................................... average +
Lead capacitance/damping method

240pF/counterweight decoupling Rumble, electrical (above) and total (below)
System as a whole _ . _ ______
Size/cle:ranceforlid rear................. 43(w) x 35(d) x 15(h)/8.5cm
Ease of use.................................................................. very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances............... good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system............. good + 
Hum level/acoustic feedback........................... very aood/good
Vibration sensivity/shock resistance..........good + /fairly good 
Estimated typical purchase price......................................£149
'with finger/ift as supplied - see text ’

100 200 500 1K 2K20 HZ 50 SK 10K 20(
Structural arm resonances, audio band

Breakthrough, acoustic (above) and vibration (below)

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these 
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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Thorens TD320 series
Cambrasound Ltd, Britannia Road, Waltham Cross, Middlesex ENB 7EF 
Tel Waltham Cross 71666

After a relatively quiet period, Thorens have 
launched a new range of turntables called the 
320 series. Essentially this provides replace
ments for the long established 160 range, and a 
new wood subchassis design has been 
employed. Following in the footsteps of B&O 
and Philips, Thorens have chosen to replace 
their usual coil spring suspension with one 
using flat leaf springs, these hung or 
cantilevered from the chassis allowing free 
movement. Centration and consistency are 
thus improved and the springs are easy to 
adjust from above.

The massive plinth is of solid MDF, 40mm 
thick. The section of material cut out for the 
arm mounting transferred to the subchassis, 
and the result is a wood-based high-mass 
subchassis of low resonance properties. Arm 
mounting boards are interchangeable. 
Thorens' existing two-part Mazak platter and 
belt drive has been retained, but a new low 
voltage synchronous motor has been fitted, 
this fed by an electronically synthesised two 
phase power supply with the two speeds 
directly switched. In 320form, this deck comes 
with a factory fitted Thorens TP16 tonearm 
190

complete with a stable arm lift control fitted 
with a Linn LVX as an option, if so desired. 
Many other arms can also be fitted - our 
sample had a Mission 774LC.

The 320 is engineered to a high standard 
with an excellently toleranced main bearing 
and particularly good finish. The lid now sports 
spring loaded hinges. It proved easy to set up 
except for the restricted clearance available for 
dressing the arm cable inside the deck.

Lab report
The clutch provided a judder-free start up at a 
slow 8.7 seconds. Rumble was very low at 
-76dB with no supply harmonics visible on 
the spectrogram. The new flat mat offered 
quite good platter damping with a good 
termination of disc impule energy.

The suspension offered very good levels of 
vibration isolation while acoustic energy was 
also well rejected. No particular emphases 
were detected in the frequency range.

Wow and flutter was very low at 0.06% DIN 
peak, sigma 2 weighted. The discrete figures 
for wow and for flutter were well balanced, 
while speed accuracy was good, and slowing



under load was mild at 0.25%. This player also 
provided quite good resistance to shock 
though the chassis proved to be a trifle 
'whippy' in the rotational mode.

Sound quality
Performing very well in the listening tests, the 
320 provided a stable, focused sound, with a 
feeling of substantial weight and solidity. 
Stereo images revealed fine depth and space 
while the pitch and rhythm were well 
maintained. Acoustic feedback was also very 
low, while the player was also not too critical of 
siting, a good sign.

Conclusion
Improving on the .traditional strengths of the 
TD160, the 320 series offered a welcome 
advance in engineering, performance and 
finish. Fully competitive in their price category, 
this new range of models is firmly 
recommended.

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
:;Shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is 
subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.
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stop^ see HzBMI 4.7743 Hz 
Vi-97.33 dBV

-95
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Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total 
rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. 
Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40dB range.

GENERAL DATA Motor unit/integrated player^

Motor section
Type........................................electronic belbdrive, subchassis
Platter massldamping............................................... 3.7kglgood
Finish and engineering............................... excellent/very good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead................................2 core
Speed options.............................................................33, 45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtc, sigma 2).........................0.06%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hzl6-300Hz)......0.1%/0.1%
Absolute speed error...................................................... -0.16%
Speed drift, l hour/load variation.....................<0.1%1-0.25%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation........................... 8.7 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)..........-76dB

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear................... / x Ix /cmllcm
Ease of use.......................................................................... good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.......very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system..........very good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback................... very good/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance....very good/fairly good 
Estimated typical purchase price... TD321, £220; TD320, £270 
•supplied with factory-fitted Linn LVX arm (TD321) or 
Thorens arm (TD320)

18 
dBY

STATUS^ PAUSED 
_EKPNi4

RANGEi 9 dBV 
THOR320'8REAKTHRO

STOPi 500 HzSTART 
Xi £50 Hz

7743 Hz 
Yi-74.13 dBV

Ai
Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is - BOdB.

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 
Introduction for explanation of test techniqqes
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REVISED AND REASSESSED

Walker CJ61
C W & J Walker Ltd, Brentwood, Red Lane, Frodsham, Warrington WA6 6RA 
Tel (0928) 33326

Possibly inspired by the drum-plinth 
Systemdek, Colin Walker has come up with a 
quite remarkable new turntable. If the 
purchaser is prepared to forego a cover, this 
model can offer a true floating subchassis, 
with a good-quality synchronous motor driving 
a substantial two part platter via a precision 
ground drive belt — all for under £90. It is likely 
that the factory-assembled package of a CJ61 
plus Mission 774LCarm will retail in the region 
of £145, a price territory where a proper sub
chassis, with its attendant performance 
benefits, is still commonly omitted; only the 
B&O and NAO have it in the £100 price range.

The 61 's subchassis is of wood composition, 
as in the CJ58, and the properly-designed 
three-spring suspension can be easily aligned 
from below via the accessible bolts. Two 
speeds are provided, manually changed by 
lifting the belt, while the established Walker 
Tufnol platter has been retained, this a further 
major asset at this price level. A new thin felt 
mat is bonded to the platter. Finish is in satin 

• black, practical and workmanlike.
Our pre-production sample came supplied 

with a rubber drive cord and gave just audible 
wow and flutter. During the project, it was 
however replaced by a full production model 
which was fitted with a trusty conventional belt 
drive.

Lab report
The first sample gave high wow and flutter 
results and this was queried with the designer. 
The other characteristics were however fine, 
and start-up was particularly quick. Torque was 
fine and rumble satisfactory, though affected 

by the presence of the high flutter, the spectro
gram lowered by 20dB to allow recording of 
this trace. Note that the final sample gave 
rather better wow and flutter readings than 
those here, plus reduced rumble; clearly there 
are no problems on this score now.

Fine results were obtained for vibration 
isolation and acoustic energy was particularly 
well rejected. The disc impulse response was 
above average the initial transient being well 
handled with a -low incidence of secondary 
ringing. A trace of a low frequency resonance 
may also be seen towards the end of the pulse 
recording.

Sound quality
Final auditioning on the second sample 
provided very good results, these in no way 
related to the low price! Sound quality was 
fully equal to that of a medium-range sub
chassis model and the 774 arm complemented 
it well.

Bass was pretty clean with surprising 
'speed' and articulation. The midrange was 
free of hardness and yet was explicit with good 
resolution of detail, while the treble register- 
remained in good tonal balance.

Stereo images were well focused, stable and 
exhibited good depth, while dynamics were 
well portrayed without undue forwardness.

Conclusion
I n its production form, this new Walker model 
has broken a price barrier for good subchassis 
motor units. Compatible with the Mission 
774LC tonearm, and arguably, with even better 
models as well, it offers a very good sound at a 
very modest price. Its fine value for money 
ensures it Best Buy status in this edition.
GENERAL DATA Motor’unit
Motor ^Mtion
Type............................................................... belt drive, subchassls
Platter mass/damping.........................................1.9kg/average +
Finish and engineering.................................adequate^tvery good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead...............................2-core/-
Speed options......................................manual change, 33145 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)............................... ,0.3g
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz).....0.25%/0.2%
Absolute speed error............................................................. 0.25%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variatlon............synchronous/-0.25%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation...................... 1.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)....- 741- 72dB.
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear............41 x31x 14cm/none 
Ease of use.......................................................................fairly good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances......... very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system................ good + 
Hum level/acoustic feedback.................................fair/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance..........................good/fair
Estimated typical purchase price.............................................£85
•Prototype review sample, not typical production
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Breakthrough, acoustic (above) and vibration (below)
Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these 
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques

SOTA SAPPHIRE continued

at around 50Hz, both however quite well 
damped.

The Sota scored top marks for isolation, 
both vibrational and acoustic energy being 
well rejected, and this design should be highly 
uncritical of location. The chassis also 
demonstrated good dynamic behaviour with its 
frequency modes well separated from the 
cartridge resonance, and as such contributing 
to good stable tracking even under conditions 
of mild shock or footfall.

Sound quality
Using top class turntables as a basis for 
comparison, the Sota was also examined on its 
own merits, fitted with the Sumiko Premiere 
arm and Talisman cartridge supplied. We also 
tried the Zeta and Linn lttok arms with Asak 
and EMT van den Hui cartridges.

Initial impressions were encouraging, the 
player providing a stable and spacious stereo 
soundfield with good tonal neutrality. The 
frequency balance always sounded even and 
well controlled, while an air of restraint 
pervaded the reproduction. Stereo images 
were well presented with good depth 
ambience, and fine width of stereo stage. It felt 
'relaxed', in fact almost too much so at times, 
as if some of the feeling of excitement present 
on some recordings had been diluted. One 
listener remarked that it was very hard to fault 
the Sota and yet he did not find the music it 
produced particularly involving. One area was 
finally identified namely the bass. While it was 
undoubtedly even, pretty tuneful and showed 
good low frequency extension, it also seemed 
'slow'. The attack and rhythmic precision 
present on some tracks was softened and lost 
impact. We found use of the lttok helped liven 
up the balance elsewhere in the frequency 
range, providing a good match for the deck but 
the 'lack of excitement' question was not 
wholly resolved.

Conclusion
At close on £600 the Sota Sapphire offered 
some impressive aspects in terms of both its 
engineering and performance, and is un
doubtedly a fine product. However it is up 
against stiff competition from UK designs, 
many of which offer rather better va!ue. It is 
certainly llY,Orth considering the Sapphire; 
indeed its particular balance of performance 
might prove correct for some systems, so our 
suggestion must be to consult your dealer, 
take advice on system matching and audition it 
for yourself.
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Walker CJ58 II
CW & J Walker Ltd, Brentwood, Red Lane, Frodsham, Warrington WA6 BRA 
Tel (»8) 3326

Supplied in provisional form, this new Walker 
deck replaces the original CJ58 and offered a 
new chassis design plus a radically improved 
plinth, well finished in real wood veneer.

The original model used a three point coil 
spring suspension, with a fabricated wood 
frame chassis. The new version has a revised 
chassis still made from wood, but now in the 
form of composite panels, designed for more 
flexible arm mounting as well as to provide a 
more stable suspension.

The heavy highly-damped Tufnol platter has 
been retained, as well as the inner drive belt 
hub. A slow speed synchronous motor powers 
the deck, this offering two speeds via a manual 
belt changeover on two pulley diameters. A 
thin high density felt mat is permanently 
bonded to the platter.

Suspension levelling may be accomplished 
from above and no problems were encountered 
as regards arm lead dressing. Standard arms 
for use with this deck include the Mission 
774LC and the Linn LVX, both comparably 
good choices.

Lab report
Disc impulse response was good, the transient 
quickly damped, with low frequency effects at 
a minimum. Acoustic isolation was very good, 
as was the low frequency vibration isolation 
but some breakthrough was observed in the 
higher frequency range. The DIN peak wow and 
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flutter was a little high at 0.21 % , though this 
did not prove to be a subjective problem. The 
cause seems to have been the same as that of 
the poorer than average torque, the deck 
showing an 0.5% slowing under load; both 
were believed due to the low selected level of 
belt tension acting in conjunction with the talc 
dressing on the belt. This dressing gave a 
smooth starting but also resulted in a long 6.5 
second' start-up time.

Absolute speed was slow at -2%, this an 
audible shift and one for which some 
allowance was made in the listening tests. 
Cleaning off the talc effected an improvement 
here. DIN B weighted rumble was very good at 
-78dB, with the rumble spectrogram very 
clean bar a touch of breakthrough at 100Hz.

Sound quality _
The '58 II did well in the listening tests, and 
was certainly improved by cleaning the belt. 
Auditioned using a Linn LVX, it offered a tidy 
well controlled performance, to an essentially 
good 'subchassis standard'. The stereo was 
clear with good focus and depth. Midrange 
coloration was pleasantly low, while the bass 
showed some articulate detail with fair 
extension.

Pitch stability was good but not outstanding; 
perhaps the drive tolerances could be revised 
to give higher torque in future production? A 
'Best Buy' might then be regained.
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■ Conclusion
With this deck, a good subchassis sound 
quality was maintained together with a high 
standard of finish. The drive and suspension 
dynamics were not entirely happy as yet, but 
the '58 II did nonetheless qualify for 
recommendation.
(Note: Production models wil have an aluminium 
motor pulley, giving improved drive.)
GENERAL DATA Motor unit"
Motor section
Type.................................Synchronous, belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping.............................................1.9kg/good
Finish and engineering..................... ...................... fairly good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead..
Speed options.

..2 core

Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtc, sigma 2).
.manual change, 33, 45 rpm

.0.2%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2^6Hz/6-300Hz)...0.25%/0.21 %
Absolute speed error......................... .
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation......  
Startup time to audible stabilisation.
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum).
System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance tor lid rear................... /
Ease of use........................................................... 
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances... 
Subjective sound quality of complete system....

.................-2.0%

.negligible/ -0.5%

................6.5 sees
-78dB

dBV

10 
dB 

zDIV

BH1 4,77.43 Hz 
UALU5S.2^rtO!SE

STOP1 5BB Hz 
EXPtfl8

stop: see HzBUI 4.77^3 Hz 
Y^-183.87 dBY

Hum level/acoustic feedback..............
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance.
Estimated typical purchase price......

arm may be supplied

./ x Ix /cm//cm 

.....lairly good 

....... excellent 

.............. good
.good/very good 

. ..... good/fair 
..................£125

STARTI 8 Hz 
X1 588 Hz

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total 
rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. 
Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40dB range.

Audio VideoTronics A
(A.VrjLtd

Audio Video Tronics (AVT) Ltd, Vk
4 Feathers Lane (off Wote St.) Wßr
Basingstoke, Hants
Tel: (0256) 24311 ▼

-71 
STARTt 3 dr.

STATUS1 PAUSED 
EXPHI4• dBY

10 
dB 

/DIY

RANGE: 9 dBV 
UALKA55.SPBREAK

M..
BUI 4.7743 Hz STOP: 500 Hz

Stockists of:
DUAL: THOREN$: MISSION: 
AR: ROTEL: YAMAAHA: AIWA: 
SANSUI: B&W: TANNOY: 
CELESTION:LUXMANWHAR- 
FEDDALE: ORTOFON: SHURE: 
SME

HEAR THE EXPERTS

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is - BOdB.

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 
Introduction for explanation of test techniques

EXPERT ADVICE: EXPERT SERVICE 
‘2 YEAR GU^NTEE:

FREE DELIVERY & INSTALLATIONS 
SHOP & HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Firmly in the 'super-fi' class at close on £400, 
the Zeta arm is a UK-designed and manufac
tured product with a very business-like con
struction and exterior.

Finished in satin black throughout, the aim 
comes packed in a handmade, hinged plywood 
case. A fixed headshell design, rigidity is its 
byword, with the massive construction clearly 
amplifying this concept. The entire pillar/base 
and gimbal support is machined from a solid 
block and likewise the oversize beam tube is a 
continuous structure, running right through 
the bearing assembly. The headshell is free of 
perforations aside from the cartridge fixing 
slots, representing an excellent mounting 
platform. As in the Sumiko, those few parts 
which are joined are thermally bonded, thus 
avoiding the variability of the adhesives 
normalised.

The large counterweight consists of an alu
minium shell containing a series of steel 
weights, these being selected in combination 
for the required counterbalance. force, then 
locked in position. The whole assembly may 
then be locked on the rear arm beam section 
using large socket head screws and downforce 
must .'be set using an auxiliary gauge. An 
internal hair-spring bias compensator is fitted, 
integral to the pillar housing and controlled via 
small knurled wheel. Uncalibrated, this .needs 
to be set by trial and error, using a tracking test 
record and via listening tests:

Geometrically, the offset is at 23.75 deg in 
order to bring the stylus tip into alignment with 
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the arm beam centre line and to reduce tors
ional excitation. Heavily gold-plated profes
sional connectors are used for the arm cable 
which has fine phono plugs at the other ex
tremity, these also gold plated. The cable was 
judged to be reasonably compliant and offered 
a low 100pF lead capacitance.

The gimbal bearings are set virtually to 
tightness and employed a large number of race 
balls on superfinished hardened surfaces. Ef
fective mass approaches the 'heavy' category 
specially suited to low compliance, high per
formance moving coil cartridges.

Lab report
Estimated at 16g, the effective mass would 
ideally partner cartridges in the 7-14cu 
compliance range. The geometric accuracy 
was excellent, and the arm was superbly 
crafted and finished. Friction was satisfactor
ily low at 25mg in both planes,- and when set to 
'off', very little bias was developed. At the mid 
click position 200mg was noted, with 325mg at 
'max' this is a very sensible control range. The 
cue worked well with sensibly chosen rates.

Charted for resonances, the start of the 
graph is low down due to the mass contribu
tion; thereafter it is distinguished by a 
uniquely even energy trend. A few minor 
resonances are present, but do not signif
icantly disturb the result. A trace of bearing 
play was noted with our first sample; unfortu
nately, later samples still showed some bearing 
quality variation. •



Sound quality
Immediately recognisable as a top-class 
product; the Zeta was most rewarding on 
audition. The bass was exceptionally good - 
deep, powerful, tight and articulate. Tonal 
balance as slightly 'heavy' in a relaxed, 
unstrained fashion - full of depth, detail and 
sharp stereo focusing, while the treble was 
sweet and transparent with negligible blurring.

Conclusion
Here is another UK-built, front-rank audiophile 
product. Its constructional quality, finish and 
sound were all first rate and would satisfy the 
mmost discerning of purchasers, and while a 
high price must be paid for this, for many the 
results will justify the outlay. Van den Hui cable 
will be available as an option, offering improved 
clarity and depth, plus a still sweeter treble.

GENERAL DATA Tonearm
Am Thtiur 
Approximate effœtive mass. Inc screws, excl cartridge.. 16U^
Type/mass of headshell..................................... non-detachable
Geometric accuracy.....................................................excellent
Adjustments provided..........height/overhang/offset
Finish and engineering............................... excellent/very good
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use ................. good/good/good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical................................25rngi25mg
Blas compensation method................................Internal spring
Blas force, rim/centre (set to click-stop position

200mg/200mg
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g........................ uncalibrated
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent........... slight, 0.7 secs/1.9 sees
Arm resonances......................................................... very good
Subjective sound quality............................................s good
Lead capacltance/damplng method.......................100pF/none
Estimated typical purchase price....................................... £399

Structural arm resonances, audio band

Hi-Fi in Somerset and 99e West
We can offer a studio or home demon
stration, by appointment, of equipment 
we feel confident to recommend for its 
high quality performance and reliability.

AVALON Hl-fl
^—STUDIO 

PHONE GLASTONBURY 
(0458)50370 

The Old Nursery, 
Butleigh, Glastonbury

Access and Visa facilities.

Mon to Sat 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. 
Closed Wednesday. 

Late Night Thurs 
(by prior appointment).

////
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In spite of being: 
"Turntable of the Year" 1985 
FBA Awards, in Britain 
''Decibel D'Honneur" 
Nouvell Revue du Son 
in France
''Un esoterico d'oltremanica" 
Alta Fedelta 
in Italy
etc. etc. etc. etc....
We suggest you listen yourself 
(Recommended in Hi-Fi Choice 1985)

For further information:
SEE LTD,
49 Folly Lane, Warrington
Name................................................................................................
Address............................................................................................
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TURNTABLES AND TONEARMS
SUMMARY REVIEWS

Models covered here have been fully tested in previous issues, but space no longer allows us 
to print the reviews in full. Although some of the products here are officially discontinued, they 
remain available, often at attractive prices.

Acoustic Research 'AR Turntable'
Actually a completely modernised revival of the 
classic AR subchassis design of the 1960s, this 
well-finished model offered fine all round per
formance, with an airy, articulate sound; the 
matching arm was regarded as roughly equiva
lent to a Mission 774LC. This model remains very^ 
good value though somewhat eclipsed in this 
respect by the cheaper EB101.

Ariston Magnum Opus
A reasonably priced UK-made pickup arm, the 
Magnum Opus showed tidy resonance behaviour 
and will suit a number of medium-compliance. 
cartridges. A recent sample showed further 
improvements and recommendation for this 
model continues.

Audio Technica AT1120
This low effective mass (5g) arms suits fairly 
high compliance cartridges, and sounded better 
than an unpromising resonance graph sug
gested. Tonal balance was quite pleasant, stereo 
image reasonably well defined, and treble 
inoffensive. Bass definition was below that of 
some 'super' arms though, and this model will 
not suit low-compliance moving coils. Well built 
and finished, with very low friction, it originally 
sold at around £110.

Decca International
With moderate 12g effective mass, this unipivot 
design gives a rather 'rich' tonal balance, with 
some bass muddling and mid-forwardness; it 
could be a good match tor Decca's individual
sounding cartridges, but constructional quality 
is not good by modern standards. Out of produc
tion, but still available from some outlets.

Dual CS514 and CS515
Superficially resembling the 505 models, the 
inexpensive CS514 and '515 are based on 
lightweight plastic plinths and have only the 
most rudimentary isolation, via rubber 
grommets, of their steel 'subchassis'. Despite 
the nicely-made Dual tonearm, sound quality 
was not found very satisfactory, lacking 
dynamicsand showing programme wow, a con
sequence of poor motor torque. Though the 514 
could perhaps be worth considering for the least 
expensive systems, the '505 is clearly very much 
worth the extra money.

Dynavector DV501
Developed from the even more elaborate 505, 
this unusual arm pivots laterally at the conven
tional place, but the front section of its beam 
carries a smaller secondary arm pivoting in the 
vertical direction. This means that effective 
mass is 50g in the lateral plane, and 20g in the 
vertical. The secondary 'front' arm carries the 
lEC/SME-type headshell, which itself weighs 
15g. The arm's complicated non-rigid structure 
was reflected in poor resonant behaviour and 
sound quality was disappointing; and at 1kg it 
is still too heavy for satisfactory fitting to many 
subchassis designs.

Fidelity Research FR64S and FX64S
These beautifully-made tonearms are both cap
able of extremely good results, and are probably 
best suited to the high-mass type of turntable 
such as the big Luxman. The FR64S has an 
effective mass of 35g, suiting cartridges of not 
more than 10cu, while the FX, at 20g, is more 
widely compatible. On test the FX sounded a 
little more secure in terms of focus and image 
stability, while on audition the S was found a 
little 'cleaner' and with greater bass 'weight'.

Grace G707
This long-established and elegant arm is a rigid 
yet low-mass (7g) design with a fixed plastic 
headshell. In terms of tonal neutrality it seems 
to offer a slightly bright or coarse balance, and 
while it offers tight, extended and powerful bass, 
with good stereo depth and precision, recent 
introductions reduce its competitiveness.

Helius Orion
Built to uncompromising standards, the Helius 
Orion uses a 'tri-ball' pivot system in a massive 
bearing assembly, giving great rigidity and zero 
bearing play when correctly adjusted. Of 
medium effective mass (11g), this excellently 
engineered arm continues to justify its high 
price (some £420), and is again recommended.

Linn Basik LVX ,
While offering the upgraded LV Plus version as 
a separate item, Linn still supply the LVXto other 
manufacturers for fitment to their own turn
tables. Sourced in Japan but built completely to 
Linn's specification, the LVX is a versatile 
medium-mass (12.5g) type. With very satisfactory
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OziY TORITO
ON OTO T^

•

You have probably seen them. In dealers 
windows, attached to display models 
at exhibitions or featured in adver-
tisements in the hi-fi press. Manu
facturers are inordinately proud of 
them. As well they might be. We 
dish them out pretty sparingly.

•So just why does a HI-FI 
CHOICE recommendation c^^ so 
much weight?

Because we commit thousands of 
pounds and many hundreds of man 
hours testing equipment for every 
issue of HJ-FI CHOICE. And when we 
say 'testing', we really mean it.

Each issue is authored by one of 
Britain's finest audio technicians. We 
pit machine against machine under 
controlled laboratory conditions 
manufacturers claims against 
reality.

We conducted 'blind'
listening , test& using 
panel of listeners. W® 
print the reviews, 
warts and all. 
These are preced
ed by a 'Con
sumer Intro
duction and 
a 'Techni
cal Intro
duction', 
usually 
many pages in 
length. Each

a selection of the models tested.
We usually publish five HI-FI CHOICE editions 

a year. They cost £2.SO per copy. Each one dedica
ted to a particular theme. We laminate the covers to 
make them last for years and supply quality binders 
to keep them in for permanent reference. We also 
maintain stocks of back issues for people to buy 
through the mail (using the coupon below) or 
you can visit our new Back Issues Centre in the 
West End of London. This is located at 14 
Rathbone Place, London WlP IDE, five 
minutes walk from Tottenham Court Road 

tube station.
Any new issue of HI-FI CHOICE is 

usually to be found at W. H. Smiths or 
other good newsagents. Some hi-fi 
dealers c^^ a stock of back issues, 

too, but in case of difficulty, contact 
us at the above address.

Ours is not a very econoinic 
\ way of producing a hi-fi publi

cation. We could probably 
cut a few comers on obtain

ing the information we 
publish and make a lot 

y more money. But our 
% Series Editor,

Steve Harris , just

QfïÔj7 VESÏWSÏ N
wouldn't stand for 

it. And he stands 
for what is

has a quick reference
'Overall Comparison Chart;' and, of 
course, a 'Best Buys and Recommended 
Section'. Photographs of almodels are 
included. Lastly, we award those little tegs to

-HilIÇHQïçE
Simply a bcttei

I
If you prefer not to cut up your magazine use a photocopy of this form.
RUSH ME THE ISSUES OF Bi-Fi CHOICE TICKET BELOW:
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D Hi-Fi Choice Binders

All issues are £3.00 (Best Buy Guides, Binders £3.50) including P&P in the UK. Overseas please add £1.25 (BB Guides, Binders £2.00) air 
freight for each issue.
D Please débit my Access/Visa/Diners/American Express/Mastercharge* card
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TURNTABLES AND TONEARMS
' SUMMARY REVIEWStonal balance and well defined stereo, the L VX gave a sweet and musical treble although the bass lacked some tautness.

Lux PD300
A massively constructed and beautifully finished belt-drive subchassis turntable, the PD300also incorporates the Lux vacuum platter system. With a substantial (3.4kg) platter and high torque drive, wow and flutter and rumble measurements were excellent, but the effectiveness of the suspension system is compromised, as supplied, by the addition of foam sleeves and silicone damping washers on the moving parts. Removal of these improved the sound at the expense of a slight 'nervousness' in chassis stability. With notable midrange neutrality and transparency, at time the 'JOO sounded almost clinically clear, and in tonal balance seemed slightly 'cold' and faintly 'glassy'. Recommended in two previous issues, the 300 is officially discontinued but currently still available from stock.
Marantz Esotec TT1000Produced in very small numbers, this 'flagship' motor unit in many ways typifies the Japanese 'heavyweight' approach to turntable design, in which mass and rigidity are relied on to provide acoustic isolation, without resorting to a suspended subchassis. With a glass/aluminium sandwich plinth weighing over 25kg, a 3.4 kg platter and an excellent motor, the TTIOOOdoes offer a high-quality shock resistant motor platform, tolerant of most tonearms. When well sited, it gives very good reproduction with low coloration levels, but the price of around £1000 makes any value for money judgement inappropriate.
Mayware IllWhile this earlier version of the Mayware arm received a recommendation when tested a couple of issues ago, the importer has subsequently declined to submit current samples for review, anq we are unable to confirm that the arm still holds its own against improved competition.
Michell Focus motor unitI n production for some years now, the Michell Focus has undergone many detail improvements. It is founded on a wood/plastic laminated chassis, suspended as a whole on quite effective springs with rubber feet. The distinctive suede 'mat' is permanently bonded to the solid 2kg platter, driven at its rim by a synchronous motor via a round-section rubber cord. Sound 

quality, assessed originally with a Linn Basik LVV was found quite transparent in the mid, with bass reasonably clean. The acrylic lid rests directly on the baseplate though, and the best results were obtained with lid removed.
Nakamichi Dragon CTStill a very large player, the remarkable Dragon is the more practically-proportioned offspring of Nakamichi's original computing turntable, the first to offer automatic record centring. The system eliminates wow due to record hole eccentricity, which sometimes goes beyond the levels of tolerance, particularly on piano and organ music. Before play, record eccentricity is first sensed by a small secondary 'tonearm', after which a precision mechanism makes a tiny movement of the upper glass platter to bring the record into perfect centration. This special feature worked extremely well and may prove attractive to critical listeners. In other respects the Dragon was competent; it was resistant to feedback and shock, and sounded a little like a good subchassis deck of a few years ago (one with foam-damped springs and a rubber mat). The bass did not have quite the attack of modern designs, and the mid was not exceptionally detailed, but the stereo stage was wide, pretty deep and had good focusing. Worth considering for some, the Dragon's £900 price tag takes this interesting design well out of the 'value for money' range.
Oracle DelphiStill current, with detail improvements, the original Oracle motor unit designhas an 'open' appearance and incorporates many special design features. The elegantly skeletal laminated magnesium subchassis is poised on springs concealed in three piers attached to the thick acrylic base plate. Correct subchassis behaviour with various arms is obtained by choosing the right combination from the total of nine colour-coded springs provided. The platter incorporates Oracle's unique clamp system and a rubber mat with 'tacky' surface.Subjective impressions were of a rather 'dry' and well-damped character, with a somewhat 'distant' mid and treble. Transients were reproduced very clearly, with good instrumental differentiation, and very good depth and stereo focus. Criticisms in the last edition centred on the failure to keep perfect subjective pitch on the most sensitive material, and the effects of the stiff chassis vibrational mode and residual vibration breakthrough. Nonetheless the Oracle
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Made ;n England by: OED HI FI SYSTEMS DIVISION
Unit 12 Ashford Industrial Estate, Ashford Road, Ashford, Middx TW15 1AU

EBED 
SYSTEM

/ A230 
r /AMPLIFIER 

/ 1985 
/ BESTBUY 

Hi-fi choice

Further Information ev^ll^ble from Syrinx Audio Llmlted,Royiton House, Caroline PHk,Granton,Edlnburgh. 
EHS 1QJ. Telephone: ( 031) 551 ^2404.
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TURNTABLES AND TONEARMS
SUMMARY REVIEWS

can produce very good sounds with ancillaries 
of appropriate quality.

Revox 8791
In this 'childproof' design, the arm is a foolproof 
servo-controlled assembly concealed beneath a 
cover, the whole forming a parallel-tracking 
gantry which is swung across the playing sur
face once the disc has been placed on the 
platter. The servo responds to forcible move
ment by instantly lifting the stylus from the 
groove, and this makes record or stylus damage 
virtually impossible. The cartridge fitted to the 
model tested last year was a high-compliance 
Shure, though this has now been replaced by an 
Ortofon type. Sound quality was described as 
'rich' with some midrange 'thickening'. Overall 
the sound felt a little 'compressed' in terms of 
perceived dynamic range, but on the other hand/ 
pitch stability was extremely good.

SME 3009 II Improved
The classic low-mass SME arm design still rated 
as 'worth considering' when last tested two 
editions ago, particularly in 'non-detachable' 
form. The Improved designation refers to a 
reduction in mass applied to the design in the 
early '70s, the higher-mass 3009R being virtually 
a return to a pre-lmprovedversion! The Improved 
remains a well-built and finished product which 
may be available. at an attractive price. Sound 
quality was characterised as somewhat brash 
and lacking in bass definition.

SME 3009 Series Ill and lllS
Designed to combine low mass (5g) with versa
tile cartridge matching, the Series Ill has 
extremely comprehensive adjustments; the sim
plified 11/S lacks some of the /Ifs features but 
we found that it sounded indistinguishable. The 
sound was characterised by a 'soft' balance, with 
a subjectively subdued treble. Coloration was 
comparatively low and the overall sound pleas
antly relaxed. Accessory mass loading plates 
can be added to the headshell to raise the effect
ive mass to around 12g, suiting cartridges down 
to Seu, but even so the arm is not primarily suited 
to low compliance moving-coils. But respectable 
sound quality, combined with excellent con
struction and finish, still earns these arms a 
recommendation.

SME 3009R
This 'R' version of the 3009offers higher mass 
primarily for lower-compliance moving-coil cart
ridges; it is in effect a revamping of the much 

earlier, heavier 3009version which preceded the 
3009II Improved. While construction and finish 
are to the usual superb SME standard, the sub
jective performance was in the 'average' group 
and this did not in our view justify the price.

Sumiko MDCSOO The Arm
Based loosely on the legendary Swiss-made 
Breuer, this medium-mass (13g) arm is produced 
in Japan for an American company, and imported 
to the UK by Absolute Sounds, selling at around 
£1000. In earlier tests the sound was found to 
be smooth and relaxed, with good bass defin
ition, fine depth, neutrality and tunefulness. Very 
minor criticisms were made of a slight stereo 
defocusing and mild coloration in the upper mid
range, but the sound quality ranked as very good 
byt any standards. While the MDC800 once 
stood alone at its exalted quality level, it has now 
been joined by competitors, often at more real
istic prices.

Thorens TD160BC and TD160S
Long established as the standard Thorens motor 
unit, the 160BC was also made available, with 
many detail refinements, as the 1605. Both 
models have been recommended in the past and 
although now overshadowed by others ifviewed 
in strict value terms, nonetheless offered sub
stantial engineering quality for the money.

Thorens TD147
Essentially a development of the TD160S, this 
upmarket Thorens model proved to be a fine- 
sounding integrated turntable of honest, well- 
adjusted conventional design. The substantial 
construction and subchassis design give this 
belt-drive model a sound of 'tuneful stability', 
with good rendition of bass information and con
siderable detail through the range. The arm 
could sound a trifle brash at times, but use of 
a felt mat, removal of the finger lift and packing 
the cartridge for accurate vertical tracking angle 
helped matters here.

Thorens TD126 IV
The latest version of this long-lived motor unit 
gave a fine wow-free performance. An oscillator 
provides a synthesised alternating power supply 
to the synchronous motor, allowing user-adjust
able speeds. Very good feedback immunity 
helps this large and solidly built model attain a 
respectable sound quality, and though at over 
£400 it cannot strictly be recommended on value 
grounds, it is probably the only current player 
of high quality capable of playing 78s.
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TURNTABLES AND TONEARMS
BEST BUYS

Here we have listed those models we have selected as 'Best Buy', 'Recommended' and also those 
'Worth Considering’. For the full picture, readers should refer back to the reviews themselves.

In earlier years we have been very cautious in 
awarding 'Best Buy' ratings to turntables and 
tonearms. This was largely because the best pro
ducts fell somewhat short of the ideal while being 
very expensive, and the best of the cheaper 
models showed sufficient short-comings to mute 
our enthusiasm.

Recently, though, a few outstanding examples 
have emerged, offering such good value that a 
'Best Buy' category can be applied with confi
dence; but this is only appropriate to relatively 
inexpensive items — we have set a top limit of 
£200 for 'Best Buy' players.

In the 'Recommended' category are products 
which we consider to offer a combination of gene
rally good value plus fine performance — as price 
increases, so does the importance of absolute 
performance, while 'value' becomes a less relevant 
consideration.

Other products may still be above average in 
performance but are considered less strong on 
value for money — these we have listed as Worth 
Considering', and in some cases they may offer 
special features not found elsewhere.

These listings are of course only a guide — in 
any given individual situation, the choice of over
all system and the mix of specific components 
may prove of greater significance than the rating 
of any individual component. Price is a major con
sideration when making the judgements summa
rised here, so the comments and indeed the rat
ings may need re-interpretation in the light of 
price fluctuations, be they up or down, or in view 
of the prevailing conditions in markets other than 
the UK.

BEST BUYS: INTEGRATED PLAYERS
Acoustic Research EB101 (inc cartridge) £175 
Dual 505 II (inc cartridge) £110
NAO 5120 (inc cartridge) £110
Rega Planar 2 £125
Systemdeck 2X/LVX/Basik cartridge £199
Thorens TD166 £145
Walker CJ61/Mission 774LC £160

RECOMMENDED INTEGRATED PLAYERS
Acoustic Research with AR arm £240
Ariston RD40 AC/Opus £180
Ariston ROSO/Magnum Opus £240
Dual 505-S (inc cartridge) £130
Linn LP12/LV Plus/Basik £500
Linn LP12/lttok £700
Mission 7751. with 744LC arm £165

Oracle Alexandria with arm £850
OED R232 (inc cartridge) £139
Revolver/LVX/Basik £180
RegaPlanIT3 £100
Ratel RP850 £100
Thorens TD321/LVX/Basik £315
Walker CJ58/Linn LVX/Basik cartridge £199 
Walker CJ55 imp/LVX/Basik £230

BEST BUYS: MOTOR UNITS
Systemdek llx £115
Walker CJ61 £85

RECOMMENDED MOTOR UNITS
Acoustic Research £170
Ariston RD40AC £160
Ariston RD80SL £180
Elite Rock £280
Heybrock TT2 £240
Linn Sondek LP12 £425
Lux PD300 £375
Michell Synchro £200
Michell Gyrodec £600
Pink Triangle £400
Revolver £105
Thorens TD320 £220
Walker CJ58 £125
Walker CJ55 £150
BEST BUYS: TONEARMS
Rega RB300 £00

RECOMMENDED TONEARMS
Alphason HR100S £335
Alphason HR100S LC £400
Ariston Magnum Opus £80
Helius Orion £400
Linn lltok £253
Linn LVX (Basik) £85
Linn LV Plus (Basik) £95
Mission 774LC £85
SME Series Ills £107
SME Series V approx £800
Synrinx PU3 £200
Zeta £300

WORTH CONSIDERING
Readers should consult both full and summary 
reviews to find the many models which we have 
rated 'worth considering'. Recent additions to 
the list include the Ariston RD40E, B&O RX-2and 
TX-4, Dual 514, Nakamichi Dragon, Rote! RP 830 
and Thorens TD-320 with TP16 arm.
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Experts know the 
difference.

MERIDIAN MCD

Dave Berriman NEW HI FI SOUND
MERIDIAN MCD

Jimmy Hughes HI Fl ANSWERS
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■■ , ; - ■ . ■. "

'One d' %.<■
significant devdopramts in 
CD player technology.'

ßert Whyte AUDIO MAGAZINE USA
MERIDIAN MCD

....... d WS|
tra‘. little hit. better

in portraying the space in 
which the recording 
had ■ •: made. '

John Atkinson HI Fl NEWS

Write to the experts.
Please send me FREEPOST a copy of the new 

Meridian colour brochure and details of my 
nearest dealer.

Name
Address

BOOTHROYD STUART

JV1ERIDl'1N
13 Clifton Road. Huntingdon, Cambs PEIB 7BR Telephone (0480) 57339 Telex 32577 (MERIDN)
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